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Preface

The purpose of this study was to establish the technical feasibility of a space

fabrication platform that produces functional trusses from aluminum materials sal-

vaged from a space shuttle external tank in orbit. The utilization of electrodynamic

propulsion for orbital maneuvering was also a key feature of the design.
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Abstract

Current plans for constructing large structures in space entail fabricating the

primary components, such as truss segments, on the ground and assembling them in

space. This process requires an exorbitant number of support missions, and methods

to minimize the number must be considered.

Whenever the space shuttle is launched, its external tank is jettisoned and

destroyed prior to reaching orbit. This aerospace grade aluminum structure can be

carried into orbit and utilized extensively. The Prototype Space Fabrication Platform

(SFP) fabricates aluminum materials, reduced from external tanks, into functional

trusses. The trusses are strong and can be used as the primary components for future

structures in space. The fabrication process produces a continuous truss allowing

the end user to determine the length. The SFP can fabricate the same amount of

truss from one external tank as four dedicated shuttle missions can deliver in the

cargo bay.

The SFP utilizes electrodynamic propulsion, via shielded coils, for maneuver-

ing. The novel propulsion system facilitates a versatile payload transportation and

delivery capability. The SFP can continuously track a target from all directions.

The tracking system is ideal for docking since plume impingement is not a concern.

With the assistance of remote manipulators, the SFP can deliver a payload in a wide

variety of orientations.

Under most conditions, the remote manipulator and maneuvering commands

originate from ground workstations. Required manned presence is greatly reduced,

and the time when the space shuttle is off station is effectively utilized.

These and other capabilities of the SFP can be used to significantly enhance the

construction of future structures. The logistical complications, currently inhibiting

advancement in space, can be eliminated.
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Prototype Space Fabrication Platform

L Introduction

1.1 Design Study

A group design study was conducted at the Air Force Institute of Technol-

ogy. The design group consisted of five Air Force officers enrolled in the Systems

Engineering graduate degree program. The study was motivated by the problem

developed in the next two sections.

1.2 Problem Descripfion

Despite current apprehension over expanding America's space program, there

is a significant demand for large structures in space. Effective methods to meet this

demand must be considered. One possible avenue is to utilize the expended external

tank of the space shuttle in low Earth orbit. If each shuttle mission carried the

external tank into orbit, modified tanks could provide materials for the construction

of numerous large space structures. Dedicated fabrication platforms could reduce

the external tanks and re-fabricate the materials into components required for the

construction. The utility of these fabrication platforms would be increased if they

possessed transportation and delivery capabilities. Electrodynamic propulsion and

attitude control could provide the precise maneuvering and control necessary to

accommodate these features.

After researching the problem, the design group summarized the task into one

problem statement:

Utilize the external tanks from space shuttle missions and the concepts of
electrodynamic propulsion to support the construction of large structures
in space.
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The group concluded that a space platform capable of fabricating trusses from

external tanks with a delivery system driven by electrodynamic propulsion would

illustrate effective means for the fabrication of large structures in space. An in-depth

feasibility study for the development of a prototype space fabrication platform (SFP)

is detailed in the report that follows.

1.3 Objectives

A list of objectives was developed to assist in directing the study. The objec-

tives are to design a prototype space platform that:

* fabricates trusses for use in the construction of large struc'. -s in space

* utilizes external tank raw materials in the truss fabrication process

* utilizes electrodynamic propulsion for platform maneuvering

* possesses transportation capability

e possesses delivery capability

1.4 Scope

The development of a prototype space fabrication platform first requires a solid

technical foundation. The intent of this study is to establish the technical feasibility

of an SFP. Whenever multiple solutions to a particular problem in designing the SFP

existed, the best solution was chosen based on technical merit. Immediate product

availability and monetary costs did not influence the study. This completed technical

feasibility study will ser',e as a basis for comparing the potential benefits of an SFP

against product availability, cost, and the many other ramifications associated with

its implementation.
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1.5 Report Outline

In Chapter 2, the motivation for the SFP study is provided. The need for con-

structing large space structures is presented as well as the concepts of utilizing space

shuttle external tanks and electrodynamic propulsion. The design study's solution

to supporting the construction of large space structures with a truss producing space

fabrication platform is developed. Potential growth applications of the platform are

presented.

In Chapter 3, an overview of the study is delivered. Systems engineering tech-

niques are used to define the requirements of the SFP and the decision making pro-

cesses. Summaries of the SFP design, capabilities, and assembly plan are introduced

to provide a foundation for the remainder of the report.

In Chapter 4, the work of a previous design study that is integral to the SFP

study is briefly described. The previous study developed components and procedures

for salvaging material from the expended external tank of the space shuttle. Critical

components and procedures of the design study are reviewed. External tank material

salvage and pre-processing operations required for SFP truss production are also

described.

In Chapter 5, the SFP truss making process is detailed. Raw material sal-

vaged during external tank reduction is combined to produce square trusses. All the

processes necessary for truss production are discussed.

In Chapter 6, the basic theories of electrodynamic propulsion are developed.

The concept of shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion is detailed, and an optimal

linear control system, that utilizes electrodynamic propulsion for controlling the SFP,

is discussed. The controllability requirement for the SFP, which sizes the SFP and

dictates the specifications for the control elements, is explained.

In Chapter 7, the calculations for the power requirements of the SFP are de-

scribed. The equations presented allow for an iterative design process. Based on
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given available power, operational power scenarios are developed which outline the

major capabilities of the SFP.

In Chapter 8, a conceptual analysis of the remote manipulator systems planned

for SFP assembly and mission ready operations is delivered. The remote manipula-

tors are categorized into two systems: the servicing system and the docking system.

Both are heavily influenced by the remote manipulators proposed for Space Station

Freedom and the proven remote manipulator system of the space shuttle. The dock-

ing system also utilizes the attributes of the electrodynamic propulsion system to

provide a unique and impressive docking capability.

In Chapter 9, a conceptual sequence that illustrates the assembly of the SFP is

delivered. The tradeoffs on how the SFP is built are discussed and an eight mission

overview of the actual assembly is provided.

In Chapter 10, operational missions and SFP capabilities are discussed. The

events in which an external tank is recovered, reduced, converted to the truss prod-

uct, and then transported and delivered are covered in detail. The SFP's capabilities

and its advantages over conventional systems are also discussed.

In Chapter 11, the critical design issues for the SFP are presented. The chapter

supports the decisions made during the design process by expounding on issues that

arose during the design study. Sections of the chapter are referenced throughout the

report to provide increased detail on a subject without interrupting continuity in the

body of the report.

In Chapter 12 the report is concluded. Recommendations for further research

in the area are provided.
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II. Motivation

2.1 Introduction

Before designing a fabrication platform, the guiding concepts must be thor-

oughly understood. This chapter identifies the need for large space structures. It

provides a short introduction to the concepts of utilizing an external tank in space

and propelling a vehicle with electrodynamic propulsion. The general idea of a space

fabrication platform is presented, and future growth applications are addressed.

2.2 Large Space Structures

In the 1960's, the need for research in space promoted the production of a

space station. Today, many needs, including research, are calling for not just a

space station, but numerous large structures in space capable of fulfilling a variety

of roles. Five of these needs will be identified, and ways to accommodate them will

be discussed.

2.2.1 Alternative Energy. Large space structures are needed to conserve

and augment the world's limited fossil fuel supplies. The amount of solar energy that

reaches the earth is 20,000 times the total energy currently used by man (29:4). It

could be harnessed in many ways. The most popular is via solar collectors. A large

array of collectors at geostationary orbit would be in direct view of the Sun 99% of

the year and could provide the Earth with abundant quantities of energy (11:1239).

A solar collector array for this use is large. A Boeing design has a surface area of

112 km 2 and requires approximately 1300 km of truss (13:103).

Other solar energy capturing methods have also been considered. Large reflec-

tors in space could direct light or heat during night or cold conditions. In February

of 1993, a Russian satellite reflected a 4 km wide light beam from space onto Europe

for six minutes (86:20). The potential agricultural and industrial benefits from this
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technology are enormous, as well as the assistance it could provide during disaster

relief operations.

2.2.2 Telecommunications. Large space structures are needed for im-

proved telecommunications. Because of satellites, the ability to access data, com-

puters, and other people anywhere in the world is becoming commonplace. Unfor-

tunately, the demand for more communication satellites is leading to crowding of

the geostationary orbit and the frequency spectrum (29:2). Many communication

satellites could be replaced with just a few large geostationary platforms integrating

all their individual functions with shared antennas.

2.2.3 Material Processing. Large space structures are needed for improved

material processing. The consequences of processing without gravity and in a vacuum

are far reaching. Materials that are difficult or impossible to produce on earth,

because of the measures taken to control the environment, could easily be produced

in space. For example, liquid and molten material could be processed without the

use of a solid container. This would eliminate (29:4):

"* problems with contamination and spontaneous physical processes caused by

contacting the container walls

"* problems attributed to processing highly corrosive materials

"* restrictions in processing temperatures

Large material processing platforms could ease current demands for materials needed

today, and accommodate future demands for materials yet to be created.

2.2.4 Spaceborne Service. Large space structures are needed to assist

other space vehicles. A site in space for refueling, assembling, or repairing would

have many advantages, for example, launches originating from Earth - which devote

much of their payload to fuel for achieving orbit - could be minimized. It is highly
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likely a manned Mars probe will be assembled and fueled on board a structure in

space before departing for Mars (9:317). Also, inoperative satellites or satellites des-

tined for deep space could be repaired or "last chance" checked for problems (29:7).

2.2.5 Spaceborne Construction. Finally, building on all the previous

needs, large space structures are needed to construct other large space structures.

Just like large construction projects require support facilities in remote locations on

earth, similar facilities will be required in space. These facilities will provide (29:7):

"* stable construction platforms

"* habitation modules

"* storage facilities

"* machine shops

"* communication centers

The needs just identified do not exhaust the list. They represent a cross-

section of the many needs being generated by advancements in technology. This

design study is motivated by these needs. A large space platform that directly or

indirectly accommodates them is developed.

2.3 Space Fabrication Platform

The numerous large space structures proposed in the previous section require

multiple launches for multi-staged assembly. At one time NASA was planning for

approximately 20 space shuttle missions to build Space Station Freedom (78:1). To

enhance the feasibility of producing structures in space, the launch support require-

ment must be minimized. This design study will develop a platform which fabricates

trusses from space shuttle external tanks to support the construction of large space

structures.
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ROCKET
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Figure 2.1 The space shuttle before launch with the external tank (ET) and solid
rocket boosters attached (28).

2.3.1 Space Shuttle External Tanks. "The external tank is currently

the only non-reusable portion of the Space Transportation System" (80:1)(see Fig-

ure 2.1). It is intentionally jettisoned into either the Indian or Pacific Ocean just

prior to the space shuttle achieving orbit. The jettison occurs because the external

tank is not currently used in space and is considered unwanted debris. When it is

jettisoned, the orbiter and external tank both have 98% of the energy required to

enter orbit. In fact, an alternate launch trajectory, called a direct injection, allows

this to occur with no additional fuel costs (28:1-14)(see Figure 2.2).

There are many ways the external tank could be utilized in space. For example,

its role as a container for 730,000 kg of propellants could easily be continued with

minor modifications. After a direct injection, the external tank still has 7,000 kg

of residual fuels remaining (28:1). This alone would provide significant support to

other spacecraft already established in space.
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Afternae Trajectoey

Standard Trasiy

Launch

Figure 2.2 Space shuttle launch trajectories. The space shuttle keeping an external
tank into orbit instead of jettisoning it into the Ocean (28).

The usefulness of the external tank is not limited to fuel storage. It could be

adapted to store other liquids, gases, equipment, or even people. Also, it is made

from 24,000 kg of aerospace grade aluminum. Intact, it is far more rigid than any

structure currently in space and could serve as a backbone for the construction of

other space structures. Dismantled, it could provide large quantities of construction

materials. For example, trusses - which are primary components to most space

structures - could be produced from these materials.

In 1990, a systems engineering group at the Air Force Institute of Technology

designed a system for transforming the external tank into raw material while in low

Earth orbit. The study demonstrated how assorted lengths of aluminum I-beam and

flat plate could be salvaged. It was called An Aluminum Salvage Station for the

External Tank (ASSET) (31).

The SFP design study uses aluminum raw material - recovered from exter-

nal tanks by ASSET salvage procedures -- for the production of trusses. Because

the ASSET concepts are critical to this study, they are reviewed and modified for
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F CONDUCTOR

Figure 2.3 The defection force experienced by a conductor with a current flowing
through it in a magnetic field.

specific applications in Chapter IV and Appendix A. The platform will also have

the capability to transport and deliver the completed trusses to other sites where

they can be utilized. The maneuvering capability of the SFP will be achieved with

electrodynamic propulsion.

2.3.2 Electrodynamic Propulsion. When a current flows through a conduc-

tor in a magnetic field, R, it experiences a transverse deflection force (see Figure 2.3).

The magnitude and direction of the force, FB, is given by (32:539):

FB = iL x B (2.1)

i current

L = length and direction of the conductor

B = magnitude and direction of the magnetic field
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Figure 2.4 A rigid conductor electrodynamically propelled space vehicle configured
for maximum control in the magnetic field.

In 1965, Drell, Foley, and Ruderman proposed running a current through a long

conductor in the Earth's magnetic field to produce thrust for a vehicle in space (22).

In 1992, a thesis at the Air Force Institute of Technology developed a space vehicle

using this propulsion technique. It was called A Precision Orbital Tracking Vehicle

(POTV) (49). The vehicle was composed of rigid orthogonal conductors sized and

situated to provide multi-axis thrust and attitude control in the Earth's magnetic

field. (see Figure 2.4).

Electrodynamic propulsion is ideal for situations requiring low or moderate

levels of thrust over long periods of time (81-2). Orbit transfer, station keeping,

stand-off, and attitude control - the maneuvering requirements of the SFP - are

prime applications. If the power source for the propulsion sysoem is solar generated,

fuel requirements are minimal, and if the current in the conductors is variable, thrust
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Figure 2.5 A single coil partially shielded by a magnetic shield. The return portion
of the coil does not experience an external force.

can be variable. For these reasons, electrodynamic propulsion was adapted to propel

the SFP.

As the concept of electrodynamic propulsion has developed, the task of driv-

ing current through a conductor in space has become an area of emphasis. Research

on an approach that has provided encouraging interim results utilizes a partially

shielded conductor coil (48). The coil closes the circuit. This minimizes the resis-

tance involved in driving the current. Also, the shield removes the return portion of

the coil from the magnetic field. This inhibits the shielded portion of the conduc-

tor from experiencing an opposite direction force. Figure 2.5 illustrates a partially

shielded single coil. These desirable characteristics ultimately work to reduce the size

requirements of space vehicles utilizing electrodynamic propulsion. For this reason,

this technology is incorporated into the SFP. Shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion
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is thoroughly developed in Chapter VI and implied when addressing electrodynamic

propulsion for the remainder of this report.

2.4 Growth Potential

The study concentrates on developing an SFP that fabricates and delivers

trusses only. However, with these capabilities satisfied, expanded roles could be

considered. For example, once the SFP is complete, the external tank it receives

could be delivered intact to a site that needs it. It could also be modified while on

the SFP for a particular capability. Converting it to a habitation module, storage

facility, or contained work area would be feasible.

The modified tank could still be delivered to a site, or - if the SFP was

designed for it - could remain attached to the SFP. With this potential, the SFP

by itself could become a construction facility capable of providing:

o a stable construction platform

o habitation modules

o storage facilities

* machine shops

* communication centers

With appropriate design considerations, the SFP could grow into any of the large

space structures cited in Section 2.2.

2.5 Summary

This chapter identified the requirement for large structures in space and sug-

gested utilizing the space shuttle external tank to support their construction. The

potential uses of the external tank were presented. The concept of creating a plat-

form that fabricates trusses, made from external tank raw materials, and utilizes
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electrodynamic propulsion was developed. The potential of the platform to deliver

completed trusses or modified tanks, or become any one of the large space structures

identified in the beginning of the chapter was proposed.
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III. System Overview

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is intended to assist the rest of the report by providing insight

to the desired outcome of the SFP study. An overview of the fundamental decision

drivers and resulting SFP design is presented. The chapter is divided into two sec-

tions: SFP des;gn requirements and SFP overview. With the problem identified in

Chapter 1, ant the motivation established in Chapter 2, the SFP design require-

ments can be generated. The influence of these requirements and resulting SFP

specifications are then summarized.

3.2 Requirements

Requirements for the SFP were developed by the group to satisfy the objec-

tives listed in Section 1.3 and establish technical feasibility. The requirements were

organized into needs, alterables, and constraints as defined by Sage (72:79-83). The

Sage format greatly assisted in focusing the design study.

3.2.1 Needs. Needs are required, useful, or desired features designed into

a system (72:79). The needs identified for the SFP are:

* a truss product that enhances the construction of large structures in space

* a truss product that utilizes the raw materials of the space shuttle external

tank

* a delivery capability

* a maneuvering system that utilizes electrodynamic propulsion

* a versatile payload capability

e a versatile stand-off envelope
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e a versatile orbit envelope

* an open work area for mission ready operations

3.2.2 Alterables. Alterables are the factors, pertaining to the needs, which

can be changed during the design of a system (72:81). The alterables identified for

the SFP are:

* the truss product shape and dimensions

* the welding method for truss fabrication

* the delivery method

"* the payload capacity

"* the stand-off envelope

"* the orbit envelope

"* the electrical power generation method

* the platform assembly plan

* the components of the platform prefabricated on Earth

* the manning requirements

* the command and control locations

3.2.3 Constraints. Constraints are the limitations under which the needs

must be satisfied or the range over which the alterables can be varied (72:82). The

constraints identified for the SFP are:

"* the primary source of material for the truss product will be the space shuttle

external tank

"* the primary propulsion method will be electrodynamic

"* the maximum usable electrical power will be 82 kW
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"* the maximum conductor temperature of the electrodynamic propulsion system

will be 438°C (allows a safety factor of 1.5 from the minimum melting point

of the materials used in the propulsion system)

"* the maximum time required for a 200 km orbital altitude change will be less

than 20 days

* the minimum payload capacity will be 30,000 kg

* the stand off-envelope will be from 0 to at least 40 m around a target's center

of mass

* the orbit inclination envelope will be between 0* and 28.50

* the orbit altitude envelope will be between 300 and 500 km

The SFP is a prototype platform. Any change in the needs, alterables, or

constraints could change the final design but still establish technical feasibility of the

concept. Recall, the needs, alterables, and constraints for this study were developed

by the group to best demonstrate the technical feasibility of an SFP; this does not

imply they axe the only needs, alterables, and constraints that could accomplish

the same task. Chapter XI analyzes the effects of designing to alternative needs,

alterables, and constraints.

3.2.4 Decision Making. The decision making process used throughout

this study can be characterized as discrete judgement. As mentioned in Section 1.4,

solutions were chosen based on technical merit without the influence of product

availability or monetary cost. The metrics used (mass, size, power, etc.) in design

tradeoffs were based on situational appropriateness and vary between tradeoffs.

The flow of the report is to introduce possible design tradeoffs as they occur

in their respective chapters and immediately identify the best solution. Usually,

the tradeoff analysis is deferred to the design sensitivities chapter at the end of the
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report. The desire is for the body of the report to maintain a logical progression

towards the final SFP design.

3.3 Overview

This section summarizes the final design developed in the remainder of the

report. Its purpose is to assist with continuity while reading the individual areas

of consideration that were analyzed in the design process. Details of the decisions

made during the design process are addressed in Chapter XI.

3.3.1 Configuration. Figure 3.1 illustrates the final configuration of the

SFP. It is influenced by all the needs, alterables, and constraints, but dominated by

the need for delivery and maneuvering capabilities.

The ultimate purpose of the SFP is to support construction in space. To

accomplish this, the SFP product - trusses - has to be readily available to the end

user. The SFP possesses or open work area, remote manipulator systems (docking

and servicing systems), and a maneuvering system to facilitate delivery of the truss

product.

After some reflection, it can be seen that the manipulation of FB = iL x B for

six degrees-of-freedom mandates conductors in three orthogonal directions, as well as

augmentation thrusters parallel to the B-field and an attitude torque generation sys-

tem. The layout of the SFP accommodates these requirements with main, cross, and

orthogonal integrated trusses that house conductors, four augmentation thrusters,

and a coiled conductor integrated truss unit housing attitude control elements. The

use of electrodynamic propulsion for maneuvering capability significantly influences

the design of the SFP.

Solar dynamic power modules were incorporated with the existing ASSET

photovoltaic arrays and placed at the ends of cross integrated trusses. The solar

dynamic power modules possess higher power to mass ratios than the photovoltaic
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Truss Product
Dimensions 1.0 x 1.0 x (variable) m
Mass/Length 5.25 kg/m
Welding Method Laser
Axial Stiffness 3.774 x 10T N
Bending Stiffness 9.135 x 106 N M2

Torsional Stiffness 1.103 x 106 N M2

Production Rate 77 m/hour

Table 3.1 Truss Product Specifications.

arrays. They also possess thermal energy storage elements that provide power during

eclipse operations, and eliminate the need for additional batteries. The position of

the solar power systems on the SFP is required for unobstructed orientation with

the Sun at all attitudes.

There are no habitation modules on the SFP; all manning requirements are

satisfied by space shuttle visitations. Remote manipulators and ground control are

used extensively throughout assembly and mission ready operations.

3.3.2 Truss Product Characteristics. Trusses are produced by a truss

maker on the SFP. Specifications of the trusses are listed in Table 3.1. They are

strong and compliment the construction of future structures in space. The truss

maker produces continuous trusses allowing the end user to determine the length.

The SFP can fabricate the same amount of truss from one external tank as four

dedicated shuttle missions can deliver in the cargo bay.

3.3.3 Platform Capabilities. The electrodynamic propulsion system pro-

vides a precise and versatile transportation and delivery capability for the truss

product. The SFP can continuously track a target in R-bar, V-bar, Z-bar (see Fig-

ure 3.2). The maximum R-bar stand-off capability is 82 m - SFP center of mass

to target center of mass. The tracking system is ideal for docking since plume im-
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Figure 3.2 R-bar, V-bar, and Z-bar tracking. R-bar is defined along the radial
direction, V-bar is defined along the orbit path direction, and Z-bar is
defined along the out of plane direction.

pingement is not a concern. With the assistance of the remote manipulator systems,

the SFP can deliver the truss product in a wide variety of orientations.

The electrodynamic propulsion system also provides an effective gi,3ss orbital

maneuvering capability. The SFP can orbit anywhere from 300 to 500 km in altitude

and traverse this 200 km envelope in less than 12 days. It is capable of orbit

inclinations between 0* and 28.50.

In most cases, the remote manipulator and maneuvering commands originate

from ground workstations. Permanent manning is not required, and the time when

the space shuttle is off station is effectively utilized.

The capabilities of the SFP addressed in this section highlight the design study.

They are summarized in Table 3.2

3.3.4 Platform Assembly. Chapter IX describes the SFP assembly pro-

cess. It is briefly explained here to further assist with the system overview. The

assembly will begin by using an ASSET dismantled external tank for station keep-

ing and power. A consolidated truss maker and a segment of the SFP main integrated
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SFP
Dimensions 50.0 x 64.3 x 38.3 m
Mass 79,309 kg
Primary Propulsion Electrodynamic
Power Source Solar Dynamic & Photovoltaic
Permanent Manning Requirement None
Primary Command and Control Source Ground
Orbital Altitude Envelope 300-500 km
Orbital Inclination Envelope 0-28.5 0
Maximum Payload 31,300 kg
Maximum Acceleration Rate 10.3 x 10-' m/s 2

Minimum Time for 200 km Altitude Change 11.9 days
Maximum R-bar Stand-off Range 82 m
Maximum Continuous Usable Power 82 kW
Standard Mission Avg Power 44.9 kW
Propulsion Efficiency 87%

Table 3.2 The final design specifications for the SFP.

truss will be brought into orbit by the space shuttle. The truss maker, mounted to

the main truss segment, will be attached to the external tank. Additional main truss

segments will be delivered on subsequent space shuttle missions and attached to the

previous truss segments until the main integrated truss is complete. Once complete,

the main integrated truss will house conductors that can assist with station keeping,

using ASSET power. The next shuttle mission will deliver a coiled conductor inte-

grated truss for attitude control. The coiled conductor integrated truss mounts to

the side opposite the truss maker on the main integrated truss. In addition to atti-

tude control, it also establishes mounting points for the cross integrated trusses and

the orthogonal integrated truss. The cross trusses and orthogonal truss are deliv-

ered by the space shuttle and assembled in segments similar to the main truss. The

cross trusses house conductors for electrodynamic propulsion and also provide loca-

tions for solar power systems. When the orthogonal integrated truss is installed, it

will provide the final conductors required to complete the electrodynamic propulsion

system.
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IV. Material Salvage and Pre-Processing Operations

4.1 Introduction

An Aluminum Salvage Station for the External Tank (ASSET) was the result

of a systems engineering design study to develop possible techniques for transforming

the space shuttle external tank into a source of construction material at low Earth

orbit (31:xxii). The beginning of this chapter briefly describes ASSET and ASSET

salvage operations. Additional ASSET information is provided in Appendix A. Ref-

erences (31) and (80) are the primary sources for ASSET. The remainder of the

chapter addresses the external tank material salvage and preprocessing requirements

for accommodating the SFP.

4.2 ASSET General Description

ASSET is a station in low Earth orbit where external tanks are reduced to

raw material. The structure of ASSET is a partially reduced external tank (see

Figure 4.1). The external tank is brought into low Earth orbit - as described in

Section 2.3.1 - on a dedicated ASSET shuttle mission. During the mission, reduc-

tion equipment is set up inside the external tank to begin the salvage operation. Two

hydrazine boost/deboost modules are attached to the external tank for altitude and

attitude control (31:5.38). Photovoltaic arrays are added to provide electrical power

for the boost/deboost modules, avionics, lights, cameras and reduction equipment.

The LH.2 tank section of the external tank is the source of material for the

salvage operations (see Figure 4.2). Reduction equipment cuts composite sections of

I-beams, flat plates, and spray-on foam insulation (SOFI) from the skin of the LH 2

tank. Figure 4.3 illustrates the potential source of I-beams and flat plate with an

exploded view of the LH 2 tank. A primary cutter tracks along the I-beams inside the

LH 2 tank cutting out the composite sections with an electron beam (see Figure 4.4).

The primary cutter and the cut out composite sections are maneuvered with a robot
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Figure 4.1 ASSET. The facility is produced from the external tank of the first space
shuttle mission dedicated to ASSET (31).

Figure 4.2 The external tank is composed of the L0 2 tank, the intertank, and
the LH 2 tank. The LH 2 tank is the source of material for the salvage
operations (31).
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Figure 4.3 tnkblow An exploded view of the LH 2 tank. The potential source for
I-beams and flat plates between them can be readily seen ir the lower
illustrations. Dimensions for this figure are in inches.
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Figure 4.4 Cross-section of an LH 2 tank during ASSET salvage operations. The
primary cutter tracks I-beams inside the LH 2 tank to cut out a com-
posite section of skin with an electron beam. The primary cutter and
the cut out composite sections are maneuvered with a robot arm on a
centerline track inside the LH 2 tank (31).
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Figure 4.5 Cross-section of a composite section of LH 2 tank skin before and after
workstation processing. The SOFT is removed and the I-beam is sepa-
rated from the flat plate. Dimensions for this figure are in inches (31).

arm on a centerline track inside the LH 2 tank. The composite sections are carried to

a workstation. At the workstation, the SOFI is removed, and the I-beam is cut from

the flat plate. Figure 4.5 identifies a composite section before being processed by the

workstation and the resulting I-beam and flat plate after workstation processing.

Ninety-four percent of the raw material produced by ASSET salvage operations

comes in two shapes and two lengths:

* 81 flat plates 4.140 m long

* 267 flat plates 5.715 m long

* 81 I-beams 4.140 rn long

* 267 [-beams 5.715 m long

All flat plates are 24.18 cm wide and 0.32 cm thick with a radius of curvature of

420.40 cm. All I-beams are 3.18 cm wide and 3.18 cm tall with a web thickness of

0.25 cm and a flange thicknesses of 0.32 cm.
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Once the first external tank is made into ASSET, the study proposes that

subsequent external tanks are docked with the ASSET for reduction. The reduction

equipment is transferred to the new external tank, and the LH 2 tank is salvaged into

more raw material. Afterwards, the reduction equipment and raw material product

are transferred back to ASSET, and the remainder of the reduced external tank is

detached and programmed to deorbit.

To accommodate an ASSET dedicated mission, the external tank must be

modified on the ground. The significant ASSET external tank modifications are

listed as follows (31:5.4):

* deactivate tumble valve

* install a disarm feature on the range safety system

* install an L0 2 and LH 2 tank depressurization capability.

e install hand rails and foot restraints within the LH2 tank to assist extra ve-

hicular activity (EVA)

* install a centerline track in the LH 2 tank for the ASSET robot arm

* install a handle on the aft manhole cover

• install bar codes, for indexing, on the major ring frames

* pre-tap holes for workstation mounts

* pre-tap holes for brackets and lights on the major ring frames

* modify the intertank to access power and power conditioning systems

4.3 Modifications to ASSET Equipment and Procedures

The SFP possesses a truss maker (see Section 5.3) that uses the raw materials

produced during ASSET type salvage operations to create continuous trusses of

variable lengths. For ASSET, the raw materials are cut into shapes and lengths

which optimize ASSET's cutting and storage operations. However, before the SFP
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Figure 4.6 End and side view of a single bay of SFP produced truss (not to scale).

truss maker can use the raw materials for truss fabrication, modifications to the

salvage operations are required. The raw materials must be cut into SFP truss

maker required shapes and lengths. Once the materials are appropriately sized, they

must be prepared for use by loading them into storage/feed magazines. As the name

implies, the magazines not only store the raw materials but eventually feed the SFP

truss maker. See section 11.5 for the specific quantities and configurations of the

raw materials required for truss construction.

Two SFP fabricated truss configurations were considered as possible options

for utilizing ASSET raw material. Selection of the final SFP fabricated truss con-

figuration is described in Section 11.5. The members which make up a truss section

are identified in Figure 4.6. Material and physical properties of the SFP produced

truss are discussed in Appendix B. The necessary processes and tools to fabricate

the SFP truss from external tanks are discussed in the remaining sections.

4.3.1 External Tanks. The SFP assembly originates from an already

established, SFP modified, ASSET. When the SFP is mission ready, subsequent
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Figure 4.7 An external tank modified with a heavy grapple fixture opposite the
forward external tank/orbiter strut. The lower illustration in the figure
is an enlarged side view of a heavy grapple fixture. The heavy grapple
fixture will be grappled by the SFP during docking.

external tanks replace the original external tank for more salvage operations. The

SFP requires an additional ground modification to all the external tanks it processes.

A heavy grapple fixture is installed on the intertank opposite the forward external

tank/orbiter strut (see Figure 4.7). The heavy grapple fixture is used for docking

the SFP with an external tank (see Section 8.3). For SFP assembly reasons, the

first ASSET used to construct the SFP requires an additional heavy grapple fixture

displaced 450 from the primary heavy grapple fixture (see Figure 4.8).

4.3.2 Primary Cutter. To eliminate storage and debris concerns, the

primary cutter is reprogrammed for SFP operations to only cut out the material

required for truss fabrication. The unused material remains attached to the external

tank. SFP truss fabrication design decisions are discussed in Section 11.5. The

primary cutter cuts out the 267 composite sections that are 5.715 m long, but only

the I-beam portions of the 81 composite sections that are 4.140 m long. Additionally,

the ends of the flat plates on the 5.715 m composite sections are cut at an angle.
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Figure 4.8 A cross-section view of the external tank modified with heavy grapple
fixtures. The heavy grapple fixture offset 450 is only required for the
first ASSET used in SFP assembly.

Originally, ASSET cut ouit 81 composite sections from the external tank in the

form of 4.140 m long I-beams attached to 24.18 cm wide flat plates. However, the

SFP truss maker requires only the 81 I-beams and not the flat plates. The I-beams

are cross members for the truss product. To accommodate this requirement, the

primary cutter only cuts out the " ¾eams from the 4.140 m long composite sections.

The flat plate material remains attached to the external tank (see Figure 4.9).

The angle cut of the flat plates is necessary to eventually create diagonal truss

members. The angled ends of the diagonal members allow a tight fit during the truss

fabrication process. They also provide a larger surface area for weld attachment of

the diagonal member to the truss longitudinal member (see Figure 4.10). Figure 4.11

illustrates the reprogrammed cuts on the 267 5.715 m composite sections. The angle

cut is accomplished by reprogramming the path of the primary cutter. For the SFP

truss maker, the desired angle is 12.80.
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Figure 4.9 The primary cutter is reprogrammed to travel 3.175 cmn during its cross
cut of the 4.140 m composite sections. This produces 81 4.140 rn I-
beams. The flat plate originally cut during this same process remains
attached to the external tank. Salvaging the material in this manner
eliminates the problem of storing the excess flat plate material.

4.3.3 Workstation. In the original ASSET salvage operations, the robot

arm carries a composite section of skin to a workstation for SOFI removal and separa-

tion of the I-beam and flat plate (see Figure 4.12) (31:5.23). At the workstation, the

SOFI stripper uses a rotating wire wheel to cut the SOFI from the aluminum skin.

Then, an electron beam cutter cuts the I-beam from the skin creating a separate

I-beam and a flat plate. Figure 4.5 shows the material before and after processing

through the workstation.

Figure 4.13 illustrates the modified workstation to support the SFP. After

SOFI removal, the flat plate material from the composite sections is cut into five

equal width strips and the I-beams are sliced down the center of the web to form

two T-beams. To accomplish this, the workstation is modified by the addition of

,ven laser beam cut heads connected to a laser beam cutting system. Figure 4.14 is

an end view of the rack of seven laser beam cut heads in the workstation. The ASSET

electron beam cutter is eliminated. The reasons for selecting laser technology over
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Figure 4.10 In the top illustration, an angled cut allows a proper fit for the diagonal
truss member in the truss product and also provides a larger surface
area for weld attachment. The bottom illustration shows how a poor
fit occurs without the angled end of the diagonal truss member.

Assn CM

4.4SS

12.6

5.715

Figure 4.11 The primary cutter is reprogrammed to produce an angle cut, required
later by the SFP truss maker, on the diagonal truss member.
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Figure 4.12 Side view of the ASSET workstation. The workstation removes the
SOFI and separates the I-beam from the flat plate (31).

LONGITUDINAL MEMBER STORAGE/FEED
MAGAZINE

PRIMARY DRIVE MOTOR \IG*LMME RSE

COMPOSITE SOFI STRIPPER
SECTION

LONGITUDINAL AND DIAGONAL MEMBER
STORAGE/FEED MAGAZINES

Figure 4.13 Side view of the ASSET workstation, modified to support the SFP.
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Figure 4.14 An end view of the seven laser beam cut heads in the modified ASSET
workstation. The dotted I-beam represents the capability to operate
on composite sections with the I-beam on the opposite side.

electron beam technology are discussed in Section 11.6. This same laser technology

is also used during the SFP truss fabrication phase described in Section 5.3.

Five of the laser beam cut heads are attached above the workstation and serve

two functions: they separate the I-beam from the flat plate material in the 5.715 m

long composite sections, and they slice the 5.715 m flat plates lengthwise. As de-

scribed earlier, the latter function is to produce diagonal members for the truss

product. The two side mounted laser beam cut heads also serve two functions: they

slice the web of the I-beam material lengthwise to produce T-beams. and they cut

the 4.140 m T-beam material cross-wise to form equal length (1.035 m) T-beams.

The 5.715 m and 1.035 m T-beams are the longitudinal and cross members of the

truss product respectively. A side mounted laser beam cut head is required on both

sides of the workstation because the primary cutting procedure produces composite

sections with alternating I-beam side locations.

4.3.3.1 Side Mounted Laser Beam Cut Heads. As the composite

section is driven past the side mounted laser beam cut head, the I-beam is sliced
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Figure 4.15 Side view of the I-beam on a composite section being driven through a
side mounted laser beam cut head. In this particular illustration, the
resulting T-beams are being cross cut into 1.035 m lengths and will
serve as the cross members of the truss product.

down the center of the web to form two T-beams (see Figure 4.15). For cross member

production, the 4.140 m composite sections are driven 1.035 m, the drive stops, and

the two T-beams are grasped by the cross member graspers. Then, the side mounted

laser beam cut head translates orthogonally to cut the T-beams cross-wise. Upon

completion of the cross-wise cut, the side mounted laser beam cut head returns to its

original position, the drive resumes moving, and cutting continues in the lengthwise

direction. The cross-wise cut is accomplished three times for every piece of 4.140 m

I-beam fed into the workstation. This produces 648 truss cross members that are

1.035 m long.

As soon as the cross-wise cut is made, the cross member graspers translate

and load the cross members into cross member storage/feed magazines (discussed

at the end of this section). The cross member graspers then return to their original

positions and await the next pair of T-beam members.
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The cross-wise cut is unnecessary when salvage operations shift to longitudinal

truss member production. EVA crews extend the workstation distance between

the laser beam cut heads and the graspers to accommodate the 5.715 m composite

sections and bring in longitudinal member storage/feed magazines to replace the

cross member storage/feed magazines. The longitudinal members are loaded into

magazines in exactly the same way as the cross member magazines. This produces

534 5.715 m longitudinal members.

The process of T-beam cutting and magazine loading is accomplished on either

side of the workstation. This means four magazines, two on each side of the work-

station, are required during material processing. Magazine height was a concern due

to the 91 cm diameter manhole each magazine was required to pass through to gain

external tank entry. Therefore, a total of 12 cross member magazines are used to

store the 648 cross members. By increasing the number of magazines, the height

of the cross member storage/feed magazine is reduced to 85 cm. The width of the

cross member storage/feed magazine is 8 cm.

Similar height concerns for the longitudinal member storage/feed magazines

were alleviated by again using 12 magazines for storage. The height of the magazine

was thus reduced to 71 cm. The width of the longitudinal member storage/feed

magazines is also 8 cm.

The magazines are changed out by EVA crews. Full magazines are placed

on a rack inside the external tank and will be removed by the remote manipulator

servicing system after the salvage operations are complete. The servicing system is

described in Section 8.2.

4.3.3.2 Top Mounted Laser Beam Cut Heads. As the 5.715 m com-

posite sections are driven past the rack of five top mounted laser beam cut heads,

the flat plates are cut into five equal width strips (see Figure 4.16). The five diagonal

members generated by this operation are already the proper length due to the repro-
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Figure 4.16 A rack of five top mounted laser beam cut heads cut lengthwise through
the salvaged flat plate material to create five equal width strips and
separate the flat plate from the I-beam.

grammed cut pattern of the primary cutter. Two centimeters prior to completing the

lengthwise cut on the forward most diagonal member, the drive stops. A diagonal

member grasper then grasps the end of each diagonal member about to be sepa-

rated. Because the flat plate is cut at an angle, the diagonal members are separated

in sequence versus simultaneously. Once grasped, the rack of five laser beam cut

heads translates to cut the last 2 cm of the lengthwise cut to complete the diagonal

member separation. The diagonal member grasper extends the separated diagonal

member to a position for loading into a diagonal member storage/feed magazine.

The loading process is the same as that described for the cross and longitudinal

storage/feed magazines. When the diagonal member is loaded into the magazine,

the diagonal member grasper resets over the next diagonal member to be separated.

The rack of laser beam cut heads then translates back to the position where the

simultaneous cuts were completed, and the drive/cutting procedures resume.
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Eight diagonal member storage/feed magazines are loaded one magazine at a

time. When five magazines are full, EVA crews change out the full magazines and

place them on the rack inside the external tank for servicing system removal. The

diagonal storage/feed magazine height is 52 cm.

4.3.4 Storage/Feed Magazines. The storage/feed magazines used to store

and eventually feed individual truss members to the SFP truss maker, are modified

versions of the magazines designed during the General Dynam.cs Space Construc-

tion Automated Fabrication Experiment Definition Study (12:2.130). In the General

Dynamics case, the truss members were pre-loaded on the ground and eventually

fed the General Dynamics truss maker in space. For a description of the General

Dynamics truss maker, see Section 5.2 and (12). In the case of the SFP study, the

magazines have been modified to allow loading in space as well as feeding the truss

members to the SFP truss maker. This is not a major modification to the original

concept and requires only that the top and bottom of the magazine be accessible

(see Figure 4.17). The top is used for loading truss members, while the bottom is

used for feeding truss members to the SFP truss maker.

Although three different size magazines are required for the three types of SFP

truss members, the operation of all three are basically the same. The only difference

is a pusher device added to the longitudinal member storage/feed magazine. This

is required for feeding material into the SFP truss maker. The magazines are also

fitted with dextrous grappling fixtures for eventual SFP servicing system grasping

and maneuvering.
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Figure 4.17 Side view of a cross member storage/feed magazine. The magazine
is representative of the three different storage/feed magazines used on
the SFP.
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V. Truss Making

5.1 Introduction

The SFP is designed to fabricate versatile trusses which are basic elements

for the construction of other space structures. Therefore, a literature survey was

conducted to determine whether this type of operation had ever been conceived and

to what extent it had been carried out.

During the late 1970's and early 1980's, much attention was paid to the possi-

bility of placing large space structures into orbit. These structures were to be either

built on Earth first and then deployed in space, or manufactured in space from raw

materials brought from Earth.

The structures to be built on Earth were to be manufactured in such a way

as to require as little volume as necessary in order to maximize use of the shuttle

payload bay. Once in orbit however, these condensed packages would be deployed by

different methods such as unfolding or unfurling into their final configuration. Even

though ingenious methods for condensing and deploying these types of structures

were envisioned, numerous shuttle launches would still be required to create a space

structure of significant magnitude. Further, their structures did not possess great

rigidity.

The structures to be manufactured in orbit using raw materials brought from

Earth required new and innovative construction techniques before being considered

feasible. Even though the complexity of the problem was compounded by virtue of

the harsh environment of space, the benefit was the possibility of deploying in one

shuttle mission what would take other methods multiple shuttle flights. It is this

second, more complex space manufacturing method discussed in this design study.
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Figure 5.1 The General Dynamics truss builder automatically produces a truss con-
structed of three formed caps, joined to channel shaped cross members.
It is stabilized with six zig-zag plyed tension cord diagonals (12:2-36).

5.2 Background

General Dynamics Convair Division and Grumman Aerospace Corporation ac-

complished independent studies outlining a method of manufacturing continuous

truss sections in space. Truss sections are the basic building blocks of large space

structures (i.e., platforms, space stations, solar power satellites, etc.) and therefore

a valuable space construction commodity.

The General Dynamics truss building machine (see Figure 5.1) was designed

during the Space Construction Automated Fabrication Experiment Definition Study

and the truss building machine by Grumman (see Figure 5.2) was designed during the

Space Fabrication Design Study. Ground versions of both machines were designed

and manufactured. Each demonstrated the capability to automatically manufacture

continuous truss sections. Although subtle differences existed between the two de-

signs, the final product of each machine looked very similar (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
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Figure 5.2 The Grumman truss builder is three identical machines arranged around
a common axis. Each has its own coiled supply of material used for
longitudinal cap formation. Pre-formed cross braces are supplied from
cannisters attached to the machine. Some are at right angles, and some
are inclined with respect to the cap members (43).

Figure 5.3 The triangular truss produced by the General Dynamics truss builder
used zig-zag plyed tension cord as its diagonal bay support (7).
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Figure 5.4 The triangular truss produced by the Grumman truss builder used pre-
formed channel braces for its diagonal members (43).

5.2.1 General Dynamics Truss Machine. The General Dynamics machine

was designed to go into orbit via the space shuttle and carry with it all materials re-

quired to manufacture truss sections. The space manufactured truss was constructed

of three formed caps. These caps were joined to channel shaped cross-members and

stabilized with six zig-zag plyed tension cord diagonals. Fabrication of the truss

required the following processes (12:2-36):

"* raw material storage

"* material heating

"* longitudinal cap forming

* truss drive

* diagonal cord application

* cross member application

9 truss cutoff
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Each of these processes is described briefly in the following sections.

5.2.1.1 Material Storage. Raw material for the truss maker was

pre-processed and stored in a condensed form for use in space. Flat strip material

for the caps was stored on three separate rolls (see Figure 5.1). Each roll could

hold approximately 200 m of 0.0775 cm thick composite strip material and could be

replaced by another roll when depleted.

5.2.1.2 Material Heating. The flat strip material for the caps was fed

through a heating section in preparation for forming. The heating section applied

heat only to bend zones. The zones were heated to the plastic state prior to entering

the forming section. Applying heat to the material at the bend zones only, provided

significant energy savings.

5.2.1.3 Longitudinal Cap Forming. The General Dynamics' patented

rolltrusion process was used to form the heated flat strip material into the desired

cross sectional shape (see Figure 5.5). On exit from the forming process, the cap

sections were cooled before exposure to loads.

5.2.1.4 Truss Drive. The truss was moved through the fabrication

process and deployed into spece by a drive mechanism on each cap member. The

drive mechanism also provided the force necessary to extract the cap material from

storage and pulled it through the forming process.

5.2.1.5 Diagonal Cord Applicators. As the truss advanced through

the fabrication process, the diagonal cord members were plyed across each face of

the truss. The cords were properly tensioned and positioned for attachment. Final

attachment of the tensioned diagonal cord members was accomplished at the same

time as the cross members. This procedure is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.5 Cap sections formed by the General Dynamics patented rolltrusion pro-
cess (12).

5.2.1.6 Cross Members. Prefabricated cross members were stacked

closely together and stored in a clip mechanism. The clip had a belt ' ed mechanism

designed to advance the stack, one member at a time. The cross members were

positioned by a swing arm handler mechanism. When the cross members were po-

sitioned and the cords properly tensioned and positioned, one of six ultrasonic weld

heads, equipped with a multiple-tipped weld horn, spot-welded the truss elements.

The spot welding process captured each cord within a weld joint, between a cap and

cross member.

5.2.1.7 Truss Cutoff. Once the desired length of truss had been

produced, three guillotines cut through the three beam cap members. The finished

truss was then ready to be utilized as required.

5.2.2 Grumman Truss Machine. The Grumman truss making machine

was also designed to carry into orbit all materials required to manufacture truss

sections in orbit. The Grumman truss maker employed three cap forming machines
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arranged around a common axis. Each machine was complete with the storage,

heating, forming, cooling, and drive sub-functions required to continuously process

strip material into the desired cap shape. The three cap sectk as emerged from one

end of the machine parallel to each other, 1 m apart to form the longitudinal corner

sections of a triangular truss (43:34).

Just as in the General Dynamics design, pre-formed cross braces were supplied

from magazines attached to each face of the machine. The magazines supplied cross

braces at right angles to the caps. These cross braces were then induction welded to

the longitudinal cap members.

The Grumman truss maker diverged from the General Dynamics truss maker

by using a longer version of the cross brace as the diagonal member instead of crossed

cord material. Grumman accomplished this by attaching, at an angle, an additional

storage magazine to each face to supply the material (43:35).

5.3 SFP Truss Making

Direct application of either of the above truss makers for the SFP is not pos-

sible primarily because raw material thickness is too great to make heat forming

practical. A discussion of this and other decisions related to truss making is located

in Section 11.4. However, several aspects of the truss making processes described

earlier find direct application in the SFP truss making machine (see Figure 5.6).

The SFP truss maker also has some unique features not found in the truss

makers described earlier. These unique features are:

"* the four sides of the truss maker must be accessible by the SFP servicing system

which is described in Section 8.2

"* the truss maker rides on rails along the main integrated truss and is necessary

for center of mass considerations which are described in ')-ction H
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* the top of the truss maker is the mounting point for the docking and delivery

system and is described in Section 8.8

In general, the SFP truss maker shown in Figure 5.6 begins truss fabrication

when longitudinal T-beams are feed into the truss maker at one end and welded into

continuous longitudinal members. The continuous longitudinal members are then

indexed through the truss maker - stopping and starting at prearranged stations

to receive cross and diagonal member attachment. The indexing process required

to move the truss through the truss maker is such that cross and diagonal members

are all welded to the longitudinal members during one stop. An additional stop is

required and occurs to allow the formation of the continuous longitudinal members.

Therefore, during normal operation, only two stops per truss maker cycle are re-

quired. Finally, once the desired length of truss has been fabricated, grapple fixtures

are attached and the completed truss is cut and stored for future use. The remain-

der of this chapter is devoted to a complete description of the SFP truss making

machine.

Simplicity of design and operation was the primary consideration in developing

the tools and automated truss maker concept. This was necessary to achieve high

reliability. For normal operations, no manned interface is necessary. Fabrication of

the SFP truss sections requires the following processes:

* telerobotic manipulation of material storage/feed magazines

* feeding longitudinal T-beam from storage/feed magazines

* truss drive and guide wheel mechanism

* butt welding T-beams to form continuous longitudinal members

e application of cross members to continuous longitudinal members

* application of diagonal members to continuous longitudinal members

* application of dextrous grapple fixtures to truss
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"* cutoff of completed truss

"* manipulation of completed truss sections

5.3.1 Manipulation of Storage/Feed Magazines. Thirty-two truss member

storage/feed magazines are loaded during the ASSET salvage operation and must be

moved fomrn the ASSET facility to the SFP. The storage/feed magazines are equipped

with dextrous grapple fixtures to allow the SFP's servicing system to grapple them.

The truss member storage/feed magazines always reside in the same location in the

ASSET facility. Therefore, a pre-planned, automated operation for grappling and

maneuvering them into place on the SFP is envisioned.

The first four cross and longitudinal storage/feed magazines are attached to the

SFP truss maker. There are a total of eight diagonal member storage/feed magazines.

All eight of these magazines are required by, and attached to, the SFP truss maker.

This leaves 16 additional truss member storage/feed magazines, eight containing

longitudinal members and eight containing cross members. These 16 storage/feed

magazines are maneuvered one at a time to their storage position under the main

integrated truss (see Figure 5.7). Storage racks for the specific purpose of holding

these spare storage/feed magazines are built into the underside of the main integrated

truss. Extra storage racks are built into the underside of the main integrated truss

to store empty storage/feed magazines.

5.3.2 Feeding Longitudinal T-Beams from Magazines. The truss fabrica-

tion process starts when four longitudinal T-beam magazines simultaneously eject

one member each (see Figure 5.8). Longitudinal members are made available when

the magazine feed belts are advanced one step. This delivers one longitudinal mem-

ber into position for ejection. Once in position, a pusher mechanism guides the

member out of the magazine to waiting drive wheels. The pusher then returns to its

starting position until the next member is required by the truss maker.
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Figure 5.7 Bottom view of stored truss member storage/feed magazines. Sixteen
loaded storage/feed magazines are stored below the main integrated
truss until needed by the truss maker. Magazines are maneuvered one
at a time to their storage position by the SFP's servicing system.
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TRUSS EMBERSMEMBERPUSHE
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Figure 5.8 Side view of the SFP longitudinal member storage/feed magazine (not
to scale). Stepper motors in the magazine shift the T-beam members
into position one member at a time. Then the pusher drives the T-beam
out of the magazine, thus feeding the SFP truss maker longitudinal truss
members.
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Figure 5.9 End view of one of the eight SFP truss maker drive wheels. The drive
wheels push the truss through the SFP truss making process.

5.3.3 Truss Drive and Guide Wheel Mechanism. There are four SFP

truss maker drive sections. Each drive section contains two friction drive wheels (see

Figure 5.9) and eight guide wheels (see Figure 5.10). The drive wheels provide the

necessary force to push the truss through the truss maker. The guide wheels provide

support and guidance for the truss as it moves through the truss maker. The drive

sections are located at the end of the SFP truss maker where the longitudinal truss

members are fed by their storage/feed magazines.

When a longitudinal member is fed to the truss maker, it is engaged by the first

drive wheel. The first drive wheel pushes the longitudinal member until it is engaged

by the second drive wheel. Both drives push the longitudinal member until only the

second drive wheel is in contact with the longitudinal truss member (see Figure 5.11).

When this occurs, the second drive wheel stops the end of the longitudinal member

when it is centered in the longitudinal member butt welding section.

Next, another longitudinal member is ejected by the storage/feed magazine.

The first drive wheel engages it and pushes it untii it is butted against the previous
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Figure 5.10 Top view of drive wheels housed in the SFP truss maker drive section.
Drive wheels provide the necessary force to push the truss through
Ghe truss fabrication process while guide wheels provide support and
guidance.
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GUIDE WHEELS LONGITUDINAL TRUSS
MEMBER

Figure 5.11 Side view of the SFP drive wheels pushing the truss through the SFP
truss making process.
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Figure 5.12 The drive wheels push the longitudinal truss members into the butt
welding section. The drive wheels stop and hold the longitudinal mem-
bers during the welding process.

longitudinal truss member still being held by the second drive wheel (see Figure 5.12).

The process just described occurs simultaneously at all four tru ,. drive sections. The

longitudinal truss members are now in position for the butt welding process described

in Section 5.3.4.

After butt welding is accomplished, the drive wheels push the now continuous

longitudinal members into position for cross and diagonal member attachment. A

new set of guide wheels are placed to allow attachment of truss cross members

without interfering with the process. An inside set of guide wheels would interfere

with cross and diagonal member attachment and is therefore eliminated. The outside

guide wheels are shaped to hold the longitudinal truss members by their edges (see

Figure 5.13 and 5.14). Pressure applied to the truss by the outside set of guide

wheels provides support for the truss as it moves through the truss maker.

5.3.4 Butt Welding of T-Beams. Laser beam weld heads, one positioned

over the butted surfaces and another positioned to the side of the butted surfaces, are
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Figure 5.13 The SFP truss maker guide wheels, in combination with the drive
wheels, hold the longitudinal members in place for the butt welding
process.

/GUIDE WHEELS

Figure 5.14 Outside guide wheels guide the truss through the SFP truss making
process without interfering in the welding process.
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Figure 5.15 Top view of one of the truss maker's drive sections. The SFP laser beam
welding system butt welds longitudinal truss members. The members
are driven and held in place for welding by eight drive wheels, two for
each longitudinal SFP truss maker drive section.

activated when the drive wheels have stopped. The weld heads move orthogonally

across the abutting surfaces until a weld joint is formed. The weld heads are attached

to the truss maker laser beam welding system via fiber optic cables. The fiber optic

cables are laced inside the SFP truss maker framework to avoid possible interference

problems cables on the outside of the truss maker might pose. Laser beam weld

heads are attached to the ends of the fiber optic cables which exit the truss maker

framework at the weld head locations (see Figure 5.15). The welding system used

by the SFP truss maker applies multiplexing laser beam technology described in

Section 11.7. The laser beam welding system is located at the end of the truss

maker (see Figure 5.6). Welding is accomplished in a sequential, as opposed to

simultaneous, manner. This means that no two weld heads ever operate at the same

time. This versatile, multiplexing feature of the welding system keeps the truss

maker power requirements low. The truss maker requires a maximum of 7 kW of

power -- 5 kW for the laser beam welding system and 2 kW reserved for truss maker

command and control.
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Figure 5.16 Side view of the 2 m extrusions on SFP fabricated trusses.

5.3.5 Application of Cross Members. The first longitudinal truss mem-

bers are driven approximately 2 m beyond the cross member storage feed maga-

zines. By driving the members beyond this first cross member attachment point,

four longitudinal extrusions are created (see Figure 5.16). The extruded ends of the

finished truss are intended for customer application of terminating quadpods (see

Figure 5.17). Quadpods provide the desirable capability of centroidal connecting

joints. Centroidal truss attachments are preferred over other types of truss joining,

such as truss overlap, because of the avoidance of eccentric loads at the joints (10:15).

However, centroidal attachments are only one possible technique for joining trusses

in space.

With the longitudinal members properly positioned, cross member storage/feed

magazines (see Figure 5.18) advance the magazine feed belts one step. Awaiting

cross member graspers receive the cross members from the magazines (see Fig-

ure 5.19). The grasping operation is performed via a scissors-type clamp driven

by redundant hold drive motors similar to the one used by the General Dynamics

truss maker (12:2.130) (see Figure 5.20). Sensing the grasped cross member, the
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Figure 5.17 Conceptual drawing of truss terminating quadpods. Quadpods are not
the only truss joining technique but they do avoid eccentric loads at
joints while some other joining techniques do not (10:15).

LOAD T-BEAM
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STEPPER MOTORS

FEED T-BEAM TRUSS
MENBERS HERE

Figure 5.18 End view of the cross member storage/feed magazine. The cross mem-
ber magazine feeds 1.035 m long T-beam members to awaiting cross
member graspers.
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Figure 5.19 End view of the cross member storage/feed magazines providing a cross
member for each cross member grasper.
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Figure 5.20 Finger mechanisms are used to grasp members as they are fed from
storage magazines.
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Figure 5.21 The SFP cross member graspers grasp, translate, and hold members
while welding occurs.

grasper drive is activated causing the grasper arm and grasped cross member to

translate inward toward the continuous longitudinal members.

Grasper system vibrations are damped out by stabilizers attached to the grasper

system. Wheels are fixed to the ends of the stabilizers and ride against the inside of

the longitudinal members (see Figure 5.19). The stabilizers are required to prevent

misalignment of truss members during the grasping and welding process.

When the cross members are in proper welding position, the laser beam weld

heads move into position (see Figure 5.21). The cross member storage/feed maga-

zines are set back 10 cm from the truss maker to allow the laser beam weld heads

access. Finally, the weld sequence is activated and the cross members are sequentially

welded to the longitudinal members.

5.3.6 Application of Diagonal Members. Diagonal members are fed,

grasped, positioned, and welded to the longitudinal truss members via a process

similar to that of the vertical truss cross members. However, the diagonal truss
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Figure 5.22 Side view of a diagonal truss member being held in position by graspers.
The two grasping devices provide diagonal member stability during the
welding process.

members require two grasper devices for their grasping system (see Figure 5.22).

The two graspers are located at both ends of the diagonal storage/feed magazine

and provide stability during the welding process. Two crossed diagonals per bay

are required on each side of the truss. This configuration requires two separate

stations for mounting diagonal members to prevent interference between diagonals

during installation (see Figure 5.6). The crossed aiagonals are attached in two stages.

First, the diagonal storage/feed magazine releases one diagonal member to awaiting

graspers. The diagonal member is held in place by the two graspers and welded to

the longitudinal truss member. The truss is then driven one bay length and stopped.

The second truss diagonal is then fed, positioned, and welded to complete one truss

bay. The completed truss bay is driven unimpeded out the end of the SFP truss

maker (see Figure 5.6). This process is repeated until the desired length truss is

completed or raw material is exhausted.
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Figure 5.23 Side view of the last truss bay fabricated before the cutoff process.
Longitudinal extrusions are generated by cutting through the middle
of the bay. The extrusions can be used for quadpod application.

An exception to the truss diagonal member application process just described,

occurs immediately prior to the truss cutoff process described in Section 5.3.8. The

last truss bay fabricated before the truss cutoff process is created with no diagonals

(see Figure 5.23). By creating a truss bay with no diagonals, the longitudinal extru-

sions for the attachment of quadpods can be formed by cutting through the middle

of the bay.

5.3.7 Application of Dextrous Grapple Fixtures. Before the truss is cut,

at least two dextrous grapple fixtures are attached to opposite sides of the completed

truss section. More dextrous grapple fixtures can be attached at any point along the

truss if required

The grapple fixtures, minus guide posts, are stacked in their own storage mag-

azines. Th guide posts are not initially attached to the stored grapple fixtures. This

allows compact storage of the grapple fixtures in their storage/feed magazines. The

grapple fixture storage/feed magazines feed the devices in the same fashion as the
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Figure 5.24 Side view of the truss bay with the dextrous grapple fixture attached.
The SFP servicing system grapples the grapple fixture prior to truss
cutoff.

other SFP storage/feed magazines. The grapple fixtures are fed into place and held

against the outside of the completed truss. Weld heads then move into place and

weld the grapple fixtures to the longitudinal members of the truss (see Figure 5.24).

Grapple fixture guide posts are stored in an upright position on the outside of

the grapple fixture storage/feed magazines. The guide posts are detached from the

storage/feed magazines and attached to the grapple fixtures by the grapple fixture

guide post removal and replacement tool. See Section 8.2 for a description of SFP

servicing system tools available. Once the dextrous grapple fixtures are firmly fixed

to the truss and the guide posts have been attached, the SFP servicing system

grapples one of the two dextrous grapple fixtures and holds the truss in position for

cutoff.

5.3.8 Cutoff of Completed Truss. Four laser beam cutters cut the finished

truss from the truss still being fabricated in the truss maker. The laser beam cut

heads cut the truss at the center of the bay with no diagonals. This produces an
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approximately 2 m extrusion on both the truss being cut and the truss still in the

truss maker.

The four laser beam cutters begin the cutting process by moving orthogonally

across the flange of the longitudinal member. After the flange has been cut, the

laser beam cut heads stop cutting and move around to the side of the longitudinal

members. The ability to move the laser beam cutters while holding the workpiece

in this fashion is one of the advantages of laser beam technology and is discussed

in Section 11.7. After this rotational movement, the laser beam cutters are now in

position to cut orthogonally across the web of the longitudinal members. When all

four longitudinal members have been cut, the SFP servicing system maneuvers the

completed truss to either its storage position or the docking system for customer

hand off. The SFP docking system is described in Section 8.3. The truss remaining

the truss maker is the beginning of the next truss to be produced.

5.3.9 Manipulation of Completed Truss Sections. The SFP servicing

system grapples one of the two dextrous grappling fixtures attached to the completed

truss. The truss is then moved to a storage rack attached to the orthogonal integrated

truss (see Figure 5.25). The truss storage racks are equipped with dextrous latching

devices for attachment to the second SFP fabricated truss grapple fixtures. The

SFP servicing system maintains a positive lock on its truss grapple fixture until

the storage rack mates with the second truss dextrous grapple fixture. Once firmly

secured by the storage rack, the servicing system releases its grapple fixture. The

truss remains locked parallel to the storage rack until it is required by an end user.

When a truss section is required, the SFP servicing system grapples a free truss

dextrous grapple fixture. Once positive lock has been achieved, the truss storage rack

releases the lock on its grapple fixture. The servicing system maneuvers the truss

to the SFP docking system. The SFP docking system mates with the free truss

dextrous grapple fixture. When the docking system has positive lock on the truss,
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Figure 5.25 End view of SFP's orthogonal truss and truss storage rack. Completed
truss sections are maneuvered to their storage position via the SFP's
servicing system which grapples one of the two truss grapple fixtures.
Truss sections are stored parallel to the orthogonal integrated truss.
The storage rack is equipped with dextrous latching devices for mating
with the second truss grapple fixture.
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the SFP servicing system releases its grapple fixture. Finally, the docking system,

in conjunction with the SFP's precision standoff capability, hands the truss section

off to the end user.
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VI. Shielded Coil Electrodynamic Propulsion

6.1 Introduction

Recent work by Spenny and Lawrence (81) and by Lawrence (49) has shown

electrodynamic propulsion to be a possible method of propulsion for large space

platforms. This design study applies the initial work done by Spenny and Lawrence in

this area, and the initial work done by Ladouceur on the shielding of current-carrying

conductors (48), to develop a shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system for a

prototype space fabrication platform (SFP). Electrodynamic propulsion relies on the

interaction of a current through a wire with an external magnetic field. Depending

on the configuration of the wire and the magnetic field, the interaction can be used

to generate forces and torques. These forces and torques can be used for propulsion

and attitude control.

An iterative design approach is used to evaluate and modify a proposed design

configuration to achieve an SFP capable of meeting the requirements outlined in

Section 3.2. The iterative design approach uses vehicle controllability as the basis

for evaluating a proposed design. For a proposed design, a linear quadratic regulator

based controller is developed. This controller is then used in computer simulations

to determine the forces required to perform specific maneuvers. From these forces

the vehicles design parameters, such as current carrying capacity, required power,

conductor size, etc., can be determined. This process is repeated until a satisfactory

design is developed. Once the final SFP design is determined, its performance can

be analyzed.

Development of the electrodynamic propulsion system requires the combining

of a number of basic concepts with the performance specifications to achieve a sat-

isfactory platform design. The next section provides a discussion of these concepts.
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Figure 6.1 The orbital reference frame with the origin translated for clarity to a
point on the orbit path.

6.2 Basic Concepts

Before developing the shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system for the

SFP, some basic concepts such as coordinate systems, forces and torques due to

currents in magnetic fields, modeling of the Earth's magnetic field, and equations of

motion for the SFP must be discussed. These concepts provide the foundation for

the iterative design process for the SFP.

6.2.1 Coordinate Systems. Throughout the design process, a number of

coordinate systems or reference frames are used. For satellites orbiting the Earth, a

suitable inertial reference frame is the geocentric-equatorial coordinate system -- the

i-frame. Another inertial coordinate system, the Earth-centered inertial coordinate

system is also used -- this is the a-frame. The use of the dipole model for the Earth's

magnetic field requires the use of the Greenwich-equatorial reference frame -- the
-frame. An orbital reference frame (see Figure 6.1) -- the -frame -- and body-
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centered reference frame - the b-frame - are required to describe the position and

orientation of the SFP. A detailed discussion, as well as diagrams of these reference

frames is contained in Appendix C.

6.2.2 Magnetic Field Generated Forces and Torques. One of the objectives

of this design study is to use electrodynamic propulsion. Electrodynamic propulsion

relies on the interaction of a current through a conductor with the Earth's magnetic

field to produce forces. In order to understand how this is applied to the SFP, some

basic concepts must be understood. This section presents the background of how

the current/magnetic field interaction works.

6.2.2.1 Force Law. A charge, qo, moving in a magnetic field, B (or

B-field), will, in general, experience a sideways deflecting force that causes it to take

a spiral path. If the velocity, U, of the charge and the force, FB, are determined by

observing the path, the magnitude and direction of B can be derived by satisfying

the relation (32:538-540):

FB = qo0v x B (6.1)

For direction considerations, the cross product assumes the right hand rule.

A current can be thought of as an assembly of moving charges. Because a

magnetic field exerts a sideways force on a moving charge, it will also exert a side-

ways force on a conductor carrying a current. This is governed by the equivalent

expression:

FB = iL x B (6.2)

where i is the current anG L is the direction and length of the conductor (see Fig-

ure 6.2). This study will refer to Equation 6.2 as the force law. The force law concept

will be used extensively for producing thrust.
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Figure 6.2 A conductor in a magnetic field with a current flowing through it ex-
periences a force normal to the plane made by the conductor and the
vector direction of the magnetic field.

6.2.2.2 Two Parallel Conductors. With a similar derivation method

to the force law, it can be shown that a conductor carrying a current exerts forces on

a charge a distance, r, away (32:557-559). A B-field, obeying the right-hand rule, is

created by the conductor and has the magnitude:

B = Y°i (6.3)
27rr

where juo is the free space permeability constant:

po = 47r x 10- 7 tesla, m

A

The units of V are tesla (T), where:

N
l lA.m
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Figure 6.3 The cross section of a B-field created by a conductor carrying a current.
The higher concentration of circles represents higher B-field magnitude.

/•a d,

Ib Ba

Figure 6.4 Two parallel conductors with currents in the same direction. Forces are
generated that cause the conductors to attract.

Experiments have shown the B-field created by a conductor resembles Figure 6.3 in

direction and magnitude. The higher magnitude of the B-field is associated with the

higher concentration of circles.

Experiments have also shown that two parallel conductors will exert forces on

each other. This can be seen by using Equation 6.3 to determine the B-field created

by one conductor at the distance between the conductors and then using the force

law (Equation 6.2) to determine the force (due to the generated B-field) experienced

by the other conductor. Figure 6.4 provides a graphic example. Since the same

situation occurs for the first conductor due to the second, conductors with currents
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Figure 6.5 A continuous conducting current loop orthogonal to the B-field (going
into the page) will experiences forces directed outward.

in the same direction attract and conductors with currents in the opposite directions

repel.

6.2.2.3 Conductor Loops. A closed conductor loop in an external

B-field with a current flowing through it also experience forces governed by the

force law (32:541-543). Figure 6.5 shows a rectangular conductor loop orthogonal

to an external B-field. The B-field vector is directed into the page. The conductors

parallel to each other have currents in opposite directions and repel each other to

create hoop tension which tries to open the loop. In addition to the repelling forces,

outward forces generated by the influence of the external B-field and defined by the

force law exist. If the loop is displaced as in Figure 6.6, the outward forces are off the

line of action and create a net torque which rotates the loop back to an orthogonal

position. Notice that all the forces concerned are equal and opposite. The loop does

not experience any translation. These attributes apply to circular conductor loops

as well, and lend themselves to attitude control applications.
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Figure 6.6 The forces experienced by a continuous current loop in a B-field create
a torque that drives the loop to a position orthogonal to the field.

Another desirable aspect of multiple conducting loops is that they can be coiled.

Every turn, n, of the coil will experience the same forces as previously described.

This effectively increases the forces and torques involved by a factor of n without

increasing i. This allows a large single loop to be collapsed into a small coiled loop

which can help reduce support structure mass and size. The torque discussed above

can be calculated from

S= ni x B(6.4)

where A is area of tihe loop and the vector direction is defined along the normal

of the area, in the direction of the current flow. Electric motors function on this

basic operating principle (32:542). The use of conductor loops and coils for attitude

control and performance enhancement will be incorporated into the SFP.

6.2.2.4 Shielding. Producing thrust with the force law (Equation 6.2)

can theoretically be accomplished in two ways. One way is to drive current through a

conductor and into the ionosphere via plasma contactors at both ends (63:120-121).

This conceptually treats the entire conductor/ionosphere combination as a closed

circuit (see Figure 6.7). In June 1993, an experiment performed from a Delta II
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Figure 6.7 An electrodynamic tether with plasma contactors for creating a closed
circuit with the ionosphere (63).
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Figure 6.8 A continuous conductor loop with a portion shielded.

launch measured a current on a tether using plasma contactors to close the electrical

circuit through the ionosphere (25:3).

Another potential method is to shield a portion of a continuous conductor

loop. Theoretically, the current inside the shielded portion of the conductor loop

would be unable to inter'Lct with both the B-field of the Earth and the B-field of the

unshielded portion. Torque would be eliminated, and the current in the unshielded

portion would produce translational thrust (see Figure 6.8). Thrust, FB, produced

by the unshielded portion of the conductor could be increased by simply increasing

the number of turns, n, in the conductor loop as described in Section 6.2.2.3. The

original force equation would become:

FB = niL x B (6.5)

Notice that thrust can be increased by increasing n without increasing L or i.
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Figure 6.9 The effects of a high magnetic flux permeability shell on an external
B-field (53).

In addition to the thrust advantages, shielded conductor loops would not rely

on the ionosphere to complete the circuit. As mentioned, plaima contactor devices

are used to close the electrical circuit of the previously proposed electrodynamic

syst,ý-A. The resistance of this configuration has been estimated to be as high as 20

ohms (0) (63). This high resistance requires that a large power system be used. With

conductor loops, the use of shielding allows closed electrical circuits to be on-board

the platform, rather than closing them through the ionosphere. This makes plasma

contactors unnecessary, and the only resistance would be internal to the closed circuit

itself. Research on magnetic shielding for this application is on-going (48).

Conceptually, magnetic shielding is simple. A ferromagnetic material of high

magnetic flux permeability is made into a shell (a cylindrical shell for this application)

which surrounds part of the conductor. In a B-field, most of the magnetic flux is

concentrated in the shell, thus reducing its interaction with the current flowing in

the shielded conductor (53:67-68). Figure 6.9 shows a cylindrical shell in a B-field.

It is important to realize that a B-field generated by the current in the conductor

is concentrated in the shell as well. In (48), it is shown that the shield is only
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Figure 6.10 The dipole axis is offset 11.50 - NG is the geographic north pole and
NM is the magnetic north pole.

subjected to a small torque in the force shielding process. An in-depth review of

shielding theories and properties can be found in (48), (53), and (54).

6.2.3 Earth's Magnetic Dipole Model. As a first approximation, the

Earth's magnetic field, R, can be modeled as a dipole; the model is that of a sphere

uniformly magnetized along the direction of the dipole axis (see Figure 6.10).

The simple dipole model for the Earth is a field centered around the dipole

axis which cuts the Earth's surface at the austral (south) dipole pole, located at

78.50 S-11 0 E, and the boreal (north) dipole pole 78.50 N-690 W; this orientation

yields the smallest cumulative error between the Earth-centered dipole model and

the actual magnetic field (84:33). As can be seen from the location of the magnetic

poles, the axis of the dipole model does not coincide with the Earth's rotation axis,

the displacement angle being 11.50.

While not used for this study, spherical harmonic analysis has been used to

develop a more accurate mathematical model for the magnetic field. The more
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accurate model has been used to define the eccentric dipole model. The origin of

the eccentric dipole model results from displacing the origin of the centered dipole

model 342 km in the direction of 6.50 N-161.8 0 E. This changes the coordinates of the

austral dipole pole to 76.2°S-120.9 0 E and the boreal dipole pole 80.0°N-82.8*W. The

error of this dipole model is only about ten percent (84:36).

The geomagnetic field, up to an altitude of 2,000 kin, may be represented by

the gradient of a scalar magnetic potential (77:2-21) - this is the simple dipole

model for the Earth. The field is then defined as

R = -- VV (6.6)

where V is the scalar magnetic potential. V, is defined as

=V -f r(6.7)

where M is the vector magnetic moment, T is the vector distance from the center of

the dipole, and r is the magnitude of -. The form of this relation, derived in detail

in Appendix D, is given as:

M [2m, ia- m 2 o - m 3 ia3 ] (6.8)

p0

where:

m, = coo [cvc (Q - Og - A0) - si,".s (Q - 0, - A0)] + S4)sisi

M2 = Co4[-svc(Q - Og - Ao) - cvcis (Q - Og - A0)] + s4DocviI

mn3 = C4osis (Q - 0g - Ao) + s~oci

a a(1-e)
1+ c cos V
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and
C - Cos

M magnitude of the magnetic dipole

•0 - latitude of the dipole model's austral pole

A0  longitude of the dipole model's austral pole

and from Appendix C

V E true anomaly along orbit path

Q _right ascension of the ascending node

09 -Greenwich sidereal time

i - orbit plane inclination

a semi-major axis of an elliptic orbit

re eccentricity of a conic orbit

It is important to note that all three elements of R are nonlinear and time-variant.

Since the Earth's magnetic field is fixed with respect to the Earth, the field expressed

in the orbital reference frame varies proportionately to the Earth's rotation rate; this

is seen by the presence of 09 in mi, M 2 , and m3 in terms of Equation 6.8. The time

variance is compounded by changes occurring at orbit rate as well. The presence

of v in the m, and m2 terms indicates these terms vary at orbit velocity as well.

Finally, there is a constant term in M 3 , which accounts for the average north/south

orientation of R. While the time variance makes analysis more complex, it also al-

lows for the Larth's magnetic field to be used to change all six of the classic orbit

elements (63:168-169).

6.2.4 Modeled Forces and Torques. The iterative design process used in

this study uses a dynamics model of the SFP to determine the platform's design pa-

rameters. This requires the development of a dynamics model that is simple enough

to be solved, yet contains enough fidelity so as to provide meaningful information.
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With this in mind, it is important to consider what forces and torques act oil an

orbiting satellite.

6.2.4.1 Modeled Forces. A number of external forces can act on an

orbital vehicle. Among these forces are gravity, aerodynamic drag, magnetic field

effects, non-spherical Earth effects, radiation pressure, meteoroidal impacts, and non

environmental forces, such as mass expulsion; however, this list is not exhaustive.

For the purposes of this study, the only external forces that will be included are

gravity, aerodynamic drag, and magnetic field effects. Gravity and aerodynamic

drag are environmental forces to be overcome, while the magnetic field effects are

used for propulsion.

The force of gravity is described by (93:24):

- Gmm 2 _ GM•'Itot0
Fg =- - r= r (6.9)

where G is the universal gravitational constant, Me is the mass of the Earth, Mtot

is the mass of the SFP, f is the position vector of the SFP relative to the Earth, and

r is the magnitude of -.

The force due to aerodynamic drag is given by:

_1 MeoipVr (6.10)
2 r3

where

p = the atmospheric density

V, the velocity of the SFP relative to the atmosphere

Vr = the magnitude of V,

/3 = the ballistic coefficient (94:65)

While, the magnitude of the aerodynamic drag force is negligible compared to the

force due to gravity, and is therefore not expected to 6ignificantly affect the gross
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motion of the SFP in the short term, relative to the forces produced by the propulsion

system, aerodynamic drag is significant, and cannot be neglected.

6.2.-4.2 Modeled Torques. A number of external forces can contribute

to the total external torque acting on an orbiting vehicle. As before, gravity, aero-

dynamic drag, magnetic field effects, and non-environmental forces can all apply

torques to an orbiting vehicle. It is reasonable to expect that if the aerodynamic

drag force is strong enough to be considered in the relative translational equations of

motion, it should be included in the relative rotational equations as well. However,

the SFP's configuration shown in Figure 3.1 is symmetric across the 1b.2 plane. The

majority of the prepented area of the SFP is a result of the solar dynamic power

modules and the ASSET photovoltaic arrays. Because of symmetry and the fact

that the b2-axis is essentially aligned with the velocity vector, the aerodynamic drag

is assumed to cause no torque about the bl-axis in this orientation. The remainder

of the area is small and near the center of mass; it is assumed that the drag torque

generated by this area is negligible. It is also assumed that there are no drag effects

due to assymetries in component drag coefficients. The result is that aerodynamic

drag effects are negligible in the relative rotational equations of motion, and for

the purposes of this study, gravity and magnetic field effects will be the only forces

included in the analysis.

An examination of Equation 6.9 shows the force due to gravity changes with

the distance between the two bodies. This change can generate a torque on an

orbiting vehicle, in this case the SFP. Assuming the SFP's principal body axes are

aligned with the b-frame axes, the approximate component gravitational torques are

given by Wiesel (93:146-147) as:

-NM9= rG [RR3(C-B) b, +R, R3(A-C) bk-+-RIR2(B-A)b2] (6.11)
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where RJ, R2, and R3 are the components of - expressed in the b-frame, and A,

B, and C are the principal moments of inertia of the vehicle in the b&, 62, and 63

directions respectively.

6.2.4.3 Unforced Relative Equations of Motion. Six equations of

motion are required to completely de-uribe the position and orientation of the SFP.

Since the iterative design process chosen for this study requires the dynamics model

to be expressed as a system of linear, first-order, differential equations, a number of

assumptions and linearizations must be incorporated into the equations of motion.

They include:

"* assume the SFP is a rigid body

"* assume the true anomaly rate of change is constant

"• neglect other than first order terms in the relative position and velocity com-

ponents

"* assume the atmosphere is fixed to the earth and can be described by an expo-

nential model

"* assume small angle approximations for yaw, roll, and pitch

Three of the six equations of motion are translational equations. They describe

the movement of the SFP's center of mass relative to the inertial reference frame.

While the equations of motion must be derived relative to the inertial frame, it is

convenient to express them in the orbital reference frame shown in Figure 6.1. The

three translation directions are the ar, ae, and the a, directions. Assuming the SFP

is a rigid body (see Appendix E), the translational equations of motion are derived

from the form of Newton's second law:

F = Mt ta (6.12)
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where F is the sum of all external forces acting on the SFP, Mtot is the total mass of

the SFP, and - is the acceleration of the SFP with respect to inertial space (52:406-

408). In deriving the expression of Equation 6.12 for the SFP, the vehicle's center of

mass (i.e. the origin of the b-frame) will actually be a small distance away from the

orbital reference point in the a-frame. For the scope of this study, the reference point

is assumed to be in a circular orbit. This allows for the development of the relative

equations of motion for the SFP in the vicinity of a point in a circular reference

orbit.

The remaining three equations of motion are the rotational equations. They

describe the rotation of the body about tLie center of mass. The rotational equations

of motion can be found by equating the sum of the applied torques, M, to the rate

of change of the angular momentum, H (93:109). Thus, with respect to the inertial

frame,

M=H (6.13)

Assuming the SFP is a rigid body, the angular momentum is defined by

H = j 6(6.14)

and can be used if the reference frame is attached to the body, thus making the mass

moment of inertia tensor, I, a constant. However, the time derivative required in

Equation 6.13 must be taken with respect to the inertial frame. Thus, Equation 6.13

can then be expressed as:

b-"J = b-bi + b-- 6b i (6.15)

where b-Wb" = wabi +wbi 2 +wAb3 is the angular velocity of the body frame with respect

to the inertial frame. Aligning the b-frame with the SFP's principal axes results in
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a diagonal moment of inertia matrix

A 0 0

0= 0B 0

0 0 C

Solving Equation 6.15 for the individual elements gives the standard Euler's equa-

tions (35:95)

: At; + (C - B) wbw.: = bM1 (6.16)

R4: Bb + (A - C)wGwC = bM2 (6.17)

b3: C~c + (B - A)wawb = bM3 (6.18)

These are coupled, nonlinear, first order differential equations.

Equations 6.16 - 6.18 can be used to derive the last three equations of motion

in terms of the yaw, pitch, and roll of the b-frame. Thus, the angular velocity of the

b-frame, with respect to the i-frame, must be defined in terms of i', 0, and 0.

By developing expressions for the linear and angular accelerations due to grav-

ity and aerodynamic drag, and substituting the results into Equations 6.12 and 6.16 -

6.18, the dynamics model used for this study can be found. This process is described

in detail in Appendix F. The process results in six equations of motion, given by:

bi - K& - 2nrobi - 3n 2 br + Kbwrobv + Kw 2 bz = 0 (6.19)

roii + 2n& + Krotbi, - Kbwbr - Kwlbz - Kb4wr. = 0 (6.20)

b, - K,5, - Kw 2br + Kwlro6v + n 26z - KW2ro = 0 (6.21)

Aý +n(C-B-A)4k+n 2 (C-B)O = 0 (6.22)

Bk+n(A+B-C) + 4n2(C-A)O+3n2(C-A)bz = 0 (6.23)
r,

3 nC 22(B - A) r,,bv
CO 3C•&+3n 2 (B-A)0-3n 2  = 0 (6.24)

2 ro ro
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completely describe the position and orientation of the SFP, in the neighborhood of

the reference point, for small yaw, pitch, and roll angles when no forcing functions

are applied (such as the propulsion/control system).

6.2-4.4 Steady State Equations of Motion. The primary use of the

relative equations of motion is to design a controller to perform steady state tracking

relative to a reference point. The controller design is then used to determine specific

design parameters for the SFP. Some insight into the platform's required capabilities

can be gained by considering the relative equations of motion under steady state

conditions. Under steady state conditions:

÷ = ,5i = ro6' = r=i; = = i= 0

Substituting these values iniAt 'quations 6.19 - 6.24 gives:

F6r.a = Mtot [-3n2,br + Kwrobv + Kw 2bz] (6.25)

F, 6vo = Mtot [-Kgbwr - Kwlz - Kbwro] (6.26)

F6, = Mtot [-Kw26r + Kw l robv + n2 6z - Kw2ro] (6.27)

Mo,, = A[n2(C-B) 0] (6.28)

MO,, = B [4n2 (C-A) 0 + 3n2(C A)btz] (6.29)

Moss = C [3n2 (B- A)- 3n2 (B - A) roV] (6.30)1 r,

A few conclusions can be drawn from these equations. First, excluding drag effects,

a standoff in the radial direction requires three times as much force as a standoff

of the same distance in the out-of-plane direction; a standoff along the orbit path

requires no force (when drag is excluded). Second, drag effects require steady forces

be applied in both the path and out-of-plane directions to stay at a fixed point, even
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if the SFP is at the reference radius. Steady state forces are required in the radial

direction only if the SFP is not at the reference radius. If the SFP is not at the

reference radius, the steady state forces are required due to the vector component of

the drag force that is tangent to the orbit path at the SFP's center of mass. Third,

steady state moments are required to hold a yaw, roll, and/or pitch attitude. If the

SFP is standing off along the orbit path or out-of-plane, steady state moments are

required to maintain any fixed attitude.

6.3 Platform Design Process

6.3.1 Introduction. The this study uses an iterative design process to

develop a satisfactory design for the SFP. The process takes a proposed design,

develops a dynamics model for that design, and then uses a linear system based

controller to determine specific design parameters. Once a satisfactory design is

obtained, the controller is used to help evaluate the design's performance.

6.3.2 The Iterative Design Process. The first step in the iterative design

process (see Figure 6.11) is to propose a general design for the SFP. This consists of

determining the number of translation control conductor elements and the number

of attitude control conductor elements. The specific configuration of these elements

must also be specified.

Once the propos, 1 design is specified, forcing functions for the equations of

motion (Equations 6.19 - 6.24) must be developed. These forcing functions are

incorporated into the equations of vi-)tion, which are then formed into a linear sys-

tem of first-order differential equations. These equations are incorporated into a

MATLAB (65) program (see Section G.1). This program - the time-history de-

sign program - is used to design a linear quadratic regulator based controller. In

the program (see Figure 6.12 for a diagram of tho prograhi,'s flow), specific design

parameters, such as vehicle pay'- '., irdividual conductor lengths, number of turns
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on an individual conductor, the individual conductors diameter, and the thickness

of the magnetic shield are entered. From this information, the program calculates

the vehicle's mass and mass moments of inertia. This information is then used to

determine the coefficients of the equations of motion. The user enters a reference

command that fixes the location (altitude, inclination, and right ascension of the

ascending node of the reference orbit, the true anomaly of the reference point, the

distance between the SFP's center of mass, and the reference point) and attitude

(the angular orientation of the SFP with respect to the orbital reference frame) of

the SFP. Using this reference command data, the program derives a linear quadratic

regulator based controller for the derived equations of motion. The controller is

then used to run a time-based simulation. The simulation is used to assess the sta-

bility, over time, of the proposed design. If the design is determined to not have the

stability characteristics desired, the process is repeated with a new proposed design.

Once a proposed design with satisfactory stability characteristics is obtained,

a modified version of the time-history design program - orbit-history design pro-

gram - is used to determine specific design parameters. The same equations of

motion are used, but the operation of the program is changed to simulate the plat-

form moving through its orbit. The same controller derivation process is followed,

but the controller program (see Section G.5) is called iteratively by a driver program.

Each time the driver calls the modified controller design program, a new reference

position is passed to it. The design program then passes back such data as the re-

quired power, the currents in the control elements, and conductor core temperatures

(the program can be modified to pass virtually any of the calculated data back to the

driver program for analysis). By calculating the changes in the true anomaly and

other time variant parameters that affect the coefficients of the equations of motion,

this iterative process can be used to approximate the movement of the SFP through

its orbit. The data generated by this process can be used to assess the characteristics
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for the proposed design. Any changes required are made and the process is repeated

until an acceptable design is determined.

After an acceptable design is determined, its stability is rechecked. If the de-

sign is no longer stable, the process is started all over after any necessary changes are

made. If the design is stable, the performance of the proposed design is evaluated

using the orbit-history design program and the orbital transfer analysis program (see

Section 0). The programs are used to assess such performance characteristics as total

power required, individual conductor currents, conductor core temperatures, stand-

off capability, payload capability, and time-to-climb (descend) for orbit transfer. If

the performance characteristics are not acceptable, the design parameter determina-

tion process is repeated with new parameters. The overall process is repeated until

an acceptable design is obtained. Once an acceptable design is obtained, the design

process is complete.

The following sections review the iterative design process for the final design

of the SFP. The process begins with the performance requirements levied on the

platform and is followed through to the final design of the SFP.

6.3.3 Design Constraints and Considerations. Section 3.2 described

a number of factors which influence the final design of the SFP's ele•ctrodynamic

propulsion system. The factors to be satisfied, or that constrain the design in some

way, are:

"* a maneuvering system that utilizes electrodynamic propulsion with maximum

power requirement of 77 kW (of the 82 kW available) and a maximum con-

ductor core temperature of 438.0 0 C

"* a delivery capability

"* a versatile payload capability with a capacity of at least 30,000 kg
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Figure 6.13 R-bar is defined along the radial direction, V-bar is defined along
the orbit path direction, and Z-bar is defined along the out of plane
direction.

"* a versatile stand-off capability with an envelope from 0 m to at least 40 m

around the reference point, at inclinations from 00 to 28.50, and at altitudes

from 300 km to 500 km

"* an open work area for mission ready operations

Since the controllability of the SFP is used to determine the detailed design of

the platform, the factors listed above must be incorporated into the controllability

analysis. Since these are very general requirements, it is possible that a number of

different designs could meet these requirements. To limit the scope of the search for

a design for the SFP a specific maneuver was selected to be used as the performance

characteristic to which the SFP would be designed. Because of the high demand

on the performance of the propulsion system, an R-bar stand-off maneuver (see

Figure 6.13) was selected as the single function the SFP would be designed to perform
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Figure 6.14 The POTkV consists of six conductors; four closed through the iono-
sphere via plasma contactor devices (shaded circles), and two on-
vehicle closed circuit loops.

(see Section 11.2). To begin the iterative design process, a conceptual design for

performing this maneuver is needed.

6.3.4 Conceptual Design. The Spenny and Lawrence propose a large

orbital fabrication platform with an electrodynamic propulsion system consisting of

six conductors (81:1-2). Four of these conductors are arranged in pairs along each in-

plane axis (see Figure 6.14). By passing independently controlled currents through

these conductors, they are used to generate the thrusting forces described by

-FB = ZL x B (6.31)

Each of these straight conductors uses plasma contactor devices to close their elec-

trical circuits through the ionosphere. The other two conductors are closed circuit

loops. These loops are closed on the vehicle itself, as opposed to closing them through

the ionosphere as is the case with the straight conductors. By passing independently
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controlled currents through them, these closed conductor loops generate attitude

control torques as described by

S= x P (6.32)

Even though the conductors can be operated independently, Spenny and Lawrence

point out that the nature of Equation 6.31 precludes using electrodynamic propulsion

to provide thrust control parallel to the B-field. A pair of opposing electric thrusters

were added to provide the necessary thrust capability. The study also indicates that

the straight conductors must be used for pitch control. Equation 6.32 shows that a

conductor loop could not be used for pitch control since the torque would have to

be parallel to W. However, pitch can be controlled by differential application of the

straight conductors.

There are two main drawbacks to this proposed design. The first is the required

size for R-bar stand-off (see Figure 6.13). The sizes analyzed for the POTkV range

from 275 m (with a current of 500 A and a stand-off of 100 m), to 1,700 m (with

a current of 125 A and a stand-off of 100 m). With conductors of these lengths,

the rigidized truss requirement becomes difficult to achieve. The other drawback

is power. Because of the closure through the ionosphere (estimated to be 1-20 Q),

the power required was estimated to range from 63 kW to 1.25 MW. Power levels

this high are hard to achieve. One easy way to reduce the power is to make the

conductors longer, thus reducing the resistive power loss. However, this increases

the rigidized truss problem described above.

The basic design of the SFP incorporates much of Spenny and Lawrence's de-

sign, but provides some solutions to its problems. The Earth's magnetic field effects

will be used for propulsion, relying on the application of Equations 6.31 and 6.32.

Unlike Spenny and Lawrence's design, however, partially shielded conductor loops

with a large number of turns as suggested in Section 6.2.2.4, will take the place of the
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long straight conductors with plasma contactor devices. Five such conductors will

be used in ti'e SFP for translation control. The single-turn conductor loops Spenny

uses for attitude control will be replaced by tightly wound coiled conductors with a

large number of turns. The coiled conductors operate under the principles discussed

in Section 6.2.2.3. Five such tightly wound coils will be used on the SFP. Since it

is not possible to generate thrust or torque parallel to B, augmentation thrusters

are used to provide the needed thrust capability, and split straight conductors are

used to provide the needed torque capability. The addition of the two extra straight

and three extra coiled conductors are to insure that there are no singularities in the

attitude control of the SFP and to preserve the symmetry of the vehicle as much as

possible.

In order to satisfy the basic propulsion system requirements and the system

design constraints and considerations, a number of designs were considered. Fig-

ure 6.15 shows the layout of the ten conductor elements of the SFP. Figure 6.16

shows the configuration of the SFP - including the integrated trusses, the truss

maker, the power modules and arrays, and the docking/delivery system -- in an

R-bar orientation. Using these two figures, it can be seen that conductors C, and

C2 are housed in the main integrated truss, conductors C3 and C4 are housed in the

cross integrated truss, conductor C5 is housed in the orthogonal integrated truss, and

coiled conductors C6, C 7, C8 , C9, and C10 are housed in the coiled conductor inte-

grated truss. The next section develops the forcing functions for the electrodynamic

propulsion system defined by Figure 6.15.

6.3.5 Forced Equations of Motion. The ten multiple turn conductors

described above - five long straight loop conductors and five tightly coiled con-

ductors - are used to provide forcing functions for the SFP's relative equations of

motion (Equations 6.19 - 6.24). Table 6.1 shows how each conductor is mathemat-

ically described in terms of the number of turns in the conductor, ni, the current

through the conductor, ii, for the straight conductors, the lepgth of the conductor
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Conductor Description Conductor Description
C, nliL 1 b2 C6  n6i6A6 b2

C2 n 2i2L2 12 C7 n7i7A 7 12

03 n 3i3L3 13 C8 n8 i8 A8 s3
C4 n 4 i 4 L 4 b3  C9 n 9 i9 A 9 b3

C5 n5i5 L5 bi C0o njoi1 oAlo bi

Table 6.1 The mathematical descriptions of the SFP's conductor elements, where n
is the number of turns, i is the current, L is the length of the conductor,
and A is the cross sectional area of the coiled conductor.

assembly, Li, and for the coiled conductors, the cross-sectional area of the coiled

conductor, Ai. The descriptions in Table 6.1 are used to implement Equation 6.31

to determine the translational force generated by each straight conductor and to im-

plement Equation 6.32 to determine the torque generated by each coiled conductor.

To begin the development of the forcing functions for the equations of motion,

Equation 6.31 is rewritten to account for multiple conductors and the augmentation

thruster's thrust, Fth:

FB =ii ,x R) +±ih

= X + -Ji)× B+thb (6.33)

where Fth is the thrust of the augmentation thrusters. Considering the conductors

listed in Table 6.1, the first term in Equation 6.33 is found to be

b niL = j niii-li

= (nsisLs) b + (njijiL + n2i 2L2) b2 + (n3 i3L3 + n4i4 L4) b3

= (niL5 ) bi + (niLt + niL 2) b2 + (niL3 + niL 4 ) b3 (6.34)

and is expressed in the b-frame. However, since B and the translational equations

of motion are expressed in the a-frame, Equation 6.34 must also be expressed in the
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a-frame. Using the linearized version of Equation C.11 to transform Equation 6.34

and FgA to the a-frame,

"a niL = R ba 7 L

= [niL 5 - 0(niL, + niL2) + 0 (niL3 + niL4 )] a,. +

[0 (niLs) + (niL, + niL 2) - 4 (niL3 + niL 4)] ae +

[-0 (niLs) + 0 (niL, + niL2 ) + (niL3 + niL4)] a3

= IL~a, + IL~aO + IL 3a 3  (6.35)

and

a th R_ ie b 7r

= OFthar - 4'Fthae + Ftha3 (6.36)

Equations 6.8, 6.35, and 6.36 can now be used to solve Equation 6.33:

a = [ M (-IL 2m3 + IL 3m 2) + OFth a, +

0M 1
M (2IL 3m, + ILlm 3) - 4'Fth ae +

[ (-ILMm2 - 21L 2 mI) + Eth] (6.37)

The component parts of this expression form the forcing functions of the relative

translational equations of motion:

a,.: - Mo3 (-IL2m3 + IL 3m 2) + MFth (6.38)

M OFth

a3 : - Mr3 (-ILlm2 - 21L2MI) + Mto (6.40)

(-3tm2  m tot
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It is important to note the forcing functions for the a, and ae equations have terms

which are always non-zero - due to the presence of the m 3 components of B - and

are thus always controllable. However, since the a3 equation only has the sinusoidal

m1 and m2 components of V, there is a possibility that the first term of the right hand

side of Equation 6.40 can go to zero. Without the augmentation thrusters, this term

does in fact cycle through zero as can be seen by considering the controllability of the

final linear system. Without the augmentation thrusters included, the controllability

mtrix (discussed in Section J.2) has a rank defect of one. As a result, without

the augmentation thrusters, the system is not completely controllable. This makes

sense from a physical standpoint since it is impossible for any,. rely electrodynamic

propulsion system to generate thrust parallel to the B-field.

The remainder of the forcing functions are determined from the application

of Equation 6.32. It is rewritten to account for multiple coiled conductors, split

translational conductor pairs, and augmentation thrusters:

7= (bni × b•)7 ) + X' + bth X bTth (6.41)
i i

where all vectors are expressed in the b-frame and ,i is the vector position of the

center of force of the ith conductor.

Considering the conductors listed in Table 6.1, b-i74 in the first term of Equa-

tion 6.41 is found to be:

bniA = L

= (nioimoAo) b, + (n6i6A6 + n7 i7rA) b2 + (nsisAs + n9i9A9 ) b3

= (niA1o) bj + (niA6 + niA7) b2 + (niAs + niA9 ) 2 (6.42)

In order for the forcing torques to be useful in Equations 6.22 - 6.24, B must be

expressed in the b-frame. Using the linearized version of rotation matrix from the
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Conductor CF Position
C1  1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C, 41b2

C2  _4 262
C3  - h(hit + Lhzbtt) i +I
C4  - (h.mt + lh.,6t i -L

Cs - hmit + hýdt + jLsb

Table 6.2 The center of force positions for each straight conductor. hmit is the
height of the main integrated truss, and hcit is the height of the coiled
conductor integrated truss.

a-frame to the a-frame to transform Equation 6.8, b7j is found to be:

b- = M [(2m - Om2 + Om3) k + (-20m, - M2 - Om3) b2+

0

= (20m, + Om 2 - m 3 )b3 ] (6.43)

The first term of Equation 6.41 can now be expanded as:

r= [(niA6 + niA 7) (24m, + Om2 - M 3 ) -
I 0

(niAs + niA9 ) (-20m, - m 2 - Om 3 )] b +
M
r3 [(nA 8 + niA9 ) [(2m, -- Om2 + Om 3) -

(niAlo) (20m, + bm2 - M 3 )]] k +
M--- [- (niA6 + niA7) (2m, - Om2 + Om 3) +

(niAto) (2ml - Om2 + bm3 )] b3  (6.44)

The second term can also be expanded at this point. The bri terms are the positions

of the center of force for each individual straight conductor. Table 6.2 describes

the position of the center of force for each straight conductor. Using the data from
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Table 6.2 and Equations 6.34 and 6.43, the second term of Equation 6.41 is found:

('r- X (b;FL. X T7))

M .2 + 2 1 2 +1 .2 2 -
M [ (-njilL, + n2i2L2 - n3 i3 L3 + -n 4i4 L4) (2mi-

Om2 + OM3 A ±

M - [L-n3i3 L2 + + n5isL5 (hmit + h•,, + 1L,)) (-20mi-

M [(- niiL2 + 1n~i 2 L + n 5isL 5 (hmit + hct + 1L 5 )) 20mi±

om2-M3)A (6.45)

where hmit is the height of the main integrated truss and hcdt is the height of the

coiled conductor integrated truss. The third term in Equation 6.41 accounts for

any torque generated by the operation of the augmentation thrusters. With the

expectation that the force generated by the thrusters will be of the same order of

magnitude as the highest forces generated by the electrodynamic propulsion system,

the elimination of any such torque is desirable. To achieve this, the thrusters must

be aligned with the center of mass of the SFP. Because of variable payloads, the

center of mass moves over the range

-4.39 1  _m< -,_ < +1.20b 1 m

from a reference point defined as the intersection between the orthogonal integrated

truss axis and the top the main integrated truss (see Appendix H for the analysis of

this required shift). The truss maker moves along the top of the main integrated truss

to keep the vehicle's center of mass in the blb 3-plane. The augmentation thrusters

must be able to track the shifting center of mass as it shifts along the h1-axis. To do
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so, they are mounted on movable platforms at the ends of the main integrated truss.

They point along the +-3 direction, away from the center of mass. See Appendix I

for a more detailed discussion of the tracking requirement and thruster capability.

The moment-arm of the thruster, brth, is then always zero, thus eliminating any

thruster-generated moment, and the third term of Equation 6.41 drops out of the

equation.

Equation 6.41 can now be solved to obtain the forcing functions for the ro-

tational equations of motion. The right hand sides of Equations 6.22 - 6.24 then

become:

M +1 2 2+1 .2

r3.. 2 1ni.L 2 1n2i2L 2 ln 3i 3L3 2 rn4i4L4) (2m,-

Om2 + qOm 3) + (niA6 + niA 7) (20bm, + Obm 2 - Mn3 ) -

(niAs + niAg) (-20m, - m 2 - tOm3)] (6.46)

62 ... M [(-2n3i 3L2 + 12n4i 4L2 + n5i5 L5 (hit + hcdt + 1L5 )) (-20mi-

ra2 - O/m3 ) + (nias + niAg) (2m, - Om2 + •bi 3) -

(niAio) (20bm, ± i+m2 - M 3 )] (6.47)
b3 -Mr3[( 1 .2 +nzL2 2 (~t ls)2b

M[ [(-lnlziL, + -n 2i 2 L + n5i5L 5 ( hmi t + 1 ) (2qmi+

tm 2 - M 3 ) + (-ni 3 L3 - n4 i 4 L 4 (hmit + Ihccit (2m,-

Om2 + (bm 3 ) + (niA 6 + niA7 ) (-2m, + Om2 - im3 ) +

(niAio) (-20m, - M 2 - /m 3)] (6.48)

where the M3 terms with coefficients of one will be the primary control elements for

each equation due to the presence of the constant term within M3. Inspection of

the b3 equation shows the necessity of splitting the conductor housed in the main

integrated truss into two elements. The forces generated by conductors C1, C2, and

C5 are the primary pitch control elements. If conductors C, and C2 were not split,

C5 would be th'ý only nominal pitch control element. However, further consideration
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of the ai equation shows that C5 is also the primary control element for movement

along the orbit path in proximity of the reference point. To insure the SFP can

achieve the desired control capabilities, it is necessary for all six equations of motion

to have separate control elements that provide the primary control authority. To

achieve this, the conductor housed by the main integrated truss was split into two

control elements. This allows C, and C2 to provide pitch control, while C5 provides

translation control along the orbit path. Conductors C3, 04, C8 , and C9 do not

provide any primary thrust or attitude capability, but are retained to prevent the

SFP from getting "stuck" in a singularity of the force and/or the torque laws.

The forcing functions for all six equations of motion have now been derived.

With the augmentation of the thrust and rotational capabilities, the SFP has full

control of all relative position and attitude elements, and can therefore be considered

to have full six degree-of-freedom control capability.

6.3.6 Linear System State Space Representation. The equations of motion

provide the dynamics model of the SFP's behavior that is used to develop an SFP

design that gives full control over the position and orientation of the SFP while

achieving the operational capability goals. The method chosen to combine these two

tasks was to use the controller design process outlined in the POTkV study (81:4-5)

in an iterative scheme. In order to use this process, the equations of motion must be

converted to a state space representation. The state space representation is checked

for controllability and observability. Based on the state space representation, a linear

systems controller is designed using a linear quadratic regulator and a prefilter. The

state space open loop system is then converted to a closed loop system using full

state feedback. Appendix J provides a detailed discussion of this process.

6.3.7 Time-History Analysis. Once the dynamics model is converted to a

state space representation, the model is incorporated into the time-history analysis

program. Specific design parameters, such as vehicle payload, individual conduc-
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Resistance 84.000 pfi?/m
Mass 0.839 kg/lrn
Melting Temperature 657 ° C

Table 6.3 Properties of a two centimeter insulated aluminum conductor (20).

tor lengths, number of turns on an individual conductor, the individual conductors

diameter, and the thickness of the magnetic shield are entered into the program.

Asbestos insulated aluminum wire with a 2 cm diameter was chosen for the

conductor material for the SFP's electrodynamic propulsion svswLem (see Table 6.3).

At this diameter, aluminum wire has approximately twice the resistance of copper

wire but weighs 70% less (20). Due to heat transfer considerations, the maximum

current allowed is dictated by a maximum conductor core temperature of 438.0°C

(219°C below the melting point of aluminum which provides a factor of safety of

1.5). In a worst case scenario, no more than 99 turns of the conductor are required to

generate enough force to maneuver the platform. The conductors are bundled into

a 99 conductor element cable and shielded with one shield. A heat transfer analysis

of the shielded cable can be found in Appendix K.

Using these parameters, a magnetic shield was developed to provide shielding

over one half of a conductor loop. A 10.14 mm thick shield will provide the neces-

sary shielding to allow the use of closed conductor loops (see Appendix L) for both

translation and attitude control. Spenny's work assumed the use of plasma contac-

tor devices to close the current loops through the ionosphere - a very expensive

(in terms of power) method for using electrodynamic propulsion. Using magnetic

shielding will allow the use of closed conductor loops which will result in significantly

lower power requirements.

The time-history analysis program uses the design parameter information to

calculate the vehicle's mass and mass moments of inertia, which allow the coefficients

of the equations of motion to be determined. The user enters a reference command
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Figure 6.17 Time history of the total power required for a stable controller design.

that fixes the location (altitude, inclination, and right ascension of the ascending

node of the reference orbit, the true anomaly of the reference point, the distance

between the SFP's center of mass, and the reference point) and attitude (the angular

orientation of the SFP with respect to the orbital reference frame) of the SFP. The

program uses the dynamics model, a user-specified reference command, and proposed

design parameters (vehicle size, conductor length, etc.) to derive a a linear quadratic

regulator based controller. A time-based simulation of the controller is run to assess

the stability properties, over time, of the proposed design. For a specific point

in an orbit, with a stand-off reference command, the controller's outputs should be

constant. This equates to a flat, horizontal line an a plot of power, for example, versus

time, as can be seen in Figure 6.17 When the outputs demonstrate this behavior,

the controller is assumed to be stable over time. See Section M.1 for a complete set

of time-based plots and data outputs for the final platform design.

If the proposed design does not have the stability characteristics desired, the

design is modified. The new dynamics model for the modified design is then de-
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veloped, incorporated into the time-history design program, and evaluated. This

process is repeated until a design with satisfactory stability characteristics is found.

When such a design is found, the orbit-history design program is then used to de-

termine the specific design parameters for the platform.

6.3.8 Orbit-History Analysis. Once determined to be stable, the proposed

design must be evaluated to see if it meets the performance requirements. This eval-

uation is accomplished using a modified version of the time-history design program

and a driver program which form the orbit-history design program. The dynamics

model used in the time-history design program is incorporated into this program in

the same fashion as previously described.

The driver program passes all the reference command and orbit position in-

formation to the sub-program. The driver contains a loop structure that is used to

generate a discrete simulation of the SFP moving through its orbit. The sub-program

then uses that information to generate a new controller (in the same fashion as the

time-history design program), which allows the determination of new control infor-

mation, such as total power required, individual conductor currents, etc. This data

is then passed back to driver program (the program can be modified to pass virtu-

ally any of the calculated data back to the driver program for analysis). The data

is then processed by the driver program to generate plots. The plots show how such

parameters as total power required, individual conductor currents, conductor core

temperatures, and thrust required change with position in the orbit. Figure 6.18

shows how the total power required for the electrodynamic propulsion system varies

with orbital position. The effective time interval shown is one full revolution of the

Earth.

The data generated by this process can be used to assess the characteristics

for the proposed design. If any of the constraints are violated - too much power

is required, a conductor core temperature is too high, etc. - the proposed design
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Figure 6.18 Orbit-history design program plot of total power required versus true
anomaly.

parameters are changed and the program is re-run. This process is repeated until

an acceptable design is obtained. Section M.2 shows the complete set of orbit-based

plots for the final platform design performing the design R-bar standoff maneuver.

6.3.9 Final Design Characteristics. The final design of the SFP is a

function of the performance/operational requirements levied upon the vehicle. Dif-

ferent requirements would most likely have resulted in a different final design (see

Section 11.2 for more discussion). However, the final design is well suited to the per-

formance/operational requirements discussed in Section 3.2. Table 6.4 lists the basic

characteristics of the final platform design. Table 6.5 lists the dimensions, number

of turns, and mass of each conductor, as well as the size of the individual conductor

elements, and the thickness of the Netic shield.

The platform was designed to perform R-bar standoff, but must perform other

maneuvers as well. The other primary function performed by the propulsion system
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Mass Dimensions
Description (kg) (b m x b2 m x b 3 rn )

External Tank Payload 31,300 8.42 x 46.88 x 8.42
Truss Maker 3,000 5.0 x 10.0 x 2.0

Main Integrated Truss 1,000 2.0 x 50.0 x 2.0
Cross Integrated Truss 1,200 2.0 x 2.0 x 60.0

Orthogonal Integrated Truss 540 27.0 x 2.0 x 2.0
Coiled Conductor Integrated Truss 195 4.3 x 4.86 x 4.3
Solar Dynamic Power Module (2) 11,899 21.4 x 7.8 x 18.0

ASSET Photovoltaic Array (2) 7,194 20.6 x 3.0 x 10.3
Augmentation Thruster Assemblies 2,200 4.0 x 2.0 x 2.0

Augmentation Thruster Fuel 2,000
Servicing System 5,000

Salvage Equipment 2,000
Miscellaneous Equipment 12,000

Table 6.4 The estimate or calculated mass and dimensions of the major components
of the final design of the SFP. Note that the dimensions for the solar
dynamic power modules and ASSET photovoltaic arrays is based on them
pointing upward toward the delivery system.

Mass Dimensions
Conductor (kg) (diameter x length x turns)

C1 17,530 23.16 cm x 25.0 m x 99
C2 17,530 23.16 cm x 25.0 m x 99
C3 234 2.0 cm x 25.0 m x I
C4 234 2.0 cm x 25.0 m x 1
C5 3,846 12.58 cm x 27.0 m x 21
C6 5,255 3.8 m x 0.28 m x 137
C7 5,255 3.8 m x 0.28 m x 137
C8 7 3.8m x 0.02m x 1
C.9 7 3.8m x 0.02m x 1

CIO 19,064 3.8 m x 1.8 m x 497
Single Conductor Wire Diameter 2.0 cm

Netic Shield Thickness 10.14 mm

Table 6.5 The mass, length, diameter, number of turns for each conductor element.
Also listed is the size of the individual conductor wires and the thickness
of the Netic shielding.
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is orbit transfer. While orbit transfer is not the primary capability driving the design,

how well the task can be accomplished is certainly important.

6.3.10 Orbit Transfer Analysis. The iterative design process required the

use of a linearized representation of the SFP's equations of motion. The equations

of motion for gross orbit maneuvers - orbit transfers - do not require such a for-

mulation. In fact, some of the secondary effects lost by linearization are important

to assessing the performance during an orbit transfer. The development of the non-

linear equations of motion is similar to that of the relative equations of motion; as

such, only an abbreviated discussion is included here.

Using the SFP design determined through the iterative design process, an

analysis was undertaken to establish the performance of the vehicle during an or-

bital transfer. The analysis provides the basis for mission time lines, transfer power

requirements, and demonstrates the effects of the changing B-field.

For the POTV, Lawrence performed a simple analysis for an orbital trans-

fer (49:5.1). He assumed the Earth's B-field has constant magnitude and constant

relative orientation with respect to the vehicle. Applying these assumptions to the

force law results in constant thrust from the propulsion system. Assuming a constant

thrust, Lawrence analyzed the approximate time needed to transfer from a lower al-

titude orbit to a higher altitude orbit. The approximation used is valid for a low

thrust vehicle whose thrust is constant (93:89). However, this approximation is not

valid for an orbit transfer analysis which includes a time varying B-field. To perform

the time variant analysis, a MATLAB program was used to numerically integrate

the vehicle's equations of motion. The analysis is performed in the Earth centered

inertial (ECI) coordinate system. Numerical integration is used to more accurately

represent the changing B-field's impact on the vehicle's motion.

The previous analysis needed the SFP's relative equations of motion to be

linear. The orbit transfer analysis does not require this restriction. As a result,
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some of the elements of the equations of motion will change. Prior to performing

the orbit transfer analysis, the SFP's gross equations of motion need to be modified.

6.3.10.1 Orbit Transfer Equations of Motion. The same forces

incorporated into the relative equations of motion - gravity, aerodynamic drag,

and magnetic field effects - are used to develop the nonlinear equations of motion

to be used for the orbit transfer analysis. As before, gravity and aerodynamic drag

are the retarding forces to be overcome, and the magnetic field effects are used for

propulsion.

The dominant force acting on the SFP is due to the Earth's gravitational field.

Modeling the Earth as a sphere of uniform density, the potential function for the

field is

V9 = GMe (6.49)r

where r is the magnitude of the length of the vector distance from the center of the

Earth to the center of mass of the SFP. The acceleration of the vehicle due to this

potential field is:

_ r GMr (6.50)

The SFP is a low thrust vehicle. Its performance is significantly impacted by

aerodynamic drag forces. The acceleration due to aerodynamic drag is:

1 pV, T--d 2V (6.51)

where, as before, p is the density of the atmosphere, V• is the relative velocity of the

SFP with respect to the atmosphere, and /3 is the ballistic coefficient.
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The propulsive force generated by the SFP is given by the force law as:

, = i XP (6.52)

where i is the current through the conductor, L is the length of the conductor, B is

the Earth's magnetic field. The unit vector describing the direction of L will be L

and its orientation changes with respect to the a-frame changes. Since R is fixed to

the Earth, and rotates with it, it is time varying in the ,-frame. As a result, B is

given as:

r(t)3 r(t)5  ( 2

M3 (t) 3(-M(t)'rIf(t)) t)

r (t)3  r (t) (6.53)

where x(t), y(t), and z(t) are the components of f(t) along the ý2, •, and e3

directions respectively.

The resulting acceleration due to the SFP's electrodynamic propulsion system

is:

P iL (L x B(,t)) (6.54)

6.3.10.2 Orbit Transfer Thrust Control. To transfer from a circular

orbit to a higher altitude, coplanar, circular orbit, the original orbit is made elliptical.

The semi-major axis, a, is increased until the perigee of the elliptical orbit is tangent

to the original orbit, and the apogee is tangent to the desired orbit. When the desired

altitude is reached, the orbit is recircularized. The most efficient way to perform these

maneuvers is to apply all forces in the orbit plane. However, the electrodynamic

propulsion system generates out-of-plane forces while generating propulsive forces.
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To minimize changes to the inclination and longitude of the right ascension of the

ascending node of the SFP's orbit, the out-of-plane forces must be minimized.

In Equation 6.52, the length of the conductor is fixed and R = BN (M(t), T (t));

only the current, i, and direction the conductor is pointing, L, can be changed.

Because Fp is perpendicular to the direction of B, the conductor should be pointed

to minimize the out-of-plane forces being generated by the propulsion system. The

magnitude of Yp is controlled by changing both i and L, and is maximized for a

given current when L is perpendicular to B.

Desired Thrust Direction. For a nearly impulsive propulsion

system, the optimum energy transfer between two coplanar circular orbits was de-

termined by Hohmann (93:71). A change in velocity, AU, is generated in the velocity

direction, 0. This places the spacecraft into an elliptical orbit whose perigee is tan-

gent to the original orbit at the maneuver, and whose apogee is tangent to the desired

orbit. At apogee, another AV is applied, again in the velocity direction, to circularize

the orbit (see Figure 6.19). This optimization can be explained by the orbital energy

equation:
v 2 Az A
V (1- _ (6.55)
2 r 2a

Equation 6.55 shows that total energy must be increased in order to increase orbital

radius. The only practical method of increasing the total energy is to increase v. An

acceleration will induce a AS. Because -U and AS are both vectors, the largest total

velocity (ii + AzU) will result when both vectors are co-linear, pointing in the same

direction. Therefore the greatest increase in orbital radius results from the thrust

being applied in the velocity vector direction. Based on this, the SFP should be

oriented to generate the maximum thrust along the orbit velocity direction.

Orientation of the Conductor. For a low inclination orbit, the

average orientation of B1 is nearly perpendicular to the orbit plane throughout the
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Figure 6.19 The Hohmann transfer is the most efficient coplanar orbit transfer in
total Av.

complete orbit. In his analysis of the POTV's orbit transfer performance, Lawrence

suggested using a conductor aligned with the radius vector to generate a propulsive

force that is generally in the velocity vector direction (49:5.2). For his analysis,

Lawrence assumed B was constant and fixed the orientation of the vehicle so that

its main conductor was perpendicular to both B7 and the velocity vector. Because

the actual orientation of B varies with time, it is not always perpendicular to the

velocity and radius vectors. As a result, the component of Fp, in the velocity vector

direction may not be maximized. Despite this problem, this type of analysis is simple

to implement. For the analysis in this study, this method (Method 1) is compared

to one where W is not assumed to be constant.

An alternative to fixing the direction of the conductor in the radial direction

is to orient the conductor so that it is orthogonal to both B and the velocity vector.

The resulting propulsive force is then in the plane defined by B and the velocity

vector. It also provides the maximum acceleration in the velocity vector direction.

For low inclinations, the angle between propulsive force and the velocity vector is
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small. This type of analysis provides better performance, and is only marginally

more difficult. The time varying B analysis is Method 2.

A comparison of Method 1 and Method 2 is made in Appendix N. The compar-

ison shows that Method 2 is the most efficient orbit transfer method. Consequently,

Method 2 is used for the all orbit transfer calculations.

6.3.10.3 Control for Rendezvous. At the conclusion of an orbital

transfer, the SFP will rendezvous with some orbiting target. Generally this will

entail matching the target's inclination and line of nodes and then circularizing the

orbit to match true anomalies, V. Conceptually, this requires applying a suitable

force to recircularize the orbit at the appropriate time to achieve the desired final

conditions. The calculation of force application time and the exact sequence of force

applications is assumed to be achievable, but is not included. However, the general

methods of controlling the SFP for rendezvous can be discussed.

Perturbations in the inclination and line of nodes can be controlled through oc-

casional reorientation of the main conductor to provide sufficient out-of-plane thrust-

ing to make corrections. As indicated in Section 6.2.3, higher order terms of the

B-field, not included in this analysis, can be useful for making such corrections. The

augmentation thrusters can be used as well.

The SFP's orbital eccentricity, e, is close to zero throughout the transfer. This

is the basis of the constant low thrust transfer approximation. At any time during

the transfer, if the propulsion system is turned off, the orbit of the SFP would be

nearly circular. Figure 6.20 shows the velocity of the SFP during a transfer. Also

plotted on Figure 6.20 is the circular orbit velocity, vc, at the SFP's altitude. When

approaching the target altitude, power should be adjusted so that the SFP reaches

the target altitude at t1 . The oscillations of the SFP's velocity about the velocity

to maintain a circular orbit should allow maneuver scheduling that uses a minimum
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Figure 6.20 The SFP's velocity (-) oscillates about circular orbit velocity (-.);

control of propulsion power can be used to correctly time the intersec-
tions of the velocity curves.

amount of power to reauce the acceleration to zero. This would allow placing the

SFP within the precision maneuvering controller's operating envelope.

6.3.10.4 Orbit Transfer Performance. In order to estimate the

SFP's performance, a variety of numerical integrations were run using orientation

Method 2 (see Appendix 0). The general characteristics were demonstrated in a

baseline run of 2 days with power limited to 77 kW. The initial conditions are the

same as previously defined.

6.3.10.5 Altitude Changes. The baseline performance shows the SFP,

carrying an external tank payload, increased altitude by 21.33 km in 2 days (see

Figure 6.21). The small variations in the curve are a result of a cycle of exchange of

kinetic energy for potential energy (altitude), a near circularization, and then a gain

in kinetic energy. The state is always nearly a circular orbit. The long term trend in

Figure 6.21 appears linear, but closer inspection reveals that SFP's transfer rate is
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Figure 6.21 The SFP raises 21.33 km during the first 2 days of a transfer from a
300 km to 500 km orbit.

Initial Altitude km iLT km/day i LT ./day Max ALf 1030
300 10.67 0.012 2.00
400 12.70 0.012 2.00
500 14.00 0.012 2.00

Table 6.6 Change in performance with changes in starting altitude. For 28.50 incli-
nation starting orbits, the climb rate of the SFP increases with altitude,
while other changes remain relatively constant.

slowly increasing. This is due to the drop in aerodynamic drag as altitude increases

(see Figure 6.22). As the vehicle's altitude increases, current generally increases to

compensate for the general decrease in the strength of the B-field. However, power

lost to resistance also increases. These trends were verified by performing the runs

at different initial altitudes. Runs with higher starting altitudes (see Table 6.6)

displayed higher daily transfer rates, mainly due to a two order of magnitude drop

in aerodynamic drag.
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Figure 6.22 Aerodynamic drag versus time. During the transfer, the acceleration
due to aerodynamic drag decreases. This decrease results from the
increase in altitude.

The transfer rate of 10.67 km/day can be used for simple estimates for the

time to reach desired altitudes from a 300 km orbit. For simple approximations it

provides a conservative estimate, and avoids using the long and complex numerical

integrations required for more accurate estimates.

Inclination Changes. A change in inclination results from the

components of the out-of-plane thrust and drag forces. The effect of these out-of-

plane forces is to alter the direction of the angular momentum vector. This changes

the inclination and line of nodes. In the course of a normal closed orbit, the posi-

tive and negative changes in inclination generally cancel. However, with the SFP's

increase in altitude, there is not a complete cancellation and a long term trend de-

velops. The function is complicated by Earth's magnetic dipole not being aligned

with the Earth's axis while it rotates with the Earth. As a result, the inclination

changes by approximately 0.012°/day (see Figure 6.23); this includes the changes

due to decreasing aerodynamic drag. The rate is essentially constant with respect
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Figure 6.23 The SFP's inclination decreases by approximately O.012°/day.

to altitude (see Table 6.6). The short terai trends can be seen in Figure 6.23. The

long term cycle in Figure 6.23 is due to Earth's rotation.

The electrodynamic propulsion system can be used periodically to cancel in-

clination change at the sacrifice of longer mission times. These changes are possible

because of the variations in the B-field as discussed previously. If the mission re-

quires more timely corrections to inclination changes than can be made using the

B-field, the augmentation thrusters must be used. For an impulsive inclination

change maneuver at the relative line of nodes, the Av required is given by (93:74):

.Ai
Av = 2v sin T (6.56)

At 500 kin, the Av is approximately 40 rn/s for a 0.30 inclination change. This re-

quires engines whose thrust is similar to the ASSET boost/deboost engines. Because

of the fuel used to perform such maneuvers, it is preferable to take the additional

time to use the B-field.
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Figure 6.24 Through 2 days, I10 varies about zero.

Changes in Ascending Node Right Ascension. The out-of-planc

forces also cause changes in the line-of-nodes. A plot of the absolute value of the

line-of-nodes, !101, demonstrates the change is small and periodic about zero (see

Figure 6.24). A very small trend still exists because of the increasing altitude.

The Earth's oblateness causes a greater change in 12, with the orbit planve

precessing at the rate:
S= - 3nJ 2 r2

2a2 (I - e)(6.57)
_a( ~e2 )2cs

where n is the mean motion, J2 characterizes Earth's oblateness (J12 = 0.001082,

and L determined using spherical harmonic analysis), re is the radius of the Earth,

a is the semi-major axis, e is the eccentricity, and i is the inclination. For the initial

condition orbit, 1ý = 7.45°/day.

SFP Mission Performance. Numerical integrations were exe-

cuted for the SFP in three possible operating configurations:

9 SFP baseline state: 77 kW of power with an external tank payload.
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Target Altitude Time Ati Max Af Comments
km days deg 10_-3

300 0.00 0.000 2.00 Starting altitude

360 5.62 0.067 2.00 ASSET maximum altitude

460 15.00 0.180 2.00 Space Station Freedom altitude

500 18.74 0.225 2.00

Table 6.7 The baseline SFP can reach a 500 km altitude in less than 19 days from
an initial orbit of 300 km and 28.50 inclination.

Target Altitude Time A iZ Max Af Comments
km days deg 10-30

300 0.00 0.000 0.00 Starting altitude

360 12.00 0.132 1.68 ASSET maximum altitude

460 32.00 0.352 1.68 Space Station Freedom altitude

500 40.00 0.440 1.68 1

Table 6.8 With 68 kW of power, the SFP can reach a 500 km altitude in 40 days
from an initial orbit of 300 km and 28.50 inclination.

* Reduced power state: 68 kW of power with an external tank payload.

* No payload state: 77 kW of power with no payload.

The results were used to make linear approximations of critical mission planning

factors (see Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9). As discussed previously in Section 6.3.10.5,

these estimates are conservative. Because the climb rate increases #ith altitude, the

Target Altitude Time Ai Max AfQ Comments
km days deg 10-3o

300 0.00 0.000 0.00 Starting altitude

360 3.59 0.061 2.70 ASSET maximum altitude

460 9.58 0.163 2.70 Space Station Freedom altitude

500 11.98 0.204 2.70

Table 6.9 With no payload, the SFP can reach a 500 km altitude in less than
12 days from an initial orbit of 300 km and 28.50 inclination.
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time required to reach the target altitudes is less than the stated times. However,

the additional time will probably be needed to:

* correct the inclination

* correct the line of nodes

* recircularize the orbit

* correct the true anomaly

Efficiency. In comparison to other space propulsion systems,

the advantage of shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion is that it uses no propellant

other than that used by the augmentation thrusters. Unfortunately, this advantage

also makes comparing electrodynamic propulsion with other conventional propulsion

systems difficult. The specific impulse, lap, cannot be used since it is directly related

to exhaust velocity of the propellant. There is no way to compare shielded coil

electrodynamic propulsion in this manner.

A different definition of efficiency must be considered for the SFP - output

power divided by input power:

7 = P. (6.58)
Pi

Because useless out-of-plane forces are produced by the shielded coil electrodynamic

propulsion system, this definition must be modified. The output power must be

multiplied by the percent of the total force generated that is used to increase the

velocity along the velocity vector:

P0 fP ; -V (6.59)

This efficiency can be compared directly against rocket engine thrust efficiency, de-

fined as the thrust power divided by the input power (40:2).
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Figure 6.25 The efficiency of the electrodynamic propulsion system varies with B
and i; the average during the baseline run was approximately 87%.

The efficiency of the shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system varies with

the B-field and applied current, i. The B-field affects both the output power and the

percent of useful force. Waste heat generated by the shielded coil electrodynamic

propulsion increases by the squa:e of the current. Therefore the propulsion system

is more efficient at lower currents.

The peak efficiency for the SFP during the baseline run (see Figure 6.25) is

approximately 97%, while the average efficiency is approximately 87%. The shielded

coil electrodynamic propulsion system ranks the highest in output/input efficiency

when the peak efficiency is considered. The average value compares very well with

other space propulsion systems (see Table 6.10). Note that the thruster with the

highest output/input efficiency, the hydrazine EHT, has the lowest Iip. This indi-

cates it is less fuel efficient than other systems.
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Thruster 77(%) M Ip (s)
Hydrazine EHT 90 300
Shielded Coil Electrodynamic Propulsion 87 NA
Hydrazine Arcjet 35 500
Teflon PPT 5 840
Xenon SPT 55 1600
Xenon Ion Engine 65 3000
Xenon Ion Engine 78 10000

Table 6.10 Efficiencies of various propulsion systems (40:2). The shielded coil elec-
trodynamic propulsion systeif, ranks second.
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VII. Electrical Power

7.1 SFP Power Requirements

The ultimate success of the power system is its ability to produce large quan-

tities of power over long periods of time with a minimum investment in mass. Power

management of the SFP can be broken down into several distinct segments. Power

must be provided to the following systems: propulsion, truss making, servicing,

external tank reduction operations, command and control and miscellaneous power

management. Chapter X lists the various operational modes of the SFP. From these,

a worst case scenario for power usage can be drawn. Early in the study, it became

apparent that this worst case would be related to propulsion, specifically during R-

bar maneuvering. The SFP is designed so that currents flowing in various conductors

interact with the Earth's magnetic field to produce a net force on the vehicle. From

the equations of motion outlined in Section 6.2.4 the forces required to propel the

SFP are determined. Using the equations provided in the following sections of this

chapter, the currents in each of the SFP conductors can be determined from the re-

quired forces. Once the currents are known, the power required can be determined.

Once a power level is chosen, the above scheme can be used to specifically design a

vehicle.

Obviously, more power available allows for greater currents in the conductors.

The greater currents can be used to generate greater forces, resulting in a more

capable SFP. There are some constraints in the actual selection of a power system

that must be considered. The tradeoff analysis that led to the selection of the SFP

power system is located in Section 11.8. The result of this analysis was the selection

of a 70 kW solar dynamic closed Brayton cycle power system. Added to this 70 kW is

the 12 kW of power provided by the ASSET photovoltaic arrays for a total of 82 kW

of available power. A description of this design is included in the next section. Note
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Figure 7.1 Space Station Freedom solar dynamic power module. The main compo-

nents are shown including the concentrator, the receiver, the radiator,
and the interface structure (89).

that the description provided is the actual design from Space Station Freedom. The

SFP design differs slightly in a few areas that will be annotated later in Section 7.3.

7.2 Space Station Freedom Solar Dynamic Power Module

The solar dynamic power module (SDPM) consists of three major assemblies:

the solar concentrator, the radiator and the closed Brayton cycle (CBC) power gen-

eration assembly. The SDPM is shown in Figure 7.1. The SDPM was designed so

that two modules could be transported in one shuttle mission (8:321). The system

masses are shown in Table 7.1. These assemblies must be mounted outboard on

the cross integrated truss to allow for pointing and sun alignment of the assembly.

This will be accomplished with the following: 1) An alpha joint in the integrated

cross truss will allow orbital sun tracking about the SFP's b3-axis. A more complete

description is provided in Section 9.2. 2) A beta joint between each power module

and the truss will permit rotation about an axis normal to the truss for seasonal sun
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Subsystem Mass kg
Receiver 1752
Radiator 1529

Concentrator 1485.5
Power Control Unit 807.4

Structure 375.5
TOTAL 5949.4

Table 7.1 Space Station Freedom solar dynamic system masses.

tracking. 3) Two axis joints are provided for fine pointing the concentrator relative

to the sun and the receiver (66:2).

The SDPM does not have a steady state performance condition. Perfor-

mance is transient due to variations in orbital altitude, position in orbit (in sun

or eclipse), seasonal variation in solar insolation and degradation of the ;ollector

performance (8:325). To meet the net power output of 25 kW the gross electrical

power at the alternator must be a minimum of 32.15 kW.

7.2.1 Solar Concentrator. The solar concentrator is an offset parabolic

design consisting of 19 hexagonal truss panels with triangular facets mounted within

the hexes and is shown in Figure 7.2 (8:320). The concentrator focuses the solar en-

ergy into the receiver located at its focal point. This configuration minimizes shad-

owing and permits the SDPM center of mass to be located near the truss structure

minimizing potential dynamic and control problems. The concentrator structure is

connected to the module by six struts mounted on a two axis gimbal which is driven

by redundant actuators for pointing and control. Approximately 30 meters of truss

are necessary to allow the concentrator assembly to swivel on the beta gimbal with-

out encountering any obstructions and to prevent any shadowing by other portions

of the SFP.

7.2.2 Radiator. The radiator accepts the waste heat rejected by a working

fluid through the use of a gas coolant liquid (Flourinal FC-75). The radiator package
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Figure 7.2 The solar dynamic concentrator is an offset parabola with 19 hexagonal
panels (73).

consists of eight panels 2.3 x 8 m. Deployment is accomplished by a scissors type

mechanism similar to the one used on Skylab's arrays (see Figure 7.1).

7.2.3 Power Generation Assembly. The CBC operates with a helium

xenon, He-Xe, mixture he A, d in the receiver heat exchanger and expanded through

a turbine which provides the shaft power to drive the compressor and generator. Most

of the gas exiting the turbine is recycled by the recuperator and used to preheat the

gas entering the receiver. Other components include a controller and an accumulator.

The actual size of the Space Station Freedom design is shown in Figure 7.3 and an

overall view of the power conversion unit can be seen in Figure 7.4. This CBC

power conversion unit is a derivative of the well known, technically mature, gas

turbine cycle used for auxiliary power units on military and commercial aircraft.

7.2.3.1 Receiver. The concentrated solar flux is admitted through

a 43.2 cm diameter aperture in the receiver face. The receiver contains 82 tubes

carrying the working fluid that absorbs solar energy (see Figure 7.5). These tubes
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Figure 7.3 Dimensions of the power generation assembly - an approximate 4 m
long by t h wide barrel (73).
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Figure 7.4 Power conversion unit. Figure shows the relative size of the unit in
relation to the receiver (7/3).
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Figure 7.5 Solar dynamic power module receiver. Solar flux enters the receiver
through the aperture and heats the working fluid flowing through the
tubes as shown (73).
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Figure 7.6 Solar dynamic power module receiver with a view of the working fluid
tubes and the salt containment canisters (73).

are surrounded by canisters containing a salt. The salt is a eutectic mixture of

lithium fluoride-calcium di-fluoride, LiF - CaF 2, that operates as a phase change

material (see Figure 7.6 for an illustration of the canisters). The latent heat of

fusion of this salt provides thermal energy storage for use during the eclipse portion

of the orbit. During sunlight the salt approaches a fully liquid state. During eclipse

it begins to solidify. In this state the temperature remains fixed at 7670C and is

used to heat the working fluid (85:247). The containment canisters of the salt are

structurally designed to minimize the highly predictable long term creep and the

actual design lifetime is in excess of 30 years (8:323).
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Figure 7.7 Turbomachinery of the power conversion unit. The working fluid passes
through the unit turning the turbine and generating electricity (73).

Speed 32,000 rpm
Compressor diameter 16.51 cm

Turbine diameter 19.43 cm
Alternator rotor Diameter 12.12 cm

Table 7.2 Turbomachinery design specifications. Note the small size of the actual
rotating parts.

7.2.3.2 Turbomachinery. The Turbomachinery involved in the unit

are a radial compressor, solid alternator rotor, and a radial flow turbine suspended

on compliant foil bearings that use the inert working gas as the lubricant (8:324)

(see Figure 7.7). Pneumatic separation of the bearings from the rotor results in

no metal-to-metal contact thereby increasing the lifetime. The rotor is the only

continuously moving part in the power system. The turbine and compressor ratios

are low, less than two to one, allowing very rugged, single stage aerodynamic wheels.

Some specifications are included in Table 7.2.

7.2.3.3 Recuperator. The recuperator is a gas-to-gas heat exchanger

which recovers energy from the turbine exhaust to heat the compressor discharge
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flow prior to final heating in the receiver (see Figure 7.4). This has three beneficial

results:

* a reduction in the amount of heating required in the receiver reducing the

necessary size of the concentrator

* a reduction in the quantity of thermal energy storage for the eclipse

a a reduction in the amount of waste heat to be rejected reducing the size of the

radiator (8:324)

7.2.4 Controller. The controller maintains a constant speed on the

turbomachine by a parasitic load radiator which dissipates any excess power. This

is accomplished by sensing the alternators frequency. Power generated varies based

on how the receiver and the power conversion unit accommodate solar flux. At an

inclination of 28.50, this power ranges from 33.15 kW in a 300 km orbit to 36.42 kW

in a 500 km orbit (8:324).

7.3 SFP Solar Dynamic Power Module

The SFP operation showed a need for power levels in excess of 50 kW; therefore,

two Space Station Freedom modules would not be enough. Two CBC solar dynamic

power modules providing 35 kW each were chosen to augment ASSET power to bring

the total power available to the SFP to 82 kW. The 35 kW modules chosen are the

same basic configuration as the previously described Space Station Freedom modules

with the following exceptions: LiF salt is the thermal energy storage medium, the

turbine inlet temperature is increased (1,086 K versus 1,006 K), the concentrator

structure is made lighter, and some other masses are changed due to modifications

made to accommodate the new thermal energy storage medium (89:19).

LiF has a 32% greater heat of fusion potential than LiF - CaF 2 (Space Sta-

tion Freedom salt) but, this advantage is partially offset by a 16% higher specific
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Subsystem Mass kg
Receiver 1255
Radiator 1471

Concentrator 845
Power Control Unit 1010

Structure 486
TOTAL 5067

Table 7.3 SFP Solar dynamic system weights.

volume (89:309). A higher fraction of efficiency is realized due to the melting temper-

ature of LiF being 790K greater than that LiF - CaF 2. This higher temperature

forces different materials to be used in the construction of the receiver. Different

alloys actually resulted in a reduction in receiver mass as shown in Table 7.3. In

general most of the receiver design is identical to the Space Station Freedom re-

ceiver except for the wall thickness and material, aperture area, and aperture shield

tbickness (89:61).

The largest reduction in weight over the Space Station Freedom design came

in the concentrator. The SFP concentrator has the same shape and size, but the

supporting structure was made lighter with new materials. The higher concentration

ratios necessary for higher temperature operation in the receiver required smaller

reflective segments in the truss hex design (89:54).

This 35 kW design provides 22% more power than the Space Station design

with only the minor changes stated above. The higher cycle performance was due to

the increased operating temperature. The size of the module is virtually unchanged

but a benefit of new materials provided a weight reduction.

7.4 SFP Power Demand Calculations

The two module design of the SFP provides 70 kW which adds to the 12 kW

provided by the ASSET arrays. This 82 kW must be distributed to the previously

mentioned systems. The SFP was designed around this available power constraint.
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The actual power demands of the SFP are related to propulsion, truss making and

a variety of 'base power' items. How the actual power demands were determined is

discussed in the following sections.

7.5 Power for Propulsion

The power necessary for propulsion alone can be broken into three main modes

of operation:

* orbit transfer

* orbit maintenance (overcoming aerodynamic drag)

0 R-bar maneuvering

In the orbit transfer mode of operation, conductors C1 and C2 are positioned in

the radial direction to provide thrust and are the primary power drain during this

operation. For simple orbit maintenance, conductor C5 is oriented in the radial

direction to provide coui'teracting thrust - the primary power drain. In the case of

R-bar maneuvering, all conductors interact with the Earth's magnetic field to one

degree or another depending on the exact orientation of the SFP. All conductors

must then be considered in the power analysis. The MATLAB programs discussed

in Chapter VI were used to calculate power requirements for the R-bar and orbit

transfer maneuvers.

7.5.1 Power for Orbit Transfer. There are two possible methods to

calculate the power requirements for an SFP orbit transfer. The first is through the

force on the platform. Recall from Section 6.2.2.4 that the force on the conductor is

given as:

= niL x B (7.1)
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The rate of orbital energy increase or decrease (depending on the direction of the

current flow) is (55:343):

P =. FV (7.2)

where P is the power, and V is the velocity. This approach assumes that the cur-

rent flow and conductor length are known quantities. In designing the SFP, these

quantities were unknown initially. They depend upon the required capabilities and

configuration of the SFP.

The second method for power determination uses Equation 7.1 along with the

following analysis. These equations were used iteratively as part of the SFP design

process.

The voltage induced across a straight conductor moving through a uniform

magnetic field is (63:119):

Vm.d = ERid L T (V B X ). - (7.3)

Eind = the electrical field induced across the conductor

= the velocity of the conductor relative to the magnetic field

B = the magnetic field

L = the effective length of the conductor

The induced voltage is a function of orbit altitude, inclination, position in orbit,

and position of the orbit plane with respect to the geomagnetic field. If the SFP is

unpowered, current flows strictly due to the voltage induced by the platforms orbital

motion through the Earth's magnetic field. A complete, closed circuit allows this

current to flow. In the case of an unpowered SFP, induced current flows downward

for eastward orbital motion to produce a braking force on the vehicle in accordance

with Equation 7.1. To operate the system as a thruster, a high voltage dc power

supply is required to provide a voltage greater than the voltage induced in the wire
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by the magnetic field. This will force the current to flow upward and provide a

thrusting force.

The velocity in the preceding equation is the vehicle orbital velocity minus the

velocity of the co-rotating magnetic field (49:C.1). For a circular, equatorial orbit

this is approximated as:

v = w(r (7.4)

G = the gravitational constant

MD = the mass of the Earth

r = the orbital radius

we = the Earth's rotational angular velocity

For low inclination orbits this equation is approximately correct and can be

used for illustrative purposes. Note that no voltage is induced if the conductor is

perpendicular to the induced electric field. When the induced electric field is parallel

to 7 the induced voltage is (49:C.1):

Vind = ( r wer)BL (7.5)

Assuming that the length of the conductor (in the case of orbit transfer, conductors

C1 and C2) can be oriented to be perpendicular to the B-field, and the velocity

direction throughout the orbit, then the induced voltage will be the scalar product

shown above. Concept development studies have shown the induced voltage can vary

from a minimum of 113 V/km to a maximum of 207 V/km at an orbital altitude

of 500 km (59:463). These values are even greater at altitudes below 500 km. This

induced voltage must be overcome by the power supply if a thrusting force is desired.

Using the circuit illustrated in Figure 7.8 and Kirchoff's voltage law, this can be

expressed as:

V•. = Vnd + inR, (7.6)
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Figure 7.8 Equivalent circuit for thrusting operations of the SFP utilizing just con-
ductors C I and C2. Note that current flows upward in an orbital sense
due to the fact that Vpo is greater than Vind.

VP, the power supply voltage

Vind the induced voltage across the conductor

i = the current flowing through the conductor

/•=the total electrical resistance. of the conductors C71 and C2

&•, the CI and C2 conductors' total resistance, is the total length of the con-

ductors times the resistance per unit length of the material. Prior to this study,

most work in this area concentrated on the return circuit loop flowing through the

Earth's ionosphere. The resistance of the ionosphere as well as that of the neces-

sary plasma magneto generators or passive emitters/collectors is not well known or

modeled (55:357). This uncertainty has been avoided by the shielding concept which

allows the return loop to remain aboard the SFP. This makes the resistance of the

circuit just the resistance of the wire.
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Figure 7.9 A force versus velocity plot for the operation of the SFP. When Vp, is
greater than Vd, current flows in the conductor in the direction for a
thrusting force (THRUSTING region). If Vo is less than Vind, current
flows in the conductor in the direction for a drag force (REGENERA-
TION region). If Vp, is connected in the same direction as Vind, current
flows in the conductor in the direction for a larger drag force (PLUG-
GING region).

The power that must be supplied to operate the system as a thruster is given

by:

PP, = iVid + i2 Rt0o = iVps (7.7)

The sizing of the conductors was based on using a maximum power of approximately

77 kW (82 kW minus 5 kW for base power).

An analogy can be drawn between the SFP operation and the operation of a

dc motor. In Figure 7.9, force versus velocity is plotted for varying voltages. This is

similar to torque versus rotor angular speed in a dc motor. When the voltage of the

power source is greater than Vind, current will flow in the direction that produces a

thrust force on the SFP. The magnitude of this thrust depends on how much greater

Vp, is than Vid. If Vp, = Vind, then no thrust or drag force is produced and no power

is expended since no current is flowing.
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Up to this point, the d'scussion has been focused on thrusting and thereby

increasing the SFP's altitude in orbit. If a decrease in orbit is required, a net negative

for-e (opposite the velocity direction) must be applied to the SFP. To accomplish

this, current must flow downward in conductors C1 and C2. If Vp, is less than Vi,,d,

then current will attempt to flow in the direction that produces a drag force on the

SFP. This situation could cause problems if the power supply is connected directly to

the circuit as shown in Figure 7.8. Some type of intermediate energy storage/release

device would be necessary in this case, to allow for this reverse current flow. Normal

power supplies do not allow for a reverse current mode. Because of the naturally

generated current from Vid, this vehicle would be a far more efficient generator than

a thruster. The problem is that power generation takes the energy from the orbit by

producing a drag force. Storing this energy for any significant period of time would

take an extremely large battery mass. This option was not considered in the design

study. For completeness, a discussion of this possibility is included in the following

paragraph.

If a battery storage device were present, then the magnitude of the drag will

depend on how much less Vp,1 is than Vind. If Vp, equals zero, the current will

flow simply due to Vind. The mode of operation, 0 < Vps < Vid, can be labeled

'regeneration' since orbital energy is being converted to electrical energy and has

the potential to be stored and used later. Current, in this case, will be in the drag

direction and has the capability to be quite large if Vp,8 is much less than Vind. If

the direction of the power supply voltage is reversed to cause current to flow in

the drag direction, then the power supply voltage and the induced voltage woula

be cumulative and would cause very large current flows in the drag direction. This

mode of operation is called 'plugging' and is unachievable with the SFP design due

to the high current flows. It is also unnecessary since the SFP could decay its orbit

in a sufficient period of time due strictly to Vp, being less than Vid.
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The final SFP design does not use this variable voltage battery storage method

to power the conductors during thrust and drag operations. It was decided instead

to use dynamic braking in which additi.,nal resistance is switched into the circuit to

replace the power supply. This however, has the potential for heat transfer problems

if the current is not modulated correctly. The SFP is designed so that the core

temperature of the shielded wire never exceeds 438.0°C. This restriction was placed

so that the danger of melting the conducting wires was never approached. The

analysis of this heat transfer problem is discussed in Appendix K. The current flow

that corresponds to this temperature is 300 A. Operation in the drag mode, due

to Vid alone, makes some type of resistance necessary to keep current flow under

this level. The voltages induced by motion through the magnetic field would cause

current flows much greater than this limit if opposed by only the resistance of the

wire. For example, in a 300 km equatorial orbit, Equation 7.5 yields an induced

voltage of 1,927 volts. Using Vind = iR.. yields a current of over 2,300 A for the

SFP. This is almost an order of magnitude greater than the SFP design constraint.

Therefore a switch is provided to take the power supply out of the circuit for drag

operations and connect a variable bank of resistors in its place. This is illustrated

in Figure 7.10. A variable resistor is needed to modulate the current flow as the

B-field changes. A minimum resistance of 5.59 Q, in addition to the resistance

provided by the conductor wires themselves (0.84 Q), is necessary to modulate the

current below 300 A at an altitude of 300 km. The SFP uses a variable resistance

bank that modulates the current flows from 0.1 to 300 A in conductors C1 and

C2. At higher altitudes these resistances will be less due to the decrease in induced

voltage. Therefore the minimum resistance necessary will be lower than the value

stated for 300 km. The actual resistance needed for modulation of current varies

from 20,000 Q down to approximately 1 Q over the altitudes of 300-500 km. The

forces corresponding to these values vary from 0.027 N up to 80.19 N at 300 km

and 0.009 N up to 28.81 N at 500 km.
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Figure 7.10 Equivalent circuit for orbit transfer drag maneuvering operations of the
SFP utilizing conductors C1 and C2. A switch is provided to take the
power supply out of the circuit and replace it with a variable resistance,
R,. This allows for modulation of current flows.

7.5.2 Power for R-bar Maneuvering. R-bar maneuvering used the same

analysis as described in the previous section with the exception that all conductors

were included in the model. For a typical R-bar maneuver, conductor C5 is in the

radial direction, and is the primary contributor to any induced voltage problems due

to the orbital velocity of the vehicle. With varying degrees of roll, pitch and yaw,

other conductors can place a significant component of their length in the radial direc-

tion and can therefore greatly increase power requirements through larger induced

voltages. It was recognized early in the design process that this situation would drive

the major power concerns of the study. Figure 7.11 provides an illustrative circuit

diagram that will help explain the power situation for an R-bar maneuver. Although

some individual conductors have current flowing in the drag direction, the overall

force necessary causes a thrusting current out of the power supply. This situation is

unique to R-bar maneuvering. The opposite direction currents being generated by

dragging conductors can then be used in thrusting conductors, reducing the overall

power demand.
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Figure 7.11 Equivalent circuit for R-bar maneuvering operations of the SFP uti-
lizing conductors C1 through C10. Conductors C1 through C5 can
have induced voltages because they are partially shielded. They are
the first five loops shown in the above figure. Conductors C6 through
C10 cannot have induced voltages because they are totally unshielded
coils. They are the second five loops shown in the above figure and are
modeled as simple resistances.

7.5.3 Orbit Maintenance. At 300 kin, aerodynamic drag losses cause

the SFP to decrease its orbit 14 km over a four day period. This is a worst case

profile of the SFP. Refer to Section 6.2.1 for a complete discussion and analysis of

this subject. The nominal configuration of the SFP is with conductor C5 in the

radial direction. Overcoming drag at 300 km (the lowest operational altitude) costs

15.0 kW of continuous power for an inclination of 28.5' and 13.8 kW for an equatorial

orbit. The power drain for orbit maintenance reduces as the SFP gains altitude

due to the reduction in drag. This is counteracted however, by a reduction in the

strength of the B-field. At 500 km (the highest operational altitude), the necessary

power to overcome drag forces is 14.5 kW and 13.2 kW for 28.50 and equatorial

orbits respectively. At this altitude drag forces would decrease an unpowered SFP's

altitude by only 3 km in a four day period.

7.6 Truss Maker and Other Equipment Power

The power required to run the following is included in this section:
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* truss maker - welder, drive wheels, graspers, etc.

* SFP servicing system

* control and communications

e miscellaneous

The truss maker and its associated equipment use 7 kW when operating at the

maximum rate. The SFP servicing system takes a maximum power of 2 kW. The

docking system is modeled as utilizing up to 2 kW during docking operations. Since

the docking system will be utilized for only a short period of time, this amount

can be included with the servicing system power drains. A base power will be

needed for teleoperation, communications links, lights and cameras as well as other

miscellaneous needs. Due to the complexity of the SFP, 5 kW of power is reserved

for this need.

7.7 Overall SFP Power Usage

It is difficult to quantify the exact power being drawn by an SFP subsystem

at any instant in time. Its fabrication capability means that it operates in a diverse

and dynamic manner. As such, rather than provide a detailed list of power drains,

a worst case analysis will be used. In other words the power used at theoretical

maximum usage of the particular subsystems will be added together to give a total

demand.

It was determined during the ASSET study that actual salvage of material

from an external tank should occur at an altitude of 300 km and would require

approximately five days. Power concerns for the SFP during reduction operations is

summarized in Table 7.4. During salvage operations, power concerns are related to

external tank reduction, base power concerns, and orbit maintenance. This requires

34 kW of power, leaving 48 kW available. If necessary the truss maker could be
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SFP System Power Used kW
Reduction Equipment 12

Command, Control and Communications 5
Servicing System 2

Orbit Maintenance 15
TOTAL 34

Table 7.4 Power concerns for the SFP during salvage operations at 300 km.

operated concurrently with external tank reduction. This would be done as material

becomes available and would drain an additional 7 kW from the power supply.

Subtracting out the 5 kW of base power leaves a total of 77 kW available for

propulsion to accomplish an orbit transfer or an R-bar maneuver. This is an adequate

amount of power to achieve the required performances and capabilities outlined in

Section 3.2. With conductors C1 and C2 in the radial direction, an orbit transfer,

with a full payload of one external tank, from 300-500 km can be accomplished

in 18.74 days for an inclined orbit of 28.50. Without an external tank it takes just

11.98 days. These are constant power transfers; the current is modulated to maintain

this power level as the B-field changes. If time to transfer is not critical, the power

available for propulsion can be reduced and other activities can be undertaken. In

other words, trusses can be made while enroute to their final destination. Truss

making uses 7 kW of power for a time period of approximately 2 days. This would

leave 70 kW for propulsion for the first 2 days and thereafter 77 kW. This would

not significantly affect the stated time to transfer.

For an orbit reduction, only the 5 kW of base power is used by the SFP. All

forces on the vehicle are provided by the induced currents flowing in conductors C1

and C2. If modulated to a constant flow of 100 A the transfer from 500 to 300 km

would take only 15 days. If run at 300 A, transfer would occur in only 3 days, but

heat transfer problems could possibly occur in the resistor for this level.
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7.8 Power Summary

The result of the power survey and trade off analysis was a 70 kW closed

Brayton cycle that augments the 12 kW of available ASSET power. This 82 kW of

power available was metered to the various subsystems of the SFP. This level of power

greatly influenced the actual design process of the SFP discussed in Section 6.3.
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VIII. Remote Manipulators

8.1 Introduction

The assembly and mission ready operations of the SFP depend heavily on

remote manipulators. This chapter conceptually identifies the two manipulator sys-

tems for the SFP: the servicing system and the docking system. Both systems are

derived from the components of the proposed mobile servicing system developed for

Space Station Freedom by SPAR Canada. The Space Station Freedom system is a

natural extension of the already proven shuttle remote manipulator system.

When applicable, the component associated with the Space Station Freedom

system will be identified to assist in the explanation of the component proposed for

the SFP. Many of the operating limits and procedures for the Space Station Freedom

system are still in the design phase. Those operating limits and procedures that have

been resolved serve only as realistic guidance for their use in this application. They

do not limit the SFP systems in this conceptual analysis. Future engineering for

specific applications on the SFP is required.

8.2 Servicing System

8.2.1 Purpose. Similar to the mobile servicing system of the Space

Station Freedom (42:7.2), the servicing system of the SFP will play a predominant

role in:

* construction and assembly

* maintenance and servicing

* monitoring and inspecting

* truss making

* payload handling

* EVA support
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8.2.2 Components and Procedures. The servicing system consists of two

independent manipulator systems primarily assigned to each side of the main inte-

grated truss. A complete manipulator system is comprised of the following primary

components:

e a mobile base

* a heavy manipulator

* a dextrous manipulator

The two ends of the heavy manipulator possess heavy latching devices. A heavy

latching device is an end effector for grappling heavy grapple fixtures. Figure 8.1

utilizes a Space Station Freedom illustration to identify the primary components of

one SFP manipulator system and the associated grappling mechanisms.

Figure 8.2 utilizes an illustration of a Space Station Freedom power and data

grapple fixture to identify a heavy grapple fixture for the SFP. The heavy grapple fix-

ture is made up of two components: a circular base with a 0.65 m radius, and a screw

on guide post with a 0.27 m length. On Space Station Freedom, the grapple fixture

is designed to withstand moments of 4,270 N -m and loads of 1,000 N (82:D.11-

D.15). Figure 8.3 identifies a heavy latching device in a pre-grapple or post-grapple

position.

The result of grappling a heavy grapple fixture is the rigidization of the heavy

manipulator to an object. The object may be a payload or a structure secured to the

SFP (anything with a heavy grapple fixture). If the appropriate electrical connectors

have been installed in the grapple fixture, power, data, and video can be transmitted

for controlling the heavy manipulator. In figure 8.1, one latching device of the heavy

manipulator is grappled to a heavy grapple fixture on the mobile base and the other

latching device is grappled to a heavy grapple fixture on the dextrous manipulator.

The words primarily assigned were chosen because the heavy latching devices on

each end of the heavy manipulator can grapple any heavy grapple fixture associated
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Figure 8.1 One complete manipulator system. The servicing system of the SFP
consists of two independent manipulator systems primarily assigned to
each side of the main integrated truss (82).
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Figure 8.2 The heavy grapple fixture provides a grasp area and guide post for a
heavy latching device. When integrated with the appropriate electrical
connectors, it can facilitate the transmission of power, data, and video
for controlling a manipulator (82).

HEAVY LATCHING
DEV¶CH

HEAVY URAMWI

Figure 8.3 A heavy latching device in a pre-grapple or post-grapple position.
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MOBILE

TRUSS

Figure 8.4 The Space Station Freedom mobile base attached to its integrated truss.
The remainder of the manipulator system can be mounted to the mobile
base, and the entire system can traverse the length of the integrated
truss (82).

with the SFP. There is no requirement for the heavy manipulator to remain grappled

to the mobile base or to the dextrous manipulator.

8.2.2.1 Mobile Bases. Mobile bases for the SFP are attached to rails

on the integrated trusses. Figure 8.4 is a Space Station Freedom illustration of a

mobile base attached to an integrated truss. With a heavy manipulator grappled to

a mobile base, and a dextrous manipulator grappled to thr. heavy manipulator, the

manipulator system is capable of traversing the entire le-ugth of an integrated truss.

It can perform or assist with work anywhere within its expanded reach.

There are four mobile bases planned for the SFP: one on each side of the

main integrated truss and one on each of the cross integrated trusses. They will

provide the two heavy manipulators and two dextrous manipulators with mobility

throughout the platform. When a manipulator system is configured on the main

integrated truss, it will primarily assist with truss making operations, and when a
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manipulator system is configured on a cross integrated truss, it will primarily assist

with power system servicing.

Similar to the mobile remote servicer base and the mobile transporter of the

Space Station Freedom (61:341), the mobile base of the SFP provides:

e an EVA workstation for direct control of the grappled manipulators

* an umbilical for external control of the grappled manipulators

* space for storing dextrous manipulator tools

* attachment points for transporting payloads

* cameras and lighting for automatic tracking and grappling

* cameras and lighting fo monitoring and inspecting operations

8.2.2.2 Heavy Manipulators. The heavy manipulators of the SFF

are identical to the Space Station Frcedom remote manipulator in appearance and

functions (see Figure 8.5). They are 17.6 m serial linked manipulators with seven

rotary joints. Three wrist joints are clustered at each end and one elbow joint is in the

middle. From the elbow joint out to the heavy latching device on each wrist, they

are completely symmetrical and identical in functions. Because of the previously

described capability to transmit power, data, and ,,ideo information through the

heavy grapple fixtures into the heavy latching devices, appropriately placed and

electrically configured heavy grapple fixtures can command a heavy manipulator to

walk around the SFP.

As the name implies, the heavy manipulator is designed for manipulating heavy

objects. Heavy objects associated with the SFP ale objects with a mass in excess

of 1,000 kg. The Space Station Freedom remote manipulator is being designed

to manipulate payloads as massive as 136,000 kg (71:34). Also similar to Space

Station Freedom applications (79:38-39), the heavy manipulator of the SFP has the

capability to grapple heavy payloads and transport them across the platform via the
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Figure 8.5 One 17.6 m heavy manipulator with seven joints. It is symmetrical
about the elbow joint and can grapple any heavy grapple fixture (82).

mobile base. It can extend the reach and subsequent capabilities of the dextrous

manipulator, and it can carry a suite of cameras and lighting for automatic tracking

and grappling, or monitoring operations.

8.2.2.3 Dextrous Manipulators. The dextrous manipulators of the

SFP are modeled ajter the special purpose dextrous manipulator of the Space Station

Freedom (see Figure 8.6). Each manipulator consists of a base, an articulated body,

two seven degree of freedom arms, and a head with cameras and lights. The base

section has a heavy 5,apple fixture on one end to allow grappling with the heavy

manipu~ator. The other end of the base section has a fully functional heavy latching

device of its own. This gives a heavy manipulator the capability to grapple objects

via the base of the dextrous manipulator. The dextrous manipulator can work on

the heavy objects while they are attached in this fashion. If a heavy grapple fixture

is appropriately configured with electrical connectors, and a dextrous manit "'lator

is grappled to it, the dextrous manipulator can be commanded through the heavy
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Figure 8.6 One dextrous manipulator. It can grapple any heavy or dextrous grapple
fixture and/or be grappled by the latching device of a heavy manipula-
tor (61).

grapple fixture. It does not have to be grappled with a heavy manipulator or a

mobile base.

The body of the dextrous manipulator can fold or unfold to allow access to

difficult work areas. It also serves as a storage rack for the many tools that can be

attached to the manipulator arms. The proposed tools for the dextrous manipulatots

are:

"* dextrous latching device

"* non-standard grasping device

"* socket drive

"* grapple fixture guide post removal and replacement tool

The dextrous latching device facilitates grappling an object with a dextrous

grapple fixture. This feature allows a dextrous manipulator to transport low m, -,

objects (objects less than 1,000 kg) or rigidize with objects to increase precision for
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work with the other manipulator arm. When precision is required, one arm acts

as a stabilizer for the other. The dextrous grapple fixture is identical to the heavy

grapple fixture in appearance and ultimate function. It is lighter and smaller than

a heavy grapple fixture, and does not have electrical connectors. The dimensions

of the dextrous grapple fixture are a 0.30 m radius base, and a 0.10 m guide post

length.

The non-standard grasping device gives a dextrous manipulator a limited ca-

pability to grasp an object, or an area of an object, that does not have a dextrous

grapple fixture. It resembles a small vice grip in appearance and function.

The socket drive allows the dextrous manipulator to manipulate a standard

head bolt.

The grapple fixture guide post removal and replacement tool screws the guide

post in and out of both the heavy and dextrous grapple fixture. It is used extensively

in the truss making process for handling and storing items - including the truss

product itself.

Additional or modified tools can be developed to assist in future operations.

Similar to the special purpose dextrous manipulator of the Space Station Free-

dom (79:35), the dextrous manipulator of the SFP will have the following capa-

bilities:

e connecting/disconnecting utilities

* attaching/detaching interfaces and covers

* mating/demating connectors

* removing/replacing components

* manipulating hinged mechanisms such as panels and doors

"* providing lighting and cameras for EVA crews

"* providing lighting and cameras for automatic tracking and grasping
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* providing lighting and cameras for monitoring and inspecting operations

The dextrous manipulators, combined with heavy manipulators and mobile

bases, define the SFP servicing system. Its capabilities make it an integral part of

assembly and mission ready operations for the SFP.

8.2.3 Control. The mobile servicing system for Space Station Freedom

will be controlled from an EVA workstation at the base of the remote manipulator, a

workstation inside the shuttle, or a workstation inside its habitation modules (42:7.6).

There are no plans to control the Space Station Freedom mobile servicing system

from the ground. Because the SFP does not have habitation modules, its servicing

system will be controlled from an EVA workstation, a shuttle workstation, or - to

a limited extent - a ground workstation.

When controlling from the ground, there will be time delays of up to 10 sec

between ground control inputs and servicing system responses (36:78). This sig-

nificantly hinders operations that require real time feedback like grasping a moving

object with a manipulator. However, carefully preplanned automated operations can

be accomplished without complications. Inspections for maintenance, transportation

of payloads, and preprogrammed grapples are not unreasonable applications (36:80).

The designed capability to command any manipulator from any electrically config-

ured heavy grapple fixture also enhances the feasibility of controlling from remote

locations, such as the ground. Section 11.3 provides further analysis of SFP manning

and control issues.

The requirements for the servicing system workstations in space are: video

monitors, two three degree-of-freedom hand controllers (one translational and one

rotational), and manipulator selection switches (see Figure 8.7). Control systems

internal to the workstations must transform six axis control inputs into the proper

commands for seven jointed manipulators. They will be augmented by six axis

force/torque sensors in all the manipulator wrists. The sensors feedback force and
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Figure 8.7 Possible configuration for a servicing system workstation. The worksta,-
tion could be located on the ground or in a space shuttle (61).

torque information during contact with objects. Additional ground workstation re-

quirements include a world model of the work site stored in memory for collision

avoidance and trajectory planning.

8.3 Docking System

8.3.1 Purpose. In rendezvous terminology, docking identifies the use of

on-board propulsion systems to join the docking ports of any two orbiting vehicles.

The term berthing refers to accomplishing the same task by using a robotic arm to

control the relative motion of the vehicles. Space Station Freedom planners prefer

berthing over docking because relative velocities and impact loads between the ve-

hicles are considerably reduced and the adverse affects of plume impingement from

the propulsion systems do not exist (88:120).

The following procedures describe the berthing process currently planned for

the rendezvous of a space shuttle and Space Station Freedom (18:28). When the

shuttle reaches a position where the remote manipulator of Space Station Freedom
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Closing Velocity 0.005 ± 0.001 rn/s
Lateral Velocity ± 0.002 rn/s
Pitch, Roll, and Yaw Angular Velocity ± 0.1 degls
Lateral Misalignment ± 0.040 m

I Pitch, Roll, and Yaw Angular Misalignment I± 1.5 deg

Table 8.1 The docking contact requirements for Space Station Freedom and the
European space plane (Hermes) (87:14).

can grapple the shuttle grapple fixture, the relative velocity between the shuttle and

Space Station Freedom is reduced as close as possible to zero (simulation has shown

typical values of .007 m/s). After., achieving this position, the attitude control sys-

tems of both the shuttle and Space Station Freedom are inhibited, placing both in

free drift. At that time, the remote manipulator operator of Space Station Freedom

has approximately five minutes to capture the space shuttle grapple fixture before

the two bodies drift out of the manipulator's range. Free drift for both the shuttle

and Space Station Freedom is required to minimize the loads on the remote ma-

nipulator during berthing. Although serial linked manipulators are highly flexible,

they are relatively weak, especially when they are in motion (50:6). After capture,

approximately 12 more minutes of free drift are necessary to maneuver and rigidize

the two bodies (4).

If grappling capabilities do not exist between Space Station Freedom and a

different arriving vehicle - as is the case for the planned European Space Plane

(Hermes) - docking agreements mandate stringent operational requirements. Ta-

ble 8.1 identifies the contact requirements for the docking of Space Station Freedom

and Hermes (87:14). Note that the maximum closing velocity allowed (0.006 m/s)

is less than the typical minimized relative velocities achieved by the space shuttle in

the previously described berthing simulations (0.007 m/s).

Both the planned berthing procedures and alternative docking requirements

for Space Station Freedom have undesirable attributes. The berthing procedures
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are complicated by the capabilities of the remote manipulator, and the docking

requirements are difficult to achieve with conventional propulsion systems. The

electrodynamic propulsion system of the SFP provides solutions to these problems.

Electrodynamic propulsion is continuous and variable. With the tracking capability

of the designed controller - demonstrated in Appendix M - relative velocities

and impact loads can be minimized for safe docking. Also, electrodynamic propul-

sion eliminates the plume impingement problem. With docking achievable, remote

manipulator berthing procedures are not required.

A simple remote manipulator has been developed to assist with SFP docking

applications. Its purpose is to:

* enhance the delivery envelope of the SFP

* grapple arriving external tanks

• secure external tanks to the SFP

8.3.2 Components and Procedures. The docking system has three degrees-

of-freedom (one translational and two rotational). It consists of a scissor extender

- driven by a power screw and mounted above the truss maker - with a two

degree of freedom heavy duty wrist at its apex. The wrist serves as a platform for

a heavy/dextrous latching device (see Figure 8.8). Although the power screw and

wrist configuration is relatively low in flexibility, it can be designed for strength. The

latching device can grapple any object with a heavy or dextrous grapple fixture.

Despite the limited flexibility, three degrees-of-freedom designed into the dock-

ing system will enhance the delivery envelope of the SFP. Payloads with grapple

fixtures built into them - like trusses - can be extended and rotated to arrive

at a target in a desired orientation without changing the attitude of the SFP (see

Figure 8.9). The procedure will be to rigidize the docking system once the desired

orientation is achieved, and dock the payload to the target with the precision elec-
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Figure 8.8 The docking system permanently mounted on the truss maker. The
heavy latching device can grapple a dextrous latching adaptor for dex-
trous grappling capabilities.

TRUSS MAKER

Figure 8.9 The docking system delivering a truss at a desired orientation.
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trodynamic propulsion system of the SFP. Because of the docking system strength,

inhibiting the target attitude system prior to docking will not be required.

In the case of receiving an external tank, the procedure will be similar. As

described in Section 4.3, the external tank will be modified with a heavy grapple

fixture prior to launch. The space shuttle will carry the external tank into orbit and

serve as its attitude control system until i.ndezvous. At orbit altitudes, a separated

external tank will remain stable for a small period of time without an attitude

control system, but studies have shown a shuttle attached to an external tank will

insure its stability (1). S,-ction 11.9 provides further analysis on this subject. At the

rendezvous position, the SFP will maneuver the extended rigidized docking system to

grapple the heavy grapple fixture of the external tank. The shuttle will then release

the external tank, and the docking system will completely retract the external tank

to a secured position flush with the truss maker.

8.3.3 Control. The docking procedures can be implemented from the con-

trol locations of the servicing system: an EVA workstation, a shuttle workstation,

or - under preplanned automated operations - a ground workstation. The shuttle

workstation for the servicing system will also incorporate SFP maneuvering capabil-

ities to execute docking procedures. Maneuvering the SFP, via the electrodynamic

propulsion system, for docking requires real time feedback and will not occur from

the ground. It is feasible for an advanced target - like a large telecommunication

platform - to posses and operate a space shuttle type workstation as well. In this

scenario, the SFP could be flown to the vicinity of the platform, and a delivery prod-

uct could be positioned for delivery, via ground control. Then, control commands

from a habitation module on-board the telecommunications platform could complete

the remainder of the docking procedure.
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The docking system combined with the electrodynamic propulsion system de-

fine the docking components and their capabilities. This combination facilitates

simple, reliable docking procedures that are truly unique to the SFP.
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IX. SFP Assembly

9.1 Introduction

This chapter includes a basic truss design and a conceptual sequence illustrat-

ing a method to bring the SFP to an operational mode in as few shuttle missions

as possible. The final SFP design is shown in Figure 9.1. An illustration of the

conductors within each integrated truss is shown iL Figure 9.2. Complete assembly

of the SFP can conceivably be accomplished in eight shuttle missions. After these

eight missions, the SFP will be fully operational and can accept an external tank for

reduction on every subsequent shuttle mission.

9.2 Truss Considerations and Design

Due to the total length of the main, cross and orthogonal integrated trusses

(137 m), the question of how these trusses are designed, built and placed into orbit

comes to mind. It was originally thought that SFP produced trusses could be used to

construct the entire platform. The feasibility of such a concept was quickly negated

for several reasons. First, the need to place a large bundle of wire inside the truss

would be a difficult EVA task for an astronaut. Second, the wire bundles, shielded

and unshielded, must be separated by at least 1 m to prevent magnetic interference

(reference Appendix L). This would require attaching the conductors to the outside

of the SFP trusses causing a significant amount of interference with other equipment.

Third, the necessity of providing rails on the outside of the trusses so the SFP

servicing system can traverse the entire length of the platform would be a time

consuming EVA task. These rails would have to be attached to the SFP truss after

its manufacture and could only be attached to the two sides without the previously

mentioned conductors present. Fourth, power distribution equipment, batteries and

any other miscellaneous equipment would be difficult to attach internally (the only

space available with the rails and conductors occupying the external faces of the
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Figure 9.1 An illustration of the final design of the SFP. The main, cross, orthogo-
nal and coiled conductor integrated trusses as well as the solar dynamic
power modules, augmentation thrusters, and truss maker must all be
carried into orbit by the space shuttle.

_ _ _ _ _ _ C C2

Figure 9.2 Layout of the conductors that must be located within the confines of
the integrated truss structures.
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Figure 9.3 Cross-section of an integrated truss.

truss) to the SFP trusses by astronauts. This led to the conclusion that using

SFP fabricated trusses to build the platform was infeasible and it would be easier

to manufacture integrated trusses on Earth and assemble them in orbit with the

assistance of the space shuttle and crew.

A similar conclusion was made by the designers of Space Station Freedom.

Space Station Freedom trusses were originally designed to be assembled from pieces

by EVA astronauts. A massive redesign effort culminated in the design of a pre-

integrated truss structure (69:1). The pre-integrated structure has the advantages

of simple orbital construction and gives the capability for ground checkout and ver-

ification of truss segments prior to launch. In addition, the pre-integrated truss is

complete with all the necessary subsystems, utilities and mechanisms. Simplifying

construction, minimizing EVA and verifying truss segments prior to launch are three

very beneficial attributes the SFP trusses should have. As such, the decision was

made to adopt an integrated truss structure for the assembly of the SFP.

A cross-section of an SFP integrated truss is shown in Figure 9.3 The shielded
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Figure 9.4 The unpressurized berthing adapter. This adapter is left with the or-
biting vehicle. It provides a berthing mechanism that the shuttle arm
can grapple and mount into its cargo bay (70).

and unshielded portions of the conductor coil are attached to the inside of the in-

tegrated truss structure. This provides sufficient separation between the conductors

and allows for the placement of other equipment within the confines of the truss.

Space Station Freedom pre-integrated truss structure is assembled in the fol-

lowing manner (69:3): Assembled sections of truss are completely outfitted and

checked on the ground. They are left intact and fitted into the shuttle cargo bay for

launch. Upon reaching orbit, the truss section is attached to neighboring sections.

An unpressurized berthing adapter (shown in Figure 9.4) is attached and left with

the first segment (70:6). On subsequent missions, the shuttle berths with the orbiting

segments via this device. The shuttle manipulator arm grapples the unpressurized

berthing adapter and fixes it to a mounting device within the shuttle cargo bay.

Additional truss segments can then be attached with the shuttle manipulator arm.

The actual segment to segment attach mechanism consists of a capture latch, to hold

the segments together in relative alignment, followed by motorized connecting bolts
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4.5 m

Figure 9.5 Layout of the basic integrated truss design of the SFP located within
the confines of the space shuttle cargo bay (70).

engaged at each mating longeron (70:8). The same basic assembly process is used

to construct the SFP from integrated trusses.

The design of the SFP integrated truss is influenced by a variety of factors.

The space shuttle cargo bay imposes the following restrictions upon any structure -

a maximum 4.5 m diameter and 13.7 m length (70:2). The actual length of the

shuttle bay is 18.3 m but, the unpressurized berthing adapter and other miscellaneous

c•quipment occupies a portion of the bay nearest the shuttle nose. If a 4.5 m diameter

truss was used for the SFP a minimum of ten shuttle missions would be needed to

just bring the trusses into orbit. Since the only significant restriction on truss design

was the necessity to have the shielded and unshieldcd conductor portions 1 m apart,

a 2 m octagonal truss design was chosen. This meant that 2 segments could be

carried per mission and the number of missions for just truss work was reduced to

five. An illustration of the basic truss shape within the confines of the space shuttle

cargo bay is shown in Figure 9.5. It was also decided to construct the SFP integrated

trusses from the same aluminum alloy as Space Station Freedom - Al-2219 (69:9).

A finite element model of a basic truss structure is analyzed within Appendix E. The
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main, cross and orthogonal trusses all share the same basic design with the minor

exceptions outlined in the following paragraphs.

The main integrated truss (50 m in length and housing conductors C1 and

C2) has rails on all four flat faces. This allows for two mobile bases to be placed on

opposing sides of the truss, the truss maker on top and the unpressurized berthing

adapter on the bottom. Mobile bases and heavy manipulator arms on opposing sides

provide the capability to reach both sides of an external tank when it is seated atop

the truss maker. The rail on the top allows the truss maker assembly to move for the

purpose of center of mass management. The bottom rail allows the unpressurized

berthing adapter to move so the shuttle can berth at various points. This is extremely

useful during the construction phase of the SFP.

The cross integrated trusses (301 m in length with either conductors Ci or C4

depending on which side it is) need only one rail on any side. This allows a mobile

base to be placed on each cross truss. A heavy manipulator can then transfer from a

mobile base on the main truss to a mobile base on the cross truss. This is necessary

so the servicing system can access and build the solar dynami, power modules and

ASSET photovoltaic arrays. Note that the first 25 m of the cross truss houses the

conductors, while the remaining 5 m is to ensure clearance for the power systems and

house a rotary joint. A solar alpha rotary joint is located between the two sections of

cross truss so the power module and arrays are able to remain inertially oriented and

track the sun throughout an orbit (70:9). The joint allows for 3600 of rotation while

providing structural and electrical continuity between segments and is illustrated in

Figure 9.6.

The orthogonal integrated truss (27 m in length housing conductor C5) does

not have any rails. It does contain an attachment rack to store the trusses produced

by the SFP. The rack is described in Section 5.3.9.

The coiled conductor integrated truss (4.3 m in diameter by 4.86 m in length

housing conductors C6 through CIO) does not share the same basic design as the
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Figure 9.6 The solar alpha rotary joint that allows the power subsystem to remain
inertially oriented and track the sun throughout the orbit.

others. A larger structure was necessary to house the coiled conductors and to

allow for attachment points. These points allow for easy connection of the cross and

orthogonal trusses.

9.3 Assembly of the SFP

The following section describes the conceptual assembly of the SFP. It contains

a mission by mission synopsis which outlines the major events taking place.

9.3.1 Mission I. The payload for mission I includes 17 m of integrated

truss, the truss maker's frame and all truss making associated equipment. Refer to

Figure 9.7 for the discussion of this mission. To begin the mission, the space shuttle

approaches and matches the ASSET vehicle orbit and starts assembling the above

listed components (see Figure 9.7a). Similar to the assembly plans of Space Station

Freedom, the sections of truss are attached to the berthing adaptor and translated

over the shuttle's nose so the next section can be attached (see Figure 9.7b and c).

Due to shuttle bay size, the 17 rn truss is brought in two sections- a 13.5 m length

and a 3.5 m length. The 13.5 m section is attached to the berthing adapter via the
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 9.7 Mission I to build the SFP. One 17 m section of the main integrated
truss and the truss maker's frame, with associated equipment, are
brought into space, assembled, and attached to the ASSET vehicle.
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shuttle manipulator arm and then translated forward so the 3.5 m section can be

attached (see Figure 9.7c). Final attachment is accomplished with remote capture

latches and motorized bolts. Once this has been accomplished, EVA astronauts can

begin assembling the truss maker (see Figure 9.7d). A complete description of the

truss maker can be found in Section 5.3. The truss maker frame is approximately

10 m in length and is built in the center of the 17 m section. After the truss maker

assembly is complete, the shuttle is maneuvered to berth with the ASSET facility.

The shuttle must be facing the 'front' of ASSET so its manipulator arm can

reach a grapple fixture on the ASSET vehicle. Note that for the purposes of this

chapter 'front' relates to the portion of the SFP vehicle where the nose of the external

tank is and 'rear' corresponds to the opposite end. Two heavy grapple fixtures have

been added to the external tank prior to its launch (this is discussed in Section 4.3).

One grapple fixture is located on the intertank structure directly opposite the forward

space shuttle mount fixture. The second heavy grapple fixture is offset to the side.

Once in position, the shuttle manipulator arm grabs the offset heavy grapple fixture

on ASSET and places ASSET onto the SFP docking system located on the top

portion of the truss maker assembly (see Section 8.8 for a description of the docking

system). Figure 9.7e is an illustration of this task. The shuttle then returns to Earth

leaving behind the berthing adapter for future missions.

9.3.2 Mission 2. The payload for mission 2 includes two 13.5 m sections of

the main integrated truss. The following discussion refers to Figure 9.8. The shuttle

approaches ASSET from the 'rear' and grabs the berthing adapter left behind on the

previous mission (see Figure 9.8a). The berthing adapter and the attached vehicle

(ASSET and first mission SFP) are maneuvered and placed on the mounting point

inside the shuttle bay (see Figure 9.8b). A 13.5 m section of truss is then added

to the main integrated truss (see Figure 9.8c). Unfortunately, this section cannot

be translated rearward because of the clearance necessary between the shuttle's tail

and the rear of ASSET. This situation precludes the shuttle manipulator arm from
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a) b)

C) d)

e) o)

g)

Figure 9.8 Mission 2 to build the SFP. Two 13.5 m segments of the main integrated
truss are brought up and attached to either end of the assembled truss.
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reaching the front of the main integrated truss and another method has to be found

to attach the second 13.5 m section of truss to the 'front'. In order to attach the

13.5 m section to the 'front', the shuttle must release the berthing adapter and

reposition to the 'front' of ASSET (see Figure 9.8d and e). While the shuttle is

repositioning, the berthing adapter translates to the 'front' portion of the integrated

truss. The shuttle then re-berths with the vehicle and adds the final 13.5 m to the

'front' of the integrated truss (see Figure 9.8f and g). At this point, 44 m of the

50 m main integrated truss is complete. Mission 2 is done and the shuttle can return

to Earth.

9.3.3 Mission 3. The payload for mission 3 includes the last 6 m of the

main integrated truss, the SFP servicing system and the coiled conductor integrated

truss. Refer to Section 8.2 for a complete description of the SFP servicing system.

The coiled conductor integrated truss is 4.86 m in length and 4.3 m in diameter

(a complete description can be found in Section 6.3.9). The following discussion

refers to Figure 9.9. The shuttle approaches the vehicle from the 'rear', attaches

to the berthing adapter perpendicular to the main integrated truss and places the

final 6 m on the main integrated truss (see Figure 9.9a and b). Two independent

mobile bases and their associated heavy manipulators are then attached to oppos-

ing side rails of the main integrated truss (see Figure 9.9c). This allows them to

translate the entire length of the truss. The SFP servicing system is installed prior

to the coiled conductor for the purpose of attaching the coiled conductor integrated

truss. Space shuttle manipulator arm reach limitations and possible conflicts with

the shuttle wingtip clearance makes it necessary for one of the SFP manipulators to

attach the coiled conductor integrated truss. As shown in Figure 9.9a, the shuttle

must berth perpendicular to the main integrated truss at the 'rear' end of ASSET.

Possible interference with the ASSET solar arrays precludes berthing at the 'front'

end. Perpendicular berthing also allows easier access to the shuttle bay by the SFP

remote manipulator. As shown in Figure 9.9d, e, and f, the SFP manipulator grap-
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a) b)

c) d)

e) 0

g)

Figure 9.9 Mission 3 to build the SFP. The last 6 m of the main integrated truss
is connected. A portion of the SFP servicing system, consisting of two
remote heavy manipulators and mobile bases, are placed on either side
of the main integrated truss, and the coiled conductor integrated truss
is attached.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 9.10 Mission 4 to build the SFP. The z-axis augmentation assemblies are
attached to either end of the main integrated truss, and the two mobile
bases are temporarily placed on the main integrated truss, awaiting the
arrival of the appropriate cross integrated truss.

pies the coiled conductor assembly, removes it from the shuttle bay and rotates it

parallel to the main truss. The SFP arm then translates forward and attaches the

assembly to the midpoint of the main integrated truss (shown in Figure 9.9f and g).

Once this connection is made the coiled conductor assembly and the main integrated

truss conductors are hooked up to the ASSET power supply and provide a limited

attitude control capability as well as some gross orbital motion capability. Once this

task is accomplished the mission is complete and the shuttle returns to Earth.

9.3.4 Mission 4. The payload for mission 4 includes the z-axis augmen-

tation thruster assemblies (see Section 6.3.9 for a description) and two mobile bases

of the SFP servicing system. Figure 9.10 applies to the following discussion. With

the shuttle berthed perpendicular to the main truss, the SFP servicing system is

used to install the two sets of augmentation thrusters (see Figure 9.10a and h). The

additional two mobile bases are then placed on the main integrated truss. This is
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a temporary position since the mobile bases will eventually be placed on the cross

integrated trusses.

9.3.5 Mission 5. The payload for mission 5 includes 27 m of cross inte-

grated truss. Figure 9.11 can be referenced for the following discussion. The shuttle

bay size causes the truss to be broken into two 13.5 rn segments. When connected,

the first 25 m of this truss houses the cross conductor, followed immediately by an

alpha joint that allows the final section to rotate for the power systems. Once again,

for easier access and minimal interference, the shuttle berths perpendicular at the

'rear' of ASSET (Figure 9.1la and b). An SFP heavy manipulator arm then grap-

ples the first 13.5 Yn segment, translates forward and attaches it to the side of the

coiled conductor integrated truss (Figure 9.1 lb and c). The SFP heavy manipulator

arm then removes a mobile base from the main integrated truss and places it on the

section of cross integrated truss. The outboard segment, containing the alpha joint,

is then attached to the first segment (Figure 9.11d, e and f). With the attachment

of the second section, the mission is complete and the shuttle returns to Earth.

9.3.6 Mission 6. The payload for mission 6 is 27 m of cross integrated

truss. This mission is a repeat of mission 5 and the same discussion applies. Refer

to Figure 9.12 for an overall view of this procedure. After the completion of both

cross conductors, they are connected to the ASSET power supply.

9.3.7 Mission 7. The payload For mission 7 includes 6 m of cross inte-

grated truss and the solar dynamic power modules (SDPM). Refer to Figure 9.13

for the following discussion. For accessibility and minimal interference problems,

the shuttle berths perpendicular to the 'rear' of the main integrated truss (see Fig-

tire 9.13a). The 6 rn of truss is broken into two 3 "1 segments that fit on either end of

the cross integrated truss. Once in place these segments complete the 30 m for each

cross truss. Due to reach limitations the SFP heavy manipulators must be moved
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a) b)

c) d)

e) 0

Figure 9.11 Mission 5 to build the SFP. A 27 m section of cross integrated truss
is brought up in two equally sized segments. The outboard segment
contains the alpha joint.
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a) b)

Fig-ire 9.12 Mission 6 to build the SFP. This mission repeats Mission 5.

to the mobile bases on the cross integrated trusses, one allocated to each side (see

Figure 9.I3a). The SFP heavy manipulators then access the shuttle bay, grapple

the 3 m section, translate out the cross truss and place the section out-board of the

alpha joint (see Figure 9.13b, c and d). Note that an SFP heavy manipulator to

SFP heavy manipulator hand-off must be accomplished to pass a 3 m section to the

side opposing the shuttle.

Once the cross trusses are completed, mission 7 becomes very EVA intensive.

The SDPM's must be assembled on the end of each cross truss. Assembly of an

SDPM will rely upon both SFP heavy manipulators to transport equipment to the

area outboard of the alpha joint on the cross integrated truss. Transport of materials

will be controlled by the space shuttle crew using telerobotiL commands from inside

the shuttle. Space Station Freedom assembly plans called for two EVA crewmen

to accomplish the SDPM assembly (73:305). A similar plan is adopted for use Cn

the SFP. Note that assembly takes place so that the concentrator is not positioned

on-sun until actual start up is initiated. The entire process encompasses about 20

man hours of EVA (73:306).

A description of the SDPM components can be found in Section , .2. The EVA

crew will first install the beta gimbal, followed by the receiver/radiator assembly and

the fine pointing gimbal. The siructural and utility connections will be performed

by the EVA crew. The concentrator suppor' structure is then attached and assembly

of the concentrator itself can begin. The concentrator assembly has a heavy grapple
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c) d)

f)

Figure 9.13 Mission 7 to build the SFP. The final 3 m of cross integrated truss
is placed on the ends of the assembled truss with the help of the SFP
remote manipulators. EVA astronauts then assemble the solar dynamic
power modules and move the ASSET power arrays from the ASSET
vehicle to the SFP.
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fixture mounted on the back side (nonreflective surface) of the central hexagonal

panel (73:306). This fixture is grappled by a heavy manipulator on the cross truss

and each additional panel (18 remaining) is then latched to the panel above. The

wrist joint of the manipulator is rotated as necessary following the latching of each

additional panel to provide clearance and prepare for the next panel. After comple-

tion of the concentrator, the heavy manipulator places it on the support structure

and final connections are made by astronauts.

After the SDPM's are assembled the ASSET photovoltaic arrays are removed

and placed at the end of each cross truss (see Figure 9.13f). This involves folding the

arrays, moving them and reinstalling them on the cross integrated truss (one panel

to each side) opposite the already installed SDPM. This process is accomplished

using heavy manipulators on the main truss and the cross truss as well as an EVA

crew. Once connected to the cross truss the arrays are redeployed.

9.3.8 Mission 8. The payload for mission 8 includes 27 m of orthog-

onal integrated truss. Figure 9.14 applies to the following discussion. Similar to

previous missions, the truss is brought up in two 13.5 m sections. With the shuttle

berthed perpendicular to the main truss as shown in Figure 9.14a, one of the heavy

manipulators is moved to a cross truss to assist in the installation of the orthogonal

truss. The heavy manipulator on the main truss retrieves the first section of truss

and passes it to the manipulator on the cross truss (see Figure 9.14b). The truss

segment is then attached to the bottom of the coiled conductor integrated truss (see

Figure 9.14c and d). The process is repeated and the second section of 13.5 m truss

is attached to the first (see Figure 9.14e and f). Only the heavy manipulator oni the

cross truss has the reach capability to perform this task. The orthogonal integrated

truss also contains the attachment racks for the SFP produced trusses. The attach-

ment racks will have the capability to store a large number of trusses with vNrying

lengths. Refer to Section 5.3.9 for a complete description of the truss rack.
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Figure 9.14 Mission 8 to build the SFP. A 27 m section of orthogonal integrated
truss is brought up and connected to the coiled conductor integrated
truss, completing the construction of the SFP.
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Figure 9.15 A view of the SFP without the shuttle and the external tank attached.

After assembly of the orthogonal truss, all conductors are then connected to

the SFP power supply and the SFP is fully operational and can begin manufacturing

and delivering trusses. Figure 9.15 shows the completed SFP without the external

tank and shuttle attached. This is the configuration the SFP has the majority of its

operational time.
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X. Operations and Capabilities

The standard SFP mission is a cycle in which the SFP acquires an external

tank, reduces it, converts the reduced material into truss, transports/delivers this

truss to a user, and then returns to the external tank delivery altitude. (see Fig-

ure 10.1). Other missions might include transfer of an intact external tank to a

higher orbit, truss fabrication and station keeping at any orbit, or accommodation

of other space operations with the SFP's robust and flexible features. The standard

SFP mission fully demonstrates the advantages of truss fabrication in space, and the

advantages of electrodynamic propulsion. Table 10.1 summarizes the specifications

and capabilities of the SFP. Table 10.2 summarizes the specifications and capabilities

of the truss product. Both tables represent the culmination of the design effort.

10.1 Standard Mission Event.

The standard SFP mission consists of six major events. These events will be

described in detail to provide insight into the various capabilities of the SFP. The

major events can be summarized as follows:

Event 1. rendezvous and docking with a space shuttle and its attached external tank

Event 2. reduction of an external tank

Event 3. fabrication of trusses

Evt,.et 4. transfer to a higher orbit work site

Event 5. rendezvous and delivery of the truss product

Event 6. return to the external tank delivery orbit altitude

Not included in these six events is orbital maintenance during the possible

extended waiting periods. The major events (1-6) of the standard mission will

take approximately 38 days to complete (see Figure 10.2). This includes 5 days

for rendezvous/docking and external tank reduction; 13 days for truss fabrication
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Figure 10.1 A standard SFP mission cycles through six major events. The six
events are: 1) rendezvous/docking, 2) external tank reduction, 3) truss
fabrication, 4) positive orbit transfer, 5) rendezvous/delivery, and 6)
negative orbit transfer.

SFP
Dimensions 50.0 x 64.3 x 38.3 m
Mass 79,309 kg
Primary Propulsion Electrodynamnic
Power Source Solar Dynamic & Photovoltaic
Permanent Manning Requirement None
Primary Command and ('ontrol Source Ground
Orbital Altitude Enveiop•~ 300-500 km
Orbital Inclination Envelope 0-28.5

Maximum Payload 31,300 kg
Maximum Acceleration Rate 10.3 x 10-5 rn/s2

Minimum Time for 200 km Altitude Change 11.9 days
Maximum R-bar Stand-off Range 82 m
Maximum Continuous Usable Power 82 kW
Standard Mission Avg Power 44.9 kW
Propulsion Efficiency 87% __________

Table 10.1 The final ,', "•p -oecifications for the SFP.
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Truss Product
Dimensions 1.0 x 1.0 x (variable) m
Mass/Length 5.25 kg/m
Welding Method Laser
Axial Stiffness 3.774 x 107 N
Bending Stiffness 9.135 x 106 N M2

Torsional Stiffness 1.103 x 106 N. ra2

Production Rate 77 m/hour

Table 10.2 Truss Product Specifications.

EVENT 1
EVENT 2
EVENT 3
EVENT 4
EVENT 5
EVENT 6

DAYS
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Figure 10.2 A Standard SFP mission lasts for 38 days. The figure above shows
the chronological order of the six major events for the standard SFP
mission.
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Average Time between Average Number of Average SFP Truss Produced
Shuttle Missions days Missions per year Wait Time days meters per year

90 4 52 2920
60 6 22 4380
45 8 7 5840
40 9 2 6570
30 12 - 8760

Table 10.3 The average time the SFP must wait for a shuttle launch based upon a
standard mission round trip (300 km - 500 kin) time of approximately
38 days.

and transfer to higher orbit; 5 days for rendezvous/delivery and loiter time at the

construction site; and 15 days to return to a 300 km orbit. In contrast, a mission to

transfer an external tank will have a round trip time of 40 days (1 day rendezvous,

19 days transfer, 5 days delivery, and 15 days return).

The SFP spends the majority of its time in transit between orbits. The reduc-

tion and truss making operations of the SFP (events 2 and 3) take approximately

4 days to complete. This includes additional time for the setup and breakdown of

the reduction equipment, as well as the transfer of materials to the truss maker it-

self. The setup and breakdown portions of this process necessitate the presence of a

space shuttle. EVA astronauts and remotely controlled manipulators are relied upon

heavily during these operations.

The amount of time the SFP spends waiting for an external tank will depend

mainly on the frequency of space shuttle missions and the round trip time of the SFP

(see Table 10.3). Assuming a standard SFP mission, more than nine space shuttle

missions a year would have to be launched to exceed the time line capabilities of

the SFP. In this event, shuttle missions could be scheduled to maximize the truss

production by launching a second shuttle mission just prior to completion of the

first external tank reduction. A second external tank would then be available for

reduction prior to SFP departure. This would be followed by a 38 day interval
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between the next set of launches. The SFP's mission cycle will then follow a modified

pattern of events. The reduction of an external tank followed by a few days of truss

making and orbit maintenance at 300 km will take place, while awaiting the arrival

of a second tank for reduction. With the subsequent reduction of a second tank, the

SFP would continue its standard event cycle but would arrive at the construction

site with a double load of trusses.

10.2 Detailed Mission Events

To provide further insight into the capabilities of the SFP, the six major events

of a standard mission are described in detail in the following sections.

10.2.1 Event 1 - Rendezvous and Docking. During this event, the SFP

and a space shuttle with the external tank still attached rendezvous. A typical ren-

dezvous will be at an approximate altitude of 300 km in a circular orbit of 28.50

inclination. The SFP uses its precision maneuver capability to dock with the or-

biter/external tank combination. During docking, the control of the SFP will be

executed from the shuttle by remote commands. The SFP will maneuver the ex-

tended rigidized docking system to grapple with the heavy grapple fixture on the

external tank (refer to Section 8.3 for a complete description of this process). The

actual docking is illustrated in Figure 10.3. This event will typically take less than

1 day, and the majority of the power will be dedicated to the propulsion system

for docking. This R-bar maneuver can have 77 kW of power available to it. After

docking is complete, the external tank will be secured and rigidly attached to the

SFP.

Once the external tank is grappled, the shuttle is free to release from it and

retreat to a safe standoff distance. From this observation position, the shuttle crew

can assist in the tank reduction efforts.
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Figure 10.3 A typical docking of the SFP and the external tank. The shuttle
orbiter, not shown in this figure, will still be attached to the external
tank during this sequence.

10.2.2 Event 2 -- External Tank Reduction. The second event involves

reduction of the external tank into usable truss making material. It begins with the

astronauts performing an EVA to transfer and install reduction equipment into the

external tank. This process takes two 8 hour EVAs (31:4.2). Astronauts can also

carry out any SFP required maintenance during this period, either telerobotically

or through further EVAs. Any special cargo for shipment by the SFP could also be

transferred from the orbiter to the SFP at this time. The altitude of the SFP will

be maintained at 300 km with the shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system

which consumes about 15 kW of power.

With the reduction equipment in place, reduction of the external tank can

begin and the shuttle is free to leave the vicinity and carry out its intended mission.

The shuttle returns at the end of its scheduled mission to remove the reduction

equipment and storage/feed magazines of the reduced external tank material from

the external tank. This is done through EVA and remote manipulators of the SFP
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Figure 10.4 The SFP truss maker.

servicing system. Magazines of material are put into place on the truss maker and

reduction equipment is stored on the SFP. If the remainder of the reduced external

tank is not required, it will be separated via the docking system and allowed to

deorbit due to aerodynamic drag. Once material transfer and reduction equipment

breakdown has occurred, the shuttle is free to return to Earth.

In addition to orbit maintenance, the typical power requirement for this event

includes 12 kW for the salvage operation, 5 kW for base power and 2 kW for the

servicing system. The total power consumed during tank reduction is 34 kW.

10.2.3 Event 3 - Truss Making. Because the SFP has 48 kW of excess

power during external tank reduction, truss making can begin and run concurrently

as soon as sufficient materials are available. Remote manipulators would be used to

remove full magazines of material from the partially reduced external tank and load

them into the truss maker. Figure 10.4 shows the truss maker producing the truss

product. After the end of truss making, the extra and empty magazines are stored

on the magazine storage rack on the underside of the main integrated truss. The
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Figure 10.5 During orbit transfer, the SFP main conductors are aligned parallel
with the radius vector.

completed trusses are placed on a truss storage rack on the orthogonal integrated

truss. The truss storage rack is discussed in Section 5.3.9.

The construction of truss is the primary purpose of the SFP. The truss maker

produces truss with an approximate 1 m x 1 m cross section; the length of the trusses

produced can be specified by the end user. The material recovered from one external

tank will be converted to a total of 730 m of truss in approximately 2 days.

10.2.4 Event 4 - Orbit Transfer. With the completion of truss making,

the SFP will be rotated to align the main conductors parallel with the radius vector

(see Figure 10.5. Current in the main conductor will be increased until power is

at a maximum of 77 kW and the SFP will begin its transfer to a higher orbit for

rendezvous with a space platform under construction or any other user. During this

event, the SFP will be teleoperated from ground stations.

The SFP's main conductors, CI and C2, are oriented in the radial direction

to control the direction of the propulsive force, -Pp. The propulsive force will mainly
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be directed to maximize the increase in orbital radius. The SFP will slowly spiral

radially outward from the Earth. Occasional redirection of FP will be used to control

the orbital elements such as inclination, i, and the longitude of the ascending node,

fl. This will allow the SFP to rendezvous with its target.

If truss making is underway, full power cannot be devoted to propulsion, only

68 kW is available, and the altitude will rise initially at a long term climb rate, iLT,

of 5.0 km/day. With no truss making, 77 kw can be applied to the propulsion system

to raise the altitude of the orbit, ÷LT will equal or exceed 10.67 km/day. Both of

these rates are for a worst case scenario of a full payload (31,300 kg). If payload is

limited to just completed trusses, 77 kW will give a climb rate of 16.7 km/day.

10.2.5 Event 5 - Rendezvous and Delivery. After rendezvous with a

target vehicle or platform, astronauts in the vicinity will control the SFP via remote

links. At the minimum safe distance to the target vehicle, the SFP will mcneuver

to place the SFP's working surface toward the target platform. The SFP will use

its precision maneuvering capability to position itself and station keep in the most

convenient relative location for cargo transfer. Maintaining this relative position

may require all available power depending on the stand-off conditions. Delivery will

be accomplished with the remote manipulators and the SFP's docking system (see

Figure 10.6). Delivery may entail the actual installation or hand-off of truss or other

cargo to another space structure.

10.2.6 Event 6 - Return Orbit Transfer. After the delivery of the SFP

manufactured trusses, an orbit transfer down to 300 km is necessary to acquire an-

other external tank. The SFP will maneuver to apply the major component of FP in

the -- b direction, and transfer back to a lower orbit to rendezvous with a future shut-

tle mission. The duration of this event is dependent on the current allowed through

the conductor; 100 A drops the SFP from 500 to 300 km altitude in approximately

15 days. Control of the SFP will be from ground stations during this event.
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Figure 10.6 The SFP truss maker.

10.2.7 Event 0 -- Orbital Maintenance. Orbital maintenance occurs

anytime the SFP must remain at a specific altitude. This mainly occurs while

waiting for another external tank. In the worst case, a pause at 300 kmn would

typically require 15 kW to maintain this altitude. Slightly less power is required as

the altitude of the orbit increases. A reduction in the drag force reduces the power

necessary, but a concurrent reduction in the magnitude of the B-field counters this

reduction.

10.9 Advantages of the SFP

The SFP offers three primary capabilities that enhance the construction of

large structures in space. The SFP:

* fabricates structural trusses in orbit

* maneuvers with limited expenditure of propellants

* docks with precision
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Designing for these capabilities has also resulted in additional capabilities. The large

excess in SFP power during periods of limited maneuvering and the SFP's servicing

system are important resources that can be exploited. First, the primary capabilities

will be addressed.

10.3.1 Fabrication of Trusses. Trusses will provide the basic structure

for large structures in space. It can be demonstrated that manufacturing trusses in

orbit from expended external tank3 is more efficient than launching them from Earth

by comparing the amounts of truss that can be brought to orbit by both means.

The dimensions of the payload compartment of a space launch vehicle is the

limiting factor on how much truss can be brought to orbit in a single mission. Of

the space launch vehicles currently in the U.S. inventory, the space shuttle has the

greatest capacity to carry truss. The shuttle cargo bay is a cylinder 4.57 m in

diameter, and 18.29 m long (17:13.3). The practical constraints, beciuse of tie-down

and handling requirements, are likely 4.5 m diameter and 18 m long in a mission

completely dedicated to carrying truss (no unpressurized berthing adapter). The

maximum number of 1 m x 1 m square cross section trusses (SFP equivalent) that

the orbiter can carry is 10, for a maximum length of 180 m of truss per mission (see

Figure 10.7). If the square truss is replaced with hexagonal truss (1 m cross corner

to far corner in cross-section) for more efficient packing, the orbiter can carry up to

19 trusses, for 342 m of truss per mission (see Figure 10.7). The hexagonal truss

represents the worst case competition for the SFP.

The SFP can produce 730 m of truss from the material provided by the re-

duction of a single external tank. This exceeds the amount of square or hexagonal

truss that can be carried in the shuttle cargo bay. When using the operational SFP,

an external tank from a single shuttle mission will be equivalent to over four truss

dedicated shuttle missions for a square truss and over two dedicated shuttle missions
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Figure 10.7 A cross-section of trusses in the shuttle cargo bay. The maximum
number of SFP equivalent trusses that can be carried in the shuttle
orbiter cargo bay.

for a hexagonal truss. In addition, when delivering an external tank to the SFP, the

shuttle bay is left empty for other cargo.

If all efforts were dedicated to delivering truss into space - as would be the

case for constructing Boeing's Solar Power Satellite - the space shuttle could carry

loaded material magazines for the truss maker in its cargo bay. The shuttle can carry

the material equivalent to seven reduced external tanks before reaching its maximum

payload mass. The resulting mission could produce 5840 m of truss. Without an

SFP, 32 dedicated shuttle missions would be required to deliver the same square truss,

or 17 mission would be required to deliver similar hexagonal truss. If the shuttle

was unable to carry its external tank to orbit, but the SFP already existed, the

shuttle could supply the SFP from its cargo bay with enough pre-loaded magazines

to produce 5110 r of truss. This is equivalent to over 28 missions carrying the

square truss or almost 15 missions carrying the hexagonal truss.
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Truss Break Even SFP Total Truss Space Shuttle Total Truss
Square 11 2190 m 1980 m

Hexagonal 16 5840 m 5472 m

Table 10.4 This table gives the number of space shuttle missions required for the
SFP to break even against dedicated truss shuttle missions and the
resulting amounts of truss.

The cost of the SFP can be considered as the number of missions required to

bring the SFP to an operational status (8 assembly missions plus 1 mission for initial

salvage setup). After these 9 missions, the SFP can deliver 730 m of truss. If the

shuttle had not constructed the SFP during those missions, it could have delivered

1620 m of square truss or 3078 m of hexagonal truss from its cargo bay. After SFP

assembly, every external tank from subsequent shuttle missions gets transformed into

730 m of truss while dedicated truss shuttle missions only provide 180 m or 342 m,

respectively. A "break even" point occurs at the total mission number where the

SFP produces more truss than the shuttle can deliver in its cargo bay. Table 10.4

gives the break even points compared against both the square and hexagonal truss.

Remember, on SFP shuttle missions, the cargo bay is completely available for other

payloads. If large amounts of truss are required for future orbital applications, it

is clear that manufacturing trusses in orbit from expended external tanks is more

efficient than manufacturing trusses on Earth.

10.3.2 Maneuvers with Limited Fuel. The electrodynamic propulsion

system has another important economical advantage - it only expends propellant

for augmented z-axis thrust. Fortunately, z-axis thrust is only mandatory during

stand off maneuvers. The ASSET platform was expected to use 5,455 kg of fuel

each year just to maintain its orbit. The SFP uses no fuel for orbit maintenance.

In addition, the SFP was designed with the capability of transporting large cargoes,

such as a complete external tank. It can raise an external tank from a 300 km orbit

to a 500 km orbit without expending any fuel. For a comparison, the mass of the
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fuel required for the ASSET boost/deboost modules to make the same transfer of

an external tank was determined and is presented next.

Using the fuel efficient Hohmann transfer, a total AV of 113 m/s is required.

The empty external tank mass, mET, is 31,300 kg. Two boost/deboost modules

provide 4,448 N of thrust and have a mass, m,, of 1,429 kg. Their initial supply of

hydrazine fuel has a mass, mf of 10,884 kg. The engines have an Ip of 230 s, which

equates to an engine exhaust velocity, V,, of 23.47 rn/s. Using the rocket equation:

AV = VK In r (10.1)
m

with the initial mass, mO = mET + M, + mi, the final mass, m, can be deter-

mi-ied (93:187). Solving for the change from m0 to m, the amount of fuel required

is 308 kg. The SFP could make 18 equivalent transfers (9 round trips) in one year

without expending any hydrazine. A total of 5544 kg of fuel would be saved.

All fuel must be launched from Earth - requiring a significant percentage

of the total space launch payload capacity. The advantage of an electrodynamic

propulsion system that does not have to expend fuel is apparent.

10.3.3 Precision Docking. As described in Section 8.3, the controllability

of the electrodynamic propulsion system and the absence of exhaust plumes make

the SFP ideal for docking maneuvers. The problems that have plagued all docking

systems to date have been eliminated. This capability would be invaluable for the

construction of large structures in space.

10.3.4 Additional SFP Capabilities. In addition to the capabilities di-

rectly resulting from the exploited technologies, two additional capabilities are by-

products of the SFP design, its abundant electrical power and its remote manipula-

tors.
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The SFP has two solar dynamic power units and the ASSET's photovoltaic

arrays. These provide more than 62 kW of power that can be exploited while the

SFP is simply maintaining an orbit. Possible uses for this power include:

* power for work sites

* power for additional fabrication systems that further exploit the material from

external tanks

* po'ver for extended duration shuttle missions

* power for science experiments

The SFP has two remote manipulators for the support of truss manufacturing

and product delivery. They are a valuable resource, and can be used in a variety of

tasks, including construction and maintenance of other space platforms.

10.4 Conclusion

The typical operations and primary capabilities of the SFP have been reviewed.

The robust and flexible features of the SFP facilitate the complete or partial accom-

modation of almost all space operations.
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XI. Design Sensitivities

11.1 Introduction

As described in the introduction, this chapter supports the decisions made

during the design process. It provides increased detail on a collection of subjects

that impacted the study. All of the issues presented arose in the course of the study

and were integrated into the overall design of the SFP. They are developed at the

end of the report because their level of detail would detract from continuity in the

body of the report. The order they are presented in does not reflect a ranking of

their importance.

11.2 SFP Design

The final design of the SFP is unquestionably a result of the requirements and

constraints levied upon the study at its inception. Early on in the design synthesis,

decisions were made that drove the SFP's design to the end seen in this study. The

primary factor affecting the design was the conscious decision for the SFP to be

capable of performing a steady state R-bar standoff maneuver. This decision, more

than any other, drove the design. The final design of the SFP specifically supports

the R-bar standoff capability outlined in Section 3.2. If different requirements were

levied, the design of the SFP would be different. A number of the components and

subsystems of the SFP would change.

First, consider the conceptual requirements for performing the R-bar maneu-

ver. The POTV design proposed by Lawrence used long towers that were assumed

to be rigid. The POTV was capable of R-bar standoff, but only at the price of ex-

tremely high currents and power requirements. To perform a 50 m R-bar standoff,

the POTV required sustained current levels in excess of 400 A. With the conductor

circuits closed through the ionosphere, the power levels (estimated to be between

44 kW and 325 kW) and heat transfer problems would be severe. Note that this is
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for a vehicle with a total mass of 37,870 kg. The significance of this is that the SFP's

total mass is 110,609 kg. The final conductor lengths, at 4950 m, are significantly

longer than those used for the POTV. The most significant difference that allows

the SFP to be more massive is the concept of shielding portions of the conductors,

as discussed in Section 6.2.2.4. This allows the conductor loops to be collapsed and

closed on the SFP itself rather than through the ionosphere.

Prior to the incorporation of the shielded loops concept, trusses similar to those

outlined by Lawrence (49:D.2), were to be used to house the conductors. When

shielding was incorporated, multiple loops were established rather than single con-

ductors closed through the ionosphere with plasma contactor devices. It quickly

became apparent that the conductor loops required to support the R-bar require-

ments would be completely unmanageable due to their size. The main conductors,

C1 and C2, of the final SFP design are 23.16 cm in diameter for each path. There

is no way to bring conductor bundles of this size into orbit, except in pieces. This

would then require assembling the conductors and towers in space - a task deemed

infeasible. This led to the decision to use an integrated truss concept similar to that

used by Space Station Freedom. The truss is manufactured on Earth, and has all

necessary hardware installed prior to launch. As the design process continued, the

sizing of the conductors led to all of the trusses being converted to integrated trusses.

Once the design iterations began, the two primary limiting factors on the size

and performance of the SFP were identified to be power and heat transfer. The best

power systems identified by the analysis of available systems (see Section 11.8 - solar

dynamic power modules - can only provide approximately 82 kW when combined

with the ASSET photovoltaic arrays. Of this, only 77 kW is available for propulsion;

a power level which falls extremely short of the requirement identified by Lawrence.

However, because the shielded loops are closed on the vehicle itself, this power is

sufficient for performing the required R-bar maneuver. Using 77 kW as the maximum

power available for propulsion, the orbit history design program (see Section 6.3.8)
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was used iteratively to determine the lightest configuration that could perform the

required R-bar maneuver.

Closely related to the power issue is the heat transfer problem. Because of the

bundling of the conductors, there is a potential for high temperatures (due tc the

i2R heat dissipation term in the power equation). A one dimensional heat transfer

analysis was incorporated into the design software to make sure the conductor core

temperatures did not exceed the design limit. The design limit was arbitrarily set at

a safety factor of 1.5. The power available for propulsion is low enough that for the

final design of the SFP, heat transfer is not an issue. However, during orbit transfers

from a higher orbit to a lower orbit, additional load resistance must be placed in the

circuits. The additional resistance is required to prevent the induced voltage from

generating currents that would exceed the conductor's heat transfer capabilities.

Taking all of these concerns into account during the iterative design process,

the final design of the SFP is a compromise between performance and power. The

optimization of the design was essentially heuristic. Portions of the process were

numerically optimized, such as the analysis of the conductor tower size versus the

conductor length (see Section 11.11). The overall process was not numerically opti-

mized in its entirety due to the interaction of the linear system control design process

with the remainder of the process. A specific design was proposed and then tested.

Once the design was near that of the final configuration, the task was to determine

the number of turns in each conductor so as to minimize the total vehicle mass.

While the process itself might not change if the requirements were different, the

final design would certainly be different. The SFP is designed to perform a steady

state R-bar maneuver, not perform optimal orbit transfers, nor any other functions.

The sizing of the vehicle, the sizing of the conductors, the placement of the power

systems, the placement and maneuverability of the truss maker, and the function

of the augmentation thrusters are all oriented toward successfully performing the

R-bar maneuver described in Section 3.2.
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11.3 SFP Manning and Control

During development of the SFP, it was decided to design the prototype without

a habitation module. The primary advantage of this decision is the removal of com-

plications associated with pressurization. Pressurized modules are highly complex

and require increased safety considerations (62:187). Pressurized adapters necessary

for connecting two pressurized environments, like a habitation module and a space

shuttle, also add a high degree of complexity.

The lack of habitation modules on the SFP has two disadvantages: there are no

additional pressurized workspaces available for SFP assembly and operations when

the space shuttle is on a mission, and there are no permanently manned capabili-

ties for SFP assembly and operations when the space shuttle is away from the SFP.

The first disadvantage is an inconvenience and can be overcome with prior plan-

ning. The second disadvantage is significant. There will be no on-orbit crew to

participate in the SFP processes or react to contingency operations when the space

shuttle is away. This deficiency can be countered vith an increased emphasis on

ground controlled remote manipulators. There are several groups, including SPAR

Canada, who contend that ground control should be incorporated into Space Station

Freedom (61), (62), and (36).

The Space Station Freedom Program Office anticipates the capability to sup-

port 130 hours/year of EVA over the life of Space Station Freedom. The Space

Station Freedom Task Team estimates the EVA required just to maintain Space Sta-

tion Freedom will average 3276 hours/year (36:76). Ground control of the Space

Station Freedom mobile servicing system can make a significant impact on eliminat-

ing this dilemma.

Prior to permanently manned capability on Space Station Freedom, ground

based control of manipulators is being proposed for many tasks. For example, time

consuming processes, like inspections, can be accomplished while the crew is rest-

ing between EVA missions or while the space shuttle is away (62:185). Payload
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servicing, maintenance tasks, and assembly work are also being considered in these

situations (36:80).

Primarily, there are two concerns with ground based control: the performance

reliability of the remote manipulators and the time delay associated with space-

ground communications (61:338). Reliability is and must continue to be engineered

into the proposed manipulator systems. The SFP design includes two complete

manipulator systems for its servicing system. This naturally enhances reliability

through redundancy. The 4-10 sec time delay issue is also receiving attention. De-

creasing the time delay has been determined infeasible, so approaches to controlling

the manipulators with a time delay are being considered (61:344).

Currently, there are two competing approaches for managing the time delay:

time delayed teleoperation and supervised automation (36:79). Tests have shown

that whenever a time delay exceeds 0.5 sec, time delayed teleoperations reduce to

a control strategy where the operator commands a small motion of the manipulator

and waits to observe the response at the remote sight (62:189). This strategy is time

consuming, fatiguing, and error prone. Also, when tasks require ma aipulator contact

with the environment, the interaction forces are difficult to control. Supervised

automation is a more appropriate, but still limited approach (36:81). In this strategy,

manipulator actions are carefully pre-planned prior to execution. An accurate world

model simulation is required to predict the response of the manipulator system to the

commanded action. Operations consist of many short automated sequences strung

together. The operator commands the start of a sequence, monitors the progress of

the sequence, and verifies the completion of the sequence prior to executing a new

sequence. The major limitation is that the planned manipulator tasks must be time

invariant. This eliminates operations requiring real time feedback like grasping a

moving object.

The SFP will incorporate supervised automation for ground control of the

remote manipulators during time invariant tasks, but when time variance is a factor,
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controlling will be limited to workstations in the vicinity of the SFP that do not

experience a time delay. These concepts extend to the maneuvering control of the

SFP as well. Control of the SFP propulsion system will occur from the ground except

when operations like docking require real time feedback.

In many of the control scenarios, operators will be unable to physically view

the operations they are commanding. Numerous camera and lighting systems - as

described in Chapter VIII - are expected to compensate for the limitation. In 1990,

the Manipulator Development Facility at NASA Johnson Space Center conducted

a study that examined the importance of visual aids during manipulator opera-

tions (39). The study concluded that physical viewing was not required for success-

ful manipulator operations. In their scenarios, the runs accomplished with camera

viewing instead of physical viewing were actually smoother (39:155). In fact, in

the current Space Station Freedom designs, the placement of the habitation module

windows virtually eliminates direct viewing of the mobile servicing system (36:81).

Manipulator operations can be performed without physically viewing the work site.

11.4 Truss Making Machine Tradeoff

It was originally thought ASSET salvaged flat plate material could be welded

together to form continuous flat plates. These continuous flat plates could then

be fed into a triangular truss maker similar to General Dynamics and Grumman

machines to form longitudinal open cap sections. The cross braces and diagonal

braces could be ASSET salvaged I-beam material, cut to appropriate lengths and

attached to the formed longitudinal cap sections. Cross brace feed magazines could

store and properly place the I-beam material for weld attachment.

A structural analysis performed on the triangular truss described above showed

this configuration to be extremely stiff in both bending and torsion for all anticipated

loads. This strength was due in part to the thickness of the aluminum material

salvaged from the external tank during the ASSET salvage operation. However, the
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thickness of the material was one of the reasons the idea of simple modifications

to earlier machines was eventually eliminated. Based on discussions with Hobart

"Welding Company (41), the thickness of the salvaged aluminum was too great to

form the material into the desired cap shape.

The inability to form the material into cap sections was not the only reason

for dismissing the idea of modifying the General Dynamics and Grumman truss

making machines from consideration. Using the I-beam material as cross bracing

would have misused material already in a suitable configuration for the longitudinal

members. Also, the complexity added to the SFP truss maker through the heating,

forming, and cooling processes required to produce the truss was not compatible

with minimizing support missions to operate the SFP.

The possibility of making simple modifications to the General Dynamics and

Grumman truss makers was eliminated from further consideration as an option for

the SFP truss fabrication facility. However, several of the truss construction pro-

cesses demonstrated as feasible during the General Dynamics and Grumman design

studies are incorporated into the SFP final design. The SFP truss fabrication ma-

chine design is described in Section 5.3.

11.5 Truss Product and Truss Maker

Modifications to the automated reduction of external tanks accomplished dur-

ing the ASSET salvage operation are required. These modifications are required to

put the ASSET salvaged material into usable SFP truss fabrication form.

The configuration of the SFP truss product was driven by the following:

"* product features (strength, ease of joining, ease of handling, etc.)

"* reduce excess material/debris when transforming ASSET raw material into

usable SFP truss maker form

"* minimize modifications to ASSET salvage operations
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* reduce ASSET and SFP material handling requirements

* ensure the SFP truss maker fits into the slittle cargo bay

Based upon these constraints and the material available, an equation was for-

mulated to determine the appropriate length of the diagonal truss member. The

final SFP produced truss configuration is based upon using 1.035 m T-beam cross

members. This left the length of the truss bay as the only unknown. Justification

for the 1.035 m cross member length is discussed next.

11.5.1 Cross Member Length. The webs of the I-beams produced during

the ASSET salvage operation are cut lengthwise to produce T-beams. T-beams

are used as the longitudinal and cross members of the SFP fabricated truss. The

T sl-ipe of the longitudinal members lends itself to either a rectangular or square

shaped truss. The SFP truss maker produces a truss with a square cross section.

Salvaged T-beam material generated during the salvage op, ation comes in

two basic lengths, 4.14 m and 5.715 m. Quantities of the 5.715 m length material

far exceed the 4.14 m length. However, by cutting the 4.14 m length material into

four equal length pieces of 1.035 m, an adequate supply of cross member material is

produced. By using the shorter material in this manncr, the longer material is more

efficiently used as the truss longitudinal and diagonal members. This also reduces

wasted material and because the entire 4.14 m T-beams are equally divided into

fourths, debris is eliminated.

11.5.2 Bay Length. The flat plate material produced during salvage

operations is cut lengthwise to produce five equal width strips. These strips are used

as diagonal members for the SFP produced truss. The length of the truss diagonals

determines the bay length of the truss.

As in the case of the T-beam material generated during the salvage operation,

flat plate material can be produced up to the same two basic lengths, 4.14 m and
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Figure 11.1 Side view of truss bay defining variables used to determine the length
of the truss diagonal member.

5.715 m. However, the actual length of the diagonal member will be less because of

the modified angle cut performed by the primary cutter. The special cut is necessary

to achieve a proper truss diagonal fit and minimize debris. The determination of

whether to use the 5.715 m material or the 4.14 m material for the diagonal member

reduces to a geometry problem. The 5.715 m material will be addressed to illustrate

the problem.

The first step in the problem formulation was to identify appropriate variables

(see Figures 11.1 & 11.2). The followi-1 g variables are defined:

c = SFP truss diagonal length

x = inside bay length

0 = angle between the longitudinal T-beam flange and the diagonal member center-

line

y = length of unsalvaged ASSET material

The goal was to solve for length, c, from the 5.715 m of available flat plate material.
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Figure 11.2 Angled cut required by the primary cutter - 5.715 m material

Mathematically this is written:

c + V = 5.715 (11.1)

Note from Figure 11.1,
1.035

C sin(O)

and from Figure 11.2,
0.2418

= tan(O)

Plugging these functions into Equation 11.1 and solving for 0 produces:

0 = 12.80

The total length of one bay is determined by adding 3.175 cm to the inside bay

length variable, x. This accounts for the small length occupied by the cross members.

Therefore, the total bay length becomes 4.529 m. A summary of where the material
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Member Type Lengths Quantities Bays
Diagonal 4.655 m 1335 166

Cross 1.035 m 748 187
Longitudinal 5.715 m 514 184

Table 11.1 Summary of truss member lengths when using 5.715 m ASSET salvaged
material to determine diagonal member lengths.

will be used, the material lengths and quantities, and the possible number of truss

bays produceable for each type of material is included in Table 11.1. Using the

smallest number of bays possible and a bay length of 4.529 m, provides a 730 m

continuous truss. This represents the longest continuous truss possible from the

4.529 m bay configuration.

The main advantages of this configuration are its efficient use of material while

minimizing debris, the relatively small quantities of material to be handled, and the

intermediate size of the truss maker required to produce this configuration.

The same analysis was performed on the shorter 4.14 m material (see Fig-

ure 11.3). Solving for 0 produces:

0 = 17.80

The total length of one bay is determined again by adding 3.175 cm to the

inside bay length variable, x. The total bay length becomes 3.304 m. A summary of

where the material will be used, the material lengths and quantities, and the possible

number of truss bays produceable for each type of material is included in Table 11.2.

Using the smallest number of bays possible and a bay length of 3.304 m, provides a

700 m continuous truss. This represents the longest continuous truss possible from

the 3.304 m bay configuration.
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4.140 m

Figure 11.3 Angled cut required by the primary cutter - 4.14 m material.

Member Type Lengths Quantities Bays
Diagonal 3.387 m 1740 217

Cross 1.035 m 848 212
Longitudinal 5.715 m 494 214

Table 11.2 Summary of truss member lengths when using 4.14 m ASSET salvaged
material to determine diagonal member lengths.
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The main advantage of producing a 3.304 m truss bay is the small SFP truss

maker required to fabricate the truss. However, the following disadvantages outweigh

this advantage:

"* large quantities of individual pieces of material are generated requiring more

storage and handling facilities

"* large amounts of welding are required due to the increased quantities of indi-

vidual pieces ji material generated

"* the primary cutter is required to make a more complex cut on the longer flat

plate material in order to size the diagonal members with no debris

Based upon this analysis, the 4.14 m flat plate material salvaged during the

ASSET operation was discarded as a candidate for the SFP truss diagonal members.

The 5.715 m flat plate material was selected as the best choice for the SFP truss

diagonal member.

11.6 Welding Technology Tradeoff Study

Selecting a welding technology capable of welding aluminum in a space envi-

ronment was a fundamental step in developing a feasible truss making process. A

wide variety of welding technologies were reviewed to determine the best welding

method for the truss making application. The primary factors used in selecting the

welding process were power required, maintainability, and most important, the ver-

satility of the welding system. The goal was to maximize the versatility features of

the welding system due to the large number of welds required, minimize the power

required, and maximize the welder's maintainability.

11.7 Welding Technologies

On Earth, the welding process can be easily performed by various methods.

In space, welding performance is more complicated due to the extraordinary char-
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Figure 11.4 Typical Phenomena Caused by Main Factors of Space

acteristics of the space environment. Three main characteristics of space can be

distinguished which highly affect the welding process (see Figure 11.4):

* weightlessness

* ultra-high space vacuum

9 presence of sharp light-shade boundaries

As can be seen in Figure 11.4 each characteristic changes the nature of physi-

cal phenomena occurring in the process of welding. How the space conditions affect

the welding process depends largely on the method used for joining of the materi-

als (75:12). The three space characteristics have the least effect on those welding

methods which are not accompanied by the use of the liquid phase. Therefore, ex-

plosion, diffusion, cold, flash butt, ultrasonic, laser, and electron beam welding are

serviceable in the zero gravity conditions (75:12).
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11.7.1 Explosion Welding. In explosion welding, the detonation of an

cxplosive is utilized to accelerate one of the components to a high velocity before it

collides with the stationary component. At the moment of impact, the kinematic

energy of the plate is released as a compressive stress wave on the surface of the com-

ponents. The collision progresses across the surface of the plates. Surface films are

liquefied and jetted out of the interface leaving a perfectly clean surface. Under these

conditions, the normal interatomic and intermolecular forces create a bond (92:49).

This joining technique was eliminated from further consideration due to the careful

preparation and fit-up of the components being treated (75:14) as well as the obvious

logistic problems involved in setup and handling of the explosive charges.

11.7.2 Diffusion Welding. Diffusion welding occurs when properly pre-

pared surfaces are in contact under predetermined conditions of time, pressure, and

elevated temperature. Diffusion welding was eliminated because components must be

specifically designed and carefully processed to produce a joint successfully (92:51).

11.7.3 Cold Welding. Cold welding is a process which uses pressure

at room temperature to produce coalescence of metals. Welding is accomplished

by using extremely high pressures on extremely clean interfacing surfaces (15:221).

This technique was eliminated due to the substantial deformation of the material at

the weld and the surface preparation required.

11.7.4 Flash Butt Welding. Flash butt welding is a resistance welding

process which produces coalescence simultaneously over the entire area of abutting

surfaces by heat obtained from resistance to electric current between the two surfaces

and by the application of pressure after heating is substantially completed (15:219).

This method of welding was eliminated due to the fact that undesirable molten metal

and debris are squeezed out when both components are forced rapidly together to

form the weld (92:16).
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Figure 11.5 Electron Beam Fundamentals

11.7.5 Ultrasonic Welding. Ultrasonic welds are produced by the in-

troduction of high frequency vibratory energy into the weld zone of metals to be

joined (92:48). Welding occurs when the ultrasonic tip is clamped against the work

pieces and is made to oscillate in a plane parallel to the weld interface. This process

is restricted to relatively thin materials normally in the foil thickness range (15:226)

and was therefore eliminated as a viable welding option.

11.7.6 Electron Beam Welding. With electron beam welding, some form

of an electron gun device (Figure 11.5) is employed to simultaneously accelerate and

shape the electron output directly into a negatively charged, high energy particle

beam. The beam can then be electromagnetically guided and focused into a very

small spot on the workpiece. Generally electron beam processing systems require

reasonably good vacuum surroundings (64:25).
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Figure 11.6 Laser Beam Fundamentals

11.7.7 Laser Beam Welding. With laser beam welding (Figure 11.6), a

solid, liquid, or gaseous medium is used for providing the lasing action required to

produce a coherent, neutrally charged, high-energy light beam. The beam can then

be optically guided and focused into a very small spot on the workpiece (64:25).

11.7.8 Electron Beam vs Laser Beam Welding. The choice of welding

technology was eventually narrowed down to electron beam and laser beam welding.

11.7.8.1 Capabilities. Both processes exhibit the capability for pro-

viding the following similar weld action properties:

e very localized heat affected zones

* joining of either thick or thin materials

* minimal thermal distortion during welding

9 extremely high-quality autogenous fusion welds

9 high depth-to-width ration weld profiles
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* very high-speed welding

However, the two tend to exhibit a variety of dissimilar process utilization

properties because the fundamental nature of the high energy beam each uses is so

radically different. The electron beam generator is a direct type of energy conver-

sion device, while a laser beam generator is an indirect device; therefore, efficiency

achievable with a laser beam welder is lower than can be achieved with an electron

beam welding system. Also, the degree of focused beam spot control achievable with

an electron beam welder is greater than that attainable with a laser beam welder.

However, due to this slightly lower power density of the focused laser beam, the

tendency for incomplete fusion by the laser beam welder is less than the electron

beam welder (92:22).

The electron beam welder is susceptible to stray electrostatic and magnetic

fields adversely affecting the beam's travel path due to the negatively charged parti-

cles making up the beam (64:28). The susceptibility to stray electromagnetic fields

by the electron beam welding system causes concern due to the electrodynamic

propulsion system utilized on the SFP. Because a laser beam welder uses a neutrally

charged beam it is not susceptible to stray electrostatic and magnetic fields (64:28).

When an electron beam is impinged on a workpiece, it produces x-rays which

require shielding around both the workpiece and the beam generation/transmittal

portions to ensure personnel safety (64:26). With a laser beam the possibility exists

that some type of laser light reflection might occur. Laser welding has no more

eye safety risk than conventional welding (91:4); therefore, the use of some form of

simple light shield is needed to ensure personnel safety (64:27).

The reliability of both the welding systems is high. However, the beam gen-

eration portion of a laser beam welding system requires relatively low voltages, and

therefore uses power supplies, feed cables and cavity discharge electrode designs

that allow longer intervals of time between the performance of periodic mainte-

nance (64:29).
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The laser beam welding system allows multiplexing or time sharing the output

from a single laser into any one of several fiber optic cables. These fibers can extend

the distances up to 150 meters over which laser energy can be delivered. Because

the fibers are flexible, they can follow any desired route to the workpiece. This

makes fiber optic laser beam welding ideal for robotics, since the workpiece may

be held stationary during processing (33). The multiplexing capability is ideal for

welding at many different workstations, or for one large assembly station requiring

the laser beam to be delivered to separate areas (33). With laser beam technology,

it is possible to share the energy from one laser beam among several fibers, either

alternately or simultaneously (33), which greatly reduces power requirements. An

electron beam is not capable of being switched between various workstations (64:27).

Fiber optic cabling also eliminates the need to constantly re-align mirrors, thus

increasing the stability and accuracy of the process (33).

Comparing electron beam welders with laser beam welders, laser beam welders

are the best choice for SFP use. This selection was based upon the high reliability,

flexibility in directing power where required, and overall versatility of fiber optic

laser beam welding.

11.8 Selection of SFP Power System

The approximate SFP power requirement was initially established as 50-100 kW.

The various power alternatives to meet this demand are discussed in Appendix Q.

Some of these power supplies can be ruled out immediately. For example, ASSET

power (12 kW) can not provide the necessary amount. The ASSET electrical power

system was optimized to meet ASSET needs and equipment and must obviously be

augmented to provide the necessary power to the SFP. Given that more power is

needed an additional source must be provided.

Any type of nuclear driven source can be ruled out on the basis of political con-

sequences and technology issues in the multi-kilowatt regime. The issue of shielding
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Solar Dynamic System Efficiency (%)
CBC 35.6

Stirling 42.0
Rankine 15-20

Table 11.3 Solar dynamic power conversion efficiencies for the end user.

the reactor for man tended operation also becomes a large question mark. The shield

must reduce the radiation level so that the dose received by the astronauts during

rendezvous, fly-by, or EVA is not excessive. This would require a SFP reactor to

be completely encased as well as placed up to 30 m away from any equipment or

payload (44:159). Also, beamed power can not be counted upon due to the large

infrastructure requirements necessary for both lasers and microwaves. This leaves

just one source - solar. But, whether photovoltaic or some dynamic option is chosen

can not immediately be determined.

11.8.1 Dynamic vs Photovoltaic. The most obvious current technology

choice to lead the solar dynamic option is the closed Brayton cycle (CBC) design

for Space Station Freedom. This was the intended growth mode for Freedom. The

free-piston Stirling cycle (FPSE), however, has shown a lot of advantages. In a

fairly recent theoretical study between various solar dynamic and two photovoltaic

power systems (silicon arrays and a gallium arsenide concentrator) the FPSE was

chosen on the basis of lowest area and lowest weight power system for a 35 kW

design (89:1). All of these designs were based on Space Station Freedom level of

technology. The CBC design ranked second and the alkali-metal Rankine cycle was

found to be incapable of achieving the high thermodynamic efficiencies and was

eliminated early on in the study (89:17). The efficiencies of the solar dynamic and

photovoltaic systems for 35 kW designs are listed in Tables 11.3 and 11.4. The

higher predicted cycle efficiency of the FPSE was the main reason it was chosen

first. In this study, mass was the primary optimization criteria but the SFP is not

so mass critical and other factors such as reliability, safety, technological readiness,
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Photovoltaic System Efficiency (%)
Silicon Array 14.9

Gallium Arsenide Array 22

Table 11.4 Solar photovoltaic array power conversion efficiencies - to the end user.

performance, operability, lifetime and compatibility take on added dimensions. The

choice was also based on projected improvements in technology expected to take

place. The actual development of the FPSE, however, has lagged that of the Brayton

cycle system due to budget cuts within NASA. In fact, performance predictions for

the FPSE are believed to be achievable but have yet to be demonstrated whereas the

CBC has been demonstrated (89:66). The heat pipe Stirling receiver which passively

supplies heat to/from the thermal energy storage and to the free-piston engine is at

present no more than a conceptual design (89:24). Also, designs of Stirling engines

were more suitable for nuclear power conversion applications (89:64). As such it

would seem that a CBC has the advantage in technological maturity, reliability,

operability and readiness.

Lower system mass primarily affects transportation to orbit costs. The high

efficiencies of the solar dynamic systems allow for smaller array sizes per unit power.

This reduces the deployed area perpendicular to orbital motion (drag area) and sub-

sequent re-boost costs. Comparative drag estimates for Space Station Freedom are -

solar dynamic power module 266 m2 versus photovoltaic modules 714 m2 (85:247).

As shown in Section 11.10 this corresponds to a 13.5 km loss in altitude in 4 days

for a solar dynamic SFP versus a 31 km loss for a photovoltaic SFP at an initial

altitude of 300 km.

An additional advantage to solar dynamics is that energy storage in the heat

of fusion of a salt is 97% efficient while battery storage round trip efficiency is on the

order of 80% (85:248). Although the solar dynamic system will require more man

hours to install than a photovoltaic system, the lower maintenance and resupply
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needed for the solar dynamic will quickly overcome the photovoltaic over a lifetime

of 30 years (96:779).

Increments of 25 kW solar dynamic power modules (SDPM) were to be added

to the Space Station Freeorm baseline of 75 kW (solar arrays) to bring the total

power to 325 kW (8:321). The most recent cuts to the space station have done

away with growth beyond the baseline and the SDPM's were not included in the

revised design. Despite this, solar dynamic technology is now ready and NASA is

committed to further development through its Office of Aeronautics, Exploration

and Technology (96:811). As such, the decision of this design study is to use the

closed Brayton cycle solar dynamic power system. A description of this design is

included in Section 7.3.

11.9 External Tank Stability

An investigation was undertaken to determine if a separated external tank

could be left in orbit by the space shuttle and recovered by the SFP at a later date,

and whether it would be sufficiently stable, through passive means, for docking with

the SFP. An investigation was also made to determine whether the shuttle could be

used to maintain the external tank's attitude if necessary.

It is extremely difficult to dock with an unstabilized spacecraft. An uncon-

trolled satellite with any initial rotational motion will soon begin to spin about its

axis of maximum moment of inertia (45:16). Generally the motion is even more com-

plicated than this rotation because the spacecraft is not a rigid body and a variety

of environmental torques are acting upon it. Some form of passive or active attitude

control on a spacecraft is required if it is a docking target.

The designed operating altitude for the SFP is 300-500 km. The external

tank can be placed into an orbit in this range, with increased orbit altitude trading

for decreased shuttle fuel/payload mass (58:3). It is believed that 425 km is the

minimum altitude the external tank can be left for an extended period of time (57:36).
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Although a variety of space environmental torques are signiticant at these al-

titudes, aerodynamic and gravity gradient are primary. These torques will depend

on the shape, construction, and orientation of the spacecraft. Aerodynamic torques

typically dominate satellite dynamics below 370 km and gravity gradient torques

dominate above 555 km (95:770). Between these altitudes, both torques can in-

teract to varying degrees with the spacecraft (56:2200). When combined with the

dyiiamic nature of the atmospheric density at these extreme altitudes, it becomes

apparent that the applied torque on a separated external tank is difficult to predict.

In the long term, the external tank will rotate about its axis of maximum moment

of inertia (transverse axis, resulting in an end-over-end rotation) and some unknown

angle to the orbital velocity vector (57:28). Coning about this axis is unpredictable.

The above analysis indicates that an unmodified external tank should not be

left in orbit for any length of time. If it is, an attitude control system should be

added. Possible attitude control systems fo, an external tank have been studied, and

would require installation on every external tank utilized by the SFP (58:4).

An alternative procedure would leave the external tank and shuttle mated

during docking so the shuttle could be used to control the external tank's attitude.

NASA studies have detailed the required safing procedures to be carried out while

the shuttle is still attached (60). Martin Marietta, the manufacturers of the external

tank, state that the shuttle has full attitude control capability while the external

tank is attached (1). These sources indicate no reason to preclude the use of the

shuttle for attitude control of the external tank during docking. This is the SFP's

preferred docking method.

11.10 SFP Sensitivity to Aerodynamic Drag

"When the orbit perigee height is below 1,000 kin, the atmospheric drag be-

comes increasingly important" (16:213). Without a counteracting propulsive force,

a spacecraft will eventually re-enter the atmosphere due to the cumulative effects of
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atmospheric drag (30:121). Atmobpheric drag is expected to deorbit ASSET from

an altitude of 296 km in less than 12 days (31:5.40). The SFP must operate at

the same altitude as ASSET, therefore potential configurations of the SFP must be

investigated to determine the effects of atmospheric drag.

The drag force, Fd, is given by the equation:

Fd I - P 1VM, V, (11.2)2

where p is the density of the atmosphere, V, is the velocity of the vehicle relative to

the atmosphere, Mtot is the vehicle mass, and # is the ballistic coefficient (94:65).

The parameters p and V, are discussed in detail in section 6.2.4. The ballistic

coefficient is defined as:
Mtl t =(11.3)
CDA

The vehicle mass, M•, can be estimated from the vehicle design. The coefficient of

drag, CD, depends on the shape and motion of the vehicle, but is commonly assumed

to be a constant. References give typical values that vary between 1 and 3, with

values greater than 2 considered more realistic (30:127). For this analysis, CD equals

2.4 - the value chosen by Miner in his analysis of a space shuttle external tank in

orbit (57:33). The projected area normal to the flight path (drag area), A, varies

because the orientation of the vehicle is constantly changing, and subcomponents,

such as photovoltaic arrays, change orientation relative to the body axes. These ori-

entations generally vary sinusoidally in the orbit. In order to simplify computations,

this analysis uses the worst case vehicle orientation with respect to the flight path

as a constant orientation.

11.10.1 Vehicle Drag Area Comparisons. Estimates of the drag area,

A, were made for the likely orbital transfer orientation for a solar dynamic powered

SFP (see Table 11.5 and Figure 11.7) and an alternative all photovoltaic powered
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Component Quantity Area, M 2

External Tank 1 400
ASSET Photovoltaic Array 1 424
Solar Dynamic Power Modules 2 276
Main Integrated Truss 1 6
Cross Integrated Truss 1 50

F-Total I I !W21

Table 11.5 SFP drag area estimates - solar dynamic powered.

n
276 276

sq. m sq. M

0ý56 sq. m

400
sq. m

212 212
sq. M sq. M

L -------- 
V

Figure 11.7 SFP drag profile using the worst case drag area of the SFP in the
orbital transfer orientation as projected on a plane normal to the flight
path.
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Component Quantity Area, Mn2

External Tank 1 400
ASSET Photovoltaic Array 5 424

Main Integrated Truss 1 6
Cross Integrated Truss 1 50

Total 3340

Table 11.6 SFP drag area estimates - photovoltaic powered.
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Figure 11.8 Deorbit of a solar dynamic powered SFP without using the propulsion
system to maintain orbit. The solar dynamic powered SFP loses 14 km
altitude in 4 days.

SFP (see Table 11.6).

Each of these was used in a numeric integrator without the electrodynamic

propulsion system functioning. In 4 days, the SFP using solar dynamic power drops

approximately 14 km in altitude (see Figure 11.8), while the all photovoltaic pow-

ered SFP drops 33 km (see Figure 11.1). This demonstrates the significance of

aerodynamic drag and the significant advantage of solar dynamic power versus pho-

tovoltaic power. The decay rate for an SFP powered by all photovoltaic arrays is

not acceptable because of its higher associated aerodynamic drag.
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Figure 11.9 Deorbit of a photovoltaic powered SFP. This radius vs time plot shows
that without using the propulsion system to maintain orbit, the all
photovoltaic powered SFP loses 33 km altitude in 4 days.

11.10.2 Drag and Altitude. At 300 km altitude, the loss of 14 km in 4 days

is still cause for concern. It was determined that 11 kW is required to overcome the

effects of aerodynamic drag in the transfer orientation at an altitude of 300 km (see

Figure 11.10). This leaves a sufficient surplus of power for external tank reduction

and truss fabrication. The power requirements to maintain orbit are reduced as the

altitude of the orbit is increased.

Aerodynamic drag decreases with altitude due to the two parameters p and

V,. The density of the atmosphere, p, and V, decrease with r. According to Equa-

tion 11.2, a decrease in either of these parameters will decrease the aerodynamic

drag force. The resulting acceleration on the SFP drops two orders of magnitude

(10-5 to 10-i M/s 2) as the vehicle rises from 300 km to 500 km altitude. While the

SFP loses 14 km altitude in 4 days at 300 kmn, at 500 km altitude it loses only 3 km

in the same time period.
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Figure 11.10 Orbit Maintenance. Eleven kW is required to maintain the SFP's
300 km altitude when it is in the transfer orientation.

11.11 SFP Integrated Truss Length vs Number of Shielded Coils

The shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system generates thrust propor-

tional to the effective length of the conductor, L. In a constant relative B-field, with

a constant current, i, the magnitude of the thrust force, F, is given by the scalar

equation:

F =iLB (11.4)

Thus, with i and B fixed, the only way to increase F is to increase L. The effective

length of the conductor is:

L =nl (11.5)

There are two ways to increase L; either increase the number of turns, n, or increase

the length of the truss, 1.

The performance measure chosen for the analysis was vehicle acceleration, a,

under fixed conditions. The maximum acceleration under fixed conditions can be

directly rurrated to the vehicle performance, in both orbital transfer and docking
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maneuvers. Acceleration is simply:

F
a = F (11.6)

The mass of the vehicle, M, increases with L. With an increase in 1, a proportional

increase occurs in the mass of the supporting truss, the conductor, and the shield.

An increase in n causes a proportional increase in the conductor mass, and a possible

increase in shield mass. The equation for the vehicle mass is:

M = Mo+ IpT +2nlpc + I integer(n- + I)ps (11.7)
ns

M= the fixed mass of the vehicle

pT= the mass per unit length of the truss

pc = the mass per unit length of the conductor

ps = the mass per unit length of the shield

ns= the number of turns for which the shield is effective

integer(.) = the greatest integer < the value inside (-)

Combining the Equations 11.4, 11.5, 11.6, and 11.7 gives:

inlB 
( 18

Mo + 1 pT + 2nlpc + 1 integer(s- + 1)ps (11.8)

A parametric analysis was carried out by varying the truss length from 1 m to

200 m and the number of turns from 1 to 201. Figure 11.11 shows the resulting

surface plot with the acceleration, a, on the vertical axis. The plot shows that an

increase in n is generally better than an increase in 1 for increasing a in regions of

pi-,tical interest. Note that the plot does not take into account any penalty for

increases in size which were a primary concern during the design process because of
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Figure 11.11 The surface plot shows that acceleration, a (vertical axis) increases
faster by increasing n than by increasing 1.

increased power requirements. This analysis was verified with the use of a non-linear

optimization computer package, GINO (51).

The use of shielded conductor loops allows the truss lengths to be virtually

any length desired. Because the target payload for the SFP is an external tank,

the main integrated truss was required to be at least 50 m to allow for equipment

clearances. The analysis of increasing the number of turns or the length of the truss

to achieve a given force showed that increasing n was cheaper from a size standpoint

than increasing 1. As a result, the length of the main integrated truss was set to

50 m and the number of turns was adjusted to achieve the required forces.
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XII. Conclusion and Recommendations

12.1 Conclusion

As described in the beginning of this report, the SFP design study focused on

establishing the feasibility of a space facility to enhance the construction of other

structures in space. The facility was to utilize external tanks from the space shuttle

and electrodynamic propulsion. A prototype platform was designed that is capa-

ble of reducing external tanks into raw material, fabricating the raw material into

trusses, and delivering the trusses anywhere in low inclination, low earth orbit. These

capabilities were demonstrated in Chapter X.

12.2 Recommendations

The design study lays the foundation for a space fabrication platform by estab-

lishing feasibility. The broad nature of this task required a motivation to address all

essential subject areas pertaining to the SFP. During the course of the study, it was

recognized that further research in some areas will be essential to the SFP program

planning phase. The following list identifies these subject areas:

"* The automation required for truss fabrication needs formal design. Work-

ing models and simulations are recommended to refine all details of the truss

fabrication process. The areas of interest span everything from reducing the

external tank to manipulating the completed truss product for delivery.

"* Further analysis of the SFP dynamic models is required. Nonlinear, time

variant models should be used to refine the performance and control of the

SFP. Changes to the current models would impact almost every aspect of the

SFP design: propulsion, power, controller, etc.

"* The potential for power regeneration and storage in the SFP needs to be re-

addressed. Utilization of Vind and the forces associated with dragging should
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be considered. Energy storage could include batteries, as well as other devices

such as capacitors and momentum wheels.

"* A review of the materials used throughout the SFP is required. Improvements

in material technology should be incorporated. In many areas, the same ca-

pabilities may be realized at a lighter weight. For example, composites might

replace aluminum in the integrated trusses, or conducting polymers might re-

place aluminum in the propulsion conductors.

"* SFP heat transfer issues need further consideration. An in-depth analysis

incorporating all the heat sources associated with the SFP and potential heat

transfer methods is required.

"* Further analysis of the SFP electromagnetic emission and susceptibility issues

is required. Electromagnetic compatibility between the propulsion system, the

fabrication equipment, and all other devices must be thoroughly considered in

the design of the platform.
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Appendix A. Additional ASSET Information

A.I External Tank

The external tank is 46.9 m long by 8.4 m in diameter. Its mass is approxi-

mately 31,300 kg empty and nearly 752,800 kg when fully loaded with propellants. It

has three primary structural components, the L0 2 tank, intertank, and LH 2 tank,

made primarily of aluminum alloys (see Figure A.1). Its surface is coated with a

spray-on foam insulation (SOFI) that helps maintain the temperatures of the pro-

pellants before and during launch (31:3.1). The intertank contains instrumentation,

range safety components, and a solid rocket booster beam assembly, which distributes

thrust loads from the solid rocket boosters. Due to the complexity of the L0 2 and

intertank structures, only the LH 2 tank is used for salvage operations.

A.2 ASSET Construction

A dedicated space shuttle mission is required to set up ASSET. Table A.1 lists

the cargo required for the mission. The external tank must be carried into orbit. In

orbit, the remaining fuel is dumped and the range safety system is safed. Then, long

duration EVAs install the boost/deboost modules, photovoltaic arrays, avionics, and

reduction equipment. After the set up, external tank salvage operations begin.

A.3 Reduction Equipment

The following are descriptions of the reduction equipment not thoroughly de-

veloped in Chapter IV but applicable to the SFP. Figure A.2 provides an overview

illustration.

A.3.1 Centerline Track. A pre-installed centerline track allows longi-

tudinal motion of the centerline trolley and primary cutter power truck (31:5.13).

The track is made of 15.2x15.2x0.317 cm thick square 2219 aluminum tubing and
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Figure A.1 The external tank is composed of the L0 2 tank, the intertank, and the
LH2 tank.

Item Mass kg
Solar Photovoltaic Arrays 1000
Thermal Control System 1720
Electrical Power Subsystem 3247
IEA Structure 1228
Subtotal Power 7195
Boost/Deboost Modules 1432
First Year Hypergolics 5455
Second Year Hypergolics 5455
Subtotal Orbital Maintenance 12342
Robot Arm Truck 124
Primary Cutter 91
Spare Cutter 91
Centerline Track 125
External Tank Modifications 261
SOFI Workstation 526
Subtotal Reduction Tools 1218
Communications, Cameras, Lights, Avionics 350
Total First Flight Cargo Mass 21105

Table A.1 The space shuttle cargo manifest required for producing an AS-
SET (31:H.9).
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Figure A.2 Side view of the reduction equipment inside an ASSET for salvage
operations.

extends from the forward most major ring frame to the aft most major ring frame

in the center of the LH 2 tank (23.16 m long).

A.3.2 Centerline Trolley. The centerline trolley consists of an extendible

arm with an end effector that can be rotated about the centerline track (see Fig-

ure A.3). The whole trolley moves along the track on drive wheels. The trolley

allows the transport of material and the primary cutter within the LH 2 tank. Power

and control are provided through cables from an inertial reel.

A.3.3 Primary Cutter. The primary cutter moves an electron beam cutter

longitudinally and laterally to cut out composite sections of I-beam, flat plate, and

SOFI (see Figure A.4(31:5.20). It attaches to pairs of adjacent I-beams and is moved

longitudinally by drive wheels positioned below the I-beam flanges. The electron

beam cutter is moved laterally by a shaft to permit cross cutting. The primary

cutter can be moved by the centerline trolley. Power is provided by a line from a

power truck located on the centerline track as shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.3 Cross-section of the centerline trolley. The centerline trolley carries an
extendible arm with an end effector.
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Figure AA4 The primary cutter moves along the LH,2 tank I-beams cutting out
sections of the tank skin.
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Figure A.5 ASSET uses boost/deboost modules developed for the proposed Ex-
ternal Tank Gamma Ray Imaging Telescope for attitude and altitude
control.

A.4 External ASSET Equipment

A.4.1I Boost/Deboost Module. ASSET attitude and altitude control is pro-

vided by 2 boost/deboost modules attached at the solid rocket booster thrust fittings

of the intertank. The boost/deboost modules are based on the design recommenda-

tions that Martin Marietta developed for the proposed External Tank Gamma Ray

Imaging Telescope (see Figure A.5). Each module has two 2224 N, 230 s specific

impulse main thrusters and six 222 N attitude thrusters, all fueled with hydrazine.

With ASSET maintained in the minimum drag attitude (nose of the external tank

in the velocity vector direction), the initial supply of fuel is estimated to last two

years.

A.4.2 Power. ASSET electrical power is provided by two photovoltaic

arrays attached, one each, to the boost/deboost modules. The drag area for the

entire power system is 424 in2. The arrays produce 31.13 kW of power. Forty-nine

percent of the power is used for charging four NiH2 batteries. The batteries provide
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power during the eclipse periods. Eclipse periods occur for approximately 36 out

of every 91 minutes (31:5.23). The remaining 15.88 kW is sent to the electrical

equipment subsystem, allowing a 12 kW load.
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Appendix B. SFP Produced Truss Properties

B. 1 Introduction

The SFP truss maker produces square trusses of varying lengths (see Fig-

ure B.1). The SFP truss is composed of three separate entities: Longitudinal, cross,

and diagonal members. This appendix documents the material and physical prop-

erties of each truss member and the physical properties of the SFP produced truss.

These properties can be used by the end user to determine how and when the SFP

produced truss can be used in their specific application.

B.2 Truss Member Material Properties

All three SFP truss member types are composed of the same aluminum alloy,

Al 2219-T87. The material properties associated with this material are shown in

Table B.1.

B.3 Longitudinal and Cross Member Physical Properties

The longitudinal truss members are continuous T-beams with cross section and

dimensions shown in Figure B.2. The cross members are 1.035 m long T-beams and

are attached orthogonally to either the web or flange of the longitudinal member,

depending upon which side of the truss is being viewed. The cross members have the

Young's Modulus (E) 7.308 x 1010 Pa
Shear Modulus (G) 2.758 x 10'0 Pa
Yield Stress (oa) 4.137 x 108 Pa
Ultimate Stress (0s) 4.826 x 108 Pa
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 23 x 10-'/°C
Mass Density (p) 2851 kg/m 3

Poisson's Ratio (v) 0.33

Table B.1 Material properties of the aluminum alloy, Al 2219-T87.
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Figure B.2 T-beam cross section for the SFP produced truss longitudinal and cross
member.

same cross section as the longitudinal members (see Figure B.2). Section properties

for the cross and longitudinal members are shown in Table B.2.

B.-4 Diagonal Member Physical Properties

The diagonal truss members are 4.655 m flat strips with cross section and di-

mensions shown in Figure B.3. The diagonal members are also attached to either the

Length (Longitudinal Member) Variable
Length (Cross Member) 1.035 m
Flange Length 3.175 cm
Flange Width 0.318 cm
Web Length 1.111 crn
Web Width 0.254 cm
Area 1.291 cm2

Torsional Constant (K) 0.004 N/cmn

Table B.2 SFP produced truss longitudinal and cross member section properties.
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Figure B.3 Cross sectional view of the box beams used to model the main integrated
triiss.

Length 4.655 m
Width 4.582 cm
Thickness 0.3175 cm
Area 1.455 crn 2

Torsional Constant (K) 0.047 N/cm 2

Table B.3 SFP produced truss diagonal member section properties.

web or flange of the longitudinal truss member. Section properties for the diagonal

member are shown in Table B.3.

B.5 Truss Mass Per Unit Length

The mass of the truss is the sum of the masses for all the longitudinal, cross,

and diagonal members which make up the truss. By dividing the sum of the member

masses by the total length of the truss, the mass per unit length of the truss section

can be determined.
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Figure B.4 Side view of SFP produced truss defining dimensions used to calculate
the mass per unit length of the truss.

The masses of the truss members are:

Mi = 4pAiL (B.1)

M, = 4(L + 1)pAl 0  (B.2)
a

Md = 8(L)pAdld (B.3)
a

Where M1, M,, and Md are the masses for the longitudinal, cross, and diagonal mem-

bers, respectively. Figure B.4 defines the remainder of the terms in Equations B.1,

B.2, and B.3. The total mass of the truss is then:

MTft = M + Mc + Md (B.4)

Therefore, the mass per unit length of any truss section can be found by dividing

MTOt by the total truss length, L.
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Figure B.5 The intersection of the X and Y axes locates the geometric center of
the SFP produced truss. Ix and Iy were determined for these axes.

B.6 Truss Properties

The product EA is known as the axial stiffness. Where E is Young's Modulus

and A is four times the cross sectional area of one longitudinal member. The axial

stiffness for the SFP produced truss is then:

EA = 4EAt = 4(7.308 x 10°)(0.0001291) = 3.774 x 107 N (B.5)

The product E1 is known as the bending stiffness Where I is either the moment of

inertia about the X or Y axes which run through the geometric center of the cross

section (see Figure B.5). The moment of inertia about XG was determined to be

1.34 x 10-4 m 4 and the moment about YG was determined to be 1.25 x 10-4 n 4 .

Because ly is smaller than Ix, the more conservative value, Iy, is used to determine

the bending stiffness for the truss.

El = (7.308 x 10'°)(1.25 x 10-4) = 9.135 x 106N .r2 (B.6)
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Figure B.6 Finite element model for determining the torsional stiffness of the SFP
produced truss.

The product KG is known as the torsional stiffness. Where G is the shear modulus

and K is a torsional constant. K is a factor dependent upon the form and dimensions

of the cross section. For a circular section, K is the polar moment of inertia J. For

non-circular sections, K is less than J and may only be a small fraction of J (12:4.31).

A simple expression for K does not exist for the SFP produced truss. However, the

torsional stiffness of a bar can be expressed by the general expression:

TL
KG = T- (B.7)

0

where T is a torque applied to the end of the truss, L is the length of the truss, and 0

is the resulting rotation due the applied torque, T (12:4.32). The torsional stiffness

of the SFP produced truss was determined using Equation B.7 in conjunction with

a small finite element model. The general geometry of the finite element model is

shown in Figure B.6. The finite element model was one bay long, L = 4.529 m and

was subjected to an arbitrary torque as shown in Figure B.7. The resulting rotation,
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Figure B.7 Finite element model for determining the torsional stiffness for the SFP
produced truss.

A 5.820 cm 2

Ix 1.34 x 10-4 M 4

Iy 1.25 x 10-4 M 4

AE 3.774 x 107 N
EI 9.135 x 106 N m2

KG 1.103 x 106 N m2

Table B.4 SFP produced truss stiffness properties.

0 was found to be

0 = 0.017 rad (B.8)

Plugging the value found for 0 into Equation B.7 results in a torsional stiffness of:

KG- TL - (4140)(4.529) = 1.103 x 106 N . M2 (B.9)
0 0.017

The SFP produced truss stiffness properties are summarized in Table B.4.
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Appendix C. Reference Frames

To develop and use the various equations of motion, five coordinate systems

are needed. For satellites orbiting the Earth, a suitable inertial reference frame is

the geocentric-equatorial coordinate system. Another inertial reference frame, the

Earth-centered inertial coordinate system is also used. The use of the dipole model

for the Earth's magnetic field requires the use of the Greenwich-equatorial reference

frame. An orbital reference frame and body-centered reference frame are required to

describe position and orientation.

C.I Geocentric-Equatorial Coordinate System

The origin of the geocentric-equatorial coordinate system, the i-frame, is co-

incident with the Earth's geographic center. The fundamental plane - the plane

described by the X and Y directions - is defined by the equator with the positive

X-axis pointing in the direction of the vernal equinox (the point in the sky where

the sun crosses the equator from south to north on the first day of spring). The pos-

itive Z-axis points in the direction of the geographic north pole (coincident with the

Earth's spin axis). The positive Y-axis points in the direction to complete the right-

handed, orthogonal coordinate system (see Figure C.1). It should be noted that this

reference frame is not fixed with respect to the Earth and does not rotate with it.
The unit vectors i 1, i2, and 3, lie along the X, Y, and Z axes respectively (3:55-56).

C.2 Earth-Centered Inertial Coordinate System

The Earth-centered inertial coordinate system, the -frame, is similar to the

geocentric-equatorial coordinate system. The origin of the Earth-centered inertial

coordinate system is the Earth's geographic center. The positive Xe-axis points in

the direction of the line of nodes of the orbit of interest (defined on page C-7), at

a specific reference time to. Note that the line of nodes changes over time, so the
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Figure C. 1 Geocentric Equatorial Frame: the X-axis points toward the vernal
equinox, the Z-axis is coincident with the Earth's spin axis, and the
Y-axis completes the basis. Earth Centered Inertial Frame: the Xe-axis
points along the line of nodes at a fixed time, the Zn-axis is coincident
with the Earth's spin axis, and the Ye-axis completes the basis.

reference frame is fixed at to. The positive Z,-axis points in the direction of the

geographic north pole (coincident with the Earth's spin axis). The positive Ye-axis

points in the direction to complete the right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system.

The unit vectors 81, 6, and 63 lie along the Xe, Y,, and Z, axes respectively (see

Figure C.1).

To relate the Earth-centered inertial coordinate system to the geocentric-equa-

torial coordinate system, the angle between 4j and Z1 must be known. This angle,

00, is the right ascension of the ascending node at a fixed time. To translate a vector

from the &-frame to the i-frame, a rotation matrix, Rke(00r), can be defined. For this

"negative 3-rotation," the rotation matrix is given by Hughes (35:15) as

cOO -sOn 0

M (o0) = so con o (C.1)

0 0 1
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where

C C• s

s sin

To translate a vector from the i-frame to the a-frame, a reverse-rotation matrix,

Ri(00), can also be defined. The reverse-rotation matrix is the transpose of '(dan)

and is given by

Con s0 o 0
t()= n -son con 0 (C.2)

0 0 1

C.3 Greenwich-Equatorial Coordinate System

The Greenwich-equatorial coordinate system, the g-frame, is the same as the

geocentric-equatorial coordinate system except for a rotation about the Z-axis. The

Greenwich-equatorial coordinate system is fixed to the Earth and rotates with it.

The fundamental plane is defined by the equator with the rg-axis pointing in the

direction of the Greenwich prime meridian (0*E longitude). The positive z.-axis

points in the direction of the geographic north pole. The O0-axis points in the

direction 90'E longitude to complete the right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system

(see Figure C.2). The unit vectors ýr, .s, and ý3, lie along the rg, 0., and zg axes

respectively.

To relate the Greenwich-equatorial coordinate system to the geocentric-equa-

torial coordinate system, the angle between ý, and zi must be known. This angle,

e9, is called the Greenwich sidereal time. If Og0 is known for some particular time

t o, 0g at any other time, t, can be determined from

09 = 090 + w (t - to) (C.3)
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Figure C.2 Greenwich Equatorial Frame: the rg-axis points toward the Greenwich
prime meridian, the zg-axis is coincident with the Z-axis, and the 09-
axis c-)mpletes the basis.

where we is the angular velocity of the Earth:

wE = 7.2921 x 10-5 rad

Values of Og at 0:00 hours, Universal Time, for each day of the year can be obtained

from the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (21). To translate a vector

from the P-frame to the i-frame, a rotation matrix, RIg(Og), can be defined. For this

"negative 3-rotation," the rotation matrix is given by Hughes (35:15) as

cog -sO, 0

I (0g= 1o509 cog 0 (C.4)

0 0 1

To translate a vector from the j-frame to the h-frame, a reverse-rotation matrix,

Rg'(O,), can also be defined. The reverse-rotation matrix is the transpose of RVg(Og)
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and is given by

cog se 9 0

R9 (o9) = -so, co, 0 (C.5)

0 0 1

C.4 Orbital Coordinate System

The orbital coordinate system, the a-frame, is one of the primary reference

frames for the work that follows. The origin of the a-frame is coincident with the

center of the Earth. The frame is fixed to a point in a reference orbit; the reference

point, and therefore the orbital frame, rotates at orbital rate. This differs from a

perifocal coordinate system in that the orbital frame rotates as the vehicle moves

through the orbit, while the perifocal frame is fixed with the x-axis (or r-axis)

pointing in the direction of the perigee. The fundamental plane of the a-frame is

defined by the plane of the orbit. The r.-axis points along the line connecting the

origins of the i-frame and the a-frame, pointing away from the %-frame origin -

this is the R-bar direction. The O-axis points along the tangmnt to the orbit path

(for a reference point in a circular orbit), in the direction of motion - this is the

V-bar direction. The positive za-axis is normal to the fundamental plane, pointing

to complete the right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system - this is the Z-bar

direction (see Figure C.3 and C.4). The unit vectors, ar, 4e, and a3 lie along the

r,, 0,, and z, axes respectively.

Before developing the transformation matrix to transform from the Z-frame to

the a-frame, the orbit must be considered further. Six orbit elements make up the

classic set used to pinpoint the position of a satellite along the orbit at a particular

time. The six elements are given by Wiesel (93:57) as

1. a, the semi-major axis - a constant defining the size of an elliptic orbit.

It is defined as one-half the distance from one focus, to a point on the

orbit path, to the other focus.
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Figure C.3 The orbital reference frame with the origin translated for clarity to a
point on the orbit path.
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Figure C.4 R-bar is defined along the radial direction, V-bar is defined along the or-
bit path direction, and Z-bar is defined along the out of plane direction.
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2. e, the eccentricity - a constant defining the shape of the conic orbit. If

e = 0, the orbit is circular (which is a degenerate case of an elliptical

orbit with both foci at the center), if 0 < e < 1, the orbit is elliptical, if

e = 1, the orbit is parabolic, and if e > 1, the orbit is hyperbolic.

3. To, the time of perigee passage - the time the orbit vehicle passes the

point closest to the Earth's center, thus fixing the position of the vehicle

at one instant in time.

4. fQ, the right ascension of the ascending node - the angle measured from

the vernal equinox eastward along the equator to the point where the

orbit's path crosses the equatorial plane from south to north (the line

resulting from the intersection of the planes being the line of nodes).

0 < S1 < 180o.

5. i, the orbital inclination - the angle measured from the equatorial plane

to the orbit plane at the ascending node.

6. w, the argument of perigee - the angle measured from the line of nodes,

along the orbit path in the direction of motion, to the perigee point.

Once the position of the vehicle in the orbit is determined, the transformation matrix

going from the z-frame to the a-frame can be determined. The transformation is

carried out by first rotating through fl, about the Z-axis - this aligns the X-axis

with the line of nodes. The second step is to rotate the new reference frame (the

X'Y'Z'-frame) through i, about the X'-axis (the axis of the new reference frame

aligned with the line of nodes) - this rotates the Z'-axis to form the za,-axis, and

brings the Y'-axis into the orbit's fundamental plane. The last step is to rotate the

newest reference frame (the X"Y"za-frame) through v, the true anomaly (which is

the angle measured from the line of nodes, along the orbit path in the direction of

motion, to the vehicle's position), about the zn-axis - this aligns the X"-axis with

the ra-axis. If the transformation was to the perifocal coordinate system, the last

rotation would actually be a rotation through w, thus pointing the r,-axis toward
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the perigee. However, the a-frame is actually fixed to the orbital vehicle, so v is

time variant. To find the true anomaly, v, the eccentric anomaly, E, must first be

determined. The value of E is obtained for any time, t, from the form of Kepler's

equation

E - esinE = F53 (t - To) (C.6)

where p = G(m1 + Mn2 ) - G is the universal gravitational constant, and mn and

M 2 are the masses of the orbiting bodies. For artificial satellites in Earth's orbit,

G(ml + M 2 ) ,z GMe and (90:F-175, F-178)

G = 6.6720 x 10-11 Nkm
2

kg 2

Me = 5.979 x 1024 kg

p = 3.9892 X 1014 mn

72

and e, a, and To are from ! he set of classic orbit elements. Equation C.6 is transcen-

dental and must be solved numerically. Once E is known, the true anomaly, v, can

be determined from:
1 1F+e 1

tan1v = e tan-E (C.7)
2 F1+e-e 2

which gives v without quadrant ambiguity (93:54-65). The rotation matrix which

transforms from the Z-fiame to the a-frame can now be determined. This rotation is

a classic "3-1-3-rotation" and is given by (35:21):

Rai = R3 (v) R, (i) R 3 (2)

cv sV 0 1 0 0 cD2 sfQ 0

- -sv cv 0 0 ci si -sp cfQ 0

0 0 1 0 -si ci 0 0 1
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cflcv - sncisv scv + cocisv sisv

-cflsv - sflciciv -sflsv + cQ cicV sicv (C.8)

sflsi -cflsi ci

and

RIG = R3 (-Q) R 1 (-i) R 3 (-v) = Ra" (C.9)

C.5 Body-Centered Coordinate System

The body-centered coordinate system (also known as the principal-body-axis

frame), the b-frame, is the other primary reference frame used in this design study.

The b-frame is attached to the SFP, with the origin located at the platform's center

of mass. The basis is aligned so that the moment of inertia tensor is diagonal; the

unit vectors describing the reference frame lie along the principal body axes (93:104-

106). The orientation of the b-frame with respect to the a-frame is described by three

angles: yaw, 0, pitch, 0, and roll, 0. The fundamental orientation (0 = 0 = € = 00)

of the b-frame aligns the positive xb-axis, the positive yb-axis, and the positive zb-axis

with the positive ra-axis, the positive 0s-axis, and the positive za-axis respectively.

The unit vectors, bk, b2, and b3 lie along the xb, Yb, and zb axes respectively. The

transformation from the a-frame to the b-frame is commonly described by first yawing

about the re-axis, then pitching about the new lateral axis, and finally rolling about

the newest longitudinal axis (93:112). The rotation matrices are given by (35:20):

Rba = Rz. (0) Rea (0) R, (4)

= R 2 (0))R3 (0)R (R)

cOcO cOsOcO + sOsO cOsOsV) - sOcO

- -sO cOcIP cOsO (C.10)

sOcO sesOc'O - cesO sesOsO + cOcO
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and

Ra ,(0 R -)R

R M~b
T

[ CO.CO -so SqSCO ]
= cq~OSCO/ + SOiSO COCOl sSOSCOb - cOSsi' (C. 11)

[COSO# - SO- cOsik qSOS4'O + CO~COb
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Appendix D. Earth's Magnetic Dipole Model

The Earth's magnetic field can be descrbed as:

R = - V (D.1)

where V is the scalar magnetic potential. V, is defined as

=V-f r3(D.2)

where M is the vector magnetic moment, I is the vector distance from the center of

the dipole, and r is the magnitude of -. The magnetic moment vector points toward

the austral dipole pole, along the axis of the simple dipole. Expressed in the §-frame,

the magnetic moment vector is given by

9 M = Mcos -o cos Ao § + Mco,4o sin Ao § + Msinto43  (D.3)

where M is the magnitude of the magnetic dipole, to is the latitude and Ao is the

longitude of the austral pole of the dipole model:

M = 8.05 x 1015 T rM3

4o = 78.5°S

Ao = 111.0°E
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Using the transformation matrices Rk- (Equation C.4) and R•' (Equation C.8), gM

expressed in the h-frame is

aM = Rag M

= MIV L + M 2& + M 3 a3  (D.4)

where, after simplification using various trigonometric identities (6:135-140), M1 ,

M 2 , and M3 can be expressed as

M, = M {Cfo[cvc(fl - - Ao) - svcis(SI - 0e - Ao)] +s 0osvsi} (D.5)

= Mm,

M2 = M {cto [-svc (0 - Og - Ao) - cvcis (fl - Og - Ao)] + stocvsi} (D.6)

= Mm2

M3 = M {Cfosis (0 -Og - Ao) + SoDCI} (D.7)

= Mm3

where

C COS

s =-sin

and from Appendix C

V =true anomoly along orbit path

Q =right ascension of the ascending node

Og =Greenwich sidereal time

i =orbit plane inclination
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The vector, f, describes the position of the reference point, relative to the center

of the dipole, in the a-frame. For the simple dipole model, f, is given by (93:63)

=- = (rE+r it) 4- a(1-e) ar
+ e cos v

= roar (D.8)

where rE is the radius of the Earth (90:F-175):

rE = 6.3713 x 106 m

a is the semi-major axis of an elliptic orbit, e is the eccentricity of a conic orbit, and

ralt is the reference point's altitude. This equation shows that the radius vector, in

the a-frame, is time-variant (due to the time dependency of v). The scalar magnetic

potential is obtained from Equation D.2 giving

--M" = Mir, + M2r 2 + M3r 3  (D.9)V 0 r r3(D9

where
r=(2 + r2+r212

The vector magnetic potential is then obtained from Equation D.1

-_V = -av - or av^ or^V
Orl ar - 0--•ao - -a3
49r, ar2  jr 3

"_M 3 (MI ri + M2 r 2 + M3 r 3) ri] a
r3 rs I

_[Ml2  3 (Mir, +M 2 r2±+M3 r3 ) r2]a

0, r5J
_f[M 3  3 (Mir, + M 2 r2 +M 3 r3 ) r3] DO

At this poirt, it is useful to make some simplifications. Assuming the magnetic field

is constant in the neighborhood of the reference point, the magnetic moment vector,
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M, and radius vector, I, can be simplified as follows:

M, = Mimi ri = (rE + rait) = r.

M 2 = Mm 2  r 2 = 0

M3 = Mm 3  r 3 = 0

Applying these simplifications to Equation D.10 gives

= M [2ma,-m2a8-m3a3] (D.11)

remembering that:

mi= cto [cvc (f? - 6g - A0) - svcis (0? - 62, - Ao)] + stosvsi

M2 = cot [-svc (fl - Og - Ao) - cvcis (Q - Og - Ao)] + s~ocvsi

M3 "-= cosis (fl - 09 - Ao) + s-Ooci

T a(1 -e)
1+ ecos v

All three elements of B are nonlinear and time-variant. The field expressed in the

orbital reference frame varies proportionately to the Earth's rotation rate; this is

seen by the presence of 0. in MI, M2 , and m3 in Equations D.5 - D.7. changes occur

at orbit rate as well. The presence of v in the mn and m2 terms indicates these terms

vary at orbit velocity. Finally, there is a constant term in m 3 , which accounts for

the average north/south orientation of B.
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Appendix E. Analysis of SFP Rigid Body Assumption

E. 1 Introduction

The SFP integrated trusses are subjected to a variety of loads due to the SFP's

shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system, the augmentation thrusters, and the

rotation of the solar power system. The magnitudes of the loads generated by these

systems are small and are not considered a threat to the structural integrity of the

integrated trusses. However, the equations of motion listed in Section 6.2.4 are

based upon the assumption that the SFP is a rigid body. Therefore, an analysis of

the integrated truss subjected to the maximum loads is required to demonstrate the

validity of the rigid body assumption used to formulate these equations of motion.

E.2 Description of Integrated Truss Loads

The maximum loads applied to the SFP are generated during R-bar stand-

off and were determined by the time history program listed in Section G.1. The

maximum distributed forces due to this standoff maneuver are applied to the main

"itegrated truss and are attributed to the SFP's shielded coil electrodynamic propul-

sion system. The maximum moments possible during this same maneuver are also

applied to the main integrated truss and are attributed to moveable augmentation

thrusters. The moveable augmentation thrusters produce a maximum thrust of 50 N.

The thrusters are attached to both ends of the main integrated truss. These thrusters

always fire in the same direction and always perpendicular to the main integrated

truss. The farthest distance the augmentation thrusters will ever be from the cen-

ter of the main integrated truss is 1.65 m. This generates a maximum moment of

82.50 N • m about an axis running lengthwise through the center of the truss.

The moments generated by the rotation of the solar power system were deter-

mined in Appendix P. These moments are applied to the ends of the cross integrated

truss. However, the magnitude of these moments are minute compared to the mo-
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Figure E. 1 Cross sectional view of the box beams used to model the main integrated
truss.

ments generated by the moveable augmentation thrusters. Also, the distributed

forces applied to the cross and orthogonal integrated trusses due to the shielded coil

electrodynamic propulsion system are at least an order of magnitude smaller than

that applied to the main integrated truss. Therefore, the rigid body analysis will

focus on the main integrated truss. If the rigid body assumption can be justified for

the main integrated truss, then the rigid body assumption is justified for the cross

and orthogonal integrated trusses as well.

E.3 Main Integrated Truss Model

The main integrated truss was modeled using box beams for all the truss

members (see Figure E.1). The box beams were connected as shown in Figure E.2

to form the main integrated truss. The dimensions of the box beam (shown in

Figure E.1) were chosen so that the mass per unit length of the integrated truss
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was equal to 20 kg/m. This is the value used by all of the design programs listed in

Appendix G. The aluminum alloy, A1-2219, was used as the box beam material. This

is the same material NASA planned to use for Space Station Freedom's integrated

trusses (70:9).

The main integrated truss is 50 m long. Due to the symmetry of the loads

applied to the integrated truss and the symmetry of the SFP itself, the truss is

modeled as a cantilevered, 26 m long, (due to the 2 m truss bay length) octagonal

truss section (see Figure E.2).

The finite element model is made up of 112 nodes and incorporates 324 box

beam elements. Each element has 6 degrees of freedom generating a 1944 degree of

freedom finite element model.

The load generated by the shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system is

modeled as two orthogonal, distributed forces applied lengthwise to the integrated

truss longitudinal members. The 50 N eccentric load applied to the end of the truss

is modeled as four 12.5 N individual forces and four individual 20.625 N-m moments.

These four forces and moments are applied individually to the two top and bottom

nodes at the free end of the truss. See Figure E.3 for the Magnitudes and directions

of the forces and moments applied to the truss model.

E.4 Analysis Software

A static, linear, finite element analysis was performed on the SFP main inte-

grated truss described in Section E.3. The analysis was accomplished using I-DEAS

Finite Element Modeling Software produced by Structural Dynamics Research Cor-

poration. This software is a computer aided engineering tool that provides the ca-

pability to build a complete finite element model, including physical and material

properties, loads, and boundary conditions.
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Figure E.3 End view of the maximum loads applied to the main integrated truss.

E.5 Analysis Results

The results of the finite element analysis show very small deflections due to the

maximum loads applied to the main integrated truss. The following output shows

the raw data generated by the program for this maximum load scenario:

%%%%%%%%%%%%%ZZ1X%%%%%%%%%%%U%%%%%%1Z%12%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1ZZX%11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Page 1

SDRC I-DEAS VI.i(s): FENodeling.-kAnslysis 22-OCT-93 01:06:02

Main Integrated Truss - Maximum Loads

Group ID So stored PEIRAIEIT GROUP
Analysis Dataset 1 - CASE 1,LOAD 1,DISPLACEMNBTS

Report Type : Deformed Geometry Units SI
Dataset Type : Displacements Load Set : 1

lode Trans-I Trans-Y Trans-Z Rot-I Rot-Y Rot-Z

1 O.O00E+O0 O.001E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 O.001E+00 O.001E+00

2 O.000E+O0 O.0001+00 .O000E+00 .O001E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
3 O.001E+00 O.000E+00 O.000E+O0 O.001E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
4 O.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.0001+00 0.0001+00 0.000E+00 O.001E+00
5 O.001E+00 O.001E+00 O.000E+00 O.000E+O0 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
6 O.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.0001+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
7 O.O00E+00 O.0OO0+00 O.O00E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+O0
8 O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 O.O00OE+OO
9 3.588E-07 3.599E-07 -1.013E-07 6.864E-08 -3,087E-07 7.972E-07

10 3.729E-07 2.652E-07 1.226E-07 -2.1291-08 -2.343E-07 -7.026E-07
11 7.071E-07 -7.494E-08 1.3751-07 9.1741-09 -2.912E-07 1.924E-07
12 -2.535E-07 -6.006E-08 3.563E-07 8.667E-08 -4.209E-07 -5.828E-08
13 2.289E-07 4.2771-07 9.921E-08 8.297E-08 -2.782E-07 -6.754E-07
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14 2.3373-07 1.9749-07 -1.2235-07 -3.3393-08 -2.0531-07 8.6003-07

15 6.400)-07 -2.0633-07 -1.396E-07 -2.1531-08 -2.772E-07 -7.0303-08
16 -1.8663-07 -1.9963-07 -3.5591-07 5.7641-08 -4.3303-07 2.0483-07

17 1.2383-06 4.0373-07 -2.3090-07 -1.0901-08 -6.020E-07 7.8021-07
18 1.2523-06 3.7163-07 2.2141-07 -4.2891-06 -4.371E-07 -5.262E-07
19 1.4693-06 1.4613-07 3.2843-07 9.8993-08 -4.6093-07 2.7963-07

20 5.8603-07 1.5713-07 6.3703-07 1.4733-07 -7.3183-07 6.2833-09
21 9.679E-07 5.4141-07 2.283Z-07 9.722E-10 -5.7431-07 -6.181E-07
22 9.727E-07 2.3393-07 -2.2103-07 -6.4913-06 -4.091E-07 8.1341-07

23 1.332R-06 -1.2403-07 -3.3091-07 7.1253-08 -4.4903-07 -1.7281-08
24 7.2371-07 -1.2223-07 -6.3663-07 1.192E-07 -7.4383-07 2.800E-07
25 2.6953-06 4.3351-07 -3.7033-o0 -1.2561-09 -8.267E-07 6.6881-07
26 2.6098-06 6.0391-07 3.0665-07 -3.001E-09 -6.6353-07 -1.707E-07
27 2.6413-06 4.6273-07 5.3991-07 1.3903-07 -6.6023-07 3.2381-07
28 2.0163-06 4.7093-07 8.7081-07 1.6203-07 -9.2301-07 1.009E-07

29 2.1865-06 6.4143-07 3.6761-07 1.0883-08 -7.9763-07 -1.6633-07
30 2.1903-06 2.9603-07 -3.0623-07 -1.4968-06 -6.3633-07 6.9843-07

31 2.4341-06 6.2163-06 -6.4263-07 1.1093-07 -6.4813-07 7.891E-08

32 2.2231-06 6.1143-08 -8.704U-07 1.3383-07 -9.3603-07 3.2601-07
33 4.3921-06 5.4171-07 -5.0421-07 3.1991-06 -1.0191-06 4.3203-07

34 4.4061-06 7.1123-07 3.8293-07 4.1943-08 -8.8041-07 1.0865-07
35 4.2999-06 8.0863-07 7.4713-07 1.5873-07 -8.6371-07 3.703E-07

36 3.8363-06 8.1633-07 1.0733-06 1.6911-07 -1.0823-06 1.931E-07
37 3.8413-06 8.2013-07 6.0153-07 4.4153-08 -9.9041-07 1.1173-07

38 3. 843-06 4.3271-07 -3.8263-07 2.9893-08 -8.5203-07 4.6043-07

39 4.0213-06 2.5683-07 -7.4986-07 1.3043-07 -8.5161-07 1.7361-07
40 4.1143-06 2.6433-07 -1.0733-06 1.4073-07 -1.0943-06 3.7603-07
41 6.5821-06 7.2973-07 -6.24T7-07 6.7033-08 -1.1903-06 3.9923-07
42 6.5963-06 9.6661-07 4.6209-07 7.8256-08 -1.0761-06 2.8403-07

43 6.4041-06 1 .1690-06 9.3703-07 1.6993-07 -1.0663-06 4.2693-07

44 6.9643-06 1.1763-06 1.2513-06 1.7643-07 -1.2313-06 2.7683-07
45 5,8693-06 I.OT79-06 6.2191-07 7.9261-06 -1.1613-06 2.8633-07

46 6.8933-06 6.3719-07 -4.5173-07 6.6153-08 -1.0483-06 4.2693-07
47 6.0653-06 4.7613-0? -9.3961-07 1.4165-07 -1.044-06 2.588E-07

48 6.3333-06 4.7195-07 -1-.2503-06 1.4793-07 -1.2433-06 4.3333-07
49 9,1186-06 9.7343-07 -7.2903-07 9.63M-08 -1.3413-06 4.3461-07
60 9.1311-06 1.3103-06 6.140i-07 1.0463-07 -1.2471-06 3.9263-07

Page 2

SO9919C -O*S W.t(is): fl-Model.nl.kAaallsais 22-OCT-93 01:06:02

tsteS2

lode Tirma-I Tran-T Tra---Z 3ot-I Rot-I Itot-Z

S 61 63S-06 1.436-06 1.1063-06 1.77613-07 -1.2291-06 4.9041-07
52 8 4363-06 1.6495-06 1.4061-06 1,8443-07 -1.360-06 3.5S33-07

63 C 2836-06 1 3943-06 7.2621-0M 1.0613-07 -1.3123-06 3.9353-07

"54 6.2S63-08 6.8971-07 -6.1373-07 9,2463-06 -1.2193-0 4.6103-07
55 8.403-06 7.0723-07 -1.1063-06 1.4903-07 -1.2173-06 3,3793-07
54 8. 7-06 7 0396-07 -1.4041-06 1. .763-0 -1.3613-06 4.9761-07
57 1.1961-06 1.250--06 -1713-07 1.1743-07 -1.4713-06 1.0161-07
S 1,1963-06 1 666- 1.6633-07 1.234l-07- -. 34-06 4.77TOT-07
69 1 I103-04 I -9341-06 1.•21-06 1 -631K-07 -1.3793-06 6.611-07
60 1.1171-O06 1.940-06 1.6361-06 1.9143-07 -1.44923-0 4.3363-07

61 1 0973-06 I. 742-06 8.1423-07 1.291-07 -1.4423-06 4.061-07
62 1 O963-06 I .1741-06 -5.6603-07 1 1123-07 - 1.361-06 5.2631-07

63 t.1203-O 9.6423-07 -l 2143-06 1.5443-07 -1.36 6ý3- 4.1663-07

64 1. 166-06 9 &071-07 -1 .36"-06 1. 626-07 -1 .504306 6.6233-07
"65 1.6041-06 1, 431-06 -6.9006-07 1.3343-07 -1.560-06 5.7863-'07
" 1ý 505-06 2,042--06 6.1481-07 1.3673-07 -1.6171-06 5.3963-07
67 1.4713-06 2 3386-06 1 3743-06 .665-07 -1.SO56-06 6.1761-07

68 1 4151-06 2.3441-06 1 6431-06 1.9 63-07 -1.6961-M 5.IS1-07
69 1 3913-06 2. 1073-06 6 8711-07 1 41681--07 -I 5i11-06 6.3671-07
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70 1.3921-06 1.4781-06 -6.1461-07 1.244E-07 -1.4881-06 6.0151-07

71 1.4181-05 1.2141-06 -1.377E-06 1.577E-07 -1.493E-06 4.979E-07
72 1.4711-05 1.2111-06 -1.6431-06 1.676E-07 -1.608E-06 6.2481-07
73 1.8331-05 1.8481-06 -9.4911-07 1.4691-07 -1.6681-06 6.56619-07
74 1.8351-05 2.4291-06 6.6391-07 1.4501-07 -1.6181-06 6.0821-07
75 1.8011-05 2.7521-06 1.4761-06 1.872E-07 -1.6081-06 6.8101-07
76 1.7341-05 2. 758I-(A 1.7281-06 2.002E-07 -1.6761-06 5.9671-07
77 1.7061-05 2.4831-06 9.4811-07 1.5931-07 -1.6391-06 6.0341-07
78 1.7071-05 1.7921-06 -6.5381-07 1.3291-07 -1.5891-06 6.7771-07
79 1.7381-05 1.484E-06 -1.4791-06 1.5811-07 -1.596E-06 5.792E-07
80 1.7981-05 1.4801-06 -1.7281-06 1.7131-07 -1.6691-06 6.8841-07
S1 2.1801-05 2.1641-06 -9.9611-07 1.630E-07 -1.7371-06 7.3251-07
82 2.181E-05 2.8101-06 6.86651-07 1.5121-07 -1.6961-06 6.7941-07
83 2.1441-05 3.1731-06 1.5561-06 1.8381-07 -1.6841-06 7.8351-07
84 2.0691-05 3.1781-06 1.7891-06 2.059E-07 -1.734E-06 6.5871-07
85 2.0381-05 2.873E-06 9.9311-07 1.7621-07 -1.708E-06 6.7291-07
86 2.0391-05 2.1001-06 -6.8651-07 1.3481-07 -1.671E-06 7.5251-07
87 2.073E-06 1.7591-06 -1.5591-06 1.553E-07 -1.6721-06 6.4191-07
88 2.1401-05 1.7661-06 -1.7891-06 1.740E-07 -1.7421-06 7.7181-07

89 2.540E-06 2.5181-06 -1.033E-06 1.9451-07 -1.7911-06 8.0751-07
90 2.5411-05 3.1571-06 7.134E-07 1.2551-07 -1.7691-06 7.697E-07
91 2.4961-05 3.597E-06 1.6151-06 1.812E-07 -1.732E-06 9.0631-07

92 2.4141-05 3.6021-06 1.8271-06 1.9621-07 -1.739E-06 6.6071-07
93 2.384E-05 3.301E-06 1.030E-06 2.004E-07 -1.7621-06 7.4951-07

94 2.384E-05 2.375E-06 -7.1341-07 1.6021-07 -1.7231-06 8.3011-07
95 2.4181-05 2.0371-06 -1.6181-06 1.440E-07 -1.7121-06 6.3581-07
96 2.4921-05 2.0331-06 -1.8261-06 1.969E-07 -1.792E-06 9.2611-07
97 2.9111-05 2.9621-06 -1.062E-06 2.2301-07 -1.8401-06 1.049E-06

98 2.9121-05 3.4211-06 7.3231-07 5.959E-07 -. 720R-06 1.1171-06

99 2.861E-05 4.022E-06 1.6511-06 1.3051-07 -1.6961-06 1.1001-06

100 2.762E-06 4.028E-06 1.8431-06 4.723E-07 -2.104E-06 5.4641-07
101 2.7401-05 3.808E-06 1.0591-06 2.949E-07 -1.813E-06 1.006E-06
102 2.7411-05 2.564E-06 -7.3251-07 -2.7221-07 -1.853E-06 1.1841-06
103 2.7661-05 2.3151-06 -1.6541-06 1.711E-07 -1.7551-06 3.8561-07

104 2.847E-05 2.311E-06 -1 .842E-06 -3.5981-08 -1.4471-06 1.270E-06
105 3.2911-05 3.5151-06 -1.0811-06 5.410E-07 -1.6731-06 1.0121-05

Page 3

SDRC I-DEIS VI.i(s): FE-Modeling-k-Analysin 22-OCT-93 01:06:02
integ2

Bode Trans-I Trans-Y Trans-Z Rot-I Rot-Y Rot-Z

106 3.291E-05 3.549E-06 7.3211-07 4.874E-08 -1.8561-06 1.1041-06
107 3.201E-05 4.4471-06 1.666E-06 1.584E-07 -1 .744E-06 -1.1421-07
108 3.1071-05 4.4501-06 1.843E-06 1.9651-07 -1.5911-06 -1.6661-06
109 3.1061-05 4.443E-06 1.0781-06 -2.8841-08 -1.9141-06 1.012E-06

110 3.1061-05 2.6221-06 -7.326E-07 1.586E-07 -1.760E-06 1.109E-05
III 3.110E-05 2.592E-06 -1.670E-06 1.442E-07 -1 .6721-06 -1.6941-06
112 3.1981-05 2.5911-06 -1.842E-06 1.9481-07 -1.8751-06 3.563E-08

106 108 108 98 1 110

Kaxlia.w 3.2911-05 4.450E-06 1.843E-06 5.969E-07 0.0001+00 1.109E-05

12 15 104 102 100 Ill
Rlnlmu -2.5351-07 -2.063E-07 -1 .842E-06 -2.722E-07 -2.104E-06 -1 .694E-06

Average 1.2281-OS 1.4701-06 -5.8741-10 1.187E-07 -1.186E-06 7.478E-07
%% I %% III XI II II II 1111%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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A summary of the data appears at the end of the raw data table and shows the

maximum deflections and the nodes to which they apply. In this case, the maximum

deflections are at the free end of the cantilevered truss as expected. The raw data

becomes more pertinent when viewed in graphical form (see Figure E.4). A magni-

fication factor has been applied to the figures deformed geometry case in order to

differentiate between the deformed and undeformed geometry. The actual maximum

deflection generated by the finite element analysis is approximately 0.000033 m.

E.6 Results

The extremely small deflections due to the maximum loads applied to the main

integrated truss are explained by the large mass per unit length of the truss as well

as the design of the truss itself.

The analysis performed on the truss model does not take into consideration the

dynamic effects of the structure due to starting and stopping of the SFP propulsion

system. Even if sporadic firing of the augmentation thrusters and variations in

the thrust applied by the shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion system produce

vibrations 300 times the maximum truss tip deflection, this is still less than a 1 cm

variation in tip deflection. Therefore, based upon the extremely small maximum

truss tip deflection and the fact that even large multiples of this deflection are small,

the SFP can be considered a rigid body for analysis purposes.
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Appendix F. Unforced Equations of Motion Derivation

The design process selected for this study uses an iterative process where,

for a proposed design configuration, a linear system controller is developed. The

controller is then used during a simulation where current and power requirements

are determined for SFP-required R-bar standoff maneuver. To be able to use this

process, the SFP's relative equations of motion must be derived for the proposed

design. Six equations of motion are required to completely describe the position and

orientation of the vehicle. Three of the equations describe the position of the vehicle

in inertial space while the other three equations describe the orientation of the vehicle

in inertial space. Remembering that the final equations of motion must be linear

for the controller design synthesis, anumber of assumptions and linearizations are

incorporated into the equations of motion derivation. They include:

"* assume the SFP is a rigid body

"* assume the true anomoly rate of change is constant

"* neglect other than first order terms in the relative position and velocity com-

ponents

"* assume the atmosphere is fixed to the earth and can be described by an expo-

nential model

* assume small angle approximations for yaw, roll, and pitch

The development of the relative equations of motion begins with the development of

the translational equations of motion.

F.O.O.1 Translational Equations of Motion. Three of the six equa-

tions of motion ar- translational equations. They describe the movement of the

SFP's center of mass relative to the inertial reference frame. While the equations

of motion must be derived relative to the inertial frame, it is convenient to express
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Figure F.1 The orbital reference frame with the origin translated for clarity to a
point on the orbit path.

them in the orbital reference frame shown in FigureF.1. The three translation di-

rections are the &t, &e, and the &z directions. Assuming the SFP is a rigid body

(see Appendix E), the translational equations of motion are derived from the form

of Newton's second law:

-F= M~,d(F.l)

where 7F is the sum of all external forces acting on the SFP, Mtot is the total mass of

the SFP, and •i is the acceleration of the SFP with respect to inertial space (52:406-

408). In deriving the expression of Equation F.1 for the SFP, the vehicle's center of
mass (i.e. the origin of the b-frame) will actually be a small distance away from the

orbital reference point in the u-frame. For the scope of this study, the reference point

is assumed to be in a circular orbit. This allows for the development of the relative

equations of motion for the SFP in the vacinity of a point in a circular reference

orbit.
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Following the development of the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations outlined by

Wiesel (93:78-80), the derivation begins with the SFP's position. The position vector

is

"= (r, + br) a, + ro6zvae + 6z&3  (F.2)

where ro is the distance from the center of the Earth to the reference point (which

could be another vehicle with which the SFP is rendezvousing), and Sr, ro,,v, and bz

describe the relative position of the SFP to the reference point. The relative position

components are assumed to be small relative to r0 - i.e. br «< ro, rosv <« rt, and

bz < ro. To formulate Equation F.1 properly, the differentiation of f to find the

acceleration must be carried out with respect to the i-frame. This process is carried

out by applying
ad- dd_
-_Z = +Z + x Z (F.3)
dt dt

where Oa is the angular velocity of the d-frame with respect to the a-frame. This

relationship holds for any vector, Z (52:109). Applying Equation F.3 to Equation F.2

'd-

dt
d --f + v, x -f

dt

- (6÷)a, + (r•oil)ae + (bi)a3 +

(i') a3 x [(ro + t)r) a, + rtbvae + bza&3

= (6& - irtbv) a, + (rotbi' + jir 0 + i/br) ao + (bi) a3 (F.4)

where v is the time rate of change of the true anomaly. For a circular orbit, the true

anomaly is given by

V(t) = Vo + (t - to) (F.5)
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so , is simply the orbital mean motion

il = n = Fo =- constant (F.6)

where

I = 3.9892 x 10' 4 m3

S2

Applying Equation F.3 a second time to find the acceleration:

'd-
a = dV

•d
=ad-~= V + Z-ai XV

dt
= (f - nr0 &) a, + (r0 . + n&t)ae + (b)a3 +

(n) a3 x [&- nr,,b) a, + (r,,bi + nr0, + nbr) ae + (bi) a3 ]

a=(&5 - 2nr0,bi' - n 2r,, - n 26r) ar + (rbfl + 2nbi~ - n 2 rov) ao +

(n,) a3 (F.7)

This is the inertial acceleration of the SFP, expressed in the a-frame. Since the total

mass of the SFP is known, the only part of Equation F.1 to determine is the sum of

the external forces, F.

A number of external forces can act on an orbital vehicle. Among these forces

are gravity, aerodynamic drag, magnetic field effects, non-spherical Earth effects,

radiation pressure, meteoroidal impacts, and non environmental forces, such as mass

expulsion; however, this list is not exhaustive. For the purposes of this study, the only

external forces that will be included are gravity, aerodynamic drag, and magnetic

field effects. Gravity and aerodynamic drag are retarding forces to be overcome,

while the magnetic field effects are used for propulsion.
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The force of gravity is described by (93:24)

-G Gmm 2 -_ GgMto_
9 r-- r r3 -- r3 (F.8)

where f is the position vector of the SFP relative to the Earth. Substituting Equa-

tion F.2 in this equation gives

F9 = -GMeMtot [(or + br) ar + (rov) ae + (bz) a]3 (F9)

[(r, + br)2 + (robv)2 + (bz)22]

Approximating the denominator as a binomial expansion (6:295), and neglecting

higher order terms of relative position elements (O [1r612]) (since - << < )

[(ro + 5) + (roV)2 + (bz)2]2

S(ro + 6)- - ( -3 + 6- 5 [(obV)2 + (5z)2• o [+lb

[0 [bV2] + 0 [[Zo_ + o [I6o [JJ

-3:' - 3 -4 r + 0 [18 -1]

Sr,4 (r, - 3r) (F.10)

Substituting this expression back into Equation F.9 and again neglecting 0 [I6fI2]

terms gives the final expression for the force due to gravity

- GMrM t" (r - 3,r) [(ro + br) ,. + (rov) a e + (6z)1a&]

0

GME M, ot-3 0 [(ro - 2br) 4, + (robv) ae + (z) a3l

-Mtotn 2 [(ro - 2br) a, + (ro0 v) ae + (bz); 31 (F.1l)

An expression for the force due to aerodynamic drag must also be determined.

Below altitudes of 1000 km, aerodynamic drag due to the atmosphere can be impor-
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tant (16:213). The forces involved may be relatively small, but will have a significant

impact on the SFP design and therefore are included in the analysis. The force due

to aerodynamic drag is given by:

2 2

where p is the atmospheric density, V7 is the velocity of the SFP relative to the

atmosphere, V. is the magnitude of V7, and 0 is the ballistic coefficient (94:65).

The gross behavior of the density of the upper atmosphere is well established,

but the properties are difficult to determine and are highly variable (30:122). How-

ever, a reasonable approximation is obtained from a modified exponential model

given by:

p = p" e- (F.13)

where r* is the reference altitude, h, is the scale height, and p" is the atmospheric

density at the reference altitude. For this application of Equation F.13, the ref-

erence altitude was chosen as r' = 300 km. Using the US Standard Atmosphere

"Table (30:56), and applying Equation F.13 to the data gives

p" = 1.916 x 10-11 kg
Mq3

h, = 50043 kyn

To find V,, the atmosphere is assumed to be fixed to the rotating Earth. Vr

is then given by (94:65):

V, = v - (oD x f) (F.14)

where T is the inertial velocity of the SFP, o is the Earth's angular velocity, and

ris the position of the SFP. To be consistent, all vectors must be expressed in the
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a-frame. Applying Equation C.8 to the Earth's angular velocity gives:

Z' = Wa' (003)
= WeSiSVa,. + W(SiCVaO + W$c66 3

= w,16 i+ w2hO + w363 (F.15)

Applying this result, Equation F.2, and Equation F.4 to Equation F.14 gives the

relative velocity as:

V,. = [(& - nro6v) h, + (roi + nr0 + nbr) aq + (SZ) a3]-

(w1 a7 + W24e + w03 a 3 ) x [(r,, + br) a, + r,,bvae + bZa 3]

= - bLorbv - W2 Z] a, + [w (r, + -br) + r,],i +

uwibz] ae + [w2 (r,, + br) - w, r0 6v + .5i] a3

= Vlir + V2 -•+ V3 a 3  (F.16)

where bw = n - w3. Substituting Equation F.16 into Equation F.12 gives:

I Mtotp [Vt2 + V2' + V2']½ 2VI , V i h](.7
Fd= 2 2 + +p (F.17)

Expanding the V, terrr - neglecting second order terms of the relative positions

and relative velocities (since -, >» &r and V >> T) - gives:

V1 = 0

v bW = 6r' + 2M [b6;r + r,,oj- + Lwiz]o r
V 2 2 r 22 [L02br - r,,bvo + z]r,

= wro+2w[w2  w +6ro
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Assuming ro »> ror, r' > ro (r0 6v), and r' > robz, as well as the terms associated

with the relative velocities, the magnitude of V, can be approximated as:

[V2 + V2 + V2112 Z [(b, + L) r. = ro (W + W2) (F.18)

The final term of Equation F.12, the ballistic coefficient is defined as:

M3 = (F.19)

CoDA

where CD is the drag coefficient, and A is the projected area normal to the flight

path. Based on analysis performed on other vehicles (57:33), the drag coefficient

of the SFP is estimated to be CD = 2.4. The projected area is estimated to be

A = 1435 rn2 (see Section 11.10.

The final expression for Fd can now be found. Substituting back into Equa-

tion F.12, the force due to aerodynamic drag can be approximated as:

Fd = -CAP [ro(w2 + O2)2

[(6; - b5wro6v - W26z) a, + (6w (r, + br) + robi + wi•z) ao +

(P 2 (ro,0 r) - w1ro(6v + bi) ]31 (F.20)

Because the magnetic field effects are used for propulsion, they are not in-

cluded in the homogeneous translational equations of motion. The homogeneous

translational equations of motion are obtained by equating the inertial acceleration,

given by Equation F.7, with the acceleration due to gravity and aerodynamic drag.

However, careful examination of the Equation F.20 shows two constant drag terms

(bwro and W2ro) which act as forcing functions, and thus, the equations are no longer

homogeneous. The acceleration due to gravity and aerodynamic drag can be ob-

tained by dividing the sum of Equation F.11 and Equation F.20 by the SFP's total
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mass. The relative translation equations of motion are then given by:

ar: & - K& - 2nrobj - 3n 2&r + K6wro6v + Kw 26z = 0 (F.21)

ýoe: ro6i) + 2n& + Kro6i' - K6w6r - Kw 16z - K6wr° = 0 (F.22)

a3 : 6ki - Kbi - Kw 26r + Kwlro6,v + n2 bz - Kw 2ro = 0 (F.23)

where
K -CDAp2M

K= 2M et~ rt /h Ir. (bw2 + W2 '

With the exception of the terms due to aerodynamic drag, these equations are similar

to those derived by Wiesel (93:80). It is helpful to consider the solutions to these

equations, excluding the drag terms.

Wiesel derives the solutions to Equations F.21 - F.23 (93:80), minus the drag

terms, as

r (t) = - ( ro6bi (0) + 3r (0) cos nt + & (0) sin nt + 46r (0) +
(n n

2-ro.i, (0) (F.24)
n

V(t) = V(0) - 3bil(0)+ 6nr (0) t + (4bi (0)+
r. n

66r (0) sin 2t + 26& (0) cos nt 26& (0) (F.25)
r, ) nro nro

6z(t) = 6z(0)cos nt + 6( sin nt (F.26)
n

These equations form the complete Clohessy-Wiltshire solution. Wiesel notes some

phenomena of the solution. The radial motion, br (t), oscillates at orbit rate and

describes a slight eccentricity in the SFP's orbit relative to the circular orbit of the

reference point. This effect is always present unless the in-plane radial position of

the SFP is at the reference radius, and the relative velocity between the SFP and

the reference point is zero. The angular motion, v (t), is also oscillatory if any
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eccentricity is present. The motion also includes a term linear in t. If the SFP is at

a different altitude or moving in the angular direction relative to the reference point,

it will drift in the track direction. If none of these perturbations are present and the

SFP is some distance along the track from the reference point, it will remain at that

point. The out-of -plane motion, 6z (t), is comr .etely oscillatory, and oscillates at

orbit rate. It is a result of the SFP being at a slightly different inclination from the

reference point when the initial out-of-plane position and/or velocity are not zero.

These phenomena do not take aerodynamic drag into account. The aerodynamic

drag terms can be expected to dampen the motions described above. The magnitude

of the aerodynamic drag force is negligible compared to the force due to gravity, and

is therefore not expected to significantly affect the gross motion of the SFP in the

short term. However, relative to the forces produced by the propulsion system,

aerodynamic drag is significant, and cannot be neglected.

F.O.O.2 Rotational Equations of Motion. The remaining three equa-

tions of motion are the rotational equations. They describe the rotation of the body

about the center of mass. The rotational equations of motion can be found by

equating the sum of the applied torques, M, to the rate of change of the angular

momentum, H (93:109). Thus, with respect to the inertial frame,

M=H (F.27)

Assuming the SFP is a rigid body (this assumption is analyzed in Appendix E), the

angular momentum is defined by

H = ih (F.28)

and can be used if the reference frame is attached to the body, thus making the mass

moment of inertia tensor, i, a constant. However, the time derivative required in
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Equation F.27 must be taken with respect to the inertial frame. This requires the

application of Equation F.3. Equation F.27 can then be expressed as

bm = ib W-bi + bW-bi X ]"W-i (F.29)

where bW-bi = w.bk +Wbb +wcb is the angular velocity of the body frame with respect

to the inertial frame. Aligning the b-frame with the SFP's principal axes results in

a diagonal moment of inertia matrix

A O 0
]= 0 B 0

00 C

Solving Equation F.29 for the individual elements gives the standard Euler's equa-

tions (35:95)

Adj, + (C - B)wbwe = bM, (F.30)

: Bdb + (A- C)ww, = bM2 (F.31)

b3 : C6c.. + (B - A)Wawb = bM3 (F.32)

These are coupled, nonlinear, first order differential equations.

Equations F.30 - F.32 can be used to derive the last three equations of motion

in terms of the yaw, pitch, and roll of the b-frame. Thus, the angular velocity of

the b-frame, with respect to the i-frame, must be defined in terms of 0, 0, and 0.

Since angular velocities add, the angular velocity of the b-frame with respect to the

i-frame is given by

-Obi =L-a + --ai

= + ý +€b 2 ) + F( - )a3 (F.33)
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Figure F.2 Rotation of the coordinate axes using the Euler angles for pitch, 0, roll,
0, and yaw, 0.

However, 0' must be expressed in the b-frame to be used in Equations F.30 - F.32.

Exaaination of Figure F.2 shows

a, = cOCA - Aob + COSA

3 = -sob, + c1b3

a3 = (COiSOSO - SOCO&) k1 + COSAkb + (8SOS050 + COO b3

and using a binomial expansion

GM -= -GMo i -2- =n 1 --- n SFP

_3r r3J2 r. 2 r,
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Therefore

"W WAl+ Wbb2 + W.b 3

= [4'ceco - isqo + nSFp (cqos~so - socý0)] 1 k+

[-ýbs + + nSFPCOs?kj k2 +

[tkcOsqs + iO+ nSF (S4~OSOS + COCO)] b3  (F.34)

Understanding that the last terms in w., wb, and wc are due to the rotation of the

a-frame, at the center of mass of the SFP, with respect to the t-frame, Equation F.34

is the same as that derived by Wiesel (93:113).

Equation F.34 is the inertial angular velocity, expressed in the b-frame. To

use Equation F.29, the inertial angula cceleration is also needed. Examination

of Equation F.34 shows that 0-' is nonliL "ar and coupled in the orientation angles.

Since the goal is to obtain three equations of motion describing the orientation of

the vehicle in inertial space, the equations resulting from Euler's equations should

be in terms of 0, 0, and 0. The application of Equation F.3 to Equation F.34

further compounds the nonlinearities and coupling. For the scope of this study, it is

not necessary to solve the complete nonlinear equations. To simplify the problem,

w• can L linearized about a point. The point selected to linearize about is the

fundamental orientation (0 = 0 = € = 00), since this is one of the primary operating

orientations for the SFP. Other operating orientations could be chosen, in which

case the elements of Equation F.34 would need to be expanded by Taylor series

expansions about the point of interest.

To linearize about the point 0 = 0 = € = 00, assume the perturbations from

this point are small. This allows the use of the small angle assumptions

c0=cO =cO 1
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It is assumed that the rates of change of the orientation angles are small as well. If

the products of small elements are assumed to be negligible, the linearized aw can

be obtained. Substituting back into Equation F.34 gives

- ) k +bi+ + nO49 k+O+ n - 3 br )63 (F.35)

This equation is now easily differentiated to give the linearized inertial angular ac-

celeration in terms of the orientation angles. Differentiating,

Equations F.35 and F.36 can be substituted back into Equations F.30 - F.32

to give the rotational equations of motion in terms of the orientation angles. Again

neglecting the products of the orientation angles and/or their rates, the rotational

equations of motion are given by

bk: AI,++n(C-B-A)t++n2 (C-B) " = bM1  (F.37)

6: Bq5+n(A+B-C) b+n 2 (C-A) 0 = bM2  (F.38)

3: - 3nC& = bM3 (F.39)
2 r,

These three equations are the inertial angular accelerations, expressed in the orien-

tation angles, due to the external moment, bW.

Similar to the case of the translational equations of motion, bV *.- the sum of

all external torques acting on the SFP. A nur I- r of external forces can contribute to

this total torque. As before, gravity, aerodynamic drag, magnetic field effects, and

non-environmental forces can all apply torques to an orbiting vehicle. It is reasonable
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to expect that if the aerodynamic drag force is strong enough to be considered in

the relative translational equations of motion, it should be included in the relative

rotational equations as well. However, the SFP's configuration shown in Figure 3.1

is symmetric across the býb plane. The majority of the presented area of the SFP

is a result of the solar dynamic power modules and the ASSET photovoltaic arrays.

Because of symmetry and the fact that the b2-axis is essentially aligned with the

velocity vector, the aerodynamic drag is assumed to cause no torque about the b1-

axis in this orientation. The remainder of the area is small and near the center

of mass; it is assumed that the drag torque generated by this area is negligible.

It is also assumed that there are no drag effects due to assymetries in component

drag coefficients. The result is that aerodynamic drag effects are negligable in the

relative rotational equations of motion, and for the purposes of this study, gravity

and magnetic field effects will be the only forces included in the analysis.

An examination of Equation F.8 shows the force due to gravity changes with

the distance between the two bodies. This change can generate a torque on an

orbiting vehicle, in this case the SFP. Assuming the SFP's principal body axes are

aligned with the b-frame axes, the approximate component gravitational torques are

given by Wiesel (93:146-147) as

9  - 3-gR 2R 3 (C - B) (F.40)

Mg2  3 LRR, (A - C) (F.41)
3- 3•RR 2 (B - A) (F.42)
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where R 1, R 2, and R 3 are the components of T expressed in the b-frame. Transforming

- (Equation F.2) from the a-frame to the b-frame using Equation C.10,

cqcO cOsOc¢k + sOsO cOsOsI - s ]cO (r, + br)

= -sO cOcO cOsk rosv

Ls cO sOsOcO - cOsO sOsOS¢ + cOcO J z

[ (cOcO) (r, + br) + (c~sOci0 + sOsk) (robz) + (csOsO - sOc-0) (bz)] bi +

[(---sO) (r, + &) + (cOCO) (r,,v) + (COSO) (bz)] b2 +

[(sqcO) (r, + br) + (sOqsOc- - c€s4) (r,,v) +

(sOsOsO + cOcO) (bz)] b3  (F.43)

As can be seen from this expression, the elements of b6 are highly nonlinear in the

orientation angles and do not lend themselves to an analytical solution of Euler's

equations. If the same assumptions are made as were made for linearizing the angular

velocity and acceleration, the expression for the linear •'- becomes

b-f = (ro + br) b1 - r ,0 -v) 2 + (ro + z)b 3  (F.44)

so

R, = r, + 6r

R2 = roO - ro6v

R3 = ro + bz
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Before the gravity torque equations can be used, the r- 5 term must be expanded

using a binomial expansion

r- = [(r, + ,r)2 + (ro - r,,bv)2 + (ro + 5z)2]2

0 -r (r, - 5br) + 0 [1&12]

Substituting this expression and the R, components back into Equations F.40 -

F.42 gives the linearized, first order approximation of the gravity torques. The full

expressions of components of the gravity torque contain products of position and

orientation components. Assuming these terms are small compared to ro, they can

be neglected, and the gravity torque components become:

Mg1 = 0 (F.45)

Mg2  = 3nz2 0+- (A-C) (F.46)( o )
Mg3 = 3n 2 (b - 0) (B - A) (F.47)

As with the translational equations of motion, the magnetic field effects are

used for controlling orientation and are not included in the homogeneous rotational

equations of motion. These equations can now be found by substituting Equa-

tions F.45 - F.47 into Equations F.37 - F.39. The relative rotational equations of

motion are then given as

A b+n(C-B-A)qý+n 2 (C-B) b = 0 (F.48)

b2 : BO+n(A+B-C)b+4n2(C-A) +3n2(C-A)bz = 0 (F.49)
ro

3 Co - 3nC + 3n 2 (B- A)O - 3n 2 (B-A)r = 0 (F.50)
2 ro ro

These are the rotational equations of motion for a reference point in a circular

orbit. They are coupled, linear, constant-coefficient, differential equations that can
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be used to approxin "te the rotational motion of the SFP for small perturbations

from the condition about which the linearization was performed. They differ from

the equations derived by Wiesel (93:148) due to the presence of terms containing

relative position components (a result of the SFP being at some other point than,

but close to, the reference point) and the orbital frame being fixed to the reference

point rather than the SFP. These equations reduce to those derived by Wiesel when

the relative positions and velocities are set to zero (i.e. attaching the reference point

to the SFP).

F.0.0.3 SFP Relative Equations of Motion. The derivation of the

relative equations of motion is now complete. The six equations

6iý - K& - 2nro6ib - 3n 26r + Kbwrbv + Kw 2bz = 0 (F.51)

robi) + 2n& + Kro6i, - Kbwbr - Kwlbz - K6wro = 0 (F.52)

,i - Kb" - Kw 2br + Kwlro,,v + n 2 6z - Kw 2ro = 0 (F.53)

Ai ++n(C-B-A)q5+n2 (C-B) 0 = 0 (F.54)

B +n(A+B-C) b+4n2(C-A) +3n2(C-A) 6 z = 0 (F.55)
r,

CO - 3nCi + 3n 2 (B-A) 0- 3n 2 (B-A) rv = 0 (F.56)
2 ro r,

completely describe the position and orientation of the SFP, in the neighborhood of

the reference point, for small yaw, pitch, and roll angles when no forcing functions

are applied (such as the propulsion/control system).

F.O.O.4 Steady State Equations of Motion. The primary use of the

relative equations of motion is to design a controller to perform steady state track-

ing relative to a reference point. The controller design is then used to determine

specific design parameters for the SFP. Some insight into the platform's required

configuration and performance capabilities can be gained by considering the relative
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equations of motion under steady state conditions. Under steady state conditions:

6•= 45 = r06v = r06; = = =; = 0

Substituting these values into Equations F.51 - F.56 gives:

F,,.a = Mtot [-3n26r + K6wro6' + Kw 26z] (F.57)

f,..6,. = Mtot [-K6w6r - Kw,5z - K6wro] (F.58)

f&4.8 = Mto0 [-Kw26r + Kw, r,5v + n2 6Z - Kw2ro] (F.59)

M4,°. = A [n 2 (C - B) tk] (F.60)

M,i°. = B[4n2(C-A)k+3n 2(C -A)] (F.61)

me.. = C [3n' (B- A)O-3n 3 2(B- A)r°6r/] (F.62)

A few conclusions can be drawn from these equations. First, excluding drag effects,

a standoff in the radial direction requires three times as much force as a standoff

of the same distance in the out-of-plane direction; a standoff along the orbit path

requires no force (when drag is excluded). Second, drag effects require steady forces

be applied in both the patb and out-of-plane directions to stay at a fixed point, even

if the SFP is at the reference radius. Steady state forces are required in the radial

direction only if the SFP is not at the reference radius. If the SFP is not at the

reference radius, the steady state forces are required due to the vector component of

the drag force that is tangent to the orbit path at the SFP's center of mass. Third,

steady state moments are required to hold a yaw, roll, and/or pitch attitude. If the

SFP is standing off along the orbit path or out-of-plane, steady state moments are

required to maintain any fixed attitude.
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Appendix G. Platform Design Programs

Several MATLAB (65) computer programs were developed as design tools for

the task of sizing the propulsion system. The main design programs are a modi-

fied version of the program developed by Lawrence (49:F.1 - F.11). The code was

modified to incorporate all differences between Lawrence's POTV and the SFP. The

changes included:

"* a more detailed breakout of the vehicle mass elements

"* a more detailed mass moments of inertia determination

"• accounting for specific true anomaly, sidereal time, and inclination data

"* accounting for aerodynamic drag

"* calculation of all forces and moments generated by individual control elements

"* calculation of the total power required, to including induced voltage power

requirements

"* calculation of the surface and core temperatures of all conductors

The programs determine the currents and thrust required, the state vector and

the outputs over a period of time specified when the program is run. The first

program places the vehicle at a fixed point in the orbit while time goes forward.

The currents required, thrust required, total power required, total voltage required,

position and orientation, and forces and moments are all plotted. This program is

used to study the time-based performance of the propulsion system at a single fixed

point in the orbit. This program can be run at numerous points along the orbit to

build a "gain schedule" for the controller. Several subroutines are used to perform

specialized tasks such as determining the diameter of a conductor bundle based on

the number of individual conductors and checking the surface and core temperatures

of the conductors.
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G. I Time-History Design Program

The following MATLAB program is one of the primary tools for performing the

detailed design of the SFP. The basic code was developed by Lawrence (49:F.1-F.11).

The code was modified to incorporate all differences between the POTV vehicle and

the SFP. The changes included:

"* a more detailed breakout of the vehicle mass elements

"* a more detailed mass moments of inertia determination

"* accounting for specific true anomaly, sidereal time, and inclination data

"* accounting for aerodynamic drag

"* calculation of all forces and moments generated by individual control elements

"• calculation of the total power required, to include electromotive forces

"* calculation of the surface and core temperatures of all conductors

The program determines the currents and thrust required, the state vector and the

outputs over a period of time specified when the program is run. The currents

required, thrust required, total required power, total voltage required, position and

orientation, and forces and moments are all plotted.

% program Variables

% A Total lxx mass moment of inertia ("^em2)
% a Matrix containing SFP accelerations (Ws-2)
% Idrag SFP Frontal Area (W2)
% altitude SFP altitude
% area Conductor sire area (m2)
% B Total Ixz mass moment of inertia (kgem-2)
% BI B field component - bI direction (T)
% B2 B field component - b2 direction (T)
% B3 B field component - b3 direction (T)
% bimomil Conductor CI moment - bI direction (Dem)
% blmom2 Conductor C2 moment - bI direction (Wem)

% blmom3 Conductor C3 moment - bi direction (Ne.)
% bImom4 Conductor C4 moment - bl direction (Neo)
% bimomS Conductor CS moment - bI direction (Nem)
% bImom7 Conductor C7 moment - bi direction (Cue)

% bimomS Conductor CS moment - bi direction (Ce[)

% bImom9 Conductor C9 moment - bi direction (lem)
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% b2moml Conductor CI moment - b2 direction (lea)
% b2mom3 Conductor C3 moment - b2 direction (lem)
% b2mom4 Conductor C4 moment - b2 direction (Man)
% b2moaS Conductor CS moment - b2 direction (eau)
% b2momS Conductor CS moment - b2 direction (lmn)

% b2mom9 Conductor C9 moment - b2 direction (eam)
% b3moml Conductor Ci moment - b3 direction (lea)

Sb3mom2 Conductor C2 moment - b3 direction (eau)

% b3om3 Conductor C3 moment - b3 direction (lea)

% b~mom4 Conductor C4 moment - b3 direction (ean)

% b3aom Conductor CS moment - b3 direction (Beo)
% b3mom6 Conductor CO moment - b3 direction (lea)
% b3om7 Conductor C7 moment - b3 direction (Sea)

S b3mom1O Conductor CIO moment - b3 direction (lea)
% C Total Ixx mass moment of inertia (kgeam2)

% Cd SFP Drag Coefficient
% CO b-frame to a frame rotation matrix

% dl Diameter of conductor Ci (a)
% d2 Diameter of conductor C2 (a)

K d3 Diameter of conductor C3 (a)
% d4 Diameter of conductor C4 (a)

% dS Diameter of conductor CS (a)
% delr Commanded delta r relative position (W)
% delrO Initial delta r relative position (W)

% deli SFF relative angular rate (rad/i) (n-i3)

K delz Commanded delta z relative position (a)

% delzO Initial rO delta nu relative position (a)
% dwiro Vire diameter (a)
% Fcl Closed loop system matrix

% Fays Open loop system matrix
% G Universal Gravitation Constant (1eam2/kg-2)

% Gl Closed loop input matrix
K Gays Open loop input matrix

% hapa ASSET array center of mass height (in)
% Napa ASSET array effective height (W)
K scl Closed loop output matrix

% he Scale height (kh)
K Napa Power module effective height (a)
% hapm Power module center of moss height (a)
K Bays Open loop output matrix

% Eta Thruster assembly height (a)

K Btu Truss maker height (an)

K i Local counter
% iSos Conductor CS steady state current due to drag

% incl Orbit inclination (dog)
% Ixx() I-axis mass moment of inertia for Payload

% Ixx(2) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Truss Maker

% Ixx(3) I-axis mass moment of inertia for lain Integrated Truss
% Ixx(4) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Thruster Assemblies

% Ixx(s) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Cross Integrated Truss

% Ixx(G) X-axis mass moment of inertia for Solar Dynamic Cells

% Ixx(7) I-axis mass moment of inertia for ASSET Poser Arrays

SIxx(8) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Orthogonal Integrated Truss

% Ixx(9) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C1

% Ixx(IO) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C2

% Ixx(ii) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C3

% Ixx(12) I-axis mama moment of inertia for Conductor C4
% Ixx(13) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor CS

K Ixx(14) I-axis mass moment of inertia for Coiled Conductor Truss Assembly

% Iyy(i) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Payload
% Iyy(2) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Truss Raker

% Iyy(3) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Rain Integrated Truss
% Iyy(4) Y-axis moss moment of inertia for Thruster Assemblies

% Iyy(S) Y-axis moss moment of inertia for Cross Integrated Truss

% Iyy(6) v-axis mass moment of inertia for Solar Dynamic Cells
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% Iyy(7) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for ASSET Power Arrays

2 Iyy(8) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Orthogonal Integrated Truss
% Ijy(9) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C1
% Iyy(IO) V-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C2

% Iyy.,) V-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C3
% Iyy(12) V-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C4

% Iyy(t3) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor CS

% Iyy(14) Y-axis mass moment of inertia for Coiled Conductor Truss Assembly

% Izz(1) Z-azis mass moment of inertia for Payload
2 Izz(2) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Truss Maker
% Isz(3) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Main Integrated Truss
% Izs(4) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Thruster Assemblies
% Izzx() Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Cross Integrated Truss
% Iz(6) Z-azis mass moment of inertia for Solar Dynamic Cells
% Izz(7) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for ASSET Power Arrays

% Iz(8) Z-auis mass moment of inertia for Orthogonal Integrated Truss
% Izz(9) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor CI
% Izo(lO) Z-axiS mass moment of inertia for Conductor C2
% Izz(11) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C3

% Izz(12) Z-azis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C4
% Izz(13) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Conductor C6
% Izz(14) Z-axis mass moment of inertia for Coiled Conductor Truss Assembly

SJcl Closed loop feedforward matrix
% Jays Open loop feedforwa.d matrix
% I LQR controller constant gain matrix
% Rd Drag Factor (11s)
% LI Total length of conductor CI (a)
% L2 Total length of conductor C2 (a)
% L3 Total length of conductor C3 (m)
% L4 Total length of conductor C4 (m)
% LS Total length of conductor C6 (a)
% L6 Total length of conductor C6 (a)
% 17 Total length of conductor C7 (m)
% L8 Total length of conductor CS (m)
% L9 Total length of conductor C9 (m)
% LIO Total length of conductor CIO (C)
% Llvec Vector length of conductor C1 in b-frame (m)
% L2vec Vector length of conductor C2 in b-frame (C)
% L3voc Vector length of conductor C3 in b-frame (m)
% L4vec Vector length of conductor C4 in b-frame (m)
% LSvec Vector length of conductor CS in b-frame (a)

% LIVind Conductor C1 induced voltage Wv)

% L2Vind Conductor C2 induced voltage Cv)

SL3Vind Conductor C3 induced voltage Cv)

% L4Vind Conductor C4 induced voltage Cv)

% LSVind Conductor CS induced voltage (v)
% LamO Longitude of austral simple magnetic pole (deg)
% laps ASSET array position on truss (a)
% LC1 Length of conductor C1 assembly (C)
% LC2 Length of conductor C2 assembly (m)
% LC3 Length of conductor C3 assembly (C)
% LC4 Length of conductor C4 assembly (C)
% LC6 Length of conductor C6 assembly (m)
% Lccst Length of coiled conductor integrated truss (C)
% Lcit Cross integrated trusses length (m)
% Lit Integrated truss length (m)
% Loit Orthogonal integrated truss length Cm)

% Lpay Payload length (m)
% Lsol6 Length of coiled conductor C6 (m)
2 Lsol7 Length of coiled conductor C7 (m)
% 16o18 Length of coiled conductor CS (m)
% Lsol9 Length of coiled conductor C9 (m)
% LsollO Length of coiled conductor CIO (m)
% lsp Power module position on truss (m)
% Ltm Truss maker length (m)
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% N Magnetic dipole moment of the earth (Tsm-3)
• al B-field factor in ar direction

% u2 B-field factor in atheta direction
% U3 B-field factor in a3 direction
% Napa Asset array Mass (kg)
% maxcur Naximum currents vector (A)

% Nc Controllability matrix
% MCI Conductor Cl mass (kg)
% Nc2 Conductor C2 mass (kg)
% Nc3 Conductor C3 mass (kg)
% Nc4 Conductor C4 mass (kg)
% Ics Conductor CS mass (kg)
% Ic6 Coiled Conductor C6 mass (kg)

% Uc7 Coiled Conductor C? mass (kg)
% Ec8 Coiled Conductor CS mass (kg)
K Ic9 Coiled Conductor C9 mass (kg)
KEclO Coiled Conductor CIO mass (kg)
% Nccst lass of coiled conductor integrated truss (kg)
K icit Nasa of cross integrated truas (k)

% ne aass of Earth (kg)
% ma Local variable - number of rows in matrix
SEmit Nass of main integrated truss (kg)

% no Observability matrix
K obit lasa of orthogonal integrated truss (kg)

% Epay lass of payload (kg)
K lpf Constant gain pre-filter matrix

% Isp. lass of solar dynamic power module (kg)
% Eta Rasa of thrustor assembly (kg)
% its Rass of truss maker (kg)
% Mtot Total mass of SFP (kg)
% mu6 MR factor of coiled conductor C1 (m2)

% =u Hi factor of coiled conductor C2 (m2)

% wo8 MR factor of coiled conductor C3 (m2)

% rn9 Eu factor of coiled conductor C4 (m2)
% utO Mu factor of coiled conductor CS (m-2)
K a Orbital mean motion of reference orbit (red/u)

K an Local variable - number of colmns in matrix

K al Number of turns in conductor CI

% a2 lumber of turns in conductor C2
% &3 lumber of turns in conductor C3

% n4 lmber of turns in conductor C4

% AS lmber of turns in conductor CS
% .6 lumber of turns in conductor C6
K z7 lumber of turns in conductor C7
% .8 aumber of turns in conductor CS
% 19 Number of turns in conductor C9

K RIO lumber of turns in conductor CIO
% nas Vector containing largest negative currents (A)
K atinc lumber of time increments

% nu True anomaly (dog)
h Ogesa Eight ascension of the ascending node (dog)

K phi Colanded roll angle (dog)
% phiO Initial roll angl- 'dog)
K PhiO Latitude of austra• simple magnetic dipole polo (dog)

% poo Vector containing largest positive currents (A)
% pool Power required by conductor C1 (hW)
% pow2 Power required by conductor C2 (hW)
% poe3 Power required by conductor C3 (hE)
% pow4 Poser required by conductor C4 (kW)
% pows Power required by conductor CS (hW)
% poae Power required by conductor C6 (hW)

% pow7 Power required by conductor C? (hi)
% poae Power required by conductor CS (hW)

K po9 Power required by conductor C9 (Mi)
K poWlO Power required by conductor CIO (hW)
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X pal Linear density of conductor Cl shield (kg/u)
2 p62 Linear density of conductor C2 shield (kg/a)
% ps3 Linear density of conductor C3 shield (kg/rn)
% pa4 Linear density of conductor C4 shield (kg/n)
% pas Linear density of conductor C6 shield (k4/r)
% psi Cowmanded yaw angle (dog)
2 psiO Initial yaw angle (dog)
% pal Linear density of conductor CI (kg/n)
2 pu2 Linear density of conductor C2 (kg/n)

% p.3 Linear density of conductor C3 (kg/r)
% p'

4  
Linear density of conductor C4 (kg/n)

2 pUS Linear density of conductor CS (kg/n)
% pucc Linear density of coiled conductors (kg/n)
% Q LQR state weight matrix
% qwt Weighting factor of state weight matrix

% r Matrix of input vectors
2ro Radius of reference orbit (a)

2Ri Resistance of conductor Ci (ohms)
2R2 Resistance of conductor C2 (ohms)
2 3 Resistance of conductor C3 (ohms)
214 Resistance of conductor C4 (ohms)

RIs Resistance of conductor CS (ohms)
2N6 Resistance of conductor CO (ohms)

2R7 Resistance of conductor C? (ohms)
2R38 Resistance of conductor Ce (ohmm)

R 9 Resistance of conductor C9 (ohms)
2 1iO Resistance of conductor CIO (ohms)
2r6 Nominal radius of coiled conductor CO (a)
2r7 Nominal radius of coiled conductor C? (m)
2r8 Nominal radius of coiled conductor CS (m)
2r9 Nominal radius of coiled conductor C9 (a)
2rIO Nominal radius of coiled conductor ClO (rn)
2 rdnu Commanded ro delta nu relative position (n)
2rdnuO Initial delta x relative position (a)
2re Mean Equatorial Radius of Earth (a)
2rho Resistance of aluminum conductor (ohmo/m)

% rhoO Air density at reference altitude (kg/rn3)
2 11 LQR Control weighting matrix

% &pay Radius of external tank payload Gm)
% rref Reference altitude (ko)

% rsol6 Thickness of coiled conductor Ce (in)
% roolS Thickness of coiled conductor CS (r)
% rso!lO Thickness of coiled conductor CIO (m)

% rwiro Radius of individual conductor wire (m)
% rut eoighting factor of control weighting matrix

2 t Time vector (a)
% TIO Conductor CI core temperature (dog C)

2 T20 Conductor C2 core temperature (deg C)
% T30 Conductor C3 core temperature (dog C)
% T40 Conductor C4 core temperature (dog C)
% TSO Conductor CS core temperature (dog C)
% T60 Conductor CO core temperature (dog C)

% T7O Conductor C7 core temperature (deg C)
% TSO Conductor CS core temperature (dog C)
% T90 Conductor C9 core temperature (dog C)
% TIOO Conductor CIO core temperature (dog C)
% T1I Conductor C1 Notic temperature (dog C)
% T21 Conductor C2 Nutic temperature (dog C)
% T31 Conductor C3 Netic temperature (dog C)

% T41 Conductor C4 letic temperature (dog C)
% TSl Conductor CS Notic temperature (dog C)

2 theta Commnded pitch angle (dog)
% thetaO Initial pitch angle (dog)
% Thetag Sidereal time (dog)
2 the$ Out of plane thrust required due to drag (N)
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% tieng Length of tine vector
% tman Maximum time in time vector (a)
2 totpou Total power required by controller kW)
% tehield Netic shield thickness (am)
% u Matrix of control vectors
% VI SFP relative velocity - ar direction Cradle)
% V2 SFP relative velocity - &theta direct ion Cradle)
% V3 SFP relative velocity - a3 direction Cradle)
2 VS Velocity/S-field cross product vector
% voltage Total voltage required by controller (Y)
% ci Earth's angular rotation rate - ar component Crad/e)
% w2 Earth's angular rotation rate - atheta component (radle)
% %3 Earth's angular rotation rate - a3 component Crad/s)
2 Wapa ASSET array effective width Cm)
% Wccst Width of coiled conductor integrated truss Ca)
% Ycit Width and depth of cross integrated truss Ca)
% we Earth's angular rotation rate (rad/sec)
% wire Diameter of single conductor in cm
% Wait Width and depth of main integrated truss Cm)
% Woit Width and Depth of orthogonal integrated truss Cm)
% Was ~ Solar dynamic power module effective width (am)
% Wta Width and depth of augmentation thruster assemblies Cm)
2 Wtm Width of truss maker Ca)
% r Matrix containing state vectors
% 10 State vector initial conditions
% xforcel Radial force generated by conductor C1 CU)
% xforc*2 Radial force generated by conductor C2 CU)
% xforce3 Radial force generated by conductor C3 (5)
% xforce4 Radial force generated by conductor C4 (N)
2 y Matrix containing outputs
% yforce3 In path force generated by conductor CS (1)
% yforce4 In path force generated by conductor C4 (1)
% yforc*5 In path force generated by conductor CS (9)
% zforcel Out of plane force generated by conductor Cl (N)
% zforce2 Out of plane force generated by conductor C2 (N)
% zforcei Out of plane force generated by conductor CS (5)

dispC' ');
dispC'Welcome to the Space Fabrication Platform');
dispC'Deosign Analysis Program');
dispC' ');

format shorte

22222222222%2222222222222%2222222222222

2 Define Constants

G-6.67204o-li; % gravitational constant Ciem-2/kg-2)
Neu6.976*24; 2 mass of the earth (kg)
re-6.378*06; % mean equatorial radius of earth (a)
we-7.2921*-O5; % Earth's Rotation Rate (red/eec)

B-8.O6016; % magnetic dipole moment of the earth CT)
PhiO--78.Sepi/180; 2 Latitude of austral simple magnetic pole (red)
LamO=nlllep/180; % Longitude of austral simple magnetic pole (red)

Cd=2.4; % SIP Drag Coefficient
AdragVI436; 2 SFP Frontal Area Cam2)
rhoOnI.9ift-li; % Air Density at Reference Altitude (kg/a-3)
hsa6OO43; 2 Scale Height (kin)
rref=u300; 2 Reference altitude (kin)
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% Platform Dimensions and Operating Regime

% Payload Data

% Maximum allowable SFP payload - 31,300 kg
Npay=31300; % Payload Mass (kg)
Lpay=46.88; % Payload Length (m)
Rpay=4.206; % Payload Radius (m)

disp('Payload Mass (kg) a ');,disp(Hpay);

% Truss Raker Mass and Size
2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Maximo allowable weight for truss
% maker = 3000 kg

% Size * 5x10x2 (blxb2zb3)
Mtm-3000; % Truss Maker Mass (kg)
Ltm-iO; % Truss Maker Length (a)
Wtnu2; % Truss Maker Width (a)
Etma5; % Truss Maker Height (m)

% Main Integrated Truss Nass and Size
2

% Allow 5000 kg for remote manipulators
% Linear density = 20 kg/i for the truss
% structure
% Allow 2000 kg for ASSET equipment
Lmit=50; % Integrated Truss Length (m)
Wmit=2; % Main Int Truss Width and Depth (m)

Nait=5000 + Lmit*20 +...
2000; % Main Int Tr Misc Weight (kg)

2 Augmentation Thruster Assemblies
% Mass and Size

% Allow 1100 kg for augmentation thruster
% assemblies and associated H/V, plus 1000 kg
% for fuel.
Nta=ll00 + 1000; % Thruster Assembly Mass (kg)

Eta=4; % Thruster Assembly Height (m)
Wta=2; % TA Width and Depth (a)

222222222222222222222222222222222222222

% Cross Integrated Truss Mass and Size

2 Allow 12000 kg for misc H/1
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% Linear density = 20 kg/m for the truss
K stmicture
LcitinSO; % Croon Integrated Trusses Length (a)
Wcita2; % Cross Int Truss Width and Depth (a)
Ncit=Lcit*20 4+...

12000; % Cross Int Tr Nisc Height (kg)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Solar Dynastic Power Nodule Data

K Allow 6000 kg/aide for Nodule H/W
K Let Nodule cms. be 4m off center of truss
% and 29 n from centerline of SFP
NaPW6O00; % Solar dynamic Power Nodule Naas (kg)
WOPM5; % Power Nodule Effective Width (a)

IaPUMlo; % Power Nodule Effective Height (an)
hspnn4; K Power Nodule c~m. Height (m)
1spin29; K Power Nodule Position on Truss (an)

%%KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
I
K ASSET Power Array Data

K Allow 2500 kg/aide for Array 1/W
K Let Array c~m. be 3m off center of truss
K and 29 a from centerline of 5FF
Napa-2500; K Array Naasa (kg)
Wapain2; K Array Effective Width (a)
Rapa-T; K Array Effective Height (a)
hapa-3; % Array c .m. Height (a)
lapa-29; % Array Position on Truss Ca)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

K Orthogonal Integrated Truss Naas and Size

K Allow 12000 kg for misc I/W
K Linear density - 20 kg/in for the truss
K structure
Loit-27; K Orthogonal Integrated Trusses Length (a)
Woit=2; % Orthogonal Integrated Truss Width and Depth (m)
NoitaLoite2O +....

0; % Orthogonal Integrated Truss Nbsc Weight (kg)

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

K Conductor Wire Di ame ter

wirein2; K Wire Diameter (cm)
disp('The diameter of the conductor wire (in cm) - ');,disp(mire);
dwireinuirs/100; % Wire diameter (a)
ruire-vire/200; % Wire radius Cm)
area-pierwirs-2; % Wire area Cms2)

tshield-10.14; K Netic Shield thickness (m)
disp('The Netic shield thickness (am) - ');,diap(tshield);
tshield-tahield/1000;
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%Platform Desigm. Dimesnaions

h2%%% U1X%%% h1U%% ZU%%%% I%%%
11% Conductor I

LC1=25;
n1-99;
LiuLCIOn1;
disp('Longth MCLl of main conductor tower C1 (m) - ');,dispCLCl);
disp('Iumber of turns in conductors CI m ');.dimp(nI);
dispC'The effective total length (LI) of conductors C1 (m) a ');,dispCLI);

%%% Conductor 2
LC2-LC1 3
n2innl;
L2-L1;
dispC'L*ngh CLC2) of main conductor tower C2 (an) a );,disp(LC2);
dispC'Uumber of turns in conductor C2 a ');,dimp~n2);
dlsp('The effective total length MW2 of conductors C2 (m) a ');,dimpCL2),

%%% Conductor 3
LC3-25;
n3-1;
L3-LC3*n3;
disp('Length (LC3) of cross conductor tower C3 (a) a ');,dimp(LC3);
disp('Uumber of turns in conductors 03 0 ');.disp~n3);
dispC'Te effective total length of conductors C3 Cm) - ');,disp(L3);

111 Conductor 4
LC4mLC3;
n4-n3;
L4mL3;
dispC'ength (LC4) of main conductor tower C4 (a) a ');,disp(LC4);
dispCIumber of turns in conductor 04 = ');,disp~n4);
dispC'The effective total length (M4) of conductors C4 (a) - ');,diup(L4);

%%% Conductor 6
LC5*27;
u6-21;
LS*LCS*uS;
dispC'Length (LCS) of pole conductor, C6 Ca) - ');,dispCLCS);
disp('Number of turn~s in conductor CS - ');,disp(nS);
dispC'The effective total length of conductor C6 Ca) * );.dispCLS);

%%% Conductor 6
r6-1.9;
n6in137;
LsolOmceilC (nO/l0) )e0.02;
if n6(S,
rsol6C~n*O.O 2)/2;

else
rsolin0. 10;

and
L6na6C2*pi*(r6-rsol6);
mu6n6*pi*(rG 2);
dispC'Iadius Cr0) of coiled conductor conductor, CO (a) 3 );,disp(rO);
dispC'ength (Lsol6) of coiled conductor, C6 Ca) - ');,dispCLsolO);
disp'Ifumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor C6 - ');,disp~nS);

%% Conductor 7
r7mrG;
n7n6G;
Lsol7*Lsol6;
L7=LO;
UUmuInMu;
dispC'3adius Cr) of coiled conductor conductor, C7 Cm) - ');,disp~r7);
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diepC'ength (LaoI?) of coiled conductor, C7 (m) - ');.dIspCLsol7);
dispC'lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor C7 P );,disp(n7);

%%% Conductor 8
r8-1 .9;

LsolSmceilC(uB/lO) )eO.02;
if 38<6,
rsolSm(nSeO .02)/2;

else
reol.8m0.1;

end
L8=nS*2epi*(r8-rsol8);
=u8-n8epi*(r8-2);
disp('ladius Cr8) of coiled conductor conductor, CS (a) *');,diup(re;

dispC'Length CLsolS) of coiled conductor, CS (a) - ');,disp(Lool8);
disp('luuber of turns in conductor coiled conductor CS = ');.disp~a8);

%%% Conductor 9
r9urS;

Lsol9-Lsol8;
L9=LS;
Augumus;
diupC'Iadius Ur9) of coiled conductor conductor, C9 (a) - ');,disp(r9;
disp('ength (Lsol9) of coiled conductor, C9 (a) - ');,dispCLsol9);
dispC'lunber of turns in conductor coiled conductor CS - ');,disp(A9);

%%% Conductor 10
rIOul .9;
n10w497;
LsollO-ceilC CzzilO/))*O.02;
if nlO(5,

rsollOin~nlOeO .02)12;
else
roollOmO. 10;

end
LiOinnlO*2episCrlO-raolIO);
mul0unlOepi*(rlO-2);
dispC'fadius Cr10) of coiled conductor conductor, CIO (a) = );.disp~rl0);
diapC'ength (LsollO) of coiled conductor, CIO (a) = 2);,dispCLsolI0);
dispC 'lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor CIO a ');,disp~nIO);

% Determine Size of Coiled Conductor Support Truss

LccstaLsol6+Lsol7+maz( 2*rS 2erlO])+.S;
VccstumsC([2er6 2er8 2*rilJ)+.S;
lccst*Lccste404....

0; % Mass of Coiled Conductor Int Truss (kg)
dispC 'Coiled Conductor Support Truss Length Ca) = 1); ,dispCLccat);
disp( Coiled Conductor Support Truss Width and Height (a) - ');,disp(llccst);
disp( 'Coiled Conductor Support Truss Mass (kg) - ');,disp(Nccst);

% Determine Conductor Linear Densities
% (Includes Shielding)

(pu2,ps2,d2],mireden(rwire,n2,tshield);
[pw3,ps3,d3Juwireden~rwire ,n3,tshield);
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Epw4 ,ps4.d4] -wireden(rwire .n4 ,tshield);
[poe .p8s ,d]=uwiredenr(zire ,n5 ,tshield);

puccpio(ruire)-2o2.69e4+003;

SCalculate Naas of Towers and Conductors

Ncl=(2opwl+popl)oLC1; % Conductor CI Naas
Nc2-(2*pw2+ps2)oLC2; 2 Conductor C2 Naas

Nc3n(2opw3+ps3)*LC3; 2 Conductor C3 Naas
Nc4i(2opw4+ps4)CLC4; % Conductor C4 Mans

RcS=(2epus+ps6)*LC5; % Conductor CS hNas

Nc6npwcceL6; 2 Coiled Conductor C6 Naas
Nc7npwcceL7; % Coiled Conductor CY Nas

NcO"pucceLS; % Coiled Conductor CS has
Nc9gpwcc*L9; % Coiled Conductor C9 Naso

NclOupwcceLlO; % Coiled Conductor CIO Naas

Ntota=pay+Ntm+Nait+2*Nta+...
2*ocit+2oNspm+2oNapa+Eccst+Noit+...
Hcl+Nc2+Nc3+Kc4+Nc5+...
lc6+Nc7+NcO+Nc9+NclO; % Total Platform Naa (kg)

diop('Total Platform Nass = ');,disp(ltot);
disp() ');

% Platform loments of Inertia

2 Allow 3a offset for cm of ST and 3m offset
% of cm of truss maker
% Geometric Body Approximation
% Payload - Circular Cylinder
% Truss Naker - Rectangular Prism
% Nain Integrated Truss Circular Cylinder
% Thruster Assemblies - Rectangular Prism
% Cross Integrated Truss - Circular Cylinder
2 Solar Dynamic Cells - Thin Rectangular Plate
% ASSET Power Arrays - Thin Rectangular Plate
2 Conductor CI - Circular Cylinder
% Conductor C2 - Circular Cylinder
% Conductor C3 - Circular Cylinder
% Conductor C4 - Circular Cylinder
% Conductor CS - Circular Cylinder
% Coiled Conductor Truss Assembly - Circular Cylinder
2

Nccst=Nccst+Nc6+Nc7+Nc8+Nc9+NciO;

Ixx(I)=(Npay/12)*(3 y2pay2yLpay2) ÷...
Npaye(3)-2; % Payload

Ixx(2)=(Ntm/12)*(1tma2+Lt,'2) +...
Ntme(3)-2; % Truss Naker

Iux(3)-(lmit/12)e(3e(Vmit/2)-2+Lait-2) + 0; % Nain Integrated Truss
Ixx(4)-2* ((Nta/12) *(Vt -2÷¥t a-2) +...

Nta*((Lmit/2)+(Vta/2))-2); % Thruster Assemblies
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Ixz(5)02e(CNcit/12)e(30(Vcit/2)-24Lcit-2) +....
Mcit*((Vccst/2)4'(Lcit/2))'-2)j % Cross Integrated Truss

IzxCG)as2e((Rq./2)e(Vspm-2) 4'...

Rspm*(OVccst/2)4'lsp&)'2); % Solar Dynamic Cells
Ixx(7)in2e((Rapa/i2)e(Vapa-2) 4'...

NapaoCCVccat/2)4'lapa)^2); % ASSET Power Arrays
Izx(S)i(NCoitI2)*(Voit^2) + 0; % Orthogonal Integrated Truns
lzx(9)-2*(((Ncl)/24)*(3*(dl/2)-24LC1'2) +....

Rci*((LC1/2)^24'(mit/2)-2)); % Conductor C1
lzz(lO)=20( ((Nc2)/24)*(3e(d2I2)^2+LC2-2) 4'...

Rc2s((LC2/2)-24(Vmit/2)'2)); % Conductor C2
Ixx(il)-2*(((1c3)124)e(3e(d3/2)-24LC3-2) 4'...

(VcitI2)-2)); % Conductor C3
Izx(12)w2eC(((c4)/24)e(3e(d4/2)^24I.C4^2) 4'...

Rc4*(((Vccat/2)4'(LC4/2) )-24...
(Ic itI2)-2)); % Conductor C4

lnx(13)m2*(((NcS)/4)*(d5/2)^2 +' Nc6eC .7)-2); % Conductor C6
Ixz(14)=(Rccut/12)*((3eiccst/2)-24'Lccat-2); % Coiled Conductor Trus. Assembly

Iy(i)-(Rpay/2)e(Rpay-2) 4'...
Rpay*(ltm-O.54'Ipay)-2;. % Payload

lyy(2)in(Rta/12)*CVtm-24'tm'2) +...
Rtae(Btm/2)2; % Trans Raker

Mait*((VmitI2)4'0.S)'2; % Rain Integrated Truss
IyyC4).2e((Rta/12)e(3ta-241a-2) +' 0); % Thruster Assemblies
Iyy(6)-2*((Rcit/12)e(3e(Icit/2)-24'Lcit-2) 4'...

Rcite((O.54'Vait4'(Vccst/2))-24...
(LcitI2)-2)); % Cross Integrated Trus.

C(Vccst/2)4'lsm)-2); % Solar Dynamic Cell.
Iyy(7)in2e((Napa/12)e(Uapa-24'apa-2) 4'...

Rapae(0.54Umit+(Vccst/2)4'hapa)-24'...
((Iccst/2).lqn)-2);- % ASSET Power Array.

Iyy(8).20((Roit/12)*(3e(Woit/2)Y24Loit-2) 4'...

Roit*(O.54'Ilit.Ilccst4'(Loit/2))-2); % Orthogonal Integrated Truss
Iyy(9)-2*(((Ncl)/4)*(di/2)-2 4'...

Ncl*(C0.54'Olmit/2))-24(Vmit/2)-2)); K Conductor C1
Iyy(10)=2e((cNc2)/4)e(d2/2)-2 4'...

Nc2e((O.54'(Vmit/2))-24'(VitI2)-2)); % Conductor C2

Rc3e((O.54"mit4'(Vccat/2))-24...
((VccstI2)4'(VcitI2))-2)); % Conductor C3

Iyy(12)u2*(((Nc4)I24)*(3e(d4I2)-24LC4'-2) 4'...

Rc4s((O.54'Vmit4'(Vccst/2))-24...
C((Iccat/2)4'(Vcit/2))-2)); % Conductor C4

Iyy(13).2e(C(RNc5)/24)*(3a(d512)-24'LC562) 4'...

RcSe(O .S4Vmit4'Vccst4'(LCS/2))-2); % Conductor CS
Iyy(14)-(Rccat/2)*(Vccat-2) +...

Rccst*(0.54'Wmit4(Vccst/2))-2; % Coiled Conductor Trus. Assembly

Izz(l)-(Npay/12)*(3eRpay-24'Lpay-2) 4'...

Npay*((Rtn-0.54'Rpay)-24'3-2); % Payload
Izz(2)in(Nta/12)*(Htm-24Lts-2) +...

Rtne((Eta/2)-2'3-2); % Truss Raker

Nmit*((Vkit/2)40.6)-2; % Main Integrated Tram.
Izx(4)in2e((Rta/12)e(1ta-24'ta-2) 4'...

Rta*((Li.t/2)4'(VtaI2))-2); % Thruster Assemblies
Izz(6)-2*((Rcit/2)e(Vcit/2)-2 4'...

Ncit*(O .S54iiit4'(Vccst/2))-2); % Cross Integrated Trus.
Izz(6)=2e((NRapu2)eRspmr2 4'...

NspmC(O.5'Vmit4'(Vccstl2)-hap.)-2); K Solar Dynamic Cells
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Xzz(7)2W(Nap&/12)elapa-2 +-...
Iapae(O.BiVmit4CVccst/2)+hapa)-2); % ASSET Power Arrays

Noite(O.5Vmit+Vccst.(Loit/2))Y2); % Orthogonal Integrated Truss
Iss(9)-2e(((Ncl)/24)*(3*(dl/2)-24LCI12) +...

Ecle((LCI/2)Y2+(O.5+(Vhit/2))'2)); % Conductor C1
Izz(1O)-20(((Nc2)/24)e(3e(d2/2)-2+LC2-2) +....

Nc2*((LC2/2)-2+(O.5*(Vhit/2))-2)); % Conductor C2
Izz(il).2*(((c3)/4)*(d3/2)-2 +...

Hc3o( (0.S5*Ilit+(Vccst/2))-2+..
(Vcit/2)-2)); % Conductor C3

Nc4s((O.5+Ijnit+(Vccat/2))-2+...
(VeitI2Y2)); % Conductor C4

Izz(13)-2*(((Nc5)/24)0(3*(d5/2)-24LCS52) +....
Ec6*(O.5+V~it4Vccst+(LC5/2))-2); % Conductor CS

Izz(14)-(Nccst/2)*(Vccst-2) *...

Nccste(0.5+Vmit+(Vccst/2))-2; % Coiled Conductor Truss Assembly

% Display Principle Noments of Inertia

Uinsum(Iyy);
Cusum(IZZ);
disp(2Principle moment of inertia, A - x direction (kg-a-2) u)..
disp(A);
disp('Principle moment of inertia, B - y direction (kg-m2) )..

disp(B);
disp('Principle moment of inertia, C - z direction (kg-m'2) -1); ....

diap(C);

% Got orbital reference information from user

alt itude-400;
disp('Altitude of reference orbit (kin) - ');,disp(altitude);
r~inre+altitudeelO0o; % orbital radius of reference orbit (in)
nnsqrt(GNe/erO^3); % orbital mean motion (reference orbit) (radls)
disp('Orbital mean motion (radls) ins); .disp(n);

nuu'input('True Anomaly (nu) to work with (dog)-
nuu~nu*pi/1SO; % Convert to rad

Thetagauinput('Vhat is the sidereal time ? ');
fletag-Thetagepilleo; % Convert Sidereal Time to rad

incl-input('llhat is the orbit inclination ? ');
inclaincl*pi/iSO; % Convert Inclination to rad

Omeganinput C Vhat is the right ascension of the ascending nodes
Omega=Qmega*pi/lSO;

% Got reference command information from user

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

disp('Nnter the reference command data');

delrm-60;
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rdnkuuO;
delz=O;
psino;
phino;
thetamO;

disp('Uhat is the value of x to attain and track (a) ? ');.diap(delr);
disp('Uhat is the value of I to attain and track (a) ? ');.diap(rdna);
disp('IVhat is the value of a to attain and track (is) ? ');.disp(delz);
dimp('Ilhat is the angle o, yaw to attain and track (deg) ? );,disp~poi);
disp('Uhat is the angle of roll to attain and track (deg) 7 );,disp(phi);
disp('Vhat is the angle of pitch to attain and track (deg) ? ');.disp(theta);

paimpais(pi/Soo); % Convert degrees to radians
phimphie (pi/iSO); 2 Convert degrees to radians
thota-theta*(pi/180); 2 Convert degrees to radians

22%222222222222222222122222222222222222

% Get initial conditions from user

disp(' 1)
disp('hter the initial condition data');

delrOa-6O;
rdnuOinO;
deizOmO;
psiO=O;
phiOmO;
theta&inO;

disp('Uhat is the initial value of x (Wn ? ');,disp(delrO);
disp('Uhat is the initial value of y (a) ? ');,disp(rdnuO);
disp('Vhat in the initial value of z (a) ? ');,disp(delzO);
disp('Vhat is the initial value of the yaw angle (dog) ? ');,disp(psiO);
disp('Vhat is the initial value of the roll angle (dog) ? ');,disp(phiO);
disp('llhat is the initial value of the pitch angle (dog) ? ');.disp(thetao);

psiOa-paiO*(pi/180); 2 Convert degrees to radians
phiOsphi~o(pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians
thetaOnthetaOe(pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians

KomCdeirO 0 rdnu0 0 delz0 0 psiO 0 phiO 0 thetaO 0]1;

2 Got time history in~fornation from user

tmazu5400;
disp('How long of a time response to plot (s) ? 2);,disp(tmaz);
nt inc540;
disp(Iumber of time increments (data points) ? ');,disp(ntinc);

%222222222222222222222222%2222222222222

2 Generate reference command

t-0: (tmax/nt inc): tmax;
tlengu'length(t);
r-zeros(tleng,6); %construct reference comand

r(: .1)delreones(tleng,1);
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r(: .2)-rdnueou..(tlsag,1);
r(: 3)wdelzeo&**(tleug.1);
r(: .4)inpsi*oaes(tl~mg, 1);
r(: .5)wphi'oaes(tl...,1);
r(: ,8)theta*ones(tleug,1);

% Miscellaneous Calculations

ml-coa(Phio) *(coo(nu)*cou(On5g-Th~tagL=D)-...
sin(nu)ecos(incl)eain(Om~ga-Thet..g-LaW))+...

sin(PhiO) .uin(nu) emiaC md);
u2*cos(PhiO) e(-sin(nu) ecos(Oega-Thetag-Ln)-...

cos(nu)ecoa(incl)euln(0m~ga-Thstag-LamO))+...
sai(PhiO).cos(nu)*si&(inc1);

.3-coa(PhiO) *ain( mci) esin(Omega-Thetag-LamO)4siu(PhiO)ecoa(incl);

% Miscellaneous Drag Calculations

wl-w~essiu(incl)*siu(nu); % ar component
v2=mses.m(jncl).cos(nu); % atheta component
w3vwe~cos(iacl); % a3 component

delw-n-u3;

Idu-( (CdehdragsrhoO) /(2eRtot) )*eep(- (altitud.-rref)/hs)*...
(rOesqrt(delu-2+w2-2)); % Drag Factor

ifs...(Idedelae(rO04)*utot)/(Ne.3eL5); % In-path Drag Term
thss-(Ide.2*rO*Mtot); % Out-of-plan. Drag Term

% Set Up Symtm Matrices F,G,H,J (open-loop)

I%%%%%%Zn%%%%%%%%%%%

% System Matrix, F
Fsysu[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(3*n-2) Ad (-(Idedeiw)) (2*n) (-(Ideu2)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
Moddels) (-2.n) 0 (-Ed) (Ideal) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;

o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(Ide.2) 0 (-(Ideal)) 0 (-(n^2)) Id 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 (-(na2)*(C-D)/A) 0 0 (-no(-A-B4C)/A) 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0;
0 0 0 0 ((3en'2)e(A-C)/(rO*B)) 0 0 (-n*(AGB-C)/8) ((4*n-2)e(A-C)/B) 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1;
0 (3euI(2erO)) ((3*n2)*(D-A)/(rOeC)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ((-3*n-2)0(B-A)/C) 0];

%input matrix
Uayum(1/r0-3)0((O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(-(NeuWeLl)/Ntot) (-(NeuWeL2)/Ntot) ((Nem2eL3)/Ntot) ((Ne.2eL4)/Ntot) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 ((2*MemleL3)/Ntot) ((2eKemleL4)/Ntot) ((N~m3eL6)/Ntot) 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(-(2eNemleL1)/Ntot) (-(2eNemleL2)/Ntot) 0 0 (-(N~u2*L6)/Ntot) 0 0 0 0 0 ((rO03)Iutot);
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(-(R~mieL1*LC1)f I (NemleL2*LC2)/A (-(NemleL3*LC3)/A) (NeuleL4*LC4)/& 0 (-(Neu3muS)/&) .

(-(R~n3*ma7)/A) (N~m2*m&S)/A (NO&2uu9)/A 0 0;
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1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 (Nea2eL3eLC3)/(2eB) (-(Nem2eL4*LC4)/(2*B)) (-(Nem2en5e(Umit+Vccst+LC5/2)eLC5)/B) 0 0 .

(2eRne~uimu)/B (2*Neulemu9)/B (Neu3emuiO)/B 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(NemWeLi*LCi)/(2*C) (-(RemWeL2*LC2)/(2*C)) (-(2*Neuien3e(Vbit+Ilccst/2)eL3)/C) ...

(-(2eNemlen4*(Vmit4Vccst/2)eL4)/C) (-(R*u3en5*(Vmit.Vccst4LC512)eLCs)IC)..
(-(2eNeliemn6)IC) (-(2eK~emlun7)/C) 0 0 (-(Neu2emulO)/C) 0]);

%output matrix (selects positions and attitude angles only)
Isysucl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0];

Jays-zeros(6,ii); %no fed-through control signals

%%Check Controllabilty and Observabilit

% Check Controllability and Observability

disp(' ');

Ncactrb(FsysGays);
if rank(RcOa12,

disp('The (Fays.Osys) system is completely controllable.');
else

disp( 'The (Fsys.Osys) system has uncontrollable mode.! ');
and
disp(' ');

No-obsv(Fsys ,gsys);
if raak(No)-12,

disp('The (Fsys~flsys) system is completely observable.');
else

disp('The (Fsys,Bsys) system has unobservable modes!');
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Derive LQR Compensator R

I%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% User enters state and control signal weightings

% Normalized state weighting matrix

qwt-1;
disp('Veighting on the state weighting matrix Q - ');,disp~qwt);
Iqwtninput('Veighting on the state weighting matrix Q ? )
Qwqwt*((1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 00 00 10 00 0 00;
0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ro 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rO]);
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rut-i;
disp('lleighting on the control weighting matrix R a ');,disp(rwt);
2Uwtainput('Veighting on the control weighting matrix RI?')
Ua-rstoeye(11); % Set up control weighting matrix

U1(11,11)-.lOO*eII(1111); % Heavily Penalize Use of Thruster

I-lqr(FsysGsys,Q.3I);

% Derive Non-square Pro-filter Npf

%Ulse optimal pseudo-inverse to find Npf
Npf--pinv(Nsys*inv(Fsys-GsyseK)e4sys);

% Set Up Closed-Loop latrices FG,H,J

Fcl-Fsys-Gsys*K;
Gcl.Gsys*Wpf;
Rcleasys;
Jclnzeros (6);

[y.xl-lsimCFclGIcl.DclJcl,r,t,10); %outputs and states
(m.nnl-size(y);
for il:=,

for jni:nn,
if abs(y(i,j))<ie-6.

end
end

end

u-(Ipfsr'-Iex')'; % Control vector includes 10 currents and I thruster

for i.1:tleng,

end

[m,nn]-size(u);
for i.1:mm,

for jm1:nn,
if abs(u(i,j))<1e-9,

u(i~j)'O.0.;
end

and
end

a-(Gsyseu')'; 2 Accelerations
Em,nnJ-size(a);
for il1:mm,

for j-I:an,
if abs(a(i~j))<le-9.

a( i , j) .0;
end

end
and

posumaz(u);
negammin~u);
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for imi:1i.
if aba(poa(i))>abs(neg(i))

uaxcur(i)-poo(i);
.180

mnxcur(i)..neg(i);
end

end

disp(' ');
dimp('Nariinu current required in conductor CI (0- ');.disp(mazcur(1));
disp('Naziinu current required in conductor C2 (10- ');,disp(uaxcur(2));
disp('Rezimmma current required in conductor 03 (A)- ');,disp(uaxcur(3));
disp('Razimm current required in conductor 04 (A)- ');,disp(uz~cur(4));
disp('Eaximus current required in conductor CS (A)= ');.disp(uaxcur(5));
disp('Naximmnm current required in conductor C6 (A)= 2);,disp(uaxcur(6));
disp('Naiimmm current required in conductor C7 (A)m ');.disp(naxcur(7));
disp('Nazimnu current required in conductor CS (A)m ');,disp(uaxcur(8));
dimp('Nazizu3 current required in conductor CS W=) ');.disp(maxcux(9));
diup('Nesinuu current required in conductor C10 (A)- ');,dimp(uaxcur(i0));
disp(INazimmm thrust required in thruster (N)- ');,disp(naxcur(1i);
diap(' ');

nforcela((-(Nein3eLl))/(rO-3))*(inecur(l));
zforcel=(-(2eEoul*Ll)/(r0-3))*(uaxcur(1));
Iforce2.((-(Iein30L2))/(r0-3))e(inezcur(2));
aforce2u(-(2eNealeL2)/(rO'3))e(naxcur(2));
xforce3-((Nein2eIS)I(ro-3) )*(aaxcur(3));
yforce3n( (2eNe.1*L3)/(r0-3) )*(uacur(3));
xforce4-((Neu2*I.4)/(rO03))e(mexcur(4));
yforce4-((2*N*ul*L4)/(rO-3))eGuaxcumr(4));
yforce~u((Nem3*LS)/(rO-3))*(naxcur(5));
zforce5.(-(N~u2eLS)/(rO03))*(u"axcr(5));

disp(' ');
disp('Naximm radial force in conductor Ci (I)- ');,disp(xforcei);
disp('Naximuu oop force in conductor CI (N)- ');,disp(zforcel);
disp('Naximmm radial force in conductor C2 (5)= 1);,disp(xforce2);
disp('Raxiuu oop force in conductor C2 (W- ');,disp(zforce2);
diap('Naximuu radial force in conductor 03 M=1) );,disp(rforc*3);
diup('Naximmu ip lateral force in conductor C3 00)- ');,disp(yforce3);
disp('Naximui radial force in conductor C4 W1- ');,diup(xforce4);
diup('Naximme ip, lateral force in conductor C4 M=~ ');,disp(yforce4);
disp('Iaximmm ip, lateral force in conductor CS (N)- ');,disp(yforces);
disp('Nfaziau oop force in conductor C6 W-) ');,disp(zforceS);
diap(' 1);

diap(' ');
disp('Diatributed radial force in conductor CI (I)- ');,disp((1/LCI)eXforcel);
disp('Distributed oop force in conductor Ci (N)- ');.disp((I/LCI)ezforce1);
disp('Distributod radial force in conductor C2 (I)= ');,disp((l/LC2)*Xforce2);
disp('Distributed oop force in conductor C2 M-) ');,disp((1ILC2)*zforc*2);
diap('Distributed radial force in conductor 03 (I)- ');,disp((l/LC3)Cxforce3);
diup('Distributed ip lateral force in conductor C3 M-) ');,diup((I/LC3)*yforce3);
disp('Distributod radial force in conductor C4 (I)- ');,disp((i/LC4)exforce4);
disp('Distributod ip lateral force in conductor C4 (V=U ');,disp((i/LC4)syforce4);
disp('Distributed ip lateral force in conductor C6 M=~ ');,disp((11LCS)eYforceS);
disp (IDistributed oop force in conductor CS (0)- ');,disp((l/LCS)ezforces);
disp(' ');

blmoul-(-(Ne.1eLleLC1)) * (maxcur(1)) * (lI(r0-3));
b~aomli(Nea3eL1eLCI)/(2) * (maxcur(I)) * (i/(rO03));
blno=2u(NemleL2*LC2) * (maxcur(2)) * (W/r03));
b~noa2U(-(Neu3*L2*LC2)/(2)) * (uaxcurC2)) * (1/(rO-3));
blmou3-(-(Neuil*3LC3*)) e(.axcur(3)) C(1I(ro-3));
b2aom3(RC.20L30LC3)/(2) e(uaxcur(3)) e(1/(ro-3));
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b3moauC=-C2el*mlen3eCvait+Vccat/2)*L3)) * (maxcurC3)) * (1I(rO^3));
blmom4wCi~ml*L4*LC4) 0 Cuaxcur(4)) * C1I(rO-3));
b2mom4w(-CN4'2*L4CLC4)/C2)) * Cuaxcur(4)) 0 (iIUO'-3;
b~aom4in(-C2*Ioalen4e(Vmit+VccmtI2)*L4)) * (maxcurC4)) 0 CII(rO-3));
b2amo5(- (XNu2eu5*CVmit+Vccst+LCS/2) .LCS)) * (maxcur(s)) * C1IUO3);
b~aomain-(Kim*uS* 6(Vmit+Vccat4LCII2) *LCS)) * (maxcur(S)) * CI/(rO-3));
blzmomas-(Nem3emS)) 0 (maxcur(S)) 0 CIUO-3));
b3aoaG(-(2.3bmim6) 0 (maxcur(S)) * (1/(03);
blmou7C-CE(*m3*uM) (maxcurC7) * C1/CrO-3));
b~mon7=C-C2eNim1muu7) * Cmiaxcur(7) * (1/(O3);
blmom~u.(N12*m8u) * (maxcur(S)) * (iI(r0^3));
b2momSC(2*N*ul*=S) * (maxcur(S)) * (1/(rO'3));
blmomgm(le.2emu9) * (maxcurC9)) 0 (1I(rO03));
b2moain(2*N*mI*w9) * (maxcur(9)) * CIIrO'3));
b2mom1Oin(N*3*uuiO) * (maxcur(1O)) * 1/Cr0-3));
b~momIOw(-(Eem2*muIO)) * (maxcur(1O)) * (1I(rO-3));

diup('Ths maximum CI torque around bi (N1-u) = '),;diap(blmoml);
disp('The maximum CI torque around bi (N-u) - '),;disp~b~mm1);
diapC'Tko maximum C2 torque around bI (I-u) - '),;disp~bImom2);
diapC'The maximum C2 torque around bl WUu) - '),;disp~b~mom2);
diap('The maximum C3 torque around bi Cl-u) a '),;disp~biuam3);
disp('The maximum C3 torque around bi Cl-a) -'),;disp~b2mom3);
disp('The maxiamm C3 torque around bi CW-n) = ').;disp(b~mow3);
disp('Tke maximum C4 torque around bt Cl-) - '),;disp~bIomM4);
diap('Ths maximum C4 torque around bl (I-u) a '),;disp~b~mom4);
diapC'The maximum C4 torque around bI (I-u) w ').;diap~b~mom4);
disp('Th. maximum C5 torque around bi Cl-u) w ').;diap(b~mom);
diapC'The maximum CS torque around bI WIu) - '),;disp~b~mwm);
diap('The maximum CS torque around bi Cl-u) - '),;disp~bImomB);
disp('The maximum CS torque around bi Cl-r) - ').;disp(b~wod);
diup('The maximum C7 torque around bI Cl-u) = '),;disp(blumcm7;
diapC'The maximum C? torque around bl Cl-u) - '),;diap~b~mo7);
diapC'The maximum CS torque around bl (I-u) a '),;disp~bimonB);
diapC'The maximum CS torque around bi (I-u) a '),;diap~b2mouS);
dispC'The maximum C9 torque around bi (U-in) w '),;disp(b~mom9);
diap('The maximum C9 torque around bI Cu-) w '),;disp~b2mou9);
diap('The maximum CIO torque around bI CWu) a '),;disp~bhmomiO);
diap( 'The maximum CIO torque around bt (I-u) a ');diap(b~acwIO);

plot (t,Cu:,)i)
title(C'Conductor I (Cl) Current'2);,grid;
xlabelC'Time Ca));
ylabel('Current CU));
print -doep cicurrent.eps;
pauae;

plot (t,C(uC:,2)/I));
title('Conductor 2 (C2) Current ');,grid;
xlabel('Time Ca)');
ylabel( 'Current (A));
print -doep c2current epa;
pauae;

titl*C'Conductor 3 (C3) Current');,grid;
xlabel('Time Wa');
ylabelC'Current CA));
print -doep c3current eps;
pause;

plot (t,(W: ,4)/1));
title(C'Conductor 4 (CO) Current') ;,grid;
xlabelC'Time Ca)');
ylabel('Current (W));
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print -doep c4currout op.;
pause;

title( 'Conmductor 6 (C6) Current ');.grid;
xlabel(ITime Wu');
jiabeiC 'Cmrrent CA0');
print -dope c~current ops;
pause;

plot(tCuC: .6)/I);
title( 'Conductor 6 (C6) Car- nt');,grid;
IlabeliC Timie Ca)');
ylaboi,( I'Current (A)')
print -dope c~current eps;
pause;

plat~t,Cu(: .7)/i));
title('Conductor 7 (CC) Current');,grid;
Ilabol('Tmiao CW');
ylabel('Current (A));
print -dope c7current ops;
pause;

plot Ct,(uC: ,8)/M);
titloC'Conductor 8 (CS) Current');,grid;
xlab~lC'Tiae (a)');
jiaboiC 'Current (A)W);
print -doep c8curreat .epe;
pause;

plot~t,(u(: .9)/i));
title('Conductor 9 (C9) Carrent');,grid;
zlabel('Tiue Ca)');
ylabel('Carrent (A));
print -deps c9curret . epe;
pause;

plot~t,(uC: .10)/i));
titleC'Conductor 10 (CIO) Carrent');,grid;
xlabel('Time (W));
ylabel(Current CA)');
print -dops clOcurrent .epa;

pause;

titleC'Z-hxia Thrust Required');,grid;
xlabelC'Time (a)');
ylabel('Thruet UP));
print -depa thrustrqd.eps;
pause;

rho-2.655e-S;
R1mrho*C2OL1/aroa);
P.2'arho*(2eL2/arva);
R3mrho*C2*L3/area);
R@.rhoeC2*L4larea);
R6=rhoc C2eL5/area);
R6=nrho*(L6/area);
R7nrho*(L7/aroa);
R8=rho*(LS/area);
R9w'rhoo(L9/aroa);
RIO0'rho*(LIO/azoa);

diepC' 1);
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disp('The resistance of conductor Cl (Ohms)- ');,disp(RI);
disp('Th* resistance of conductor C2 (ohms)= ');,disp(32);
disp('Th* resistance of conductor C3 (Ohm)- ');,disp(13);
disp('The resistance of conductor C4 (Ohms)- ');,disp(IL4);
disp('The resistance of conductor CS (Ohms)= ');,disp(RS);
disp('The resistance of conductor CS (Ohms)m ');,dimp(3.6);
disp('Tke resistance of conductor C7 (Ohms)* ');,disp(R7);
dimp('The resistance of conductor CS (Ohms)= ';,disp(RS);
disp('The resistance of conductor C9 (Ohms). ');,disp(3.9);
diap('The resistance of conductor CIO (Ohs)m ');,disp(RIO);
disp(' ');
disp('Total Conductor Resistance (Ohms) * );.disp(Rl*32433+144lS+36+17*RBIRgRlo);

Dl. (I/(rO-3) )s2eml;
32-(N/(rO'3))*(-u2);
38.(H/(rO-3))*(-n3);

Llysc.(O;Ll;O];
L2voc.[O;L2;OJ;
Lavec=[O;O;L3];
L4vec=[O;O;L4J;
L~vec-[LS;O;O];

for illnt~)

Vl-x(i,2)-delusz(i,3)-w2*x(i.5);
V2-dslv*(rO4z(i,l)) + x(i,4) + vlox(i,5);
V3-w2*(rOtz(i,l)) - wlL*x(i,3) + x(i,6);

CO(l,2)--sin(x(i,il));
CO(1,3)usin(x(i,9))*cos(x(i,ll));
CO(2,l)ucos(x(i,9))*aln(x(i,ii))scos(x(i,7)) + siu(x(i,9))*sin(x(i,7));
CO(2,2)-cos(x(i~ll))ecou(x(i,7));
CO(2,3)ssiu(i(i,9))eain(x(i,il))*cos(x(i.7)) - cos(x(i,9))*sin(x(i,7));
CO(3,1)wcos(x(i,9))*sin(x(i,11))*sin(x(i,7)) - sin(x(i.9))*cos(x(i.7));
CO(3,2)ucos(x(i,ll))Csin(x(i,7));
CO(3,3)-sin(x(i.9))*sin(x(i~l1))esiln(x(i,7)) + cos(x(i,9))*cos(x(i,7));

VB-[((2*B3-V3*B2) (V3*31-Vl.33) (VI*B2-V2*Bl)J;

LlVindWi)VB*(CO*Llvec);
L2VimdWi)Y3*(CO*L2vec);
L3Viud(i)-VB*(COeL3vec);
L4Vi~ndMi)VB*(COeL4vec);
L5Vind(i)Y1B*(CD*L5,ec);

poul(i).( (abs(u(i,1)*Llliud(i)))+(Rleu(i,l) '2))/lOOO;

poua(i)-((abs(u(i.3)sI.3Vind(i)))+(R2eu(i,3)-2))/lOOO;
pou4(i)-((aba(u(i,4)*L4Vind(i) ))+(R4*u(i.4) '2))I1000;
pow5(i)-( (abs(u(i,4)*L5Vind(i) ))+(R4*u(i,4)'2))IlOOO;

pow6W(i)R64n(i,6) '2)/IOOO;
pow7M(i)R7*u(i,7) '2)/lOOO;
powSM(R)(8*u(i,8)-2)/1OOO;
pow9M(R)(9*u(i,9)-2)/lOOO;
poulO~im(RIOeu(i. 10) 2)/1000;

totpov(i)poul (i)4pow2(i)+pou3(i)4.po.4(i)+po.5(i)4pov6(i)+...
po.7(i)+po.8(i)+pov9(i)+powlO(i);

voltage(i).abs(Rliu(i,l))+abs(R2*u(i,2))4abs(R3eu(i,3))+...
abs(14*u(i ,4))+abs(R5*u(i,5))+abs(R6*u(i,6))+...
abs(R7eu(i,7))+abs(Raeu(i,8))+abs(R9*u(i,9))+abs(R1O*u(i,lO));

end
disp('The maximum power required Wk) - ');,disp(max(totpow));
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disp(Olhe maximum voltage required Mv a ') ;,disp(max (voltage));
passe,

% Calculate the shield's inner surface temperature and the
% conductor'a core temperature.

[T111 .liO-chktempl(maxcur(i) ,LCI,nI, dI,tshield);
(121 ,T20ochkteupi(maxcur(2) ,LjC2,n2 .d2 ,tshield);
(131 ,T30]uchktempi(maxcur(3) ,LC3 ,n3,d3,tshield);
(141 ,T40]achktempi(maxcur(4) ,LC4,n4,d4,tshield);
[TSI, T5oI chktemp (vmacur(S) .LCS5nS,,d5, tahield);
(160]uchktemp2(dvire~maxcur(6) ,n6,r6,L6,Lsol6);
(170]uchktemp2(dwire,maxcur(7) ,u7,r7,L7,Lsol7);
[160] chktemp2(dwire ,aaxcur(8) ,nB,rS ,L8 ,LsolS);
[T90]-chktemp2(duire .maxcur(9) ,n9,rO .1.9 ,Lol9);
[Tl00]uchkt..p2(dwire~zmacur(10) .nlO~rlO,LlO,LsollO);

disp( 'Hal allowed shield inner surface temperature (dog C) - 1021');
disp('Hlax allowed conductor bundle core temperature (dog C) - 438');
disp('');
disp('Conductor CI shield inner surface and core');
disp(' temperatures: TI, T0 (deg C) - ');.disp([11 110));
disp(' Safety factors a ');,dispQ(((132/T1I) (657/110)]);
disp('');
diap('Condu~ctor C2 shield inner surface and core');
disp(' temperatures: TI, 10 (dog C) - ');,disp([121 120]);
disp(' Safety factors a ');,disp((1532/T21) (657/T20)]);
disp('');
diap(lCoaductor C3 shield inner surface and core');
disp(' temperatures: T1, T0 (deg CW a ');,disp([131 130]);
diup(' Safety factors = ');,disp([(132/T3I) (651/10)];
disp('');
dispC'Conductor C4 shield inner surface and core');
disp(' temperatures: TI, T0 (dog C) -');,disp(E141 140]);
disp(' Safety factors - ');.disp(((1632/T41) (657/T40)]);
disp('');
dispC'Conductor CS shield inner surface and core');
disp(' temperatures: T1. T0 (deg C) a ');,disp(C15l T60]);
dispC' Safety factors - ');,dispQ([(632/T51) (657/150)]);
disp('');
disp('Conductor C6 coiled conductor core temperature: T0 (dog C) = )
disp(T60);
disp(' Safety factor - ');.disp(667/T60);
diap('');
disp('Conductor C7 coiled conductor core temperature: T0 (deg C) a )
disp(T70);
disp(' Safety factor - ');,disp(667/T70);
disp('');
disp('Coafuctor C8 coiled conductor core temperature: T0 (dog C) a )
disp(T80);
disp(' Safety factor a ');,disp(657/TS0);
disp('');
disp('Conductor C9 coiled conductor core temperature: T0 (dog C) - )
disp(T90);
disp(' Safety factor a ');,disp(657/T90);
disp('');
disp('Conductor CIO coiled conductor core temperature: T0 (dog C)-
disp(TI00);
disp(' Safety factor a ');,disp(657/TIO0);

plot(t~totpow);
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title('Total Power Iequir~d');,grid;
ziabelIC Time (a)'1);
jiabeiC 'Power (hI));
print -deps power epa;
pause;

plot(t.voltage);
titleC'Total Voltage Required');,grid;
xlabel('Tiae Ws');
ylabel('Voltage MV));
print -doep voltage.eps;
pause;

title('Iadial Position'); ,grid;
xlabel('Tine Ws');
yiabeiC 'Position Wa');
print -does rposition.epe;
pause;

plot(t,y(: .2));
titleC 'Along-Path Position'); .grid;

ylabel('Position Wa');
print -deps nuposition.eps;
pause;

plotCt ,y(: ,3));
title('Out-of-Plane Position'); ,grid;
xlabel('Time Cs)');
ylabol( 'Position CW'),
print -does zposition.epe;
pause;

plot(yC: ,2),y(:,1));
titl*C'Along-Path Position vs Radial Position');
xlabol ('IAlong-Path Poosit ion Ca)');
ylabel('3.adial Position (a)');
print -doep x-vs-y. epa;
pause;

plot(y(:.,3),y(:.4));
title('Ont-of-Plane Position vs Radial Position');
xlabelC'Ont-of-Plane Position W,));
ylabolC('IRadial Pos it ion Ca)');
print -doep x-vs-.z pa;
pause;

plot(y(:.3).yC:,2));
title('Ont-of-Plane Position vs Along-Path Position');
xlabel('Ont-ot-Plane Position W,));
ylabelCAlong-Path Position Wa');
print -deps y-vs-.o. pa;
pause;

plot~t,(CiO/pi)*yC: ,4)));
title('Yaw Orientation'); .grid;
zlabel('Tiae Cs');
jiabei(C 'rientation (deg)');
print -doep psioriente*ps;
pause;

plot(t,CC80/Pi)eyC: ,5)));
titloeC'loU Orientation'); .grid;
xlabel('Time Ws');
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yiabeiC 'Orientation (dog)');
print -dope phiorient ops;
pause;

plot(t,C(80/pi)*y(: ,6)));
titloC 'Pitch Orientation'); .grid;
xlabelC'Time Wa');
ylabel('Oriontation (dog)');
print -doep thotacrient~ops;
pause;

disp(' ');
disp('Nazinuot vertical Wx force required (I) 1 );,disp~max(abs(Ntotea(:,2)M); ....
disp('Raximnu horizontal in-plans (y) force required (1) = ');.disp(umx(abu(ltotea(:,4))));,...
diap('Nazinmuuhorizontal out-of-plane (z force required (1) - ');,disp~inx(abs(Rtotea(:.6))));,...

diap(Eaxlmun moment about x required Wei-) - ');,disp(rnax(aba(Aea(:,8)));,....
disp('laximun moment about y required (I-u) = ');,disp(maz(abs(Bea(:.iO)));, ...
disp('laximum moment about z required (I-u) a ');,disp(max(aba(C~a(:,12))));,-...
diap(' ');

plot(t,(Ntotoa(: ,2));
title('Force in Radial Diroction');.grid;
xlabel( 'Tine (a');
ylabel('Force UP));
print -dope rforce eps;
pause;

plot(t,(ltotea(: ,4)));
title('Force in Path Direction');,grid;
xlabolC'Tiue Ce)');
ylabel( 'Force (02');
print -dope nuforcee*pa;
pause;

plot Ct, CitoteaC: ,6)));
title('Force in Out-of-Plane Direction');,grid;
rlabel('Tlue Ca)'1);
yiaboiC 'Force (U));
print -dope zforce.op.;
pause;

plat~t.(AeaC: ,8)));
title('bi-kxis lament'); ,grid;
zlebelC'Time (W));
ylabol( 'lament (1-u)');
print -dope blaofent op.;
pause;

plot(tC(BeaC:,iO)));
title('b2-Axis lament'); ,grid;
xlabol('Tiue (09';
Ylabol( 'lament (N-i)');
print -dope b2nomont.epa;
pause;

plot(t,(Cea(:,12)));
title('b3-Axii lament'); ,grid;
xlabelC'Tine C(W);
ylabol( 'lament (N-rn)');
print -dope b~moment.ops;

%%%2 1 2 1 2 1 1Z%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%X U .ZZZ 2 XZ%%%%%%%U%%%%
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G.2 Wire and Shield Determination Program

This program calls several subroutines to perform specialized tasks. These

tasks include calculating the size and linear density of the conductors and their Netic

shields, calculating the Netic and core temperatures of the long straight conductors,

and calculating the core temperatures of the coiled conductors. The following is

the routine which determines the linear density of the conductor cables and Netic

shielding.

function [pw,p, Di]=wireden(r ,n,t)
%VIREDEN Calculate linear mass density for conductor
% wires for the Space Fabrication Platform.

% [PWPS,DI].UIREDE5(R,NT) - R is the radius of the
% individual wire elements in meters; 5 is the
% number turns of the conductor; T is the thickness
% of the aetic shield; PV in the linear is the
% mass density of unshielded wire in 41/u;
% PS linear mass density of unshielded wire in
% kg/u; DI is the diameter of the wire bundle.
% The linear mass density of a shielded
% wire includes the mass of 6.0 am of shielding.

% Calculate Density of Wire Alone

Awmpi*(r)-2;
pwiAaene2.699e+003;

% Calculate Density of Shield

d=2er;

if (nWO & n<i),
Di-d;

elseif (n>I & n<-7)
Di=3ed;

elseif (nW7 & n<=13)
Di-4.46ed;

elseif (n>13 A n<=19)
Di=S*d;

elseif (n>19 A n<=31)
Di-6.29*d;

elseif (nW31 A n<-37)
Di=7ed;

olseif (n>37 & n<-43)
Di-7.93*d;

elseif (n>43 I n<=55)
Di=8.21*d;

elseif (n>55 & n<=61)
Di-9ed;

elseif (nW61 A na<73)
Di=9.72*d;

elseif (n>73 & n<=85)
Di-lO. 17ed;

elseif (n>85 A na<91)
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Di-Ini*d;
elseif C&>91 a A<in97)

Diali .30*4;
elmeif (R>97 A nIn<109)

DimlI .58*4;
uelsei (01i09 A&<=(121)
Di12 .14*4;

uelsei 00121 A a<=127)
Dii130d;

elseif (0>127 & ii('139)
Diinl3. iTd;

elseif (R>139 & n~asIl)
Di=i3 .49*4;

ols.if (a>161 A n<=163)
Di-14. 11*d;

elseif (0163 A n<=169)
Di-14 .866;

elseif (0)169 A nA<=i67)
Di-15*d;

elseif W)187 a n<=199)
Di=15.42*d;

elseif (0199 & n(m211)
Di16. 10*4;

elseif (0211 & n<-223)
Diinl6.62*d;

elseif W)223 & n<0236)
DimlO .87*4;

elseif (0)236 A n<-n241)
Dil170d;

elssif (0)241 & n<0263)
Di-17.37*d;

*lseif Wn253 A u<=265)
Di18 .09*4;

elseif Wn266 & n<-271)
Di-18.32*d;

elseif (0>271 It n<0283)
Diini8.44*d;

elseif C0)283 Aa<-~295)
Dii18.78*d;

elseif Wn295 A n<u301)
Diwi90d;

elseif (0)30i A n(n313)
Diinl9.33*d;

elseif Wn( 1 n>313)
error( 'Dnsity calculation for S of turns is undefined');

and

An-pio((Di*(2*t))/2)-2 - pi*(DiI2)-2;

pe?. 860+003*As;

%%%%%%1 1 1 Z h X 2 Z ZZ%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% X ?.%%%%%%%%

G.3 Straight Conductor Temperatures Program

The following routine determines the temperature of the Netic shields and the

core temperatures of the long straight conductors.
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function [T1,TO]schktempi(i,L,n,d,t)
% Routine to check to the temperatures of
2 inner surface of the Netic shield for
% SFP and the core of the conductor bundle.
% [TiTO] chktemp(i,L,n,d,t)

% The current, i (A), the length
% of the conductor, L (a), the number of

% individual conductors in the bundle, n,
% the diameter of the conductor bundle, d (m),
% and the thickness of the shield are paused as
2 inputs. The shield's inner surface
2 temperature, Ti (deg C), and the conductor
2 bundle's core temperature, T2 (deg C), are

% returned.

uM84e-06; % Resistance of 2cm aluminum wire (ohas/m)
Tinf=288; % Temperature of free space (deg 1)
sigma5.fo6e-08; 2 Stoffan-Boltzman constant (V/(m deg W))
kshield-49.41; % Shield thermal conductivity (V/(n dog C))
kcableo.20; 2 Asbestos thermal conductivity (V/(m deg C))

2 Note: the conductor is modeled as solid asbestos to

% assess the worst case core temperature.

222222222222222%2222222222222222222222222222222%%%%
2
2 Calculate the heat transfer rate, q

q-(i-2) * (i) * (L) - );

2222%22%222222%%2%%2222222222%2%22%2222%%2%%7.222222

2 Calculate the required surface temperature, T2

2 Calculate surface area
A2-2 * pi * ((d/2)+t) * WL);

% Calculate T2
T2-((q/(sigmaoA2))+Tinf-4) (.25);

% Convert to celsius
T2-T2-273;

22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222%

% Calculate the required shield inner surface
% temperature, T1

Ti=((q*((i/(d/2))-(i/((d/2)+t))))/(4*pi•kshield)) + T2;

222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

2 Calculate the required conductor bundle core
% temperature, TO
2

TO=((q/(pieL))/(4*kcable)) + TI;
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G.4 Coiled Conductor Temperature Program

The following routine determines the core temperatures of the coiled conduc-

tors.

function [TO]=chktemp2(d,i,n,r,Lc,Ls)
% Routine to check to the core temperatures of

% coiled attitude control elements.

% [TO]=chktemp2(d,i,n,r,Lc,Ls)
% The wire diameter, d (m), the current, i (A),
% the number turns in the coil, n, the radius

% of the coil, r (m), the length of the
% conductor, Lc (m), and the length of the coil

% unit, Ls (a), are passed am inputs. The coil
% conductor's core temperature, TO (dog C), is
% returned.

R=84e-06; % Resistance of 2cm aluminum wire (ohms/i)

Tinfw288; % Temperature of free space (deg 1)
sigma-5.669e-08; % Steffan-Boltzman constant (V/(m deg I))
k-1.4; % Electrically insulated aluminum

% thermal conductivity (V/(m deg C))

% lots: the conductor is modeled as conducting substance

% with low thermal conductivity to assess the worst
% case core temperature.

if n<1O,
t-ned; % Correct for number of turns

else
t-.2; % Assume 10 layers of windings

end

rlr-t;

I

%, Calculate the heat transfer rate, q

q=(i-2) * (R) * MLc);

% Calculate the required surface temperature, Tm
I

% Calculate surface area
12=2 * pi * (r) M (La);
A1=2 * pi * (rl) (Ls);
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hull + A2;

% Calculate To
Tom((q/(Sigmae) ))Tinf-4)-(.25);

% Convert to celsius
TorTs-273;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Calculate the required core temperature, TO
2
1%1%%%%%1%%%%%%1%%1%%11111%%%%1%%%%1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Calculate qdot
qdot-q/(pi*(r-2-r12)*Ls);

% Calculate constants CI and C2
Cli- (qdote(r^2-rl 2))/(4*kelog(rl/r));

C2=Ts + (qdot/(4*k))erlv2 - CI*log(rl);

TOu-((qdot/(4*k))*((r+rl)/2)-2) + Cl*log((r4Tl)/2) + C2;

% Correct for numerical errors resulting in temperatures

% than Tiul.

if TO<Tinf-273,
TOmTinf-273;
disp('Error trap in CUITINP2')

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%2%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

All other routines called are standard MATLAB routines (65).

G.5 Orbit History Design Programs

As the design process evolved, using the time-history design program to deter-

mine and evaluate modifications to the SFP design was found to be cumbersome.

A recursive routine was developed to repeatedly call a modified version of the time-

history design program to determine and evaluate design modifications at numerous

points in an orbit. This new routine - the orbit-history design program - simulates

the SFP moving in an orbit and is used to determine the necessary gain scheduling

for the controller. To modify the time-history design program, all of the output state-

ments were stripped out of the routine and it was converted to a function. The driver

program is used to pass in all orbit, position, and orientation information. Using

loops, various parameters can be changed to simulate the SFP's movement through
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orbit. The user manually sets the desired parameters within the driver program and

then starts the driver. The inputs and outputs can be changed to study how various

outputs change over the course of an orbit. The orbit-history design program is

not really concerned with determining the stability of a particular design - that is

the function of the time-history design program. The orbit-nistory design program

is used to study how parameters such as individual conductor currents, conductor

temperatures, power requiremerts, and thrust of the augmentation thrusters change

for changes in the position of the SFP relative to the orbit. The driver program for

this recursive calling to the design tool follows:

clear deschk maxP;

inputs(1)-60; % Commanded Radial Position (rx)
inputs(2)uO; % Commanded Orbit Path Position (ry)
inputs(3)-O; % Commanded Out-of-Plane Position (rz)
inputs(4).O; % Commanded Yau Angle (psi)
inputs(5)=O; % Commanded Roll Angle (phi)
inputs(6)0O; % Commanded Pitch Angle (theta)
inputs(7)=-60; % Initial Radial Position (xO)
inputs(8).O; % Initial Orbit Path Position (yO)
inputs(9).O; % Initial Out-of-Plane Position (zO)
inputs(1O)=O; % Initial Yaw Angle (psiO)
inputs(ll).O; % Initial Roll Angle (phiO)
inputs(12)=O; % Initial Pitch Angle (thataO)
inputs(13)=O; % True Anomaly (nu)
inputs(14).O; % Right Ascension of Ascending Rode (Omega)
inputs(15)=O; % Sidereal Time (Thetag)
inputs(16)=28.5; % Inclination (incl)
inputs(17)*400; % Orbital Altitude

G-6.67204e-11; % Universal Gravitational Constant (Ns*m2/kg-2)
Ne5.976e24; % Mass of the earth (kg)
re=6.378e06; % Mean equatorial radius of earth (an)
ns=7.2921e-05; % Angular Velocity of the Earth (rad/s)
rO-re+inputs(17)elOOO; % orbital radius of reference orbit (in)
noasqrt(GeNe/rO03); % orbital mean motion (reference orbit)

% Change Inclination
.startincl=O;
%stopincl=80;
%stepinclul;
%stepsl=( (stopincl-startincl)/stepincl)+l;

%for i.l:stepsl

%incl=(i-l) *stepincl+start incl

%inputs(16)=incl;

% Change True Anomaly and Sidereal Time
%startnu=O;
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lutopuuUGOOO;

%startnuu2000;
%stopnu's3000;
%stepnuu30;
startnus2300;
stopnuu2660;
atepauslO;
%startnu=2350;
%stopnuu24OO;
%stepnu=6;
stepa2uceil( (stopnu-startnu)/stepmu)+1;
*tartThgu(startnu) e(ne/no)

for J-In:.tep*2

nuin(J-1) estepuu+startnu
Thetar-(J-1)e(stepnu*(ne/no) )+startThg

input. (13).nu;
inputs (15)mThetag;

Emaxcur , temp .maxpou .Ntot nmarforce. i,~ .treq] deschk3 (inputs);

deschkQj,:)E[nu. saxcur mauxpow temp];
davedatQj.: )-[axforce naimom);

tahield(j)-treq;

end % End j loop

%and % End i loop

plot(deachk(: 1) ,deschk(: ,13)).grid~title('Tota1 Power');
%print totpo.
pause
plot(denchk(:,1),deachk(: ,2:12)),grid,title('Conductor Currents');
%print condcur
pause
plot (deecbk(: ,1), deschk(: 19: 28)),grid, title('I~ax Temp.');
pause
Zplot(deschk(:.1) ,deschk(: .19:28)) ,grid~title('Core Temp.');
%print condteup
%pause
%plot(deachk(: .1) deschk(: .29:38)) ,grid,title('Conductor Power');
%pause

luax(abs(deschk(: .14:28))

a-[1:11 1 1-.5 1:103;
EY.II-uax(abs(deschk(: .2:28)));
[a' Y' I']
Ntot
tsuaxmiax(tahield)

The design tool in its function form follows:

function (naxcur .matemps,maxpow ,Ntot ,.axforce maxuom ,treqJ udenchk3(in)
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% Breakout Input Data

rxzin(1);
rywin(2);
rxuin(3);
rpailnin(4);
rpsi-in(5);
rp i3-in(6);
zonin(7);
y0-in(S);
zOnin(9);
pail6-in(lO);
pa120win(ii);
poi3Omin(l2);
nunin(13);
Ouegawin(14);
Thetag.'in(15);
incl-in(16);
alt itude in C17);

% Define Constants

G-6.67204.-il; 2 Universal gravitational Constant (Nem^2/kg-2)
Me=5.976e24; 2 Naas of the earth (kg)
re=6.378e06; 2 Mean equatorial radius of earth (a)
ve-7.2921e-05; % Earth's Rotation Rate Crad/sec)

3m6.05e15; % Magnetic dipole moment of the earth (T a-3)
Phi6--78.S*pi/180; % Latitude of austral simple magnetic pole (rad)
LamO-1l1epi/1SO; % Longitude of austral simple magnetic pole (rad)

Cdu2.4; % SIP Drag Coefficient
Adragl1436; % SFP Frontal Area (a-2)
rho6-l .916e-il; % Air Density at Reference Altitude (kg/a-3)
hs=60043; % Scale Hleight (On)
rref-300; % Reference altitude (hs)

%%%%2222%22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222%2222222222222222222222222

2 Platform Dimensions and Operating Regime

% Payload Data

% Mazimum allowable SFP payload = 31,300 kg
Hpay'31300;
Lpay-46.88; % Payload length (a)
Rpay-4.206; 2 Payload radius (a)

222222222222222222222222222222222222222

% Truss Maker Naas and Size
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% Maximum allowable weight for truss
% maker a 3000 kg
% Size = 6z10z2 Cbizb2zb3)
RtunSOOO0;
LtminlO; % Length of Truss Maker -10 a
Wtm'2; % Width of Truss Maker *2 a
Rtm56; % Height of Truss Maker 6 a

% Rain Integrated Truss Eane and size

% Allow 5000 kg for remote manipulators
% Linear density - 20 kg/in for the truss
% structure
% Allow 2000 kg for ASSET equipment
Lmit-4O; % Length of Integrated Truss (a)
Wmit=2; % Width and Depth of Rain Int Truss (a)
Rmit=uS0OO+ Lmit*20 +...

2000; K Risc weight of Rain Int Tr (kg)

%%%%K%%%%K%%%%%%%%KKK%%%%%%KK%%K%%%%K%

K Augmnentat ion Thruster Assemblies
K Naas and Size

K Allow 1100 kg for augmentation thruster
K assemblies and associated N/U, plus 1000 kg
K for fuel.
Rtall100 + 1000; K Mass of Thrusters (kg)
Eta-I; K Height of Thruster Assembly (a)
Wta*2; K Width and Depth of TA (a)

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

K Cross Integrated Truss Raas and size

K Allow 12000 kg for misc I/U
K Linear density - 20 kg/in for the truss
K structure
Lcitu3O; K Length of Cross Integrated Trusses (a)
Vcit=2; K Width and Depth of Cross Int Truss (a)
Rcit=LcitC2O +...

12000; % Nisc weight of Cross Int Tr (kg)

%K%%K%%%K%%%%K%%%%%%%KKKKKK%%KKKKKKKKK

K Solar dynamic Power Module Naas and Size

K Allow 6000 kg/side for cell R/W
K Let cell cm be 4a off center of truss
K and 29 a from centerline of SFP
Nspmm6000; K Naas of Solar dynamic Cell (kg)
Vaspm5; K Effective width of Solar Cell (a)
laskolo; % Effective Height of Solar Cell (a)
hspe-4; % Height of Solar Cell ca (a)
lspa'29; % Solar Cell Position on Truss (a)

%KK%%%K%%KKKKKKKKKKKKKK%%K%%KKKKKK%

K ASSET Power Array data
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2

% Allow 2600 kg/side for array H/V
% Let cell cm be 3m off center of truss
% and 29 a from centerline of SFP
Napa-2600; % Mass of Solar dynamic Coll (kg)
Vapa=2; % Effective width of ASSET arrays (a)

Iapa7; % Effective height of ASSET arrays (m)

hapai3; % Height of Solar Coll cm (a)

lapau29; 2 Array Position on Truss (a)

%21222212222212212222222222222222222%22
2

% Orthogonal Integrated Truss aass and Size
2

222222222222222222212222222222222222222
2 Allow 12000 kg for misc N/V
2 Linear density - 20 kg/i for t',e truss
% structure
Loit-27; % Orthogonal Integrated Trusses Length (m)
Uoit-2; % Orthogonal Integrated Truss Width and Depth (m)
MoitmLoite20 +...

0; % Orthogonal Integrated Truss Nisc Weight (kg)

2222222222222222222222222222222%2222222

% Diameter of Conductor Wire
2

222222222222222222%2%2%%%2222%%2%%%2222
wire-2;
rwire-uire/200; % Wire radius (C)
arnoapierwire-2; % Wir•j area (=^2)

tohieldul0.13; % Netic Shield thickness (m)
tahieldstshield/1000;

% Platform Design Dimensions

%%% Conductor 1
LCIU25;
ni-99;

LI=LCInl;

222 Conductor 2
LC2-LC1;
n2unl;
L2-L1;

222 Conductor 3
LC3n25;
n3-1;
L3-LC3*n3;

222 Conductor 4
LC4-LC3;
n4-n3;
L4-L3;

222 Conductor 5
LC5*27;
nfi21;
LS=LCSenS;
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%%% Conductor 6
i61 .9;
a6=137;
Lsol6-ceil((n6/10))*0.02;
if n6<10.
rsolen(aeeO .02)/2;

r8olino.10;
end
L6'n6*2*pi*(r6-rsol6);

maemn6*pie(r6 2);

%%% Conductor 7

n7nR6;
Lpol7-Lsol6
LTUL6;
mu~mvu6;

%%% Conductor 8
ra-1 .9;

Lsola-coil((n8110) )*0.02;

rsola-(nS*0. 02)/2;
else
roole-0.1O;

end
La-nA*2*pi*(rO-rsole);
nua-nS*Pis(r8-2);

%%% Conductor 9
r9urS;
na-n8;
Laal9inLsolS;
L9-L8;
muamuu8;

%%% Conductor 10
IOU1 .9;
n10-497;
Lmol1O-c~il( (nlO/10) )e0.02;
if n10<10,
rsoll0w(n1O*0 .02)12;

rsollOxO. .10;
and
LIO-niO*2*pi*(rlO-rsollO);
mn1iwnlO*pie (r10-2);

% Coiled Conductor Integrated Truss data

%Truss linear density - 40 kg/m
Lccst=Lsol64+Lsol7+nax( [2*rS 2*rlO] )e.5;
Vccstuuaz((2*r6 2*r8 2*rlOJ)+.S;
Nccst=Lccste40+-

0; 1i Mass of Solenoid Int Truss (kg)

% Orthogonal Integrated Truss Hass and size
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% Allow 0 kg for misc H/V
% Linear density = 20 kg/a for the truss
% structure
Loit-27; % Length of Bottom Integrated Trusses (m)
Voit-2; % Width and Depth of Bottom Int Truss (m)
loituLoit*20;

% Determine Conductor Linear Densities
% (Includes Shielding)

[pi ,psl ,di] wvireden(ruire ,ni ,tshield);
[pw2 ,ps2 ,d2] =ireden(ruire ,n2 ,tshield);

Cpw3,ps3,d3]uvireden(rwire,n3,tshield);
[pw4,ps4,d4] =ireden(rwire ,n4.tshield);

[pus .ps5,dS]uwireden(ruire ,n5.tshield);

pea-pie C(rir.) -2*2.699e+003;

% Calculate Mass of Towers and Conductors

Ncl=(2spil+psl)sLCI; % Nass of conductor CI truss
Nc2=(2epw2+ps2)sLC2; % lass of conductor C2 truss

Nc3C(2epw3+ps3)eLC3; % Nass of conductor C3 truss
Nc4C(2*pw4+ps4)eLC4; 2 Mass of conductor C4 truss

NcS=(2*pwS4psS)*LC6; % Nasa of conductor CS truss

Nc6=pvseL6; % Nass of coil 06
Nc7TpwseLT; % Nass of coil C7

NcSnpus*L8; % Mass of coil CS
NcgmpwseL9; % lass of coil Ce

NclO=pwseLIO; % Nass of coil CIO

Ntot5Npay+Ntu+Nmt+2sNta+...
2*Ncit+2*esNm+2*Napa+lccst+Noit+...
Ncl+Nc2+Nc31Nc4+NcS+...
Nc6+Nc7+NcS+Ncg+cc1O; % Total Platform Nass (kg)

% Platform Noments of Inertia
2

% Allos 3a offset for ca of ST and 3m offset
% of cm of truss maker

% Geometric Body Approximation
% Payload - Circular Cylinder
% Truss Maker a Rectangular Prim
% lain Integrated Truss a Circular Cylinder
% Thruster Assemblies a Rectangular Prism
% Cross Integrated Truss = Circular Cylinder
% Solar Dynsmic Calls w Thin Rectangular Plate
% ASSET Power Arrays - Thin Rectangular Plate
% Conductor C1 - Circular Cylinder
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% Conductor C2 = Circular Cylinder
% Conductor C3 - Circular Cylinder
% Conductor C4 n Circular Cylinder
% Conductor CS - Rectangular Prism
% Solenoid Truss Assembly = Circular Cylinder

Rccstulccat*1c6411c7+Rgc8Nc9~NclO;

Irz(i)=(Npay/i2)*C3elpay^24Lpay-2) +...

Npay*(3)-2; % Paylond
Ixx(2)U(Rtm/12)e(Vtm-2+Ltn-2) +...

ltmeo(3)-2; % Truss Raker
Inz(3)-(Noit/12)e(3e(lmit/2)-24ILit-2) + 0; % Rain Integrated Truss
Ixx(4)u2e((Rta/i2)e(1ta-24ta-2) +...

Nta*((Lait/2)4(Vta/2))-2); % Thruster Assemblies
Ixx(5)u2e((lcit/i2)0(3e(Vcit/2)-2eLcit-2) +...

Rcit*((Vccstl2)+(LcitI2))-2); % Cross Integrated Truss
Ixx(6)u2e(CNasa/12)e(VspW2) +...

Rspus((Vccst/2)+lspn)-2); % Solar Dynamic Celle
Ixx(7)2*2((RaPa/12)*(Vapa-2) 4+...

Napae((Vccot/2)4.lapa)-2); % ASSET Power Arrays
Ixx(S)u(NoitI2)e(Voit-2) + 0; % orthogonal Integrated Truss
Izz(9).2*(C(Rci)/24)*(3e(dlI2)-2*LCI12) +...

Nc1*((LC1/2)-2e(1kit/2)-2)); % Conductor Cl
IzI(1O).2*(((Nc2)/24)*C35Cd2/2)-24LC2-2) +...

Rc2s((LC2/2)-2*(Vait/2)-2)); % Conductor C2
Ixx(ll)u2*(((Nc3)/24)*(3e(d3/2)-2*LC3-2) +...

Nc3*(((Vccat/2)*(LC3/2))- 26...
(Vcit/2)-2)); % Conductor C3

Irz(12)in2*(((Nc4)/24)*(3e(d4I2)-24LC4-2) +....
Nc4*(((Ilccnt/2)+(LC4/2) )2+...

(VcitI2)-2)); % Conductor C4
lzz(13)-2*(((Nc5)/4)*(d5I2Y-2 + RcSe(.7)^2); % Conductor CS
Ixx(14)C(Nccat/12)*((3*Vccstl2)-2Lccst-2); % Solenoid Truss Assembly

Iyy(l)C(Npay,/2)*(Rpay-2) +....
Npaye(ltm-O.&Slpay)-2; % Payload

Iyy(2)-(Ntm/i2)*(Utm-2*ltm-2) +....
Rta*(Ntm/2)-2; % Truss Raker

Iyy(3)=(NaitI2)*(VmitI2)-2 +...
rmit*((VaitI2)40.5Y^2; % Rain Integrated Trunss

Iyy(4)in2e((Nta/12)e(lta-2*Vta-2) + 0); % Thruster Assemblies
Iyy(5)'2e((Ncit/12)e(3e(Vcit/2)-24Lcit-2) +...

NciteC(0O.5iVmit+(Vccst/2))-2*...
(Lcit/2)-2)); % Cross Integrated Truss

Iyy(6)=2*((Nspm/2)*(V~slm2+lspm2) +...
Nspme(0.5frmmit+(Vccst/2)-hsp.)24....

((Vccst/2)*lsm)-2); % Solar Dynamic Cells
Iyy(7)o2*((Napa/12)*(Vapa-2+6apa-2) +...

RapacCO. 5+Vmit+(Vccat/2)*hapa)-2+...
((Vccat/2)+lsjmY-2); % ASSET Power Arrays

NoitC(0.54Vmit+Vccst*CLoit/2))-2); % Orthogonal Integrated Truss

Ncle((O.5+(VaitI2))^2+(VhitI2)^2)); % Conductor C2
Iyy(ii)-2*(((Rc3)I24)*(3d3/2)-2 +... ) .

N2((lccS+(t/2))+(Vc Vit/))-2)); % Conductor C2
Iyy(i2)-2*(((Nc3)I24)*(3*(d4/2)-2+LC4-2) +...

Nc4C ((0.54'dmit+(Vccst/2))-2G...
((Vccst/2)*(VcitI2))-2)); % Conductor C3

Iyy(13)-2e( C(Rc5)/24)*(3s(dS/2)-2+LCS52) +...
RcSe(O.5+IVmit*Vccst+(LCS/2))-2); % Conductor CS
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Iyy(14)=(Nccst/2)*Olccst-2) +...

Nccst*(O.6+Vdit+(Vccot/2))-2; % Solenoid Truss Assembly

lzz(1)u(Npay/12)e(3elpay^2+Lpay'2) +...
Npay*((Itm-O.5+1pay,)2+3-2); % Payload

Izz(2)=(Ntm/12)*(Utm'24Ltm-2) +....
NtmeC(Rtm/2)-2+3-2); % Truss Raker

Izz(3)=(7Nmit/12)*(3e(Vmit/2)Y24Lmit2) +...
Hmit*((VmitI2)4O.5)-2; % Rain Integrated Truss

Izx(4)=2e((Rta/12)e(Vta'241ta-2) +...
Rta*((LmitI2)4(lltaI2))-2); % Thruster Assemblies

Izz(S)u2*((Rcit/2)C(Vcit/2)-2 *...

Rcite(O.S+Vtmit+(iccstl2))-2); % Cross Integrated Truss
Izz(6)=2e((Rspn/12)*Bspm-2 +....

Nspme(O.5+Vmit+(Vccst/2)-huu)-2); % Solar Dynamic Calls
IzzC7)2*((Rapa/12)eRapa-2 +....

Napa* (0. 5Ymit+(llccst/2)+bhapa)-2); % ASSET Power Arrays
Izz(8)u2*((Roit/12)e(3e(Voit/2)-24Loit-2) +...

Roite(O.54ilmit+Vccst+(Loit/2))Y2); % Orthogonal Integrated Truss
lzz(9)-2*(((Ncl)/24)e(3*(d1/2)-2+LCI-2) +....

NclC((LCI/2)-2+(O.5+(VaitI2))-2)); % Conductor C1
Izz(1O)-2*(C(Rc2)/24)*(3*(d2/2)-2+LC2-2) +....

Rc2*((LC2I2)-2+(O.5+(VmitI2))-2)); % Conductor C2
Izz(tl)-2*(((Rc3)/4)*(d3I2)-2 +...

Rc3*( (0 .SVmit+(Vccst/2))Y2+...
(VcitI2)-2)); % Conductor C3

Izz(12)-2e(((Nc4)14)*(d412)-2 +....
Nc4*((0.S6ilmit+(Vccot/2))-14...

(VcitI2)-2)); % Conductor 04
Izz(13)m2e(( (Rc6)/24)*(3e(d5I2)-2+LCS62) +...

Rc5C (0. 54mit+Vccst4(LCSI2))-2); % Conductor CS
Iyy(14)-(Rccst/2)*(Vccst-2) +....

Rccst*(0.54IVmit+(Iccst/2))-2; % Solenoid Truss Assembly

% Display Principle Roments of Inertia

Amsui(IX);
BiSns(Iyy);
C-sum(Izz);

% Get orbital reference information from user

rO-re~altitudeeiooo; % orbital radius of reference orbit (an)
nusqrt(GeNe/rO03); % orbital mean motion (reference orbit)

uwunu*pi/18O; % Convert True Anomaly rad
Omega=uflegaepi/180; % Convert Right Ascension to rad
Thetag-Tmetagepi/180; % Convert Sidereal Time to rad
inclainclepi/160; % Convert Inclination to rad

222222222222222222222222222222222222222

% Prepare Reference Command Information

rpsii-rpsiie(pi/180); % Convert to rad
rpm12-rpsi2*(pi/18O); % Convert to rad
rps13-rpsi3*(pi/18O); % Convert to rad.
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psilOmpsilOs(pi/18O); 2 Convert to rad
psi2O-psi2O*(pi/1SO); % Convert to red
psi3O-psi3Oe(pi/1SO); % Convert to red

XOin[xO 0 yO 0 xO 0 pailO 0 psi2O 0 psi3O 0]';

222222222222222222222222222222222222222

% Got time history information from user

tmazm2;
ntinc=2;

212222221222222222222222222222222222222

% Generate reference command

t=O: (tmazlntinc) :tmaz;

tlenigleagth(t);
rzxeros(tleng,G); %construct reference commnd

r(: ,i)rxeones(tleng,1);
r(: ,2)uryeones(tleng,i);
r(: .3)-rx*ones(tleng,i);
r(: .4)-rpuil*ones(tlemg,i);
r(: ,6)-rpsi2*onos(tleng,1);
r(: ,6)mrpsi3*ones(tleng,1);

222222222222222222222222222222222222222

% liscellaneous Calculat ions

ml-cos(PhiO) e(cou(nu)cos(Omegi-Thetag-Lm)-...
sinL(nu)ecos(inc1)*siu(IDega-Thetag-LaO) )+...

sin(PhiO)esin(nu)*sin(inc~l);
n2-os(PhiO)e(-sin(nu)*cos(Doega-Thetag-a)-...

cos(nu) ecos(incl)*sin(Omega--Thetag-LauO) )+...
sin(PhiO)*coa(nu)*nin(incl);

.3-co. (FhiO) esin~inci) esin(Dmega-Thetag-LamO)4sin(PhiO)*cos(incl);

2 Kiscellaneous Drag Calculations

ulinweeuin(incl)*xin(nu); % ar component
u2inveesinftncl)*cos(nu); % atheta component
v3-wescos(incl); % a3 component

delw-n-.3;

Id--((Cdekdragerhoo)/(2*Ktot) )*exp(-(altitude-rref)Ihs)*...
(rOesqrt(dolw-2+v2-2)); % Drag Factor

i~sss(Id~del,*(rO04)Cltot)/(15m3*LS); % In-Path Drag Term
thuss=KdC.2*r0*Ntat); % Out-of-plane Drag Term

%got Up System Matrices F,G,9,J (open-loop)

% System Natriz, F
FsysaLO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
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(Seu2) 14 (-(Idedeiw)) (2eu) (-(Idsw2)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(14*de1w) (-200) 0 (-Id) (Rdewi) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(Kdeu2) 0 (-(Idoul)) 0 (-(un2)) Kd 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 (-(n^2)*(C-B)/A) 0 0 (-ne(-A-B+C)/A) 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0;
0 o 0 0 ((3en'2)*(A-C)/(rOeD)) 0 0 (-n*(A*3-C)ID) ((4en-2)e(A-C)I5) 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1;
o (3*n/(2*rO)) ((3en-2)e(-A)/(rOeC)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (C-3*n2)*B-AIC)/ 0];

%input matrix
Osysin(NI(rO03))*C[O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(-(.3*Ll)/Ntot) (-(.3*L2)/ltot) ((.2eL3)/Ntot) ((u2*L4)/Ntot) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o o (C2emleL3)/Jftot) C(2*mleL4)INtot) ((m3eL5)/Itot) 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(-(2*mieLl)/Ntot) (-(2Uml*L2)/Ntot) 0 0 (-(=2eLS)/Itot) 0 0 0 0 0 (r0-3)/(Neltot);
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(-(mleLleLCl)/A) (mleL2*LC2)/A (-(nleL3eLC3)/A) (nt*L4*LC4)/A 0 (-(u3euu6)/A) ...

(-(m3emu7)/A) (&2emuB)/A (in2emu9)/A 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 0 (m2eL3*LC3)I(2*3) (-(=2eL4eLO4)/(2eB)) (-(.2enSe(0.54hmit+Vccst*LCS/2)CLc5)/B)

0 0 (2emlemu8)ID (2ealeuu9)/B (m3ezmlO)/B 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
(.3eLleLCI)/(2eC) (-(n3*L2eLC2)/(2eC)) (-(2emlen3e(0.54Vimi+Vccst/2)eL3)/C)..

(-(2emlen4*(O.54Vmit+Vccst/2)eL4)/C) (-(n3en5*(O.5+lhit+llccst*LC5/2)*LC5)/C)
(-(2emlemuG)/C (-(2emlumu7)/C) 0 0 (-(n2emulO)/C) 0]);

%output matrix (select, positions and attitude angles only)
NsysWIn( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o aio0 0 0 0 00 00;
o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0);

Jaysuszeros(6.11); %no fed-through control signals

%test controllability end observability
Nc-ctrb(FsysGsys);
it razzk(Nc).12,

% disp('The (Fsys,Gsys) system is completely controllable.');
elso

% disp('The (FoyaGsys) system has uncontrollable modes!');
end

No-obsy(Fsys ,lsys);
it rank(Io)-12,

% disp('The (Fsys,Isys) system is completely observable.');
else

% disp('The (Fsys,Hsys) system has unobservable modes!);
end

%derive LQI compensator I
%user enters state and control signal weightings

%normalized state weighting matrix

qwtl1;
Q..qwt*((1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
O 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
00 010 0 0 00 00 0;
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o 00 0 100 00 0 00;

0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rO 0 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tO 0 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tO 0;
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 XO]);

i~rueey(11; % Set up control usighting matrix

l(11,101).iOORe(ii,11); %. Neavily Penalize Use of Thruster

Iinlqr(FsysGuys A .1);

Idorive u*n-square pro-f ilter Npf using optimal pseudo-inverse
Npf--pinkv (lysoinv (Fwy@-Gsys*I)*eels);

%. Setup closed-loop system matrices

Fcl=Fsys-Gsys*I;
Ocl-syse*W;
sclu~sys;
Jcluzeros(6);

(y,zxinlsim(Fcl,6c1.Ecl.Jcl~rt.t0); %.outputs and states

Ewalujsize(y);
for imi:m,
for J-Inl~,

if abs(y~i,j))<le-6,

end
end

eud

uu(Rpfer'-Iez')'; %. Control vector includes 10 currents and 1 thruster

for iil:tleug

end

[m,.njusize(u);
for iul:m,
for jni:n,

if abs(u~i~j)XlIe-9,
u(i,j)-.0.;

end
end

end

a.(Gsyseu')'; %. Accelerations
[m,nJ-size(a);
for i*1:m.
for J.1:n,
if abs(a(i~j))<1e-9,

a(i~j)aO.0;
end

end
end
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for ii1: It,
if ab*(po*(i))>abin(neg(i))

maacur(i)'spos(i);
else

aexcurVL)unq(i);
end

end

RIwrho*(2*Ll/ar~a);
R2-rho*(2*L2/aroa);
L3-'rho*(2*L3Iarea);
I4mrho*(2*L4Iarea);
RSurhoc (2eL6/area);
IWirho* (LBarea);
I7-rho*(LT/arsa);
Ra-rho4(La/area);
U-irhoo(Lsarea);
R10-rhoo(L1O/area);

Bl.(R/(r0-3))*21n;
B2m(N/(rO03))*(-u2);
B3-(R/(rOr3))*(-a3);

Llvecn[O;Li;O];
L2w*ecm(O;L2;OJ;
L3vec([O;O;L3];
L4vec-[O;O;L4];
L6vec4[L5;O;O];

for iui'length(t).

V2mdelw*(rO~x(i,l)) + z(i.4) + wlez(i,5);
V3nv2*(rO+x(i.1)) - ulez(i,3) + x(i,6);

C(1.1)ucoa(z(i,9))eco.(z(i,1i));

C(1 ,3)-sin(x~i,9))*cos(x(i,1i));
C(2,1)scos(x(i,9))*aLn(x(i.11))*cos(x(i,7)) + sin(x(i,9))ssin(x(i,7));
C(2,2)ucos(x(i,11))*cos(x(i,7));
C(2,3)asin(x(i,9))eain(z(i,i1))*cos(x(i,7)) - cos(z(i.9))*sin(x(i,7));
C(3,1)*cos(x(i.9))eain(x(i,11))*sin(z(i.7)) - sln(s(i.S))*cos(x(i,7));
C(3,2)-cos(x(i,l1))*sin(x(i,7));
C(3,3)asin(x(i,9))*ain(z(i.11))*.iu(x(i.7)) 4. coo(z(i,9))*cos(x(i,7));

VBl[((2e33-V3*B2) (V3eBl-YI*33) (Vl*B2-V2*Bl)J;

LlVind(i)-VB*(C*Llvec);
L2Vind(i)-VB*(C*L2vec);
L3'Einti(i)-11C(C*I.3vac);
L4Vind(i)=VB*(C*IAvec);
L5Vind(i)-VB*(C*LSvec);

poul(i)-((abu(u(i,1)*LlVind(i)))+(Ileu(i,l)-2))/10OO;
pou2(i)-((abu(u(i,2)*L2Vind(i)))+(R2eu(i,2)-2) )/iOOO;
pou3(i)-((abu(u(i.3)*L3Vind(i)))+(13*u(i,3)-2))/iOOO;

po.5(i)-((abs(u(i,4)*L4Vind(i)))4(15*u(i.4)-2))/1000;

pou6(i)-(RB*u(i .6) 2)/iOOO;
pow7(i)-(R7*u(i ,7)-2)/1000;
pou8(i)-(RS*u(i ,8)2)/1000;
po.9(i)-(R9*u(i .9)-2)/1000;
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powlO(i)W(3lOeu(i, 10)^2)/1000;

totpow(1)uposl(i)4.pow2(i)ep..3(i)+pow4(i)+POWS(i)4POu6(i)*...
po.?(i)4p~u6(i)4p3w9(i)4poslO(i);

aba(R4eu(i.4))*abs(ILSu(i.5))+abs(U~eu(i .6))#....
abs(I7eu(i,7))+abs(RMeu(i.8))*sbs(195u(i ,9))*abs(3lOeu(i.10));

sad

pou(1)u(RIemsxcur(1) -2) /1000;
pow(2).(12euazcur(2)-2)/1000;
pou(3) n(3e*acur (3) -2)I/1000;
pow(4)u(R4euaxcur(4)-2)/1000;
pow(6)n(I5euazcur(5) 2)I1000;
pos(6)-(Ieinszcur(6) 2)/1000;
pou(7)m(17emazcur(7)-2)/1000;
pow(S)m(R8auscur(8) 2)I1000;
pow(9)in(Rgeuszcur(9)-2)/1000;
pou(10)u(RIOemazcur(10) 2)I1000;

% Calculate the shield's inner surface temperature and the
% conductor's core temperature.

(maxt..ps(l).mazt..ps(6)Juchktempl (nxcur~i) .1.1,nl ,dl ,tshield);
[maztemps(2 ) ,maztems(7)]inchktempi (nzcur(2) .1C.02 ,2d2 ,tshield);
(mateps (3) ,aazteus(s)]inchktsmpl (ascur(3) .103,nS ,d3 ,tshield);
[Mmxteups(4) .uaxtempsC9)]inchktampl(naaxur(4) .1.4 ,n4 ,d4 ,tshield);
[(aarteus(6) ,maztsmp(10)J-chkteTImplzcur(5) *LCS~nSdS.tshield);
Euaztemps~ll)]uchktemp2((wlxe/100),.nxcur(6) .nO~6 .GiA,.IsolG);
[maxtemps(12)]uchktemp2((uire/100) .macur(7) ,n7 ,r? ,L7 ,Lsol7);
(maxteup.(13)) Uchktemp2((wire/100) .msxcur(8) ,raB,rS ,LB ,LsolS);
Emaxteps (14)] -chktemp2((wlxe/loo) .usxcur(9) .n9, zO L9.Lsol9);
(ntaxtup(15)] uchktap2((wire/l00) ,.xcur(10) .nlO~rlO ,LIO.LsollO);

usxpou-sax(totpou);

.axforce(l)=(C-(Neu3eLl))/(r0-3))e(maxcuzC1));
inaxforcs(2)0(-(2eNeinleLl)/(rO-3))e(maxcur(1));
inaxforce(3)-((-(NsuWeL2))/(r0^3))e(naxcur(2));
saarorce(4).(-(2e3.uleL2)/(r0-3) )e(aaxcur(2));
msxforce(5)=((N~m2eL3)/(r0-3) )e(naxcurC3));
inaxforce(6)u((2eNeuleL3)/(xO03))e(nscur(3));
naxforce(7)u((Nem2eL4)/(rO'3) )e(nacur(4));
uaxforce(8)u(C2eNeuleL4)/(r0-3))e(usxcur(4));
ua~xforce(9)-((Ee.35LS)I(rO-3))e(maxcur(5));
uaforce(10).(-(Nsu2eLS)/(rO03))e(maazcur(5));

blaouli(1/(rO03))*(-(Neul*eLeI.0)) * (ax~cur~i));
b~aoa1-(/(r0-3))e(Eem3eLI*LCI)/(2) 4 (naxcur~i));

blammin(1/(r0-3))e(R(Nie3L2*LC2)/2) * (naxcur(2));

bluou3n(1/(rO-3)) e(-(ReuleL3el03)) * (maxcur(3));
b2moau3(l/(rO-3)) e(Ne.2eL3eLC3)/ (2) e mcr3)
b~nou3in(l(r0-3))*(-(2eNeinlen3e(O. 54Vuitilccst/2)eL3)) * (.saxcur(3);
btao*4-(1/(rO-3))*(Ie&IO~L4eLC4) * (ýmaxcur(4));
b2aom4in(1/(rO-3))*(-(Ne.2eIALCe.4)/(2)) 0 (maxcur(4));
b~sa4-(1/(rO03))e(-(2*Neulen4*(0.5*VmitOVccst/2)*L4)) * (uaxcur(4));
b2ao.5-(1/(r0-3))C(-(N3e2*n5*(O.54Ihit*Vccst*LC5/2)eLCS)) s (uaxcur(5));
b~mou-(1/(rO03))e(-(Nea3*nSe(O.5.Mmit*Vccst+LCS/2)eLCS)) * (muacur(S));

b~ao(1/r03)e(~em~e6))e (uaxcur(6));
b~aou-(1/(r0-3))e(-(2eH~nleuu6)) * (maxcur(6));
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blum7=(1I(rO3))*(-(RS.3*=n7)) 0 (nazcur(7));
b~wnm7(1I(rO'3))e(-(2e0&nl1.a)) * (uazcur(7));
b1ua.Su(1I(rO-3))C(E*.2*unB) * (usicur(S));
bluo.9-(1I(rO-3))*C2*I1eml*vm) * (naicur(S));
b~uom9(I/(rO-3))*(I*m2uum9) * (nazcur(9));
bwo.9m(iI(rO-3))*(2*Eeu1ovx9) * (miazcr(9));
b2mo=l~m(1/(rO^3))*CNeu3enulO) * (maxcur(1O));
b~aumm1in(1/(rO-3))*(-(N~m2e"1O)) *(miaxciar(IO));

.aui(1)*blinaini

aazmo(3)nblmoam2
aammom(4)=b~mo2;
.azmoa(6)=blaci3;
.axxms(6)=b2fcm;
.mazwo(7)-b~mm3;

.ao(8)*bimoin4;
aa~wa(9)-b~mm4;
inazaom(1O)=b~om4;
inaxmo=(II)=b~wm6;
.azuou(12)-b~bonin;
uaa(13)wbiuo6;

inaxmo=(IS)=biuo7;
naxmom(iO)=b~oi7;

saazumon(17blaoinS;
naxmom(18)ub2uomS;
uazuo.(19)ubImm9;
naxmo.(2O)*b~mo.9;
inazmo(21 )=b2mimO;
inamom(22)=bkoulO;

%. Calculate required shield thickness

Be-S.4e-S;
Bwl=((2e-7)e(uaxcur(±))*(nl))/(dl/2);
Bw2'.((2e-7)*(zaxcnr(i))e(nl))/(2.O-(2edl));
Bsol-((2e-7)e(uax(uaxcumr(6:1O)))e(1O))/(2.O);

treq--10*((i.571e-6)*(dieiOO)e((De+Dul+Bw2+Bsofl/(pie4e-7))/i.375);
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Appendix H. Analysis of Center of Mass Shifts for the SFP
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Figure H.1 SFP reference.

Figure H.1 is essential to this analysis. In the figure, a reference point is de-

fined as the intersection between the orthogonal integrated truss axis and the top of

the main integrated truss. Under most conditions, the mass distribution of the SFP

is symmetric about the main and orthogonal integrated truss plane. When payload

variations and power system rotations are considere-, mass distribution asymmetries

about the main and cross integrated truss plane, as well as the cross and orthogonal

integrated truss plane, occur. To assist the controller, the SFP incorporates trans-

lating augmentation thrusters (in the bi direction) and a translating truss maker (in

the b2 direction).
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H. 1 Augmentation Thrusters

To insure that the augmentation thrusters do not generate undesirable mo-

ments, they are able to track the center of mass of the platform. It is therefore

necessary to determine the range over which the center of mass will move in the

b, direction. The SFP has two configurations that define the high and low limits

of the vehicle's mass. The center of mass for these two configurations - one with

the maximum allowed payload, and one with no payload - determine the required

range of the augmentation thrusters in the b1 direction.

Modeling the SFP as a system of particles, an approximation of the position

of the center of mass can be calculated from

=f i-i (H. 1)

-c is the position of the center of mass relative to the fixed reference point

mi is the mass of each particle

r, is the position of each particle relative to the reference point

M is the total mass of the system (74:302-303)

Table H.1 shows the data for the external tank payload with the solar dynamic

power modules oriented in the b1 direction. Applying Equation H.1 to the data in

Table H.1 gives:

rf1 = 0.65 b1 m

Table H.2 shows the data for the case of no payload with the solar dynamic

concentrators oriented in the -b1 direction. The position of the center of mass for

this case is then:

Tc, = -3.62 bj m
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SFP Component Position (m) Mass (kg)

Payload/Truss Maker Assembly 8.61 b1  34,300
Main Integrated Truss -1.00 12,200

Conductors C1 + C2  -1.40 b, 11,418
Power System -1.90 k1  17,000

Conductors C3 + C4  -3.50 b, 462

Cross Integrated Truss -3.90 b, 25,200

Coiled Conductor Integrated Truss -3.90 b, 195
Conductors CQ + C7 + Cs + C9 + Clo -3.90 b1  7,414

Orthogonal Integrated Truss and Conductor C5  -13.80 b, 2420
Total 110,609

Table H.1 SFP component mass and position data with an external tank payload
and the solar dynamic concentrators oriented in the kr direction.

SFP Component Position (m) Mass (kg)

Truss Maker Assembly 2.50 b, 3,000
Main Integrated Truss -1.00 b, 12,200
Conductors C1 + C2  -1.40 b, 11,418
Power System -6.10 b1  17,000
Conductors C3 + C4  -3.50 ki 462

Cross Integrated Truss -3.90 b, 25,200

Coiled Conductor Integrated Truss -3.90 bk 195
Conductors C6 + CG + C8 + C9 + C10  -3.90 b, 7,414

Orthogonal Integrated Truss and Conductor C5  -13.80 b1  2,420
Total 79,309

Table H.2 SFP component mass and position data without an external tank pay-
load and the solar dynamic concentrators oriented in the -b, direction.
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Fc1 and 'f2 represent the approximate required range for the augmentation thrusters

in the b1 direction.

H.2 Truss Maker

The truss maker translates along the top rail of the main integrated truss

so that the center of mass of the combined truss maker/payload assembly remains

symmetric about the cross and orthogonal integrated truss plane. Because of the

SFP's robust payload capabilities, the truss maker was designed with a full range of

motion along the main integrated truss.

H.3 Conclusion

To assist the controller, translating augmentation thrusters reduce undesir-

able moments, and a translating truss maker keeps the SFP center of mass on the

orthogonal integrated truss axis.
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Appendix L Variable Thrust Augmentation Thrusters

Electrodynamic propulsion lacks the capability to produce thrust parallel to B.

The necessary thrust profile for an R-bar maneuver is seen in Figure I. 1. The SFP

needs a thruster with variable output of 0-44 N. Using an upper bound of 50 N,

to ensure coverage, rules out any type of electric thruster - most electric thrusters

produce less than 1 N of thrust. Numerous thrusters would be required to achieve

50 N. Multiple thrusters would only be able to discretize the shown profile, and

the size and weight of such a system could be quite extensive. This leaves chemical

thrusters as the only alternative. Most liquid propellant rocket engines have been

designed for constant thrust operation; however, it is possible to design an engine

capable of variable thrust.

Given the following set of equations (83:83):

T =,hve + (P,- Pa)A, (I.1)

T = CFPCAt (1.2)

Ik1MT(1(J, ))

where

T = thrust

mh = mass flow rate
Ve = nozzle exit velocity

Pe = nozzle exit pressure

Pa = ambient pressure

Ae = nozzle exit area
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Figure I.1 The out-of-plane thrust required to perform an R-bar standof., of -60 mn.

CF =coefficient of thrust

P, chamber pressure

At =throat area

k =specific heat ratio

-R =universal gas constant

M =molecular weight

T, chamber temperature

It is easily seen that T is proportional to At, P,, rhz, and A 1r-/M.- These

equations show how variations in thrust can affect other factors.

A method of varying thrust is to change At while simultaneously throttling the

flow (accomplished by inserting a movable, tapered plug into the nozzle)(83:82). In

this case, P, can remain constant, as well as T,, M and the specific impulse, I,,p. This
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Figure 1.2 A variable thrust injector with movable sleeves to vary the amounts of
fuel and oxidizer entering the chamber.

has been done experimentally but the mechanism is complex, heavy and difficult to

cool.

For liquid propellant rockets, the flow to the chamber can be decreased by

throttling valves/injectors in the propellant feed system, while chamber geometry

and At are held constant (83:82). This results in a linear decrease in P,, with a

slight decrease in T, and Ihp. In other words, there is a small penalty for throttled

thrust.

A typical throttleable injector, with variable injection slot areas, is shown in

Figure 1.2. This is an effective means of controlling the propellant flows and injector

pressure drops at various engine thrust levels. The addition of moving parts does

cause some design complications, but this is a proven method that was used on the

lunar lander with a throttling ratio of 10:1 (83:82). The McDonnell Douglas Delta

Clipper (experimental single stage to orbit vehicle) also relies on throttleable valves

for thrust variation from 30% to 100% (47:55).
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Figure 1.3 A variable thrust injector introduces an inert gas to reduce thrust by
varying the propellant/gas mixture ratio.

A second approach to a throttleable injection system is the "aeration method"

shown in Figure 1.3. An inert gas is introduced into the injector propellant mani-

fold to reduce thrust levels by variation of the propellant/gas mixture ratio. This

effectively varies the propellant density to achieve any desired thrust level without

affecting combustion stability. The inert gas can be supplied by the same source

used to pressurize the propellant tanks. This method makes it possible to achieve a

throttling ratio of 100:1 (37:127).

For the SFP, 50 N of thrust can be achieved by a relatively small liquid pro-

pellant thruster and can easily be handled by a set of two 40 N thrusters for each

side of the SFP. The total of four thrusters are mounted in opposing pairs, on stan-

chions at the ends of the main integrated truss. With a throttling ratio of 10:1, these

thrusters will easily achieve the variable out-of-plane thrust requirement depicted in

Figure 1.1.

The augmentation thrusters must also track shifts in the center of mass - shifts

due to the changes in payload and rotation of the power systems. This tracking is

required to eliminate undesirable moments that would be caused by the thrusters.
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This is discussed in Appendix H. In other words, the thrusters must translate along

the b, direction to provide the thrust through the axis of the shifting center of mass.

Two movable thruster assemblies on stanchions have been selected for the task.

These thruster assemblies are located at the ends of the main integrated truss, and

are designed to thrust in the b3 direction. The two assemblies will each consist of

a stanchion and movable platform. The platform will house the thruster assemblies

and positioning motor. The thruster assembly will consist of the thruster and any

necessary fuel. These components are powered and controlled by a flexible umbilical

connected to the main integrated truss.
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Appendix J. Linear System Controller Development

The detailed derivation of the equations of motion provides a model of the

SFP's beha-v1or that can be used to develop an SFP design that gives full control

over the equations of motion while achieving the operational capability goals. The

method chosen to combine these two tasks was to use the controller design process

outlined in the POTkV study (81:4-5) in an iterative scheme. First, a design for

the SFP is proposed. The equations of motion for the design are derived. They

are then converted to a state space representation. The state space representation is

checked for controllability and observability. Based on the state space representation,

a two degree of freedom controller is designed using a linear quadratic regulator and a

prefilter. The state space open loop system is then converted to a closed loop system

using full state feedback. A linear simulation using the closed loop system is then

run to generate the currents and thrust required by the control elements to achieve

the desired performance. This data is then used to evaluate power, temperature,

and performance. If changes to the design are required, then updates are made, and

the process is repeated. The process repeats until an acceptable design is achieved.

An acceptable design would allow the platform to precisely fly a desired trajectory

and maintain a desired attitude during maneuvering.

J. 1 State Space Equations of Motion

The first step of the design process - deriving the equations of motion -

has been carried out in the preceding sections. The SFP equations of motion can

now be written as a state space representation. However, before this can be done,

the constant aerodynamic drag terms in Equations 6.20 and 6.21 must be removed.

Since the orientation angles are assumed to be small, the control elements that will be

expected to compensate for the aerodynamic drag can be predicted. The forces due

to the constant drag terms will be calculated separately in the control design process.
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Their power and thrust requirements will be added back in prior to evaluation of

the design. This makes the aerodynamic drag part of the equilibrium state for the

controller.

Once the constant terms are removed, the conversion to a state space represen-

tation can occur. In order to convert the equations, the coupling of the currents and

attitude terms in Equations 6.38 - 6.40 and 6.46 - 6.48 must be eliminated. This

decoupling can be performed by linearizing the equations of motion. The hIeariza-

tion assumes products of the states and controls are small relative to the other terms

in the equations of motion. For this system, the states are the relative position and

attitude components, and the controls are the conductor currents and the thrust

of the augmentation thrusters. Making this assumption, and dividing both sides of

the equations by the appropriate mass terms, Equations 6.38 - 6.40 and 6.46 - 6.48

simplify to give:

M
A M [- (niL, + niL 2) m3 + (niL 3 + niL4) Mi2  (J.1)

M
- M 3 [2 (niL3 + niL4) m1 + (niL5 ) M 3] (J.2)

M Fih
a3 : . Miotr° [-2 (niLt + niL2 ) M1 - (niLs) M 2] + Mt- (J.3)Mtor

Ar3 [(-nliiLl + n 2i2L2 - n3 i3 L3 + n 4i4L4) ml-

(niA6 + niA7 ) M 3 + (niAs + niA9 ) M 2] (J.4)

- M [n 3i3L~ 2 n4i4L~ 2 LLh5Wr: - 3r~ 432 nsisL5 hm.it + h,:.it + - M2+

22 2,

2 (niAs + niAg) mi + (niAjo) M3 ] (J.5)
2- 2

M r1 nji 1 1 _ n2i2L2 - L+))i Ji 3
0r R2 2m 21

2 (n 3i 3L 3 - n4 i 4 L 4 (hmit + ))nlit m, 2 (niA6 + niA7 ) M1 -

(niAjo) M 2] (J.6)
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These are now linear, second order differential equations. These equations can now

be used to perform the second step in the iterative design process.

The linear equations of motion can be converted to a state space representation

by defining a new set of variables as described by Franklin, et al (26:362 - 363). The

process yields 12 first order differential equations that are described by the matrix

equations:

x= Fx + G-V (J.7)

'Y = U•(J.8)

where T is the state vector, F is the system matrix, G is the input matrix, U is the

input vector, - is the output vector, and H is the output matrix. The state vector

contains the relative position components, the orientation angles, and their rates:

T = (6r & r,6v r,6 o z i 0 & 0 ý 0 I, (J.9)

The system matrix is formed from the coefficients of the left hand side terms of the

converted 12 first order differential equations. This process results in the system

matrix, F:

F= [ F 1 0 ] (J.1O)
[F2 F3 ]

where

0 1 0 0 0 0

3n2  K -K6w 2n -Kw 2 0

0 0 0 1 0 0F1
K6w -2n 0 -K Kwl 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

Kw 2  0 -Kwl 0 -n 2  K
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0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0F2 C0 0 0 0 3n21- 0
Br.

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 3- 3n 2 C4' 0 0 0L 2ro Cr.

0 1 0 0 0 0
---n2 0 0 -nC- 0 0

A A

0 0 0 1 0 0
F3a 0 n- 2 W - 0 0 03B B

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 -3n2C 0

C

and
C, = (C-B) C 3 = (A-C)

C2 = (-A-B+C) C4 = (B-A)

The input vector consists of the currents of the ten conductors and the thrust of the

augmentation thrusters:

S= [il 12 i3 i4 i is6 i7 Z8 29 i1o Fth]T (J.11)

The coefficients of the conductor currents and the thruster terms in the linearized

equations of motion are assigned to the input matrix. The input matrix, G, is then:

G= [G, G2 ] (J.12)
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where

0 0 0 0 0
-M--n L,-.4-- M n L 0

M.Iofr~ Mot tr3 Mttro Mtl o.re

0 0 0 0 0
o o • •L

Mtotro. Mtotro ,or

0 0 0 0 0

2ML!n4i AMt n24L 0 0 bn-L
G1  Mt°tr 0  Mt°tr 3 Mttr30G , 0 0 0

MnjL M'In 2 L2  '4 1ns--L2  M• 4  0

0 0 0 0 0
MioiML2 MIL MnL2L4 Mn3LL

02 2B B

0 0 0 0 0

M 3 nL 2L M3 n 2 L2  2Mln 3 L, 2Mln 4 L: M 3 nsL,
2C 2C C C C

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1G2 Moto

0 0 0 0 0 0

Ar° - Ar. ArO Aro

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 2MIu M3A10 0

B B B

0 0 0 0 0 0
2M__6 2MM7  0 0 _Mz1 0

C C C

and L* L 3 (hmit + I L: = L 4 (hit + hCCit), and L = L5 (hmu + h +

Note that due to the presence of the B-field terms in G, it is actually time variant
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at orbit rate. This makes the control problem linear and time variant. The output

vector consists of the three relative positions and the orientation angles:

y= [r r,,bv 6 z o (J.13)

The output matrix is then:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1C 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

000010000000
H = (J.14)

oooooo100000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

L0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0J

The goal of the SFP design process is to design a platform that is capable of con-

trolling all six outputs. This can be achieved by designing the SFP so it is fully

controllable and fully observable from a multivariable control standpoint.

J.2 Controllability and Ob.,ervability

A system is completely controllable if and only if the system can be transferred

from any initial state, xi, at any initial time, ti, to any final state, x (tf) = xf, within

a finite time, tf - t1 (68"2.42). Complete controllability implies that all poles of the

system can be moved asing feedback. A simple test to check a system's controllability

uses the controllability matrix, M,, given by:

Mc = [ G I FG I F2 G , ... G Fn-1G] (J. 15)

where n is the number of states in the system. If the rank of Mc is equa! to n, then

the system is completely controllable. If the rank is less than n, the system is not
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completely controllable, and the rank defect of M, (n - rank (M,)) tells how many

system poles are uncontrollable.

A system is said to be completely observable if every initial state x (ti) can be

exactly determined from the measurements of the output y (t) over a finite interval

of time ti < t < t1 . Complete observability implies every state x (t) affects the

output y (t). A simple test to check a system's controllability uses the controllability

matrix, M,, given by:

M. = [ HT I F T HT I(F T) 2 HT I(F T)n-1HT] (J. 16)

If the rank of M, is equal to n, then the system is completely observable. If the rank

is less than n, the system is not completely observable, and the rank defect of M.

(n - rank (M,,)) tells how many system poles are unobservable.

Since G is time variant, the controllability matrix must have full rank for all

time for the system to be completely controllable. Inspection of G shows there to be

control elements containing M3 for each of the controlled state equations. Because of

the constant term in M3, and if the system resulting from this design configuration

is controllable at any time, t, it will be controllable for all time. This must be true

since the Mi terms are the only time varying terms in G. As a result, the design

proposed by Equations J.7 - J.14 is completely controllable.

J.3 Linear Quadratic Regulator Controller Design

Once a design passes the controllability check, a suitable controller must be

designed. A two degree of freedom controller, using a linear quadratic regulator

and a prefilter, will allow for tracking a reference point at a fixed distance and ori-

entation and good disturbance rejection. The tracking of the reference point -

set-point tracking - is needed to achieve the precision docking and delivery capa-
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Figure J.1 Top level block diagram of the SFP control system. K is the linear
quadratic regulator gain matrix which uses full state feedback. Mpf is
the prefilter matrix.

bilities required of the SFP. Good disturbance rejection is needed to compensate for

the inherent fluctuations of the B-field as well as other environmental disturbances.

Figure J.1 is a block diagram of the closed loop system. As can be seen from

the diagram, the controller uses full state feedback; if this were not the case, a linear

quadratic estimator could be included in the feedback path to buiid an estimate of

the full state. The linear quadratic regulator uses the standard quadratic control

cost function which combines the weighted states and weighted controls to generate

the constant gain matrix, K, to be used by the control law:

u = -Ky (J..17)

The gain matrix will be optimal, and has guaranteed closed loop stability mar-

gins (68:6.1 - 6.5,7.1).
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When the feedback loop is closed, the closed loop system equations become:

x = F- + G

=Fx + G (Mpg,;- KY)

= (F-GK)T +aGMpf, (J.18)

=HY (J.19)

Assuming there is no noise, this set of equations can be used to derive an optimal

prefilter. Under the assumption of no noise, the desired performance of the controller

provides set point tracking. This implies that under steady state conditions, the state

does not change over time, and thus X = i. This concept can be used to derive the

prefilter:

x = (F - GK)T + GMpf-f

D = (F-GK)Y., + GMpfiT

7 = -(F - GK)-1 GMpffc (J.20)

With some reference command, r•, if the set point tracking is error-free, the steady

state output, V., should match the reference command perfectly (i.e. V,° = fc).

Substituting Equation J.20 back into Equation J.19 and rearranging gives the opti-

mal prefilter:

= -H (F - GK)- GMpfi-f

= -H (F- GK)-'GMpfg,, (J.21)
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For this to be true, the coefficient of the right hand side must be an identity matrix.

Using a pseudo inverse, the prefilter matrix can be found:

-H(F-GK)-1 GMpf = U

Mpy = [-H (F - GK)-1 G]-p (J.22)

where [.]-f denotes the pseudo inverse operator. In the absence of noise, this prefilter

matrix will insure the controller tracks a reference command perfectly.
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Appendix K. Heat Transfer Analysis of Translational and Attitude

Control Elements

A shielded 99 conductor cable is the thickest conductor loop in the electro-

dynamic propulsion system of the SFP. A one dimensional heat transfer analysis of

the cable was performed to insure the heat transfer is sufficient. The designed cable

consists of 99 individual 2 crm aluminum conductors bundled in a hexagonal packing

scheme with each conductor completely insulated by asbestos. All spaces between

the conductors are filled with asbestos as well. The cable has a 23.16 cm diameter.

A 10.14 mm thick cylinder of Netic magnetic shielding material surrounds the cable

(see Figure K.1). This provides 19.78 m2 of surface area from which the heat transfer

must occur for the shielded section of the conductor. The heat transfer model of

the shielded cable has the same dimensions, but the 99 aluminum conductors are

completely replaced with asbestos to simulate a worst case thermal conductivity for

the cable heat source (see Figure K.2). The thermal conductivities for the materials

used in the shielded cable are listed in Table K.1.

All the power generated in the cable is dissipated into space by conducting

outward from the core of the cable to the surface of the shield and then radiating

tu the space environment. If the shielded cable is not designed correctly, the core

temperature could exceed the melting points of the materials of which it is made.

The correct design is influenced by many variables. Only the most influential vari-

ables were considered in this analysis and any uncertainty was compensated for by

Material Thermal Conductivity (k)-W/m .°C

Aluminum Conductor 204.00
Asbestos Insulation 0.20
Netic Magnetic Shield 49.41
Pyrex Glass 1.40

Table K.1 Thermal conductivities of the materials used in the shielded cable.
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Conductors/Sil
SInsulator

Figure K.1 The designed shielded cable with 99 aluminum conductors insulated by
asbestos.

space
Shield

T2

Figure K.2 The modeled shielded cable with low thermal conductivity asbestos
completely replacing the conductors
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implementing a large safety factor. The methodology of the analysis was to deter-

mine the worst case temperature at the core of the cable by back-propagating the

temperature from outside the shielded cable into the core.

The external shield is coated with a spectrally selective material (76:146-152).

This coating is highly reflective at the shorter wavelengths associated with the Sun,

and highly emissive at the longer wavelengths associated with heat emission. White

paint is a popular coating (76:152). With an emissivity near 1, the radiation of the

power from the surface of the shield is governed by the equation (34:15):

i2 R = q ;- oA 2(T4 - T.4) (K.1)

q = the heat transfer rate

a = the Steffan-Boltzmann constant (5.669 x 10-8W/m 2 . °K 4 )

A2 = the surface area of the shielded cable

T2= the surface temperature of the shield

T,, = the approximate temperature of space at an orbital altitude of 400 km

(288 °K) (77:3-5)

Incident radiation from the Sun is assumed reflected and not considered.

A maximum current of 261.5 A in each conductor of the cable creates the worst

case power dissipation requirement:

i 2 Rmax = 14,217 W

From Equation K.1, the surface temperature of the shield (T2) can be deter-

mined:

T2 = 374.0°K = 101.0 0 C
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The temperature between the cable and the shield (TI) is determined with the equa-

tion for heat transfer through a cylinder (34:32):

47rkshi,ed(T1 - T2) (K.2)q I - 1 K2
ri r2

kshield = thermal conductivity of the shield

r, = inner radius of the shield

r2 = outer radius of the shield

T1 = 116.9 0C

Under steady state conditions for this one dimensional analysis, the tempera-

ture at the core of the cable is approximated with the equation (38:97):

TOq= r + T, (K.3)4k~0 bl•

where, q* = the heat transfer rate per unit volume, and:

To = 343.1 -C

Note, the lower thermal conductivity of an all asbestos cable was used to

simulate a worst case core temperature. Actual aluminum conductors would decrease

the core temperature significantly. Even with the thermal conductivity of asbestos,

the maximum temperature anywhere in the shielded conductor under the maximum

load is 343.10C. This is 1.91 times less than the melting point of aluminum (6570C)

and 4.47 times less than the melting point of Netic (1532 'C). It is therefore assumed

that a heat transfer problem does not exist with the SFP's translational conductor

design.

The same type of process as above must also be carried out for the attitude

control coiled conductors. Because of the difference in geometry, several changes
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CONDUCTOR

Figure K.3 The portion of the coiled conductor integrated truss showing the con-
figuration of an attitude control coiled conductor.

must be made to the analysis process. The worst case analysis is of a 137 turn coiled

conductor, wrapped in ten layers. Each wire is coated with insulation such as Pyrex

glass (see Table K.1). The coiled conductor has the geometry of a hollow cylinder

(see Figure K.3). The outer radius is 1.9 m and the inner radius is 1.7 m. For

analysis purposes, the thermal conductivity is assumed to be uniform and equal to

that of the Pyrex glass.

In heat transfer, the power dissipated by each surface is assumed to be pro-

portional to the surface area. For example, if the inner surface were one third of the

total radiating surface area, it would dissipate one third of the power. Thus, the

inner and outer surface temperatures are the same.

As before, the external coating is assumed to have a high emmisivity, so the

radiation of the power is governed by Equation K. 1. The worst case power dissipation

requirement is a result of a maximum current of 334.8 A in the 137 turn coiled
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conductor. The power is then

1i2&." = 14,588.6 W

and from applying Equation K.1, the surface temperature of the coiled conductor is

found to be

T, = 466.9 0K = 193.9 0C

The core temperature is found by applying the temperature distribution across

a hollow cylinder (38:99)

- 2 +Cllnr +C 2  (K.4)
4 kca.ble

where C1 and C2 are constants of integration determined by applying the initial

conditions T(1.7) = T(1.9) = 193.9 0C. Solving Equation K.4 with the initial

conditions for the radius of the center of the cylinder wall gives

To = 276.20 C

As before, even when assuming less than ideal heat transfer conditions, the

maximum core temperature of any coiled conductor is 276.2°C. This is 2.4 times

less than the melting point of aluminum. Based on this analysis, the heat transfer

problem does not exist for the attitude control elements of the SFP.
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Appendix L. Determination of Magnetic Shield Thickness

The required thickness of the magnetic shielding material can be easily deter-

mined from the strength of the B-fields that must be blocked. The thickness was

determined by following the instructions for an "off-the-shelf" shielding material

manufactured by the Magnetic Shield Corporation (54). The procedure consists of

determining the strength of the B-field, and then calculating the required thickness

to block a field of that strength. The maximum magnetic fields are created when the

two main conductors are operating at their maximum currents. These two 99 turn,

22.78 cm diameter, conductors reach their maximum currents of 261.5 A during a

steady-state R-bar maneuver at a distance of -60 m.

The B-fields associated with the Earth (Be), the shielded portion of the con-

ductor cable (Bs1), the unshielded portion of the conductor cable (B',,), and the

coiled conductors (B,,) were considered for shielding requirements. For analysis, the

contributions of the B-fields, in terms of their strengths, H, were determined. The

strength of a B-field is calculated by applying the relation (24:3):

B
H -- -- (L.1)

where B is the sum of the fields under consideration, and it is the permeability of the

medium containing the field. The units for H are A/m. In this analysis, the B-fields

emanate from their sources to the shield in free space. The free space permeability

constant, y,, was used. The B-fields for the conductor sources are calculated using:

B
27rr
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and are estimated to be

B, = 5.40 x 10-1 T

B.1 = (47-x10- 7 (T.m)/A)(261.5 A/turn)(99 turns) = 4.47 x 10-2 T2,w(.1158 m)

Bul = (4rx 10- 7 (T.m)/A)(261.5 A/turn)(99 turns) = 3.36 x 10-3 T2r(1.5368 m)

Bc = (47rx 10- 7 (T.m)/A)(1.2 A/turn)(1O turns) - 1.09 X 106 T21r(2.0947,m)=1.9×0-T

Summing these B-fields gives

4.81 X 10- 2 T AH =~= 38, 289 --

47r x 10-7 (T. m)/A m

Wich the field strength calculated, the magnetic flux capacity (Bhield) for a shield

of a given thickness, t, can be determined. Again, the relation of Equation L.1 is

applied; however, the permeability, p, is that of the shield, not free space. The

Magnetic Shield Corporation's instructions approximate p with (54):

(1.571 x 10- 6 )D (L.2)

where D is ,he diameter of the shell and t is the thickness of the shield. The maximum

desired magnetic flux capacity is 1.375 T. Combining equations and rearranging to

find t:

t = (1.571 x 10-6 (T. m)/A)DH (L.3)nshield

(1.571 x 10-6 (T. m)/A)(231.6 rnm)(38,289 A/m) (L.4)
1.375 T

t = 10.13 mm (L.5)

The Magnetic Shield Corporation produces four types of magnetic shielding mate-

rial (54). One type, Netic, is rated to 2.10 T and has the lowest specific gravity

(7.86).
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An additional check was accomplished to insure the outer most conductor of

the cable did not exceed the flux capacity of the designed shield because of its small

distance from the shield. A 2 cm aluminum conductor, with a current of 261.5 A,

has a 4162 A/m field strength at its surface. A conductor cable made up of 99

individual 2 cm aluminum conductors under the same conditions has a 38,289 A/m

field strength on its surface. The contribution from the outermost conductor is less

than that of the entire cable and does not saturate the shield.

To achieve the desired shielding capability for the electrodynamic propulsion

system, a 10.14 mm thick Netic shield was chosen. This shield will be used for all

shielding applications on the SFP.
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Appendix M. Tracking and Performance

The MATLAB programs generate a wide variety of data that can be used

to analyze the SFP's design and performance. The time history design program

generates data over time for a specific point in the orbit. The data shows the time

based stability of the controller. If the outputs versus time are straight, flat lines,

the controller was assumed to be stable over time. The orbit history design program

generates data for a short time slice at multiple points around an orbit. Once a stable

design and controller have been designed, the time history design program is called

recursively - for very short time intervals - using initial conditions and reference

command inputs for numerous points around an orbit, so as to simulate the SFP

moving through its orbit. This data can be used to show how controller gains would

have to be scheduled to correct for the changing B-field as the SFP orbits the Earth.

M. 1 Time-History Program Outputs

M.1.1 Numerical Output Data. The following output shows the final

SFP design performance data output generated by the program for the specific R-

bar maneuver for which the SFP was designed to accomplish:

Space Fabrication Platform
Design Analysis Program

Payload Mass (kg) - 31300

The diameter of the conductor wire (in cm) = 2
The Netic shield thickness (-) = 1.0140e+001

Length (LC1) of main conductor tower C1 (a) = 25
lumber of turns in conductors C1 = 99
The effective total length (LI) of conductors C1 (m) = 2475

Length (LC2) of main conductor tower C2 (i) = 25

Number of turns in conductor C2 = 99
The effective total length (L2) of conductors C2 (m) = 2475

Length (LC3) of cross conductor tower C3 (m) = 25
Nu',er of turns in conductors C3 = 1
The effective total length of conductors C3 (m) = 25
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Length (LC4) of main conductor tower C4 (m) - 25
lumber of turns in conductor C4 a 1
The effective total length (L4) of conductors C4 (m) a 25

Length (LCS) of pole conductor, CS (m) - 27
lumber of turns in conductor CS a 21
The effective total length of conductor CS (m) a 567

Radius (r6) of coiled conductor conductor, CS (m) = 1.9000+000
Length (LsolT) of coiled conductor, C6 (m) m 2.8000e-0O1
lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor CS = 137

Radius Cr7) of coiled conductor conductor, C7 (m) = 1.9000e4000

Length (Lsol7) of coiled conductor, C7 (W) w 2.SOOOe-O01

lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor C? 7 137

Radius Cr8) of coiled conductor conductor, CS (in) 1 i.9000e+000
Length (Laol8) of coiled conductor, CS (m) = 2.0000e-002
lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor CS - 1

Radius Cr9) of coiled conductor conductor, C9 (a) = 1.9000e+000
Length (Lsol9) of coiled conductor, C9 (m) = 2.00OOe-002
lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor C9 a I

Radius Cr1O) of coiled conductor conductor, C10 (a) = 1.9000e+000
Length (LsollO) of coiled conductor, CIO (m) = 1

lumber of turns in conductor coiled conductor CIO = 497

Coiled Conductor Support Truss Length (m) = 4.8600e+000
Coiled Conductor Support Truss Width and Height (m) - 4.3000e+000
Coiled Conductor Support Truss Hass (kg) - 1.9440e+002

Total Platform Bass - 1.1061.+OOS

Principle moment of inertia, A - x direction (kg-m-2) -4.1001e4007
Principle moment of inertia, B - y direction (kg-ma2) =1.3802@+007

Principle moment of inertia, C - z direction (kg-m2) =2.0756e+007

Altitude of reference orbit (kC) - 400

Orbital mean motion (rad/s) =1.1316e-003

True Anomaly (nu) to work with (dog) = 2630
What is the sidereal time ? 169.4830
What is the orbit inclination ? 28.5
What is the right ascension of the ascending node a 0

Enter the reference coumand data
What is the value of x to attain and track (a) ? -40
What is the value of y to attain and track (m) ? 40
What is the value of z to attain and track (a) ? 40

What is the angle of yaw to attain and track (dog) ? 5
What is the angle of roll to attain and track (dog) ? -5
What is the angle of pitch to attain and track (dog) ? -5

Enter the initial condition data

What is the initial value of x (m) ? -40
What is the initial value of y (C) ? 40
What is the initial value of z (m) ? 40
What is the initial value of the yaw angle (dog) ? 5
What is the initial value of the roll angle (deg) ? -5
What is the initial value of the pitch angle (dog) ? -5

How long of a time response to plot (C) ? 6400
Number of time increments (data points) ? 540

The CFsys,Gsys) system is completely controllable.
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The (Falo lays) system is completely observable.-
Veight ing on the state weighting matrix Q - 1
Weighting on the control weighting matrix RI I

Maximum, current required in conductor CI (1), 1.7173o+002
Maximum current required in conductor C2 (W- 1.7434e4002
Maximum current required in conductor C3 (A) -1.4076.4000
Maximum current required in conductor C4 (W- -1.2470*4O01
Maximum current required in conductor CS W=) 1.5419.4002
Maximum current required in conductor C6 (A), 6.2323*+001
Maximum current required in conductor C7 (A) 5.2323e+001
Maximum current required in conductor CS WA) -1.6934e-001
Maximum current required in conductor C9 (W= -1.6934e-001
Maximum current required in conductor CIO (W) -8.1211e+001
Max imum thrust required in thruster (3)- -2.1i490e+001

Maximum radial force in conductor CI (I)- 8.4348e4000
Naximum oop force in conductor C1 WI- 1.3486e4O0t

Maximu= radial force in conductor C2 (I)- 8.S628e4000,
Maximum oop force in conductor C2 W-) 1.3691e+001

Maximum radial force in conductor C3 (I)- -i.6M0e-004
Maximum ip lateral force in conductor C3 W-) 1.1166e-003

Maximum radial force in conductor C4 (V) -1.4890e-003
Maximum ip laterza force i.n conductor C4 (W- 9.8916e-003

Maximum ip lateral force in conductor CS (N)- -1.7349e+000
Maxim=m oop force in conductor CS (5)- -4.1758e-001

Distributed radial force in conductor Cl W-) 3.3739e-001
Distributed oop force in conductor Cl (I)- 6.3945e-001

Distributed radial force in conductor C2 (5)- 3.4261*-001
Distributed cop force in conductor C2 (I)- 6.4764e-001

Distributed radial force in conductor C3 W-) -6.7233e-006
Distributed ip lateral force in conductor C3 (I)- 4.4683e-005

Distributed radial force in conductor C4 (I)- -5.9561e-006
Distributed ip lateral force in conductor C4 (N)a 3-9566e-004

Distributed ip lateral force in conductor CS W-) -6.4267e-002
Distributed oop force in conductor CS (N)- -1.5466e-002

The maximum CI torque around bI (N-n) - 1 .6858e+002
The maximum CI torque around bI (5-in) - -1.0643*4002

The maximum C2 torque around bi (N-i) - -1 .7114e+002
The maximum C2 torque around bi (N1-m) - I .0704e4002

The maximum C3 torque around bi (I-m) - -1 .3967e-002
The maximum C3 torque around bI (N-m) - -2. 1010e-OO3
The maximum C3 torque around bi (N-0n - -4. 6337e-M0

The mnaximum C4 torque around bI WNu) - 1. 2364e-001
The maximum C4 torque around bi (N-u) - 1 .8613e-002
The maximum C4 torque around bI (N-rn) - -4. lOSOe-002

The maximum CS torque around bi (U-rn) - -8. 2681a4000
The maximum CS torque around bi (I-) - 3.4362e+001

The maximum C6 torque around bi Winu) - 1 .6133e+000
The maximum Ce torque around bI (I-) - 2.6S796e+000
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The maximum C7 torque around bi (U-m) - i.6133*+OOO
The maximum C7 torque around bi (I-) - 2.5796.4000

The maximum CS torque around bI (3-.) - -9.1731*-006
The maximum CS torque around bi (][-a) n 6.0937e-005

The maximum CS torque around bi (N-in) - -9.1731 .- 006
The maximum C9 torque around bi (E-m) - 6.0937e.006

The maximum CIO torque around bi (N-u) - 9.0839*4000
The maximum CIO torque around bi WIin) - 2.1864e4000

Naximum vertical Wx force required (N) - 1.6996e+001
Max imum horizontal in-plane (y) force required (M - 1. 7239e+000
Raximum horizontal out-of-plane (z force required (N) 6 .2696e+000

Naximum moment about x required (N[-in) a 7.7715e-001
Naximum moment about y required (W-m) - 8 .3260e-001
Maximum moment about z required WIu) = 4. 3262e+001

The resistance of conductor C1 (Ohms)- 4.1833e-001
The resistance of conductor C2 (Ohms)- 4.1833e-001
The resistance of conductor C3 (Ohms)- 4.2266e-003
The resistance of conductor C4 (Ohms)- 4.2258e-003
The resistance of conductor CS (OMse)= 9.6836e-002
The resistance of conductor C6 (OMse)- 1.3094e-001
The resistance of conductor C7 (Ohms)- 1.3094e-001
The resistance of conductor CS (Ohms)- i.0036e-003
The resistance of conductor C9 (Ohms)- 1.0036e-003
The resistance of conductor CIO (Ohms)= 4.7503e-001

Total Conductor Resistance (OMse) - 1.6799e+000

The maximum power required (W) .7.6190e400I
The maximums voltage required MV 2.1189e+002

Max allowed shield inner surface temperature (deg C) -1021
lax allowed conductor bundle core temperature (deg C) -438

Conductor CI shield inner surface and core
temperatures: Ti, TO (deg C) - 6. 7208e+001 1. 6479e+002

Safety factors - 2. 2796e+001 3. 9868e+000

Conductor C2 shield inner surface and core
temperatures:. Ti, TO (deg C) - 6.8542e+001 1.6911e+002

Safety factors - 2.2361e+001 3.8850e+000

Conductor C3 shield inner surface and core
temperatures: TI, TO (deg C) - 1 .6001 e+001 1. 5001*4O0i

Safety factors 1 .0213e+002 4.3798e0001

Conductor C4 shield inner surface and core
temperatures: TI, TO (deg C) - 1 .6046e+001 1.6051e+001

Safety factors - 1.0182e+002 4.3662e+001

Conductor CS shield inner surface and core
temperatures: Ti, TO (deg C) = 3.4688e+001 6.1275e+001

Safety factors - 4.4293e400i 1.2813e4001

Conductor C6 coiled conductor core temperature: TO (deg C) - 2.6877e+001
Safety factor - 2.4444e+001

Conductor C7 coiled conductor core temperature: TO (deg C) = 2.6877e4001
Safety factor a 2.4444e+001
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Conductor CS coiled conductor core temperature: TO (dog C) = 1.5000e*001
Safety factor - 4.3800•O001

Conductor C9 coiled conductor core temperature: TO (deg C) - 1.5000.4001
Safety factor = 4.3800e+001

Conductor ClO coiled conductor core temperature: TO (deg C) - 4.2628e+001

Safety factor - 1.6448e+001

M.1.2 Graphical Output Data. This section shows the data plotted by the

time-history design program for the SFP final design configuration. The following

plots correspond to the data listed in the previous section. The flat lines on the

plots show the controller is stable. The flat lines on the position plots show that the

controller can precisely track the reference position.

Conductor 1 (Cl) Current
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Time (s)

Figure MA1 Time history of current C1.
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Conductor 2 (C2) Current
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Figure M.2 Time history of current C2.

Conductor 3 (C3) Current
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Figure M.3 Time history of current C3.
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Conducbr 4 (C4) Current
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Figure M.4 Time history of current C4.

Conductor 5 (CS) Current
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Figure M.5 Time history of current C5.
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Conductor 6 (CS) Current
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Figure M.6 Time history of current C6.

Conductor 7 (C7) Current
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Figure M.7 Time history of current C7.
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Conductor 8 (CS) Current
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Figure M.8 Time history of current C8.

Conductor 9 (C9) Current
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Conductor 10 (CIO) Cuffent
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Figure M.10 Time history of current CIO.

Z-Axis Thrust Required
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Figure M.11 Time history of the z-axis thrust required.
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Total Power Required
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Figure M.12 Ti.ne history of the total power required.

Total Voitage Required
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Figure M.13 Time history of the total voltage required.
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Radial Positkon
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Figure M.14 Time history of the tracking of the desired radial position.

Along-Path Position
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Figure M.15 Time history of the tracking of the desired in-path position.
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Out-o-Phme Posion
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Figure M.17 Time history of the tracking of the desired radial position versus the
path position.
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Out-of-Plane Position vs Radial Position
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Figure M.18 Time history of the tracking of the desired radial position versus the
out-of-plane position.
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Figure M.19 Time history of the tracking of the desired path position versus the
out-of-plane position.
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Yaw Oneintaton
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Figure M.20 Time history of the tracking of the desired yaw orientation.

Roll Orientaton~
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Figure M.21 Time history of the tracking of the desired roll orientation.
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Pitch OnentaNon
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Figure M.2 2 Time history of the trdal ockin reuref o r the desired pithsiint tion.
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Figure M.22 Time history of the tailfrackin ofure orc the desired pithsrint tion.
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Force in RadOWDiection
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Figure M.24 Time history of the in-path force required to track the desired position.
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Figure M.25 Time history of the out-of-plane force required to track the desired
position.
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bl-Axis MomeMt
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Figure M.26 Time history of the moment about b,-axis required to track the desired
orientation.
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Figure M.27 Time history of the moment about ý2-axis required to track the desired

orientation.
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W-Axi Mment
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Figure M.28 Time history of the moment about b3-axis required to track the desired
orientation.

M.2 Orbit-History Program Outputs

M.2.1 Multiple Orbit - Design R-Bar Standoff. The following plots show

the total power required, the currents in each of the conductors, the thrust required

from the augmentation thrusters, and the core temperatures of the conductors using

high current. The data for conductors C8 and C9 is not included - these conductors

are almost completely unused by the controller, and their currents are nearly zero.

The plots emulate the gain scheduling required over the period of one revolution of

the earth:
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Total Power Required Profile
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Figure M.29 Orbit history of power required.

Currents - Conductor Cl, Conductor C2
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Figure M.30 Orbit history of Cl and C2 currents required.
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Curmt - Con&.civ CS
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Figure M.31 Orbit history of C5 current required.
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Figure M.32 Orbit history of C6 and C7 currents required.
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Current - C~orduclor CIO
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Figure M.33 Orbit history of CIO current required.
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Figure M.34 Orbit history of thrust required from the augmentation thrusters.
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Core Temrpembstw- Conducx Cl. Cotnducl~ C2
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Figure M.36 Orbit history of C 5 ndC core temperature.
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Car. TempOMlire - CandUCWr CO. C"NkX2N C7
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Figure M.37 Orbit history of C6 and C7 core temperatures.
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Figure M.38 Orbit history of conductor CIO core temperature.
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M.2.2 Single Orbit - Design R-Bar Standoff. By changing the range

over which the true anomaly changes, the plots can be refined to a narrow window.

These types of plots were used extensively when the final design was being evaluated

since they quickly show when power, current, and/or temperature constraints are

exceeded. The following plots show the gain scheduling required for one orbit:

Total Power Reluired Profile
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Figure M.39 Orbit history of total power required.
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Currents - Conductor Ci, Conductor C2
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Currentz - Conducuor C5
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Figure M.42 Orbit history of conductor C5 current.

Currenits - Con~ductor C6, Conductor C7
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Figure M.43 Orbit history of C6 and C7 currents.
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Figure M.44 Orbit history of C10 current.
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Figure M.45 Orbit history of the thrust required from the augmentation thrusters.
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Core Temnperatures- Conductor Cl, Conductor C2
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Figure M.47 Orbit history of C3 and C2 core temperatures.
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Core Temperature - Conducor CS
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Figure M.48 Orbit history of conductor C5 core temperature.

Core Temperature - Conductor C6, Conductor C7
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Figure M.49 Orbit history of C6 and C7 core temperatures.
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Figure M.50 Orbit history of C10 core temperature.
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M.2.3 Single Orbit - Maximum R-Bar Standoff. The following plots show

the single orbit requirements for the maximum capability R-bar standoff. The inter-

val chosen includes the peak power requirement, the peak current requirement, and

maximum temperature reached during propulsion system operations. The interval

is one orbit of the SFP:

Total Power Required Profile
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7 S .. . .... .... .... .............r ..... .... ...... ..

7DO2,02400 2450 2500 255 M20 2M5 2700
True Anomnaly (dog)

Figure M.51 Orbit history of total power required.
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Figure M.53 Orbit history of C3 and C2 currents.
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Figure M.57 Orbit history of C1 and C2 core temperatures.
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Appendix N. Comparison of Conductor Orientations with the

B Field

N. I Introduction

In Section 6.3.10 two methods of orbit transfer were defined: Method 1, track a

fixed average B-field magnitude and direction with the SFP conductors, and Method

2, track a time-varying B-field with the SFP conductors. Method 2 was concluded

to be most efficient. This appendix justifies the conclusion.

N.2 Comparison of Method 1 and Method 2

To compare the two methods, both were implemented with the starting con-

ditions:

r = 300 km

i = 28.50

Power (P) = 77 kW

At = 2 hours

The results were then compared. The total acceleration profiles due to FP are similar,

but Method 2 has a higher minimum and maximum acceleration (see Figure N.1).

A comparison of the component accelerations in the velocity vector direction

shows that over a 2 hour interval, Method 2 provides more acceleration than Method

1 (see Figure N.2). Figure N.2 also graphically shows the difference between assuming

a constant orientation versus changing the orientation to track the B-field. During

the oscillations of the B-field, the vehicle's orientation resulting from the application

of Method 2 transitions through the vehicle's orientation resulting from the appli-

cation of Method 1 using the constant B-field assumption. At these points, the two

methods produce the same thrust. The long term increase in Method l's useful
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Figure N.1 Acceleration versus time for Method 1 (-) and Method 2 (..-). Method

2 has a higher minimum and maximum acceleration.
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Figure N.2 Method 1 (-) provides less acceleration along the velocity vector than
does Method 2 (...).
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1i'gure N.3 Method 2 (.)provides less useless acceleration in the out-of-plane
direction than does Method 1 (-).

acceleration during this period results from Earth's rotation chan .g the B-field's

orientation. The out-of-plane acceleration profiles are almost identical. However,

the peaks under Method 1 are broader, indicating more time is spent thrusting out-

of-plane. This out-of-plane is wasted acceleration (see Figure N.3). A comparison

of the percentage of the total acceleration contributing to an acceleration along the

velocity vector indicates Method 2 is slightly more efficient. This is characterized by

the broader peaks in Figure NA.4

Because the forces generated by the propulsion system are small, and the

vehicle's mass is large, the actual performance differences between Method 1 and

Method 2 is small. After 2 hours, the increase in orbital radius of the SFP using

Method 2 is only slightly greater than when using Method 1 (see Figure N.5). The

major difference in the two methods is the induced changes in inclination and line

of nodes. Method 1 causes larger changes in both inclination and the line of n, Aes

(see Figures N.6 and N.7). Using Method 2 will require less effort to counter the

undesired out-of-plane accelerations.
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Figure NA Method 2 (..) has a higher percentage of the total acceleration con-
tributing to increasing velocity along the velocity vector than Method
1 (-).
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Figure N.5 Method 1 (-) increases the SFP's altitude by 0.77 km in 2 hours while
Method 2 (...) increases the altitude by 0.82 km in the same time.
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Figure N.6 Method 1 (-) decreases the inclination by 0.001140 in 2 hours while
the decrease by Method 2 (-...) is 0.000970.
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Figure N.7 Method 1 (-) increases fQ by 1.35 x 10-3° in 2 hours; Method 2 (.--)
causes an increase of only 1.18 x 10-3.
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These same trends exist for longer time periods. Applying 77 kW for 2 days

shows the same general trends, although changes in the line of nodes are cyclic over

the course of a day. Based on the results of the comparison, reorienting the SFP

to account for the time-variations in the B-field will provide the best performance

during an orbit transfer.

N.2.1 Current and Power. It is apparent from the equation:

-•p = 2'L x B (N. 1)

the current should be maximized to maximize the propulsive force. However, the

power available to generate the current is limited. The power required is given by

the equation:

p = (( X +Z2R(N.2)

where - is the relative velocity of the SFP with respect to the B-field and R is the

resistance of the conductor. The first term on the right hand side is the induced

voltage due to the movement of a current carrying conductor through a magnetic

field. Method 2 will nearly maximize the power required for a given current because

of the induced voltage.

To gain an insight on power requirements for the orbital transfer, the current

was fixed at i = 50 A while the orbital parameters were the same as those previously

defined. The amount of power required to produce a constant current was highly

variable during a 2 day run. The best way to use the SFP's power resources is to

maintain a constant level of applied power, at the maximum level available, and vary

the current so the power required does not exceed the power available.

The maximum power available for propulsion is 77 kW'. The current must be

modulated so that it is maximized without the power required exceeding 77 kW.

Equation N.2 is a quadratic with respect to the current. The current can be solved
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Figure N.8 The regulated current varies greatly due to the changing B-field.

for by finding the roots of the quadratic. However, the computational efficiency of the

numerical integration routines can be improved by using the following approximation

for the regulated current, iR:

= PmaR (N.3)((U x - )+÷ ..

with ilmax an estimate of the maximum current. Figure N.8 shows the resulting

current profile for a 2 day integration. Figure N.9 demonstrates that power was

near, but below, the 77 kW limit. The variation in the power level is a result of

approximating iR. Using the full quadratic solution for iR makes the power used con-

stant. However, the difference in the two solution methods is small (see Figure N.10).

Approximating iR results in slightly shorter time-to-climb data, but showed better

computational efficiency.
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Figure N.9 The power applied to the electrodynamic propulsion system during or-
bit transfer is kept below 77 kW.
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Figure N.1O The difference between the increase in orbital radius using the true
solution for i (-) and the approximation, iR (" ") is small.
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Appendix 0. Orbital Transfer Performance Analysis

0.1 Orbital Transfer Performance Analysis Program

The orbital transfer analysis program was created for MATLAB. The program

implements first order models fer the Earth's gravity and magnetic field as well as

an exponential model of Earth's atmosphere. These models were used to determine

the accelerations due to gravity, shielded coil electrodynamic propulsion, and aero-

dynamic drag. A vector function Xd(t), containing the sum of these accelerations

and the vehicle velocity, is numerically integrated using fourth and fifth order Runge-

Kutta formulas. The result is a vector, X(t), representing the location and velocity

of the SFP, in Earth-centered inertial coordinates, at time, t.

The program is in two parts: the main program and the integrator. The

main program defines the initial conditions and calls the integrator. X(t) is used to

calculate a variety of performance parameters (power, inclination, etc.), which are

plotted versus time. The main program is empvb.m:

% This routine establishes the IC's
% and integrates the functions
% The result is a vector X as a function of time, t,

% where X - C X
% zdot

%. ]dot
% z

% zdotJ
% The program computes various performance parameters
% and then makes performance plots.

F = 'emdragp';
tO = 0; % initial time
tf = 1440*2; % final time min
JO a [6678145; 0;

0; 6789.53269*60;
0; 3886.41647*60]; % IC's

tol a 1.Oe-6; % tolerance
trace - 0; % diplatimeatep
[t,IJ = ode45(F,tO,tf,1O,toltrace);

% different IC's
% 300 28.5 [ 6678145; 0; 0; 6789.53269*60; 0; 3686.41547*60]
% 400 28.5 [ 6778145; 0; 0; 6739.26259*60; 0; 3659.12103*60]
% 500 28.5 C 6878145; 0; 0; 6600.09281*60; 0; 3632.42402*60]
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% 300 15 [ 6678145; 0; 0; 7462.61396*60; 0; 1999.57459*60]

% 300 45 [ 6678145; 0; 0; 6462.93937*0. 0; 5462.93937.60]

2 300 6 [ 6678145; 0; 0; 7696.36409*60; 0; 673.34461*W0]

% 300 0 [ 6678145; 0; 0; 7725.76296*0; 0; 0*60]

2IC's for calcs

Nu - 3.986012010^14; % Earth's Gray Cool, ma3/s12
omega = 6007.292115856e-5; % Earth's spin rate, rad/eiu
L a 60e99; % Effect conductor length, a DESIGN

nag M 8.05*10"(15); % Earth's nag dipole strength, T7m3
lea 64e-6; 2 resistance/a, ohms/a
rhoref a 1.916s-11; % Air Density at ref radius, kg/u'3

Rref a 6678145; % ref radius, a
NI 0.00001996284; % inverse scale ht, 1/a

Cd = 2.4; % Drag Coaf. DESIGN
N a 110609; % Platform mass, kg DESIGN
A a 1435; % effect drag area, m-2 DESIGN

Pow a 77000; 2 Power limit, watts
Ieuess a 35; % max eat current, A

% vehicle asses
% transfer with ET 1430
% transfer w/o ET 1200
% transfer w ET SV 3340

% Variable Defa's

2 r = magnitude of radius vector
2 mx,Xy,mz " xy,z components of Earth's dipole moment

2Bx,By,Bx = x,yz components of B vector
2 B - magnitude of B vector
2 uBx,uBy,uBx - unit x,yz components of U vector
2 v - magnitude of velocity vector
Suxd,uydnud = unit x,y.z components of velocity vector

2 vrx,vry,vrz - x,y,z components of relative velocity vector

2 Lx,Ly,Lz - x,y,z components of conductor direction
2 LL a magnitude of conductor direction

2 uLx,uLy,uLz n unit x,y,z components of conductor direction
2 V1,V2,V3 a subcomponents of back EMV
2 L1 a number of output state vectors

v sun m col vector of 1's

2 n w quadratics matrix
2 II = Roots matrix
2 III - vector of max roots
2 I - current

P = power
2 xddp,yddpzddp = x,y,z components of acceleration due to propulsion
2 aemp - magnitude of acceleration due to propulsion

2 Rad- r inks.
SVel v in m/s.

2YVc - circular orbit velocity
2 rho a atmospheric density
2 Vr a magnitude of relative velocity vector
2 Beta = vehicle Beta value

2 xdddydddzddd - x,y,z components of acceleration due to drag
2 adrag; magnitude of acceleration due to drag
2 hx,hy,hz a x,y,z components of angular momentum vector
2 nxny = x,y components of lin-of-nodes

2 inclin a inclination angle
2 nodes n magnitude of line-of-nodes angle
2 nullx,nully,nullz a z,y,z components of v cross accel due to propulsion
2 badx,bady,badz - x,yz components of wasted accel due to propulsion

2 bad a magnitude of wasted accel due to propulsion
2 ubadx,ubady,ubadx a unit x,y,z components of wasted accel
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% good w magn~itude Of v=ui ~ ~ .
% ugoodz~ugoody,ugoodz -ui ,, opnnso
% gooda - magnitude of useful accel due to propulsion
% badea magnitude of masted accel due to propulsion
% goodprcnt a percent of useful accel due to propulsion
% UP a useful Power
% Off ic - efficiency

% Calc Performance paramet ers

r 1 (:,1).-2 + 1*, - + (:,S).'2 ).-0.6;
mwg* mgcos(1.3701)*cos(omwgaet);
my kagecoa(i.3701)eaiA(omega*t);

us -mmgosai(1.3701);

By - -my.Ir.-3 - 3*(umx.*XC:,i)
+ sty.eI(:,3) + xe(,).Z:3.r')

Bz -(=./r.-3 - 3*(nx-eI(:,1)
+ ny.eI(:,3) + =xeC,).Z(,)/.)

B =(Bx.-2 + By.-2 + x-)(.)

uli - Bz./B; uBy a By./U; uBz a Bx./B;

uld a 1(:,2)./v; uyd a 1(:,4)./v; uzd - (:,6).Iw;
irx - (1(:,2) + onegael(:,3))/60;
wry *(X(:,4) - omwgaelC:,i))/60;
vrz =(X(:,G))/80;
Lz (uBy.*uzd - uBx.euyd);
Ly u(uBz.*uxd - uasteuxd);
Lz (nlx.*uyd - uBy.*uxd);
LL u(Lx.-2 + Ly.-2 + Li/-2)/.-(.);
uLx Lx./LL; uLy - Ly./L'.; uLz - Lz./LL;

VI =(vry.oBs - vrz.efly).*(uLx);
V2 -(vrz.*Bx - vrx.eflx).*(uLy);
V3 -(vrx.*ly - vry.*Bx).*(uLz);

% LI longth(VI);
% wun =oneSMILN,);
% RR E (2*L*eseaeunL) (abaCL*(VI + V2 + VM)~ -PwWu
% for U - 1:L11;
% 11 (rootsa(lI(IN,:)))'I;
% 111(11) - Max(Il);
% end;
% I IIIP;

I =Pow./(abs(Le(VI + V2 + V3) + (IGueaa)*2*L*Rea);
P -(abs(L*I.*(V1 + V2 + V3) + (I.-2)*2*Lelew)I1000;

xddp - (LIN)0I.*(uLy.*Bz - uLz.*By);
yddp = (L/N)*I.*(uU.*x~e - uLx.*Bw);

zddp - (L/N)sI.*(uUx.*By - uLy.els);
seup =(xddp.-2 + yddp.-2 + zddp.-2)/(.s);

Bad =r./1000;
Val - T. /0;

rho = rhorefE~exp(-Nls(r - Bref));
Vr - (vrx.^2 + vry.-2 + vrz.-2).-.6;
Beta w N/(CdCA);
xddd - -. Serho.*Vre(1/Beta).evrx;
yddd - -. 5erho.eVre(1/Beta).Ovry;
xddd - -.5erho.*Vro(1/Beta).sirs;
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edrag *Czddd.-2 + ydd.-2 + xddd.-2 ).-0.6;

by a
he =
ax = -hy; ay a u

inclia - (acos(hz.I((h.-2 +hy-2 +hz.-2).-0.5)))
o(180/3.1415);

nodes 0 (acos(uz./((xx.^2 + &y.-2).0.5)))oC1S0/3.1416);

nulix - (1(:.4).ozdilp-I(:,6).*yddp);
nally = (1(:,6).ozddp-I(:,2).ozddp);
null = (1C:,2).*yddp-I(:.4).oxddp);
badi - (sully. oI(: 6)-muLUz.*Z(:,4Q);
body = (nulz.oZ(:,2)-muulx.*I(:,6));
badz a ulxo(,)-ul~I:2)
bad - ( badx.'2+ bady.'2 + badx.-2 ).-0.6;
nbadx badz../bad; ubady - bady ./baA; ubadz a bad . /bad;
good = 1 (:,2).-2 + 1C:,4).-2 + 1(:,6).-2 ).-O.6;
ugoodx = X(:,2).Igood;
ugoody - (:.4)./good;
ugooda - X(:,6)./good;
goods (Zddp. *Ugoodx + yddp. ougoody + zddp. ougooda);
bade (xddp . ubadz + yddp. Oubady + zddp. Oubadz);
goodprcmt a 1000gooda./ainp;

UP a (abs(L*1.o(V1 + V2 + Y3)).o(goodprcutlloo))I1000;
Kffic - 100*UP./P;

2Plots

cig;
plot (t,P) ,xlabel (I tins mini'), ylabol( ' Power Wi),

title('(28.6dog i, 300ka, ISMV Mdays)').
print -dops <u2RP2d>;

cig;
plot(t,I) ,Xlsb~l('tims miii') ,ylabo~l(Current A'),

title('(28.Sdog i, 300km, 16kW, 2days)');
print -deps <m2R12d);

cig;
plot(t,Rad) ,xlabolC'timo mm'l) ylabol('Iadius kin'),

titlo('C28.6d~g i, 300km, 16kV, 2Mays)');
print -dope (m2r2d>;

cig;
plot Ct 3) ,zlabol('tims uii') ,ylab~l('3-fiold'),

ti~tle('(28.Sdesg 1, 300km, 16kV, Mdays)');
print -dope (m2B2d>;

cig;
plot (t,V*l,'+',t,Vc,'J:'),xlabelC'tims a"i'),

yiabeiC 'Velocity ui/s'),
titlo('C26.Sdeg 1, 300ko, 16kV, 2days)');

print -dope <u2vol2d>;

cig;
plot(t,inclin) ,zlabol('tino min'),

ylabol('uuclination dog'),
title('(28.5dog i, 300km, 16kV, Mdays)');

print -dope <m212d>;

cig;
plot(t,modes),xlabolC'timo mini'),
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Ylabel('lum. of Rod** dogs),
tit]leC'(286.deg i, 300ka, 16kM. 2days)');

print -dope 4A2lon2d);

cig;

ylabol('acceleration .t/s-2')
title('(28.6dag i. 300ka, 16kV, 2days)');

print -dopa <a2ap2d);

plot (t ,adrag) , zlabel'tla ala'),
ylabol('acceleratio a i/s2'),
title('(28.5deg i, 300ka, 16kV, Mdays)');

print -dope (AM20dd;

cig;
plot (t~gooda),ilabelC'tim s ai),

ylabol('acceleratioa a/s'2'),
titloC'(28.Sdeg i, 300ka, 16kW, 2days)');

print -dope (uauseap2d);

cig;

plot (t,bada),zlebel('tiae ala'),
ylabel('acceleration i/s-2'),
title('(28.5deg 1, 300ka, 16kW, 2days)');

print -dops (a2vastap2d);

cig;
plot(t,goodprcnt).zlabel('tiam aiimi),

ylabel('percent useful accel'),
title('(28.Sdeg i, 300ku, 16kW, 2days)');

print -dope (a2prcut2d);

cig;
plot(t,Btfic),xlabel('tiae ain'),

yiabeiC 'Percent Efficiency'),
title('(28.5dog i, 300ka, 16kW, 2days)');

print -dope (a2E2d>;

The second program is a subroutine defining the vector function Xd(t) that is

called for integration. The equations of motion and their supporting environment

models and controllers are in the program emdragp.m:

2 Shielded EN propulsion with aerodynamic drag

% The function is integrated in eapib .
% Id consists of E xdot
% xdotdot (fi)
% ydot
% ydotdot Mf )
% zdot
% zdotdot Wf) I
% Where x, y, and a are ECI Cartesian coordinates.

function Id ea dragp(t,I)

Ruma 3.966012*10-14; % Earth's Gray. Coef., a^3/s.2
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omega = 60e7.292115685f-8; 2 Earth's spin rate, rad/mium
rhoref a 1.916o-11; % Air Density at ref radius, hkg/l3
iref a 6678146; % reference radius, a

I a 0.00001998284; 2 inverse scale ht, 1/m

Cd - 2.4; % Drag Coef. DESIGN
I = 110609; % Platform mass, kg DESIGN
A a 1435; 2 effect, drag area, m'2 DESIGN
P - T7000; % Power limit, watts
L a 50*99; % Effect conductor lengh, a DESIGN
mag = 8.05*10"(15); % Barth's nuag dipole strength, TU3
Res a 84o-6; % resistance/m, ohma/m
I~uess a 35; % max eat current, A

% vehicle masses
% transfer with 17 1430
% transfer w/o ET 1200
% transfer w ET SY 3340
2

x a 1(1); xd a Z(2); y 1(3); yd 1 1(4);
z a X(6); zd - X(6);

2The supporting functions

2gravity
2 r a magnitude of radius vector
S xddg,yddgzddg a x,y.z components of acceleration due to gravity
2

r x -x2 + y2 + z-2 )-0.5;
xddg = -xe(Nu/(r-3))e3600;
yddg = -ye(Hil(r-3))*3600;
zddg = -ze(ui/(r-3))e3600;

2
2aerodynamic drag
2 rho = atmospheric density
2 vrx,vy",vrz - x,yz components of relative velocity vector
2 V - magnitude of relative velocity vector
2 Beta w vehicle Beta value
2 xddd,yddd,zddd - x,yz components of acceleration due to drag

rho = rhorefeezp(-81*(r - Iref));
vrx a (xd + yeomega);
vry = (yd - xeoesga);
vrz = (zd);
V = (vrx2 + •ry-2 + vrzx2)-.5;

Beta m N/(CdeA);
xddd - -. 5erhoeyV(1/Beta)evrx;
yddd a -. erhoe*e(I/Beta)evry;
zddd - -. 5*rhoe*V(1/Beta)*vrx;

onm propulsion
= ex,my,m = x,y,z components of Earth's dipole moment

2 Bx,By,Bz = x,y,z components of B vector
B - magnitude of B vector

2 uBx,uBy,uBz = unit x,y,z components of B vector
v - magnitude of velocity vector

2 uxd,uyd,uzd - unit x,yx components of velocity vector
2 Lx,Ly,Lz - x,y,X components of conductor direction
2 LL - magnitude of conductor direction
2 uLx,uLyuLz = unit x,y,z components of conductor direction
2 V1,V2,V3 - subcomponents of back ENF

n a quadratics matrix
S II a Roots matrix
2 I - current
2 zddp,yddpzddp - x,y,z components of acceleration due to propulsion
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nz = nmgecoo(1.3701)ecoe(anegaot);
my n uagocoe(1.3701)esin(oinegast);

=2 a -zag*ain(1.3701) ;
Ix a -(.ux/r-3 - 3*(u*zx + Wyy + mz*X)ex/r-S);
By = -C(my/r'3 - 3*(noxe + nycy + zzea)*y/r-5);
Ba - -6nz/r-3 - 30(azox 4 ajoy + * ze)z/r-5);
B a (Bxi2 + BY^2 + Bz2)^(.6);
*Bx a u h/B; uly = By/B; 'ala w Bz/I;
v w (zd'2+ yd'2 +4d2^.)
'aid z d/i; uyd - yd/v; 'aid = idly;
Lz - (uly*uad - ufinenyd);
ILy -(ulasuxd - ulz*wad);

-z (ulxeuyd - uly*uad);
LL a (Lz-2 + Ly-2 + La^2)-(.5);
uUa UL/I; uLy a Ly/LI.; 'aLa - La/LI..

Vi a (vry*la - vrzely)*(uLi)/60;
V2 - (vrz*Ii - vrz0la)*(nLy)/6O;
13 a (vrxely - vryelz)*(uLz)/60;

% 11 a 1(2*L*ese) (abs(LC(VI + V2 + 13))) -P];
% 1I - rootu(I3);
% I s a(I!);

I - /aba(LO(V + V2 + 13) + (Isueee)e2*Le~a.);

zddp - (IOL/(N))*(uLyeBx - uLx*By)*3800;
yddp a (IOL/(I))*(uLz*Bx - uLaeBz)*3600;
zddp = (I*L/(U))O(uUi.Iy - nLy*Bx)03600;

% combining the accels up

fl w xddg + x~ddP + ddd; %
f2 = yddg + yddp + Iddd; %
f3 w addg + zddp + zddd; %

% the actual function to be integrated

Id X (2);
f1;

12;
X(S);
13 1;

0.2 SFP Performance Analysis

Once the configuration of the SFP was established, the vehicle's orbital transfer

performance was determined. The equations of motion were numerically integrated

using the above programs with a variety of initial conditions and vehicle states. In

each case, the integration was stopped at a final time, t1 , of 2 days. This Appendix

contains the plotted data from this performance analysis.
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The majority of the program executions were made with only one initial con-

dition or state varied from an arbitrary standard. This arbitrary standard was used

to ease analysis. The standard initial condition was a 28.50 inclination circular orbit

with an altitude of 300 km. This is the likely inclination for Space Station Freedom.

The altitude is also the approximate ASSET work altitude. This orbit represents

the typical starting conditions for an orbit transfer of the SFP. The worst case state

chosen for analysis was 77 kW of power for propulsion while carrying a external

tank as payload. 77 kW is the maximum amount of sustained power available for

propulsion, and is the expected operating level during most of a transfer. The exter-

nal tank represents the design specification payload, and is expected to be the worst

case for the SFP total mass and drag area.

0.2.1 Baseline SFP Performance Analysis.

0.2.1.1 300 km Altitude Initial Condition. This program execution

uses the standard initial conditions and vehicle states. It establishes the baseline

performance for the SFP (see Figures 0.1 through 0.8). The baseline trends are

discussed in Section 6.3.10.4.

(n_14"g 1. M0km, lllW, 2day.)

E

6M6

6660

50 1000 1500 2000 2 3M00
twime min

Figure 0.1 The SFP rises 21.33 km in 2 days.
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(211115949 i. 300kw, 77)W, 2dmyc)

28.495

28.4

28.48-

28.47-1;,

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.2 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.0240 in 2 days.

Xle 10(28.5deg i, 300km, 77Iw, 2days)

1.8-

208

1.6

1.4

11l.2

ii
0.8

0.4

0.2

time min

Figure 0.3 The maximum I10 is less than 2 x 10-3o.
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X 4 (28.-de4 i, 30m, 77kw, 2days)
1.15

1.1'

1.05

1l

1 0.96

0.9

0.8 0 So0 1000 1500- 200 2500 300
fim. min

Figure 0.4 The total ap varies between 0.88 x 10-4 and 1.16 x 10-4 m/s 2 .

x 105 (28.Sdeg i, 30Okm, 77kw, 2days)

9

, 8.96

8.9

8.85

0 500 1000 150 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.5 The useful ap varies between 8.81 x 10-i and 9.03 x 10-i m/s 2.
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10- (2e.,•og i. 300km, 77TM, 2days)

7-

6-

2

0

0. 600 1000 1500 200 250W 30
time min

Figure 0.6 The wasted ap varies between 0 and 7.3 x 10-5 m/s 2 .

(28.5de9 i, 300km, 77kw, 2days)
100

95-

go-
85

"M.80
c 75

. 70

65

601

55-

0 50 10"00 1600 200 250 300
time mmn

Figure 0.7 The regulated current varies between 50 and 95 A.
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10 (28.5de i. 300km, 771W, 2days)

1.5

S1.4

1.2

1.1

0 5oo 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

ime min

Figure 0.8 The maximum acceleration due to aerodynamic drag, ad, is 1.59 x
10-5 M/s 2.

0.2.1.2 400 km Altitude Initial Condition. With the vehicle initial

orbit at an altitude of 400 kin, a program execution was made to verify the trends

demonstrated in the baseline (see Figures 0.9 through 0.16). During the SFP's

upward spiral, the vehicle is always close to circular orbit conditions. Therefore, the

400 km circular orbit is a good approximation of the vehicles orbital state at that

altitude. The baseline trends were verified by this run.
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(28-Sdeo i. 400km, 77"0. 2days)

'l80c

6800

6796

J.
96790-

6785

6780

07 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.9 The SFP rises 25.4 km in 2 days; note that the long term climb rate
has increased relative to the baseline conditions.

(28.5de" i, 400km, 77kw, 2dayS)
28.505-

28.5

28.496

• 28.49

28.485

28.48

28.47-IJ"0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3M0
time min

Figure 0.10 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.0240 in 2 days; note that the long
term decrease has remained relatively constant.
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x 10 (26.Sdeg i. 405km, 771W, 2days)2

1.8-

1.6

1.4

0.8

0.6-

0.4

0.2

0"0 500 1000 1500 2000 2M00 M00
me mrin

Figure 0.11 The maximum Ifi is less than 2 x 10-30; note that the profile is nearly
unchanged relative to the baseline.

x 104 (28.Sdeg i, 400km, 77kw, 2days)

1.1

1.05

0.95

0.9

0.85
0 500 1000 1500 2000 250 3000

time min

Figure 0.12 The total ap varies between 0.88 x 10-' and 1.16 x 10- mr s 2; note
that the profile is nearly unchanged relative to the baseline.
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O l0 (28.5deg i, 400km, 77kW, 2days)
9.1

9.06

89

8.85,

8. 0 60 1000 1500 200 250 30M
time min

Figure 0.13 The useful ap varies between 8.81 x 10-5 and 9.06 x 10-5 m/s2 ; note
that the maximum useful ap has increased slightly.

S1O5 
(28.%eg I, 4OOkm, 771kw, 2days)

7-

i 43

2

1

0 50 1000 1500 200 250 300
time min

Figure 0.14 The wasted ap varies between 0 and 7.3 x 10-i m/S 2; note that the
profile is nearly unchanged relative to the baseline.
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(20.Sdsg 1, 400km, 771w, 2dAys)

110

100-

90

70

60

0 S5W 1000 1500 20W 250 3M0
firm min

Figure O.15 The current varies between 53 and 101 A; note that the average current
has increased.

X 104 (28.Sdeg i, 400kM, 7710, 2days)
2.2

2.1

2-

1.91
CQ

•1.8
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1.4

1.3-

;to 1000 1s00 2000 2500 3000

time mi

Figure 0.16 The maximum acceleration due to aerodynamic drag, ad, is 2.1 x
10-6 m/s 2; note that the aerodynamic drag has dropped with altitude.
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0.2.1.3 500 km Altitude Initial Condition. The trends of the baseline

were further confirmed by starting the SFP at 500 km (see Figures 0. 17 through 0.23).

Again, the baseline trends were confirmed.

(28.5deq i, 500km, 7710, 2days)
6910

69OS

6900

687% ) S 0 1000 Soo 2" 2W0 3000

ime rmin

Figure 0.17 The SFP rises 28.0 km in 2 days; note that the long term climb rate
has increased relative to the baseline conditions.
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(28.Sdg 1, 500kn, 7710, 2days)

28.=

285.

28.495

26.48-

26.486

28.478

S ,500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.18 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.0240 in 2 days; note that the long
term decrease has remained relatively constant.

(28.Sdeg I, 500km, 771w. 2days)
1.15 x

1,1

1l.OS

I10.95

0.91

0.851
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

dime min

Figure 0.19 The total ap varies between 0.88 x 10-4 and 1.16 x 10-4 m/s 2; note
that the profile is nearly unchanged relative to the baseline.
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X 104 (28-seg i, 500km. 771w, 2M1ap)
9.1

9.06-
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28.96

8.9

8.85

8.8

8.750 50 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
n.e mrin

Figure 0.20 The useful ap varies between 8.81 X 10-5 and 9.08 x 10-5 m/s 2; note
that the maximum useful ap has increased slightly.

S10 (26.Sdeg i, 500km, 77kw, 2days)

7
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2

I

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.21 The wasted ap varies between 0 and 7.3 x 10- m/s 2 ; note that the
profile is nearly unchanged relative to the baseline.
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(26.Sdeq i. SOm. 77W. 2days)

106

100
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66
60

756

,05OO 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
rme min

Figure 0.22 The current varies between 55 and 105 A; note that the average current
has continued to increase.

X 107 (28.Sdeg i, 500km. 77m. 2days)

2.8

2.8
C2A
4

2.2

2

1.8

1.60, 1000 1500 2000 2500 300
time min

Figure 0.23
The maximum acceleration due to aerodynamic drag, ad, is 2.8 x 10-i m/s; note
that the aerodynamic drag has continued to drop with altitude.
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0.2.2 Reduced Power Performance Analysis. The SFP has sufficient

power to perform an orbital transfer while the truss builder and remote manipulators

are in operation, but the power available for propulsion is reduced (see Figures 0.24

through 0.28). This analysis was made to determine the SFP's orbital transfer per-

formance under this condition. The propulsion power was reduced by the combined

peak power load of the truss maker and remote manipulators (9 kW) to 68 kW. The

results are as follows:

(26.S94g i, 300km, s8ky, 2days)

6M_6

68M5

0 50 1000 1500 2000 2500 3
time min

Figure 0.24 The SFP rises 10.0 km in 2 days; with a reduction of only 9 kW, the
long term climb rate is less than half the baseline's climb rate.
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(28.Sdsg i, 300kun.I tg. 2d@"s)
28.6M

26.5

28.496

a 28.49

26.486

28.48

28.47SC
So0 1000 1500 20 2500 300

tme mh'

Figure 0.25 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.0220 in 2 days; the change is smaller
than the baseline's inclination change.

X 10" (28.5dog 1. 300knm, •61v,. 2days)

1.4-

I'.4
1.2-

"6 0.8
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0.2

0 500 1000 1 500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.26 The maximum 1[0 is less than 1.68 x 10"3; the change is smaller
than the baseline's line-of-node change.
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x 1o1 (26.Sde 1.•30km. ONO, 2dwqs)

10.5

10.

.~J9.5

6.5

8

7.5

0 500 1000 1,500 2000 2500 3000
Udme min

Figure 0.27 The total ap varies between 7.9 x 10-5 and 10.3 x 10-5 m/8 2; the
average is smaller than the baseline's average a,.

(28.Sfeg i, 300kW. e6w, 2dcays)

85
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E65
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50.

45
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time min

Figure 0.28 The current varies between 45 and 86.3 A.
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0.2.3 No Payload Performance Analysis. To determine the best perfor-

mance of the SFP, the external tank payload was removed. Without the external

tank, the vehicle mass is 79,309 kg, and the vehicle drag area is reduced to 1,196 m2.

The standard initial condition orbit was used, and the full 77 kW applied (see Fig-

ures 0.29 through 0.33).

(28.5dog i, 300iun. 77IW. 2daya)
6715

6710

6705

6700

66QO

6680

66750
o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

time min

Figure 0.29 The SFP rises 33.4 km in 2 days; this is the SFP's best climb
performance.
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(28.S•deg i, 3km, 77kw, 2days)
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28.48

28.475

28.47-

) 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.30 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.034' in 2 days; note the long term
decrease rate has increased.
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(26.5deg i, 300kui, 77W, 2days)3x o

2.5

t 2

01.5

0.5

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time min

Figure 0.31 The maximum I01 is less than 2.7 x 10-3, also greater than the
baseline's.

x 104 (28.Sdeq i, 300kin, 77ION, 2days)
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1.55-

CM 1.5

1.46
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time min

Figure 0.32 The total ap varies between 1.24 x 10-4 and 1.6 x 10-4 m/s 2, a
significant increase from the baseline.
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100]
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fiffmerin

Figure 0.33 The current varies between 50 and 96 A, essentially the same as
baseline.

0.2.4 Analysis of Inclination Changes on Performance.

0.2•.4.1 50 Inclination Orbit. The method used to direct the propul-

sive force, Fp, depends on the W being nearly orthogonal to V. The angle between

Fp and W is dependent on the vehicles position and time. Generally, the angle will

be closer to 900 in lower inclination orbits. The inclination of the initial orbit was

changed to 50 to study the effects of inclination on the the SFP's orbital transfer

(see Figures 0.34 through 0.37).
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(Oding I. 300k1n. 77kw, 2days)
670O

6

OWSO ) 10,00 15'0 MW0 2WO 3M0
time min

Figure 0.34 The SFP rises 23.3 km in 2 days; note that the SFP's long term climb
rate is superior at the lower inclination.

(O5deg i, 3OOkm, 77kw, 2days)
5.001

5

4.999

"54.996
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4.996•

500 1000 150 2000 2500 3000
time mrin

Figure 0.35 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.00480 in 2 days; this is an order of
magnitude less than the baseline.
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(o6deq I, 30okm. 770w, 2days)

0.012i

0.01•
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0.004

0.002
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Figure 0.36 The maximum 101 is less than 0.01050; this is an order of magnitude
worse than the baseline.

94 105 (05de i, 300kin, 77kw, 2daye)
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Figure 0.37 The total ap varies between 9.00 x 10-' and 9.37 x 10-5 m/s 2, a
smaller variation in acceleration.
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0.2.4.2 150 Inclination Orbit. Continuing the study of the effects

of inclination on the SFP's orbital transfer, the inclination of the initial orbit was

changed to 15" (see Figures 0.38 through 0.41).

(1Sdeg i, 300kO'n, 77kw, 2days)
6705

6700-

6695-

6675L io- 10,00 15,00 20 .00 2S 100 30 100
time min

Figure 0.38 The SFP rises 23.28 km in 2 days; note that the 2FP's long term
climb rate is superior at the lower inclination.
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0.2.5 Descending Orbit Transfers. The program was executed to study

the performance of the SFP in transfers from 500 km to lower altitude orbits. A

thrust in the -ýU direction is achieved by reversing the direction of current flow through

the conductor. In the code, this is implemented by using a "negative" current. The

analysis was made with the vehicle in the 'no payload' configuration.

A run was made with a current of 300 A. Figure 0.42 shows that the SFP can

reach a 300 km altitude in less than 3 days. Figure 0.43 shows that the shielded coil

electrodynamic propulsion system produces power when the vehicle lowers its orbit.
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Figure 0.39 The SFP's inclination decreases 0.00140 in 2 days; this is an order of
magnitude less than the baseline.
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Figure 0.40 The maximum Jill is less than 3.6 x 10"3; this is roughly double the
baseline max I•lI.
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Figure 0.41 The total ap varies between 8.94 x 10-' and 10.00 x 10-5 m/S 2, a
smaller variation in acceleration.

radius vs time (26.5deg i, -300amp, 3d)690€ 0
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lime min

Figure 0.42 The SFP can drop over 200 km is 3 days when 300 A are allowed to
flow through the main conductor.
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Figure 0.43 The negative power in this figure shows that the shielded coil electro-
dynamic propulsion system generates power when the vehicle drops in
altitude.
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Appendix P. Integrated Truss Moments

P. 1 Introduction

The integrated truss components are subjected to a variety of moments. The

majority of moments are induced by maneuvering. The control system will be pro-

grammed to inhibit commanded moments that exceed the strength of the truss. The

moments generated by the solar power system, at the ends of the cross integrated

trusses, fall under different considerations. They must rotate at orbit rate to remain

oriented with the sun. An analysis was accomplished to insure the moments due to

the rotating power system's center of mass not being aligned with the rotation axis

did not exceed the strengths of the cross integrated trusses. The rotation of the solar

power system occurs mostly about the b3 axis at approximately 1.1335 x 10-3 rad/sec

(see Figure P.1).

Some off axes rotations of individual solar power components do occur because

of inclination changes. Like the majority of moments, these rotations are a function

of controlled maneuvering. They will be categorized as commanded moments and

not a part of this analysis.

P.2 Solar Power Component Models

The primary components on one end of a cross integrated truss are also illus-

trated in Figure P.1. They are the concentrator, the power generation assembly, the

ASSET photovoltaic array, and the radiator. The component's moments of inertia,

I, were modeled by a spherical cap, a cylinder, and two thin plates respectively.

Table P.1 identifies the primary masses, I parameters, and Cartesian distances from

the truss center mounting point, q, on the SFP to the center of masses, CM, for

each of the primary components.
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Figure P.1 The solar power system of the SFP on the end of one cross integrated
truss. The primary components are labeled.

Component Mass, kg I parameters, m distance q to CM, m
Concentrator 845.0 r = 25.0 (sphere) = 15.5

h = 2.0 (depth) = -7.5
b3 =28.0

Power 2265.0 r = 1.0 = 4.5
Generation h = 4.0 = -2.2
Assembly __= 28.0
ASSET 2419.0 b = 10.3 bi = -8.7
Photovoltaic h = 13.4 b2 = 0.0
Array 3 = 28.0
Radiator 1471.0 b = 8.0 bi = 12.2

h =18.4 k = 4.0
bý3 = 28.0

Table P.1 The specifications for calculating the moment contributions of the pri-
mary solar power components. The concentrator is oriented in the b1
direction.
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P.3 MATLAB Program

The MATLAB program that follows was used to calculate the moments of

inertia for each of the primary components, rotate their axes to align with the &axes

(if necessary), and translate their inertias to the point q (52:421-443). The code

finishes with a calculation of the total moments experienced by one cross integrated

truss due to the primary solar component rotating at orbit rate.

% Moment calculations on one cross truss due to the moments
% of inertia of the solar power system rotating at orbit rat*.

% Concentrator (modeled as a spherical cap)

mc a 845; % mass
rc - 26; % radius of spherical cap
hc a 2; % depth of spherical cap

bic = 15.5; 1 Cartesian distance form q to CH
b2c a -7.5;
b3c = 28;
the = .35; 2 off axis angle in radians

% Rotation matrix for a 20 degree rotation

Cc - (cos(thc) 0 -sin(thc);
0 1 0

sin(thc) 0 cos(thc)];

% Moment of inertia about CH

Icmtrx U (rc - hc./3) 0 0
0 (rc./2 - hc./12) 0

0 0 (rc./2 - hc./12)];

Icprime a mc .* hc .e Icutri;

Ic a Cc, C Icprine * Cc;

skehc l (0 -blc b3c;
bic 0 -b2c;

-b3c b2c 0;

% Moment of inertia about q

Icq - Ic - mc .* skewc * skeuc

2 Power Generation Assembly (modeled as a cylinder)

ra n 1; 2 radius
ha - 4; % height
ma - 2265; % mass
bla = 4.5; % Cartesian distance from q to CH

b2a - -2.2;
b3a - 28;
the - .61; % off axis angle in radians

% Rotation matrix for a 35 degree rotation
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Ca - [cos(tha) 0 -sin(tha);
0 1 0

sin(tha) 0 cos(tha)];

% Moment of inertia about CM

Ismtrz - [(ra'2./2 + ha2./6) 0 0
0 (ra2./2 + ha-2./2) 0
0 0 ra2]J;

laprime = ma./2 .* Imatrz;

Ia a Ca 0 laprime * Ca';

skesa - [0 -bla b3a;
bla 0 -b2a;

-b3a b2a 0];

% Moment of inertia about q

Iaq - Ia - ma .* skeea * skews

SASSET photovoltaic array (modeled as a thin plate)

bp a 10.3; % base
hp - 13.4; % height
mp - 2419; % mass
bip = -8.7; % Cartesian distance from q to CN

b2p - 0;
b3p a 28;

% Moment of inertia about C(

Ipitrx - [(bp^2 + hp'2) 0 0
0 hp-2 0
0 0 bp-2];

Ip - up./12 .0 Ipmtrz;

skhep - (0 -bIp b3p;
btp 0 -b2p;

-b3p b2p 0];

% moment of inertia about q

Ipq = Ip - mp .0 skewp * skeup;

% Radiator (modeled as a thin plate)

br a 8; % bass
hr a 18.4; % height
mr a 1471; % mass
bIr - 12.2; % Cartesian distance from q to CM

b2r = 4;
b3r - 28;

% Moment of inertia about CM

Irmtrx = [hr-2 0 0
0 (br-2 + hr-2) 0
0 0 br'2];

Ir a mr./12 .* Irmtrx;
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skeur - (0 -blr b3r;
bir 0 -b2r;

-b3r b2r OJ;

Irq - Ir - r .* akeur 0 skeur

% Total moment of inertia about q

Itotq = Icq + Ipq + Iaq + Irq

% Moment calculations

omega = E 0
.0011336

0 J;

skevomega = [ 0 -omega(3,1) onega(2,1)
onega(3.1) 0 -omega(, i)

-omega(2,1) onega(l,l) 0 ];

N = skewomega * Itotq * omega
ZZ%%ZZ%%%I I I Ix %III %II 1%21%11111%•ZZZZZZZ•ZZ%•ZZ•%ZZZZZZ•ZZZZZZZZZZZZ

P.4 Results

The moments experienced by a cross integrated truss due to the orbit rate

rotations of the primary solar power components about the b axes are listed in

Table P.2.

b axis Moment, N- m
-0.1956

2 -0.7264

_ _ 0

Table P.2 The moments experienced by a cross intcgrated truss due to the orbit
rate rotations of the primary solar power components about the b axis.
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Appendix Q. Power System Literature Survey

Q. 1 Introduction

What follows is an extensive literature search that outlines the available space

power systems. The discussion is not intended to be all encompassing but rather,

give an overview of currently available technologies.

Q.2 Energy Sources

There are only three on-board input sources of energy available to support

spacecraft. They are direct solar energy, stored chemical energy, and nuclear en-

ergy. A possible off-board solution is beamed power. There is a wide variety of both

static and dynamic energy conversion systems that can be combined with these heat

sources to form an overall space power system. The interrelationships of the energy

sources and conversion systems is illustrated in Figure Q.1 (46:343). Possible static

conversion systems shown in the figure include batteries, fuel cells, photovoltaic,

thermoelectric, and thermionic devices. The dynamic systems consist of either tur-

bine or reciprocating engines coupled to electric generators (17:4.2). The engines

operate on thermal energy derived from the sun, nuclear reactors, isotopes, or the

combustion of chemicals. A review of the choices shown in Figure Q.1 is essential in

determining the electrical power system design for the SFP.

Q.2.1 Solar. The most frequently used power system to date has been so-

lar arrays. At the Earth's orbit, the solar power available is about 1400 W/m' (19:90).

Solar arrays convert the Sun's energy directly to electrical energy by means of pho-

tovoltaic cells. Planar solar arrays have been powering spacecraft since the 1960's

and generally come in two types: rigid and flexible. Rigid planar arrays are fabri-

cated on sandwiched panels constructed by bonding two thin face sheets to either

side of a honeycomb core material. Flexible blanket arrays use coated Kapton as the
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Figure Q.1 Energy sources and their associated derivatives available to power the
SFP (46).

substrate (89:158). Most arrays are of the planar variety and were initially silicon

based. Gallium arsenide, GaAs, cells are the current trend with greater power to

weight ratios and increased radiation resistance (23:318-319). All solar cells vary in

thickness, resistivity and purity and as a result vary in efficiency, cost, and output

characteristics. In fact, most solar arrays continue to be custom designed for specific

needs. Disadvantages of solar arrays include the need for sun tracking mechanisms,

large surface areas9, and batteries or some other storage device. Storage devices are

required to provide power during eclipse portions of the orbit. Solar arrays also need

replacing during long duration missions (typ~cally every 15 years).

A concentrator array uses either imaging or non-imaging concentrators to pro-

vide a concentration of sunlight on cells. Imaging systems include simple lenses,

Fresnel lenses, reflectors, and parabolic reflectors. Non-imaging systems include

parabolic mirrors operated out of focus, heliostat fields, and compound parabolic

collectors (23:507). Using concentrators results in a smaller array (less than 2/3 of a

planar) thereby providing a considerable drag and mass advantage (46:343). Other
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advantages of concentrator arrays are a superior radiation tolerance (concentrator

optics shield the cells) and a possible early application of advanced cells, such as the

multi-band gap and indium phosphide, InP (27:362). The draw backs of concen-

trators are an increased sun tracking requirement and a lack of compressibility for

launch packaging.

Q.2.2 Chemical. Chemical power systems are a transportable source of

energy where the actual energy is stored in chemical bonds. At their best, chemical

bonds provide just a few electron volts of energy. The sheer mass of chemicals needed

for time periods greater than one day eliminates them from consideration as the sole

source of energy (19:75).

Q.2.3 Nuclear. Obviously there are enormous implications in putting

a nuclear system in space, especially in low earth orbit. A space nuclear power

system must undergo a highly politicized and very uncertain environmental review

and approval process. Completing this process might not even be achievable for a

facility that calls for man . -nded operations. Operating nuclear systems emit copious

amounts of gamma rays and neutrons. This requires that the system be shielded

to protect humans and equipment. For space applications, achieving low radiation

levels would require an extremely high shield mass - possibly great enough to make

it infeasible (44:219). The system itself must also be shielded from possible meteoroid

damage.

The Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP) program was initiated in

the late 1950's to develop compact, lightweight, reliable energy units and electrical

power conversion devices for space, sea, and land use (17:4-8). To date the U.S. has

successfully flown 38 nuclear power systems (37 radioisotope thermoelectric genera-

tors (RTGs) and 1 reactor). These range from the 2.7 W SNAP-3B to the 500 W

SNAP-10A and the 300 W GPHS-RTG (5:23). Current reactor concepts (out-of-core

thermionic, in-core thermionic, thermoelectric, dynamic, etc.) provide no compelling
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reason to choose one over the other at power levels below 40 kW (5:23). It is sug-

gested to use thermoelectrics with a radioisotope heat source below 2 kW and to

us some type of dynamic conversion system (Brayton, Rankine or Stirling) with ra-

dioisotopes from 2-10 kW. The latter suggestion is based on mass considerations

and technological maturity. Nuclear reactors become the lower mass power source

at approximately 10-15 kW. It is thought that for 40 kW and greater, the best

concept near term would be a liquid metal cooled fast reactor with a closed Brayton

cycle.

The advantages of nuclear power systems are: adjustable power levels and

long life operation. The disadvantages include: actual fabrication, launch consider-

ations, a more demanding safety analysis and testing, uncertainties in technological

development, and reentry nuclear safety considerations.

Q.2.4 Beamed Power. Beaming power from the Earth to the spacecraft

represents an external source of energy. There are currently two methods being

pursued, namely microwave and laser.

Q.2.4.1 Microwave. Earth based stations could be built to relay

power via microwave to an orbiting platform (the reverse of the Solar Power Satellite

concept). A vehicle with a microwave receptor (rectenna) area of 50,000 m 2 could

absorb enough beam energy to convert it to 20 MIV of power (11:1239). The receptor

captures the microwave power and converts it to dc power with an overall capture and

conversion efficiency of 85% (11:1243). A 1 kg/kW specific mass for the rectenna -

compared to a 30 kg/kW specific mass nuclear reactor - provides a great reduction

in mass. The major drawback in such a system is that it has only been proposed

for equatorial orbits. Twenty-four or more power stations on the equator would

be necessary to support a 42,000 kg platform in orbit (11:1249). An infeasible

arrangement to propose for powering the SFP.
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Q.2-.4.2 Laser. Similar to microwaves, it is possible to beam lasers

from Earth to space. Beamed laser photovoltaic power has three fundamental ad-

vantages: 1) Laser wavelength is 10,000 times shorter than microwaves allowing for

smaller power and receiver apertures. 2) Conversion efficiency of laser photovoltaic

cells can be three to four times greater than solar cells (60% versus 15%) because

the band-gap energy of the semiconductor material can be closely matched to the

photon energy of the laser. And 3) laser cells operating at 800 nm (near infrared

region) can be subjected to more than five times the natural solar energy without

requiring active cooling (67:166). There are other less obvious advantages to laser

beaming. For example, there is an inherent backup of using the laser array to collect

solar energy. However, the technological maturity must be increased - specifically

large aperture optics. There is also the same problem of numerous ground stations

necessary to support a low Earth orbiting vehicle.

It has been suggested that a constellation of 12 satellites in equatorial orbits

ranging from 24,000-32,000 km could relay power to a vehicle in low Earth or-

bit (2:117). This is an infeasible infrastructure undertaking just to support the SFP

(but an undertaking the proposed SFP could assist with). NASA plans currently call

for testing of limited laser power transmission to existing satellites by 1995 (67:95).

0J.3 Conversion Cycles

A review of the conversion cycles associated with the solar, chemical and nu-

clear heat sources is provided in the following sections. Major components and how

they relate to the heat source are described as well as currently available versions.

Q.3.1 Organic Rankine Cycle. Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) systems

are similar to conventional steam power plants and can be coupled to various heat

sources (isotopes, chemical combusters, solar collectors, or reactors). The major

system components as shown in Figure Q.2 consist of a boiler, turbopump generator,
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Figure Q.2 Typical organic Rankine cycle showing the system components - heat
source, generator, regenerator and radiator (14).

regenerator, and a radiator in addition to the given heat source. Organic working

fluids such as toluene and RC-1 are used instead of steam to achieve high cycle

efficiencies at moderate temperatures. Current efficiencies are from 18-25% with the

main limitations being zero g operation, possible decomposition of organic fluids,

heat source availability, cost, and safety (14:579).

Space Station Freedom studies provided an emphasis for a solar powered ORC

in the 23-40 kW range (14:582). An additional requirement is a lithium hydrox-

ide, LiOH, thermal energy storage subsystem to provide a heat source during the

eclipse portions of the orbit. Other major issues in the solar dynamic power system

are collector concentration ratio, pointing accuracy, peak and partial load operat-

ing characteristics, receiver aperture optimization, and structural dynamic interac-

tions (14:583). Currently available derivatives include a 3 kW solar dynamic mercury

Rankine cycle from TRW and a 15 kW solar dynamic rubidium Rankine cycle from

Sunstrand Corporation.
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An isotope, Pu - 238, powered ORC could be a candidate for a 1-10 kW

output range. A 1.3 kW demonstration model was developed by Sunstrand Corp.

for the Department of Energy (14:579). For operations of greater than 50 kW the

only alternative heat source would be a nuclear reactor. A good base of technology

already exists for these systems (3 kW SNAP2 and the 35-50 kW SNAP8). A 25 kW

ORC with a compact nuclear power source is currently under development by Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) with cycle efficiencies predicted at 30%. LANL

is also working on a 100-300 kW lithium cooled reactor for the SP-100 program.

Q.3.2 Liquid-metal Potassium Rankine Cycle. The liquid-metal potas-

sium Rankine cycle (LMKRC) is similar to an ORC except that potassium is the

working fluid. This allows for high turbine inlet temperatures and a greater heat re-

jection capability (reducing the size of the radiator) (14:605). In the 1960's, General

Electric and Pratt and Whitney carried out preliminary research and development

on a SNAP-50 300 kW version, but due to a lack of a specific mission and high

temperature corrosion problems, the project was canceled (14:605). Several compa-

nies are conceptualizing designs based upon Strategic Defense Initiatives (SDI). A

nuclear heat source would seem to be the only viable option for continuous power.

Q.3.3 Closed Brayton Cycle. A closed Brayton cycle (CBC) system is

similar to a gas turbine heat engine, but the working fluid is recirculated rather

than emitted as exhaust to the environment (14:585). A CBC system includes a

combined rotating unit (turbine-compressor and alternator), recuperator, radiator,

and gas management system in addition to the heat source (chemical, solar, nuclear

reactor, or isotope). A typical CBC is shown in Figure Q.3. The working fluid can be

any number of gases but for a space application a helium-xenon, He - Xe, mixture

has been found to be satisfactory.

If a CBC uses a solar collector as its heat source than practical size limitations

give a power level of 10-50 kW. Once again, a thermal energy storage for eclipse
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Figure Q.3 Typical closed Brayton cycle showing the system components (14).

periods is necessary. A 35 kW CBC Solar Dynamic system uses latent heat of fusion

of lithium fluoride, LiF, to maintain the cycle turbine inlet temperature (14:587).

Space Station Freedom plans call for a solar dynamic CBC system in Phase II which

has a specific power to weight ratio of 70 kg/kW.

Isotope driven CBCs have demonstrated power levels of 1-10 kW. For contin-

uous power (7-20 years) in the 75 kW range, a fast high temperature reactor would

be the recommended heat source for a CBC. Typical concepts have included the nu-

clear engine for rocket vehicle applications derivative reactor, gas and liquid-metal

cooled compact reactors, and gas cooled particle bed reactors.

Q.3.4 Free-Piston Stirling Engine. Free-Piston Stirling engine (FPSE)

power systems are akin to a closed cycle piston engine with cyclic re-circulation of

the working fluid (14:596). After some initial problems the FPSEs have become a

more attractive candidate for space applications because they weigh less and have a

smaller volume than other cycles. They operate without physical linkages; relying

instead on internal gas pressures to impart the motion to reciprocating elements.

Figure Q.4 illustrates a typical FPSE. Mechanical Technology Inc. has developed a
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Figure Q.4 Typical free-piston Stirling engine with a solar heat source. It relies
on internal pressures to impart motion to reciprocating elements rather
than physical linkages (14).

12.5 kW FPSE (designated the space power demonstration engine (SPDE)) which

can easily be configured with isotope, solar, or reactor input sources (14:596).

Two SPDEs in a back to back configuration united with a lithium fluoride,

LiF, thermal energy storage subsystem driven by a solar collector can achieve an

output power of 25 kW (14:598). Higher power levels are possible through the use of

multiple systems. This is dependent on the deployability and erectability of multiple

collectors. Mechanical Technologies Inc. and Sunflower Inc. are developing a 25 kW

space Stifling engine that relies on a nuclear source (89:64).

A Pu - 238 isotope heat source is capable of efficiencies in the 28-35% range

when .ttached to an SPDE operating at 12.5 kW. For higher power systems (greater

than 50 kW) a reactor heat source is needed to reduce weight. Rockwell International

is studying a 100 kW design that uses sodium potassium, NaK, heat pipe exchangers

connected to five SPDEs (14:598).
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Figure Q.5 Typical supercritical cycle. Components are similar to other cycles but
are operating at higher temperatures and pressures (14).

Q.3.5 Supercritical Cycle. A thermodynamic cycle that avoids many of

the problems associated with the Rankine, Brayton or Stirling cycles is the super-

critical cycle shown in Figure Q.5. So named because it operates in the supercritical

pressure region of the working fluid (that region above the fluids critical temperature

and pressure). In this region the density of the liquid and the vapor at any point

is the same. The problems of boiling and condensing in a zero g environment are

eliminated (14:605). Common working fluids include carbon dioxide, C02, sulfur

dioxide, SO2 , and ammonia, NH3. Since it is a high pressure cycle, it has per-

formance characteristics that are not suitable for power levels below 25 kW. This

generally rules out isotope heat sources but leaves solar and reactor heat sources.

Q.3.6 Thermoelectric Conversion. Thermoelectric conversion (TEC)

cycles have had the most extensive application in space power systems. They are

compatible with all the previously mentioned heat sources but are typically driven

by isotope sources due to reliability considerations. Thermoelectric systems utilize
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the Seebeck effect in a circuit for power generation, and their efficiencies are related

to the Carnot cycle efficiency and material properties (19:117).

The SP-100 will most probably end up as a TEC system. This is due to lower

development risks and the extensive flight experience of TECs. A possible choice

could be the alkali metal thermal to electric conversion (AMTEC), also referred to

as the sodium heat engine, which is a thermally regenerative electrochemical device

for direct thermal to electric conversion. AMTEC has a specific power to weight

ratio of 18 W/kg and an efficiency of 20% (14:159).

Q.3.7 Thermionic Conversion. Thermionic conversion is based on the

use of a vacuum diode utilizing a temperature difference and employing electrons as

the working fluid (19:118). Similar to TECs it is subject to Carnot cycle efficiency

limitations (generally the maximum temperature of the source and sink). Essentially

the electrons are given off at a heated emitter (cathode) and collector (anode) then

pass through the external load back to the emitter. A thermionic device is shown

in Figure Q.6. Thermionic systems connected to nuclear reactors have received the

most attention, and there are two basic approaches to such systems: in-core or

out-of-core. The Soviet TOPAZ reactor is an in-core version and can reportedly

deliver 6-10 kW (5:24). GA technologies is currently studying a space thermionic

auxiliary reactor for SP-100 applications. So far producing a reliable, long life, in-

core, thermionic fuel element has been elusive for the United States (5:24).

Q.4 Energy Storage

In using solar energy, a form of energy storage is necessary because all low

inclination orbits have eclipse periods. Also, inherent to electrodynamic propulsion

systems, there is the possibility of reversing the current and generating power. If it

is chosen to store energy from these sources, an energy storage device is necessary.

An illustration of all energy storage methods for the space environment is provided
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Figure Q.6 A thermionic conversion unit. Electrons are given off at the emitter
(cathode) and collector (anode) and then pass through the external
load back to the emitter (14).

in Figure Q.7. A review of the most promising energy storage devices -rechargeable

batteries and reversible fuel cells (46:343) - is provided in the following sections.

Q.4.1 Batteries. A battery converts the chemical energy contained in its

active materials into electrical energy through an electrochemical oxidation-reduction

reaction. Nickel-cadmium, NiCd, batteries are the industry's current standard for

energy storage. They are relatively heavy but can be recharged over many cycles.

Lifetime is a complicated function of operating temperature, depth of discharge

(DOD), charge and discharge rates, overcharge, number of cycles, recycling strategy,

and a variety of other factors.

Battery sizing is determined by the voltage desired (the number in series) and

by energy storage requirements in apmere, hours, A. H, capacity. A. H requirements

are determined by the load, eclipse time, and chosen DOD. The number of cycles is

determined by the mission time and the number of orbits per day.
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Figure Q.7 Typical energy storage devices available for use on the SFP (46).

Batteries may be deeply discharged to save on the weight of additional bat-

teries. Life cycle trade studies indicate that low temperature, 00C, operation with

moderate (20-30%) DOD and higher than minimum initial battery weight is the best

system approach. Batteries must be charged under controlled conditions so that the

charge rate is not too high and overcharge does not occur. Charge and discharge

cycles result in a net inefficiency and in the production of waste heat.

Nickel-hydrogen, NiH2 , is the more recent battery technology. It has a slightly

higher DOD than NiCd and can tolerate over-charging better. For example, NiH 2

batteries at 40% DOD have lasted greater than 18,000 cycles while NiCd batteries

at 25% DOD last between 14,000-15,000 cycles (46:135). NiH2 batteries are 15%

lighter but are 40% larger in volume than NiCd batteries

Current research is being done on a high energy density rechargeable battery

(HEDRB) with a goal of a 110 Watt-hour battery with a 10 year life (14:572). Two

technologies have been identified to meet this goal, lithium iron di-sulfide, LiFeS2,

and sodium sulfur, NaS. The HEDRB could reduce battery weight by 80% compared

to NiCd batteries and 60% compared to NiH2 batteries (14:572). These batteries are

also projected to have greater DOD - 75% for NaS and 40-80% for LiFeS2 (14:579).

Q.4.2 Reversible Fuel Cell. The operation of a fuel cell is similar to a bat-

tery except that one or both of the reactants are not permanently contained in the
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electrochemical cell but are fed to it from an external source when power is desired.

Reversible fuel cell (RFC) systems convert hydrogen fuel and an oxidizer, 02, into

electrical energy and water during the eclipse portion of the orbit. An electrolysis

unit is used to electrolyze the water (using electrical energy from the source) back

into 12 and 02 during sunlight. This is obviously an inefficient process and has not

been perfected yet. Lifetime of the system is a function of operating temperature;

pressure; and the reliability of the necessary pumps, compressors, valves, and regu-

lators. Recent work has dealt with proton membrane exchange RFCs to meet long

life applications for the lunar surface or Mars.
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